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To Gabl'ieffa and ALextll1()er,

my happinedd

THE JOURNEY
One day you finally knew
what you had to do, and began ,
though the voices around you
kept shouting
their bad advicethough the whole house
began to tremble
and you felt the old tug
at your ankles.
"Mend my life!"
each voice cried.
But you didn't stop.
You knew what you had to do,
though the wind pried
with Lts stiff finget's
at the

vel)r

foundations,

though their melancholy
was terrible.
It was already late
enough, and a wild night,
and the wad full of fallen
branches and stones.
But little by little,
as you left their voices behind,
the stars began to burn
through the sheets of' clouds,
and there was a new voice
which you slowly
recognized as your own,
that kept you company
as you stmde deeper and deepet'
into the world,
determined to do
the only thing you could dodetermined to save
the only life that you could save.

-Mary O/i!'er
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FOREWORD

II of us want to be happy, even if we don't admit it openly or
choose to doak our desire in ditferent words. Whether our dreams
are about professional success, spiritual fulfillment, a sense of connection,
a purpose in lite, or love and sex, we covet those things because ultimately
we believe that they will make us happier. Yet few of us truly appreciate
just how much we can in' prove our happiness or know precisely how to
go about doing it. To step back and consider your deep-seated assumptions about how to become a happier person and whether it's even possible for you-what I hope this book will spur you to do-is to
understand that becoming happier is realizable, that it's in your power, and
that it's one of the most vital and momentous things that you can do for
yourself and for those around you.
What are the meanings and mysteries of happiness? Is it possible to
acquire more of it, and can new happiness ever endure? These are foundational questions to which I have devoted my entire career as a research
psychologist. When I was beginning my investigations, as a twenty-twoyear-old psychology graduate student, the study of well-being wasn't a
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newspaper and magazine pieces, television documentaries, books, quotes,

. ositive state of mind-to live the most rewarding and happiest
devdop a p
.
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n-is J'ust as important as psychology'S tradltlOnal focus on
lives tIley ca
,
'
,
, ' . their weaknesses and healing their pathologies. The focus on
repalflng
.
"
'
, h'
nd fulfillment may seem like a wise and obvIOUS chOice, yet
,
flouns mg a
for the last half of the twentieth century was fIxated on dlspsyc I10 Iogy
2
ease, disorder, and the negative side of life.
The goals of today's psychologists are grander and more ambitious. Dur-

blogs, and podcasts on the topic, the vast majority of which are relatively

ing the past ten years psychological science has made tremendous advanc,es

uninformed by empirical data. Not infrequently, this frenzy drives re-

in knowledge about not only how to treat depression-that

searchers like myself to want to keep a distance, yet I think it's essential to

people from feeling terrible to feeling good-but how to elevate them to

engage in the national discussion about happiness and insist that it abide

feeling great,We're in a new era, each month witnessing hot-off-the-press

by strict scientific standards. Why? Because I believe deeply in the impor-

publications about how to achieve and sustain happiness, how to make life

tance of the scientifIC study of happiness and well-being. The majority

more fulfilling, more productive, and more enjoyable. Unfortunately, these

of people in the world, across vast continents and cultures, profess that being

findin~ are typically disseminated formally and informally only among sci-

happy is one of their most cherished goals in life-for themselves and, above

entists or else published in technical academic journals subscribed by uni-

all, for their children. What's more, happiness otTers myriad rewards, not just

versities and lying beyond the reach of the nonexpert. In this book I have

for the happy person but for his or her family, workplace, community,

assembled and interpreted the discoveries about how to become happier,

nation, and society. Working on how to become happier, the research sug-

using them as jumping-otT points to teach skills that people can use to shift

gests, will not only make a person Jeel better but will also boost his or her

to a higher and sustainable level of well-being.

well-regarded choice, the subject matter considered elusive, unscientific,
"soft," and "fuzzy." But recently happiness has exploded as a hot topic in
the social science community, a symptom, perchance, of the Western twentyfirst-century individualistic zeitgeist.
Alas, has happiness today become a fad, like hula hoops , big hairdos,
and Fonzie? It can certainly appear so, with the market saturated with

IS,

how to hft

energy, creativity, and immune system, foster better relationships, fuel higher
productivity at work, and even lead to a longer life. 1 Happiness, in my
humble opinion, is the Holy Grail, "the meaning and the purpose of life," as

Allow me temporary license to make some lofty claims. First, the star of The

Aristotle famously said, "the whole aim and end of human existence."

How oj Happiness is science, and the happiness-increasing strategies that I
and other social psychologists have developed are its key supporting players. My story is that of a research scientist, not a clinician, life coach, or
self-help guru, To my knowledge, this is the fmt how-to-become-happier
book authored by someone who has actually conducted research revealing
how people can achieve a greater sense of happiness in their lives, Friends
and colleagues have urged me to write this book for many years, but only
now do I believe that the scientifIc advances in the fIeld are solid and rigorous enough to interpret and translate into specifIc recommendations, As a
result, The How (if Happiness is different from many self-help books inasmuch as it represents a distillation of what researchers of the science of happiness, including myself, have uncovered in their empirical investigations.

The science of happiness deserves to be more than a fad . Striving to be
happy is a serious, legitimate, and worthy aim. If you consult the ancient
texts in history, literature, or philosophy, you'll also fmd that it's eternal.
Many of us suffer, and many more feel empty and unfulfilled, yet to attain
more joy, less anguish, more tranquillity, and less insecurity is a venerable
goal. I have been conducting research in this field for eighteen years,
initially as a doctoral student at Stanford University and then and now as
a professor at the University of California, Riverside. In the intervening
years I have seen the science of happiness grow as part of a movement
called positive psychology, the psychology of what makes life worth living. The label comes from the conviction that empowering people to
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Every suggestion that 1 offer is supported by scientific research; if evidence
is mixed or lacking on a particular subject, 1 plainly say so. Notes and refer_
ences are provided for all theories, statistics, and original research. If you
are interested in any specific topic area in these pages and aspire to pursue it
more deeply, the notes will tell YOll where to go. If you find such interrup_
tions distracting, feel free to disregard them.
Why should readers care about whether the advice they read in self-help
books is supported by science? Because empirical research holds multiple

_ nduct so-called happiness interventions, a scientific term we use
.
.
,
g
_
t to confrontatiollS with addIcts but to experIments that aIm to
. . '
to refer no
Ihich happiness-boost\I1g strategIes are effectlve--and how and
find out '"
_ ""
.
"
.
' -'d ntall)1 both types ot mterventIOns share the notion that for
why. (I \lCl e
,
.
.
.j , l o e to happen, a break with the status quo must be achIeved.)
Inalor c ),11 t>
.
'
. '
. rch from such experimental interventIOns suggests, as you WIll
Our r e s e a ·
. '
'll in these pages that enjoying a real increase In your own happISOOI1 I ea I
'
. . 1 Coact attainable i' f you are prepared to do the work. If you make a
ne~~11 ~
,
Trant to cO

advantages over anecdotal or clinical observations. By applying the scienti-

decision to be happier in your life, and you understand that this is a weighty

fic method, researchers have the ability to disentangle cause and effect and

decision that will take effort, commitment, and a certain amount of disci-

to study a phenomenon systematically, without biases or preconceptions.

pline, know that you can make it happen .

Thus, if a magazine article proclaims that daily meditations make people
happier or that a natural herb alleviates headaches, only a true double-blind

with a team of gifted graduate students, Ken and I have been using this

Merriam- Webster:, Collegiate Dictionary (11th ed.) lists the first, second, and
third defmitions of the adverb how as follows : "la: in what matter or way
b: for what reason: why c: with what meaning: to what effect." TIle How if
Happirless embraces each of these definitions in full. Above all, this is a
book about how to become a happier person, supplying you a road mapa dozen happiness-increasing strategies-for the matter or way to get there
and for how to choose the strategies that fit you best. Further, understanding the precise reasorls that the strategies are successful (i.e., why they work)
is just as important as knowing what they are and how to apply them optimally. Finally, the meaning and ~ffects of being happier-the multiple benefits and consequences for yourself, your family, and your community-is
another vital theme that I address.
Backed by the results of our work with thousands of research participants, I deliver in The How (~fHappiness a theory of the determinants of
happiness , a unifYing theory of a sort, which encapsulates for you in one
take everything that scientists currently know about what makes people
happy and the implications for attaining ever-greater well-being. In a
seIlSe, the many drips and drabs you may have picked up about the subject
of happiness fr0111 other sources converge meaningfully in this book into a
Single integrated whole. And essential to my idea that we can maximize
OUr own happiness is the notion of the 40 percent solution.

4

5

experiment in which participants are randomly assigned to the meditation
(or natural herb) condition and others to a control group can determine if
these claims are true. Although science is imperfect, we can be much more
confident in its conclusions than in those of a single individual profrering
advice based on his or her limited experience and assumptions.
A newspaper reader once wrote the following eloquent letter to the
editor, on the subject of science:
There are questions of faith, such as "Does God exist?" There are questions
of opinion, such as "Who is the greatest baseball player of all time?" There
are debate questions, such as "Should abortion be legal?" And then there are
questions that can be answered to a degree of certainty by the application of
the scientific method, which are called empirical questions-in other
words, those that can be largely settled by the evidence. 1
Whether it's possible to learn how to become lastingly happier and how
exactly you can go about doing so turns out to be just such an empirical
question. My friend and research collaborator Ken Sheldon and I received a
grant for more than one million dollars from the National Institute of Mental Health to fund research on the possibility of becoming happier: Along

Forell'oro

Foreword

in our power to change through how we act and how we think, that por-

'11 work to make you happier. Establishing this outright will direct
what to take away from the next part of the book, from Part II ,
~uw
.
.
. I presents detailed analyses and concrete IllustratIOns of twelve spewhIC 1
die happiness-.enhancing activities. The fit diagnostic will lead you to
' -ilapterS detailing activities that apply specially to your personality,
t IlOse c
.
~
. '-es (Toals and needs. Contrary to popular belief, there is no one

tion representing the potential for increased lasting happiness that resides

secret to happiness, just as there is no one miracle diet that works for all.

in all of us. It's not a small number, and it's not a huge number, but it's a

Each of us needs to determine which strategy, or set of strategies, will be

As it happens, "The 40 Percent Solution" was one of this book's original
titles, because it is effectively the tool that underlies the promise of
becoming happier, the answer to the question of how the realization of
greater happiness is possible and what this book is essentially all about.
Why 40 percent? Because 40 percent is that part of our happiness that it's

.
aleS
'"

WI

reSOll!C . ,

1:>

'

reasonable and realistic number. TIle How oj Happiness shows you how to

most valuable, and once you have completed the fit diagnostic in Chapter 3,

apply that number to your own circumstances. However, instead of show-

you are prepared and equipped to carryon . Find your best-fitting activi-

ing you how to move from the negative range toward a neutral point, the

ties in Part II , and begin the challenging but rewarding process of becom-

aim of most therapies and treatments for depression, I sh,ll1 spotlight how

ing a happier person.
That's not all. The last part of the book contains two vital chapters.

to advance from your current (perhaps unrewarding) state (be it -8, -3, or
+3) toward +6 or +8 or even higher.

Chapter 10 describes five important hows behind abiding happiness,
offering you insight into how and why the happiness strategies "work."
We know £I'om the fIeld of medicine that patients who have a good

This is how to read this book. Chapters 1 and 2 introduce you to the

understanding of the thinking behind treatments are more likely to com-

foundations of the how-to-be-happier program described here, the the-

ply with them and benefit from them. The same logic applies here. Some

ory behind the 40 percent solution. These chapters layout the principles

of you might be tempted to skip this chapter, but you will be more successful

and empirical evidence behind two fundamental questions that we ask

in improving your own happiness, not to mention more erudite, if you read

ourselves: How can we decide what will make us happier, and how pre-

on. A fmal chapter worth reading-"Postscript: If You Are Depressed"-is

cisely should we go about making it happen? You will learn what most of

reserved for those of you who have been feeling sad or down during the last

us believe will make us happier, and in what ways we're wrong, and what

weeks. If this describes you, you may even want to read this fIrst .

scientists have shown actually determines happiness. In the 40 percent
solution lies a bounty of possibilities. Remaking yourself as a happier person, a new person, is entirely in your hands, if you are willing to bring to
bear some effort and commitment,

if you

are ready, and only if you

Before I leave you, I must preempt an observation I made while writing
abollt the twelve happiness-enhancing strategies , and it is this: Why do

understand how to proceed. Part I of the book will deliver you to that

many of the most powerful happiness activities sound so ... well, hokey?

starting line.

To be sure, some of us find exhortations to "count your blessings," "live

At that point you'll be geared up to begin introducing the thoughts

ill the present," "commit random acts of kindness," "look on the bright

and behaviors that will make you happier, but where to start? This is

side" or "smile!" trivial at best and corny at worst. Yet as I shall plainly

where Chapter 3 plays a decisive role. In this brief but important chapter,

illustrate, these strategies, when practiced in effortful and optimal ways,

you will complete a diagnostic test that will flag which particular strate-

have been borne out in numerous studies to be incredibly effective. Why

i

aren't they hip then? Why don't people shout them hom mountain peaks
and rooftops?
One reason, perhaps, is that such potent and complex happiness recom_

we translate into a universal maxim something so personal, so close to the

.
in both Russia and the United States, I've known some very
Growing up
.
_..
Ie in my life. I've also witnessed more than one fnend beunhappy peo P
·emain crenuinely happier as she grew, changed, and matured.
con1e, an d I
, t:>
. . •
•
. b k' the product of vears of th111kmg, read111g, and conduct1l1g
ThiS 00 IS
J
w we can accon1plish this feat. Whether you personally yearn
researc h on ho
.
happier
or know someone who does, or you are intellectually
to b ecome
.
. bout vvhat scientists
currently understand about the causes and
CUriOUS a
"
potential for abiding well-being, 1 hope you will be enriched and enlight-

bone as how we wish to be or how we behave toward loved ones, the out-

ened by these pages.

mendations are not easily condensed or drawn down to their essence. Of

course, we all would be happier if we truly and sincerely felt gratitude for
our health, our families, friends, homes, and jobs, even when those things
are imperfect. But somehow, boiling down this behavior to "Honey, you'd
be so much more content if you just counted your blessings" makes the
suggestion sound like a silly platitude. Alternatively, it may be that when

come sounds watered down , hackneyed, and cliched.
Last but not least, some people associate happiness-enhancing strategies with people who seem to be too cheery and blissed out to be real.
When I was in high school, I had a friend whose bedroom was adorned
(to the horror of my flfteen-year-old self) with Pollyanna-like assertions
("I. Life," "Never Give Up," etc.) beneath photos of cuddly kittens and
dazzling sunsets. Of course, now I look at some of those quotes, which I
used to think were so trite, and notice that they are powerful enough to
include in my book. My point is that you don't have to hang quotations
about happiness on your walls or agree with the exact locution of some of
the phrases I employ here to experience the impact of what I am trying to
impart. Above all, understand that there are many faces of happiness aside
from the ubiquitous smiley face and the inspirational poster. The face of
happiness may be someone who is intensely curious and enthusiastic
about learning; it may be someone who is engrossed in plans for his next
five years; it may be someone who can distinguish between the things that
matter and the things that don't; it may be someone who looks forward
each night to reading to her child. Some happy people may appear outwardly cheerful or transparently serene, and others are simply busy. In
other words, we all have the potential to be happy, each in our own way.
Yet what 1 hope you'll corne to appreciate from reading this book is the
notion that the basic strategies for improving happiness in our day-to-day
lives are less daunting th:1I1 you might once have thought.

Part One

How to Attain Real and
Lasting Happiness

1.

Is It Possible
to Become Happier?
To change one's life, start immediately,
do it flamboyantly, no exceptions.
- William

I

Jill/U,I

hat do you think would make you happier? Take a moment to
consider. Might it be .. .

A relationship?
More flexibility at work?
A new job that better provides for you and your family?
An extra bedroom?
A more attentive spouse?
A baby?
Looking younger?
Relief from your bad back?
Losing weight?
Your child excelling at school?
Knowing what you really want to do with your life?
More supportive, loving parents?
Cure from a chronic illness or disability?

Is It Possible to Become Happier?
'lIse of iancTuishin!! or having fallen in a hole or being trapped in a
T I115. se
'
b
~

More money?

v

More time?

t.

If your answers look anything like these, all of which friends have confIded to me over the years, you're in for a surprise. None of these things
will make you substantially happier. But this doesn't mean that the goal of

chuntirJ'T, We may think that it would take a staggering amount

rut cail oe,
b
_
and stamina to pull ourselves up, But I have hopeful news. The
of t'nergy ,
'
" to he we yourself out of the hole and onto higher ground can
'"\vor k"
'very small and will often yield immediate results. In one study,
start au t
the University of Pennsylvania professor Martin Seligman taught a single

to look for happiness in the wrong places. What we believe would make

'ness'-enhancillCT
strategy to a group
of severely depressed people-that
b
~
Ilapp I '
is, those whose depression scores put them in the most extremely depressed

a huge difference in our lives actually, according to scientifIC research,

category. Although these individuals had great difficulty even leaving their

makes only a small difference, while we. overlook the true sources of per-

beds, they were instructed to log on to a Web site and engage in a simple

sonal happiness and well-being.

exercise, The exercise involved recalling and writing down three good

fmding lasting happiness is unrealistic or naive. The catch is that we tend

In almost every nation, from the United States, Greece, and Slovenia

v

things that happened every day-for example, "Rosalind called to say

to South Korea, Argentina, and Bahrain, when asked what they want

hello," "I read a chapter of a book my therapist recommended," and "The

most in life, people put happiness at the top of their lists. I Learning how

sun fInally came out today." Within fIfteen days their depressions lifted from

to be happier is critical for those of us who are currently depressed or low,

"severely depressed" to "mildly to moderately depressed," and 94 percent of

1n this book, I shall show you why

them experienced relief3
So you see, research suggests that the initial steps to becoming happier

and it may be invaluable to everyone.

our desire to be happier isn't just a pipe dream.

can be implemented straightaway. The fIrst step involves recognizing that
our yearning to increase our happiness is not just wishful thinking. It is

A Program for Lasting Happ iness

a vitally important goal, one that we all have a right to pursue and the
wherewithal to achieve, Happiness isn't a knock of good fortune that

You may have picked up this book because you believe that you are not

we must await, like the end of rainy season. Neither is it something that we

living up to your potential in your personal or working life, or perhaps

must find, like a freeway exit or a lost wallet, if only we knew the secret

you are not as happy and fulfIlled as you yearn to be. Nationally represen-

path and if only we could acquire the right job or the right boyfriend.

tative samples of U.S. adults indicate that slightly more than half of us

Interestingly, the notion that happiness must be found is so pervasive that

(54 percent) are "moderately mentally healthy" yet not flourishing-that

even the familiar phrase pursuit

is, we lack great enthusiasm for life and are not actively and productively

object that one has to chase or discover. I don't like that phrase, I prefer to

engaged with the world. 2 This explains why the desire to be happier is felt

think of the creation or COYlStrllctiorl of happiness, because research shows that
it's in Our power to fashion it for ourselves.

not just by the clinically depressed but by a wide range of us, from those

if happiness

implies that happiness is an

of us who are not as happy as we'd like to be, who sense that we're not

You 'vvilliearn in these pages that achieving lasting happiness does not

quite thriving, to those who may be doing quite well yet want more--

necessarily require, as a psychotherapist might tell you, digging deep into

more joy, more meaning in life, more stimulating relationships and jobs.

your childhood, psychoanalyzing your past traumatic experiences, or dissectino·
V '
h b' I
f re Iatmg
' to others. Nor IS, It
, essentIal
. to secure
b lour a Itua ways 0

Finally, some of us may have once known true happiness but feel powerless to bring that moment back.
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beauty. In this book, I describe strategies that you can start doing right
away and that will immediately boost your feelings of well-being, even if
YOll

are deeply despondent. To continue accruing happiness-boosting bene_

fits , you wi.ll need to embark on a longer-te rm program. The good news
about a lifelong plan

to

build and sustain personal happiness is that the

effort to do so is greatest when the new behaviors and prac tices you'll learn
don't yet feel natural, but with time the required effort diminishes, as such
strategies become habitual and self-reinforcing. The How

if Happiness

de-

scribes an ongoing happiness-enhancing program that you might choose

y,J//

Happy!

lly doesn't make us happy? Because the truth is that money
that nlOlley rea
.
.
.
I pny But our nl1sunderstandll1g, as one happlJ1ess researcher
/1)('S make us 13 t .
.
.
.
.
"..
,
I
bins is that "we tll1nk money WIll brmg lots ot happiness for
IOLju ent Y exp, .,
.
_
e
.
. d actuallv it brings a little happiness for a short tl1ne."~ Mean. Ion" t1Ille, an
,
.
•\
.::>.
efiortful pursuit of such dead ends to pleasure, we end up
whIle, In our
.
.
.
..
ther more effective routes to well-being.
19nO! mg a
,
. . .
~
·d er the C'lses
Consl
, . of two people I l11tervlewed who realIzed that the
r

·"t of lIS think create happiness-wealth, fame, beauty-clon't
mos
really matter all that much.
·

t h 111gs

to begin today and undertake for the rest of your life. The only person
who has the power to make it happen is you.
A final note: If you've been diagnosed with depression, this happiness

ROCK STAR

program isn't meant to replace established treatments such as cognitive-

I was introduced to Neil one summer during the filming of a documen-

behavioral therapy and antidepressant medication. But you should con-

tary about the lives of very happy people. 6 Neil had wanted to be a rock

sider it a potent complement, which might help you feel better sooner,

star when he was young, and against all odds, he actually achieved his

stronger, and longer. See the "Postscript: If You Are Depressed" for more.

dream . As the drumme r for a successful folk-rock group, he made a tortune, appeared on Saturday Night Live, was nominated for several Grammy
awards, and, for a decade, traveled the continents, touring with the band.

Do You Know What Makes You Happy?

Then his world abruptly collapsed. The band broke up, the touring
stopped, he lost the big house, and his wife left him.

At this point you may be feeling skeptical about the happiness program I'm

We spent an entire afternoon interviewing Neil at his new modest

describing. If permanently boosting our happiness is so attainable, so within

ranch-style house, with a big pile of dirt blocking the front. The single

reach, why, you might ask, are we so poor at it? Why do we try so often

father and his two small children live on the outskirts of Winnipeg, in

and fail? The prime reason, I suspect, is that we have been conditioned to

sparsely settled prairie country, miles away from the nearest shop or

believe that the wrong things will make us lastingly happy. Psychological

school. Even in July the wind was brisk when we visited, setting the tall ,

scientists have amassed persuasive evidence that vve are routinely off base

dry grasses blowing. It struck me as the kind of place that must be bitter

about what will bring us pleasure and fulfillment, and as a result, we some-

cold and desolate during the long Manitoba, Canada, winters. A trip for

times work to make things happen that don't actually make us happy.4 Per-

milk, let alone a playdate, must be hard to manage.

haps the most common error is that we assume that positive events, be they

Neil immediately struck me as a person completely comfortable and at

promotions at work, clean bills of health, hot dates, or victories by our pre-

peace with himsel( genuine and at ease with his children, and fully

ferred presidential candidates or football teams, will provide much more

engaged in his music. Did being a wealthy rock star make Neil very

happiness than they really do. Take materialism, the pursuit of money and

happy? " I had it, the money and fame," he said, "and now I don't, but my

possessions, as an example. Why is it so hard for us (even myself!) to believe

happiness level is the same. There is no difference."
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.
c what you can do about your happiness, starting today. The
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, . 'n 3n unlikely Mayan R"IVler3 vill age.
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EXTREME MAKEOVER

I met Denise on the set of a talk show where she carne to tell her story.
Denise lives in St. Petersburg, Florida. She used to teach high school kids

Discovering the Real Keys to Happiness

with learning disabilities, and now she stays home with her three school_
age children. It's not easy to be a full-time mother of three kids. Moreover, as she was turning forty, Denise felt that she had let herself go: didn't

POS

ITIVE PSYCHOLOGY IN AKUMAL

,

II

.

and much older than her age. She put in an application for Extreme
Makeover and, to her delight, made it on the show.

2001 I traveled to a beautiful, serene resort 111 a sma town m
In January
,
'. t a hOllrs outside Cancun called Akumal. There, under a palapa
MexlCO, w
'
eezes
about
a
dozen
or
so researchers in the then budding
br
111
an d war
,
tield of positive psychology gathered to share their latest findings and

The surgery took twelve hours. Denise had an eye lift, an upper and

brainstorm new ide3s. It was hard for me to concentrate at first; I had left

lower forehead lift, and a full face-lift. A bump was taken out of her nose,

my twenty-month-old daughter behind with her dad in Los Angeles and

liposuction done under her chin, and laser resunacing on her face. The

had just found out that I was pregnant again. Nevertheless, several conver-

cosmetic changes were so well executed and seamless that the show's

sations that I had in Akumal ended up transforming the shape and direc-

wear makeup, stopped working out, looked tired all the time. Years spent
under tbe scorching Florida sun had made her look wrinkly, she believed,

makeup artist, who spent at least a half hour working on Denise's £1ce,

tion of my work. One of those conversations was with fellow professors

was floored when I told her that Denise had been on Extreme Makeover.

Ken Sheldon and David Schkade. I had e-mailed them before the trip and

She hadn't noticed anything unusual about her reconstructed face.

asked if we could meet to talk about writing an article that would catego-

After the surgical makeover, Denise felt that she had traveled back in

rize the different ways that people pursue happiness. Sitting together,

time; she looked ten years younger. She received a lot of attention-from

however, we rapidly realized that almost no empirical research existed on

family, friends, strangers, media . "I think I was caught up \vith that," she

this subject. Not only were researchers generally unaware of what strate-

said. "I had lived like a movie star, and my confidence went overboard."

gies people use to become happier, but it became apparent to us that most

She considered leaving her husband and starting a new life.

psychologists were pessimistic about the very notion of permanently

A year later Denise came to her senses and realized that giving up her

increasing happiness. Two fmdings had caught the imagination of the

marriage would have been a huge mistake. Did the plastic surgery make her

academic community 3t that time: fIrSt, that happiness is heritable and

happier? "I do have to say it's nice to have less wrinkles," Denise confessed.

extremely stable over the course of people's lives, and second, that people

But it didn't make her happier in the long run. "The makeover is nothing

have a remarkable capacity to become inured to any positive changes in

compared to real happiness."

their lives. Consequently, the logic went, people cannot be made lastingly

Neil and Denise may have once thought, "If only I were rich ... If

happier because any gains in happiness would be temporary, and in the

only I were famous ... If only I were beautiful, I would be happy." They

long term, most cannot help returning to their original, or baseline, levels
of well-bein ;:"a

would have been wrong. Intuitions such as theirs, combined with an avalanche of research evidence, have been formalized by my colleagues and
me into a theory of the causes of happiness, a theory that has decisive

II{

II)
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THE 40 PERCENT SOLUTION

Ken, David, and I were skeptical of the conclusion that lasting happiness
was impossible and determined to prove that it was wide off the mark.
The result of our discussions over the next few years was a discovery
about the causes of well-being. Together 'Ne were essentially able to iden_
tifY the most important factors determining happiness, represented in the
following simple pie chart. 7

. I ' happiness set point that originates from our biological mother or
XlrtIC ll 31
. . ,
t.
. both a baseline or potentr31 for happrness to willch we are bound
lathel or
'
. ' . ._ .
. "ven after major setbacks or trrumphs. H ThIS means that It WIth a
(0 retLlI11, t:
.
.""
'. mel we could turn all hundred theatergoers mto genetIc clones

Inag1l

\·v~

-

?

'. ~ tl' "'11 twins) of one ,mother, they stili would differ in their happiness
(or lUen c,
'
I- bllt those differences would be reduced by 50 percent.
eve s,

I

>

The set point for happiness is similar to the set point for \,,'eight. Some
people are blessed with a skinny dispositions: Even when they're not trying,
they easily maintain their weight Y By contrast, others have to work extraordinarily hard

IVhat Determined Happilledd?

to

keep their weight at a desirable level, and the moment

they slack off even a bit, the pounds creep back on. The implication of this
finding for happiness is that like genes tor intelligence or cholesterol, the
magnitude of our illnate set points-that is, whether it is high (a six on a
seven-point scale) or low (a two) or in between (a four)-governs to a large
extent how happy we "",ill be over the course of our lives.
Perhaps the most counterintuitive finding is that as the chart shows, only
about 10 percent of the variance in our happiness levels is explained by differences in Life circumstances or situations-that is, whether we are rich or
poor, healthy or unhealthy, beautiful or plain, married or divorced, etc. 10 If
with a magic wand, we could put all hundred moviegoers into the same set
of circumstances (same house, same spouse, same place of birth, same face,
same aches and pains), the differences in their happiness levels would be
reduced by a measly additional 10 percent.
A great deal of science backs up this conclusion. For example, a well-

known study demonstrated that the richest Americans, those earning more
than ten million dollars annually, report levels of personal happiness only
slightly greater than the office sta£l:s and blue-collar workers they employ. 11
Imagine a movie theater full of a hLlIldred people. These hundred individuals represent the full continuum of happiness: Some are exceptionally

And although married people are happier than single ones, the effect of
Illarriarre
on persona
. I h appllless
.
. actua II y qUite
. sllla11 ; fcor example, 111
. SIX.
b
IS

determined sct poillts. This discovery comes from the growing research done

teen countries, 25 percent of married people and 21 percent of singles
described th elllse
"
Iyes as " very Ilappy." 12 Th"IS dIscovery that the circum.
Stances of Our lives (like income and marital status) have such little bearing
on our w~ll b"
.. IlIng
. to many of us , though Ner!' and Delllse
.
e - elllg IS astollls

with identical and fraternal t\vins that suggests that each of us is born with a

Would probably not be surprised. It may be hard to believe that such things
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happy, others less so, and still others are terribly unhappy. The lower right
slice of the pie shows that an astounding 50 percent of the differences
among people's happiness levels can be accounted for by their genetically

<

Is It Possible to Become Happier?

as riches, beauty, and perfect health have only a short-term and limited
influence on achieving happiness, but the evidence is formidable, and I
offer several intriguing explanations for it later in this book. If we can
accept as true that life circumstances are not the keys to happiness, we'll be
greatly empowered to pursue happiness for ourselves.
To get back to the pie chart: Even if all hundred people in the theater
were identical twins and all had identical life situations, they still Would
differ in how happy they are. This finding suggests to me that even after

Di.lcoverin.rl t/Je Rea! Key.1 to Happilled.l

tice optimism when imagining their futures.
life 's pleasures and try to live in the present moment.
They savor
.
.
hysical exercise a weekly and even dally habIt.
They rnake P
..
deeply committed to lifelong goals and ambItIons (e.g.,
Thryare
.
..
.
.
fj ud buildin cr cabinets or teachmg theIr chIldren theIr
fig ht1l1 g ra,
b
'
deeply held values).
.
Last but not least, the happiest people do have theIr share of
even tragedies. They may become just as disstresses,. C"I'I'ses
.. , and
,
They prac

are) and the rich and complex circumstances of our lives (i.e., what we

' in such circumstances as you or I, but their
tresse d and e motional
sec ret weapon is the poise and strength they show in coping in

face), 40 percent of the differences in our happiness levels are still left unex-

the [lce of challenge.

we take into account our genetically determined personalities (i.e., who We

plained. What makes up this 40 percent? Besides our genes and the situations that we confront, there is one critical thing left: our behavior. Thus the

As I discuss at greater length in Chapters 4 through 9, a massive literature

key to happiness lies not in changing our genetic makeup (which is impos-

reveals what kinds of attributes, thoughts, and behaviors characterize the

sible) and not in changing our circumstances (i.e., seeking wealth or attrac-

happiest people. 14 In my laboratory and the laboratories of a few others,

tiveness or better colleagues, which is usually impractical) , but in our daily

ways of harnessing the power of our own thoughts and behaviors-that is,

intentional activities. With this in mind, our pie chart illustrates the poten-

our intentional activities-have been tested. We have conducted formal

tial of the 40 percent that is within our ability to control, the 40 percent for

happiness-increasing intervention studies devised to increase and maintain a

room to maneuver, for opportunities to increase or decrease our happiness

person's happiness level over and above his or her set point. 15 In Part II of this

levels through what we do in our daily lives and how we rhillk.13

book I introduce a dozen happiness-increasing strategies and practices in

This is terrific news. It means that all of us could be a great deal happier

detail, showing how they work in everyday life and describing the scientific

if we scrutinized carefully what precise behaviors and thoughts very happy

evidence supporting them. The list of things that very happy people do

people naturally and habitually engage in. Our untapped potential for

every day, sampled above, may look intimidating, but that is because you do

increasing our own happiness is precisely what much of my research has

not, and should not, try to be all those things. No one can do it all, and it is

focused on: systematically observing, comparing, and experimenting on

the rare person who can achieve the greater part. What you cat! do is select

very happy and unhappy people. Below is a sample of my observations, as

JUSt one strategy (or a few) that will work for you. You are in control and can

well as those of other researchers, of the thinking and behavior patterns of

influence your life from this day forward in a signifi cant and meaningful

the happiest participants in our studies.

way. This is where you can begin.
To fashion a successful set of strategies for your individualized happiness

They devote a great amount of time to their family and friends,

program, a vital requirement is wise selection. As with any life-changing

nurturing and enjoying those relationships.

endeavor, some programs will be more effective and more appropriate for

They are co mfortable expressing gratitude for all they have.

particular individuals than for others. In Chapter 3, I introduce an impor-

They are often the first to offer helping hands to coworkers and

tant self-diagnostic test, essentially, a questionnaire that will help you iden-

passersby.

tIfy which strategies will work best for you. Chapter 3 will assist you in
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Why Be Happy!

choosing the four happiness-boosting strategies that fit your individual per_

. "its. Compared with their less happy peers, happier people are
-' ,.e benel
tflng
" ble and ener<'etic, more charitable and cooperative, and better
)re SOCl,1
<
b
1
1I (
tl '\'s. Not surprisingly then, happier people are more likely to
liked by 0 le ,
.
'
'
. ' :l and to stay marned and to have [lcher networks of frIends
et llIa l riel '
!.!; d social support. Furthermore, contrary to Woody Allen 's suggestion in

sonality, your strengths, your goals, and your current situation. Remember
that the endeavor to become happier is about )'Oll-your interests
y
, , OUr
values, and your needs, Once you learn which activity will work best for
you, you're more than half\,yay there.

The Most Rewarding IIWork"
You'll Ever Do

an " H II that happy people are "shallow and empty, and .. . have no
.411I1H'
a
'
. "
othino- interesting to say" they actually show more flexlbdJty
b
'
, . '
.
ideas am:l n
' en uitv in their thinking and are more productive \11 thelr Jobs .
;)11 d II1g
J
They are better leaders and negotiators and earn more money. They are
more~ reSl'll'ent in the face of hardship ' have stronger immune systems, and

It may be obvious that to achieve anything substantial in life-learn a pro-

are physically healthier. Happy people even live longer.
Consider just two of the examples from above: money and marriage.

fession, master a sport, raise a child-a good deal of effort is required. But

Comedian Henny Youngman once quipped, "What good is happiness? It

many of us find it di·fficult to apply the notion of effort to our emotional or

can't buy money." He was very funny, but he was wrong. One study has

mental lives. Without effort, we might "get lucky," but like a long-forgotten

shown that those who were happy as college freshmen had higher salaries

New Year's resolution, the success will be short-lived.

sixteen years later (when they were in their mid-thirties) without an initial
wealth advantage. 17 In another study, which also tollowed undergraduates
over time, women who expressed sincere joy in their college yearbook
photos were relatively more likely to be married by age twenty-seven and
more likely to have sati~fyi/1;g marriages at age fifty-two,IH
Indeed, happiness is so important that an entire country-admittedly a
very small country, the size of Switzerland-has made its goal to increase
the well-being of its citizens. The king of Bhutan, the last Buddhist
kingdom in the Himalayas, nestled between India and China, decided that
the best way to foster economic development would be to boost his
nation's gross domestic happiness- that is, to focus on the CDH rather
than on the GDP Bhutan's emphasis on the happiness of its people above
all else appears to have produced society-wide benefits. Although most

Consider how much time and commitment many people devote to
physical exercise, whether it's going to the gym , jogging, kickboxing, or
yoga. My research reveals that if you desire greater happiness, you need
to go about it in a similar way. In other words, becoming lastingly happier
demands making some permanent changes that require effort and commitment every day of your life. Pursuing happiness takes work, but consider that this "happiness "vork" may be the most rewarding work you'll
ever do.

Why Be Happy?
Why should we put forth all this effort in order to be happier? In case

people in this tiny country are subsistence farmers, they have "vhat they

;myone needed convincing, the scientific evidence reveals many com-

need-tood on the table and universal health care-and have refused to

pelling reasons to aspire for greater happiness and fulfillment. My collabo-

Illake money fi'om commercial ventures that might compromise the

rators Ed Diener and Laura King and I have documented a large and

health and beauty of their environment and their egalitarian existence.

growing psychological literature showing that becoming happier doesn't
just make youJeel,i!ood.
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It turns out that happiness brings with it multiple
21

In sum, across all the domains of life, happiness appears to have
nUil1erous positive by-products that few of us have taken the time to really
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understand. In becoming happier, we not only boost experiences of joy,
contentment, love, pride, and awe but also improve other aspects of OUr

2.

lives: our energy levels, our immune systems, our engagement with work

How Happy Are You

and with other people, and our physical and mental health. In becoming
happier, we bolster as well our feelings of self-confidence and self-esteem.,

and Why?

we come to believe that we are 'vvorthy human beings, deserving of
respect. A final and perhaps least appreciated plus is that if we become
happier, we benefit not only ourselves but also our partners, families ,
communities, and even society at large.

ave you ever known someone who is deeply and genuinely happy?
A person who truly has the ability to see the world through rosecolored glasses? Someone who appears composed and untroubled even in
the Llce of adversity? Perhaps it is a friend or a coworker or even a member
of your family. It's hard not to envy such people. How do they do it? Why
aren't they bothered or distraught by the strains and ordeals of everyday
life, like most of us?
It's especially frustrating and perplexing to be around such individuals
when they're in the same difficult or troubling situation as we are but seem
happy in spite of it. Say, for example, that you both share a tormenting boss,
a screamer who is never satisfied with your work. Or you both are in the
first year of law school and are loaded down with a crushing amount of
reading and homework. Or you both are new parents and overwhelmed
With the sleep deprivation, anxiety, and drudgery of caring for a newborn.
Such'
.
SItuatIons drag you down, making you moody, nerve-racked, and
SOmetimes even terribly unhappy and low. But this happy person you know
seem

bl

..

s a e to brush off the frustrations, the stresses, the hardshIps, and the
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HoII' Happy Are You and Why?

disappointments, to pick herself up each time and to put on a positive face.

. ' '111 familv Ana-cia has taken a crack at several careers. Dur. . f r bel s111, '
"
b
vllk 0
...
er chan(Te she felt as though she had finally found her dream
I ~r last ore
'
b
iug l L '
.th >tician) , but she was fired unexpectedly, her hopes and
. t (as an aes t
Jll) • . '.
' . She had to file for bankruptcy and go on welfare for a
m
tinall ces 111 nll .
c. 11 .
k'
d d
.
. I
w she is back H1 college ill -time, wor mg towar a egree
tilll e . Rig It no ' .

She sees challenge where you see only threat. She takes an uplifting

0

.

, Ptl'
mistic perspective when you feel distrustful and beaten dO'vvn. She is galva,

nized to take action, while you are sluggish and passive.
Such individuals may be mind-boggling and intimidating and, yes
even ofr-putting at times . They can be demoralizing because they

mak~

us wonder about our own dispositions. How can we be more like them?
Can we ever be as happy as they are? I've asked myself these questions

ill llursing.

Still, with all that has happened and all the challenges that have come
, ' An(rela considers herself a very happy person. Her daughter, Ella,

to p,lSS,

b

.

'

.

study genuinely happy people systematically and intensively. By closely

le is extremely close brings her endless JOY· They relIsh readmg
to w I10111 .sl . '
,
71IL' Chronicles <if Narl'lia together, going to free concerts, and snuggling in

observing them, we can learn a great deal not just about them but about

bed watching videos. As Angela sees it, Ella doesn't always have what the

ourselves.

other kids have, but she gets more love than she could possibly want.

too and decided that the only way to find out is to do some research. to

In my interviews and experiments with very happy people, I've even

Angela also has an infectious sense of humor, and when she laughs about

found a few who remain happy or are able to recover their happiness fairly

her troubles-the time on welfare, the day she lost her beloved job-it's

quickly after tragedies or major setbacks. Take the cases of Angela and

impossible not

Randy.

indeed, formed a whole community of like-minded people-and they

to

laugh along with her. She has made many friends-

are a pleasure and a support to her. She fmds deep satisfaction in helping
uthers heal from their own wounds and traumas, tor as she reasons, "It's
virtually impossible to face one's shadows alone."

ANGELA

Angela is thirty-four and one of the happiest people that I ever interviewed. I You wouldn't guess it, however. from all she's had to bear. When
Angela was growing up in Southern California, her mother was emotion-

RANDY

ally and physically abusive to her, and her father did noth.ing to intervene.

Like Angela, I~andy endured a lot as a child. He lost two people close to

In addition to what she endured at home, she was overweight as a teenager

him to suicide, at age twelve his father and at age seventeen his best friend .

and stigmatized at school. When Angela was in eleventh grade, her mother

When he was in fifth grade, his mother left his father and moved the fam-

was diagnosed with breast cancer, and the physical abuse ended. However,

ily out of state and away fron'1 everyone he knew in order that she could

the emotional abuse got only worse, until Angela couldn't stand it any

live with her boyfriend, Roy. Although Randy's bond with his mother

longer and moved out to marry a man she'd known for just three months.

was, and still is, strong, Roy belittled Randy, and their relationship '"vas

She and her husband moved up north and lived there for four years. Soon

qrained. Interestingly, much like Angela, Randy escaped his home life by
Illarrvin<T
too ~oon
'
h tWIt
. I1 d'er::
'to
an d too young. H"IS marrIage was traug
Illl-

after the birth of their daughter, Ella, they divorced, and Angela moved
back to California, where she still lives.
Angela is currently a single mother. Things are hard financially. Her
ex-husband doesn't visit his daughter and pays no ch.ild support. To pro-

28

cuI tv
j , alll hnalJy ended when he discovered the extent of his wife's infidditi>
S'I\ I
h
ts. tl , 1(" was devastated initially by the breakup and felt that he had
ad 11l0re than hi s share of loss and death.
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Today Randy is one of those happy people who make everyone
around them smile and laugh. He picked himself up after his divorce
moved to another city, found work as a safety engineer, and eventuall'

.d

.

Y

C

remarrIe . He IS now lorty-three, remarried for three years, and step.father to three boys. How did he do it? rZ.andy is an eternal optimist and

claims that seeing the "silver lining in the cloud" has ahvays been his key
to survival. For example, although some of his coworkers find their jobs
frustrating and stressful, he says that his allows him "to think outside the
box." Moreover, wrule a friend of his struggles with stepchildren, Randy is
overjoyed by "the opportunity to be a dad." Indeed, one of his favorite
activities is watching his sons play football. Others might look back on
their childhoods with bitterness, but he remembers the good times.

rllll

Fit Ill?

. In
. t0 a< crisis
She found the transition from high school to
_ thlllg
., •
l
I -tressful and often felt crushed and overwrought about
[Urn eve Y
Tt' extreme Y s
. .
.
('llk~
I less familiar workload. In the domutory, she shared a room
I ·1I·der ,IIlC
h d' . .
[ht' 1<
ho was generally a nice person but who a IrrItatmg
. I . rOOlllmate, w
.
.
~~ It I .1
.
the volume on the TV. Shannon was mcredlbly
.ts. like tur11lng up
h.lbl .
.h ·:1 grew more and more distant and hostile toward her
l I ·red by t IS am
lOr It " When Shannon finally was able to switch to a new roommate
roollJlnare.
.
I
b
.h liked and admired, she was ecstatic at first but t len ecame
whOIll s e
· t the other a-irl "was never around."
hurr tI13
0
.
"
Today Shannon is very active. She rock climbs and Rollerblades 1I1 the
_
d nowboards and skis in the winter. She also told me that
SlIII1 111er an
s
.
.
t achina- and trunks there is mutual growth between the chllshe el1Joys e
::> '
"
dren she currently tutors and herself. On the surface, her life is quite
good. She has a promising and enjoyable career ahead of her, a boyfriend,

Where Do You Fit In?

a stable family life, even a dog she loves. However, Shannon sees herself as
a generally unhappy person. Although she is pleased with her academic

Although they may appear unique, there are quite a few Randys and

achievements, she believes that she can't truly enjoy those achievements

Angelas around. Of course, there are many very unhappy individuals as

because of a lack of self-confidence. Indeed, she minimizes any success by

well. All of us can identity people who are exactly the opposite-that is,

explaining it away as caused by luck or persistence. Sometimes she even is

people who never seem to be happy, even during the good times, who are

haunted by the feeling that she should have chosen a different career.

chronically sullen and sour, who accentuate the negative and focus on the

Overall, Shannon feels very alone and believes her life to be unsteady and

downside of everything, and appear to be unable to find much joy in life.

her relationships unreliable. She remembers her childhood fondly, as the
only rime she knew "true happiness" and felt self-assured and carefree. Today
she depends a great deal on her boyfriend for positive feelings of self-

SHANNON

worth, and she experiences life as "very lonely" when he's not around.

One such person I interviewed is Shannon . At twenty-seven Shannon is

)he is prone to overspend and overeat at such times. When Shannon feels

studying for a certificlte to teach English as a second langulge. She has a

particularly insecure and hopeless, everything seems dark, and she finds

boyfriend, who's in school in Italy, and when he returns in two months,

herself sinking into dejection and gloom.

they plan to move in together. Growing up, Shlnnon had an uneventful
childhood, a stable and modest home, and several close friends. Her farnily
did a lot of traveling all over the United States. Shannon told me that when
she was in eighth grade, her mother gave her a dog, Daisy, still alive today.
Shannon considers the dog one of her best £i·iends.
But despite the lack of tragedy or trauma in her life, Shannon seems to

.>Ii
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HUI11an hap plness,
"
I"k
. h t or temperature or IQ ,es
li on a contll1uum,
.
I -e h elg
;1 IJUl1ler " I
I
"
Ica sca e that ranges from very, very low to very, very rugh. Shannon repr"esents t I1t' lower end of the happl11ess
.
"
contmuum.
Randy and
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Angela an: at the high end. All of us fit somewhere on that scale, and it is
critical to find out wh ere exac tly that may be. No matter whether you are
deeply depressed or are simply no t as happy as you'd like to be, before You
can begin the process of becoming happier, you need to determine yOur
present personal happiness level, which will provide your first estimate of
your happiness set point.
From the Greek philosopher Aristotle to the father of psychoanaly_

For each of the tollowin a st3tements or questions , please
'"
.
.
.
.
IN S
. ber from the scale that yo u tlunk IS most appropriate In
'· rck the nutn
II
.'
(Ca refullV take note of the labels, or anchors, for the 1 to 7

, - -- - S'

' TRU CTION .

,ksCflb ll1 g yO ll .

happiness is "an expression of th e soul in considered actions," Freud

.

.

~eral, I consider myself:

sis Sigmund Freud to Peamils creator Charles Schulz, writers and thinkers
have offered wide-ranging defIniti ons of happiness. Aristotle wrote that

.~

for ea ch of the four Items.)
I , liffer
~"~lle~, 3s~t~I~~y~l=
_ __ _ __ ~----------------

2

3

4

5

6

7
a very
happy person

not a vcry

h.lpPY paso n

noted that it's a matter of lieben und arbeiten-to love and to workand Schulz famously proclaimed, "Happiness is a warm puppy." Most of

(2) Compared with most of my peers, I consider myself:

us, however, are well aware of what happiness is and wheth er we are
happy. To paraphrase the late U.S. Supreme Court Justic e Potter Stewart,
happiness is like obscenity: We can't defIne it, but 'Ne know it when we
see it.
I use the term happiness to refer to the experi ence of joy, contentment,

3

2

7

4

Illorc happy

less happy

(3) Some people are generally very happy. T hey enjoy li fe regardless of what
is going on, getting the most out of everything. To what extent does this

characterization describe you?

or positive well-being, combined with a sense that one 's life is good,

3

2

meaningful, and worthwhile. However, most of us don't need a definition

7

5

4

;) great deal

not at all

of happin ess because we instinctively know whether we are happy or not.
Academic researchers prefer the te rm su/!jective well-beill~ (or simply well-

being) because it sounds more scientific and does not carry the ""eight of
centuries of historical, literary, and philosophical subtexts. 2 I use the

(4) Some people are generally not very happy. Although they are not
depressed, they never seem as happy as they might be. To what extent does
this characterization describe you?

terms happiness and well-being interchangeably:'

2

So, how do you measure th e degree to which you are a happy or an
unhappy person? Because no appropriate happiness thermometer exists,
researchers generally rely on self-reports. In much of my research with
human participants, I have used a popular simple four-item measure of
overall happiness that I developed and call the Subjective Happiness Scale.
The titl e is fitting, inasmuch as happiness is inherently subjective and

4

UlUS

t

be defined £i'om the perspective of the person. N o one but you knowS or
should tell you how happy you truly are, So reply to the four items oppo ite
to determine yo ur current happiness level, which you need to know before
you can estim ate your set point. (More on that later.)
]2

J

3

5

4

III \\

"Co\l

7

6

great deal

not at all

t LA E Yt UP. S _( I ,_.

STEP I: To tal = Item 1:__

+ Item 2: _ _ + Itcm 3: _ _ + Item 4: _ _ =

STEP 2: H appincss score = To tal (from ab ove)

_ _ _

divided by 4 =

D at,·:
Ha

.

• PPlllL'SS

SCore (2nd admirustrat ion): _ _

Date: _ _ _ __ _

Happin ess Score (3 rd adminis trati on): _ _ Date: _ _ _ __ _ _ __

------------- ---------------------------------]]
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How Happy Are You and Why?

As you may have gathered, the highest happiness score that you can get is
7 (if you give yourself a 7 on all four items) and the lowest is 1 (if you rate
yourself 1 on all four items). I have administered this scale to many differCl1t
groups of people, as have other researchers, and the average score runs fro rn
about 4.5 to 5.5, depending on the group. College students tend to SCore
lower (averaging a bit below 5) than working adults and older, retired
people (who average 5.6). 5
Now you have determined the value of your current happiness score.
If you're past college age, and your happiness score is lower than 5.6, then
you're less happy than the average person. To put it another way, more

------~
I:.. L 'T~.. I,)

F - R EPID ;\ilIOL GlC ST
OEPRE' lCL ~ / \LJ~

011:..S

-~CTIONS: This set of questions is related to how youJelt or behaved
INS1JlU

'

.

'

,, · Usino-b the scale below, please WrIte the number whIch best
. the past "leek
III 'b'" how often you felt or behaved this way durin<~ the past week.
dl'SCrI_C_S_----------~-------------

-

()

rardy or none
ofrhe time
(less than 1 day)

some or a
little of the time
(1-2 days)

3

2
a moderate
amount of the time

most or all
of the time

(3-4 days)

(5-7 days)

than 50 percent of people in your age group rate themselves higher on
the scale. If your score is greater than 5.6, then you're happier than the

1. You were bothered by things that usually don't bother you.

average person. Of course, what the "average person" is for you will
depend on your gender, your age, your occupation, ethnicity, etc. But

2. You did not feel like eating; your appetite was poor.

what's important to remember is that no matter what your score is, you can
3. You felt that you could not shake off the blues even with help
from your family and friends .

become happier.

COULD

You

4. You felt that you were just as good as other people. (X)

BE DEPRESSED?

Some of us are likely to be not just slightly unhappy but clinically or sub-

3. You had trouble keeping your mind on what you were doing.

clinically depressed. If your happiness score is 4 or lower or if you've been
feeling down for more than a couple of weeks, I encourage you to com-

6. You felt depressed .

plete a depression scale. (If not, you may choose to skip this subsection.)
7. You felt that everything you did was an efrort.

The depression scale takes less than ten minutes, and those minutes may
turn out to be invaluable.

8. You felt hopeful about the future. (X)

Opposite is a standard, commonly used depression questionnaire called
the Center for Epidemiologic Studies Depression Scale, or CES-D. 6 There

9. You thought your life had been a failure .

are many measures of depression, but this one is recommended for use
with the general (i .e., nonclinical or nonpsychiatric) population.7 FolloW

-

10. You felt fearful.

the instructions to complete the scale and determine your overall depresSIon score.

- - - 11. Your sleep was restless.

--- 12. You were happy. (X)

Where Do
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.
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14. You felt lonely.

\ll

("r
1

15. People were unfriendly.
..

er~joyed

Fit In?

'k I c happiness scale, the depression scale is acutely sensitive to
• unh e t I
d' nd to your general mental state, so that you would be
s a .
. '
t tOI' n different depreSSiOn scores at dIfferent tunes, even as

_ _ 13. You talked less than usual.

16. You

YOII

'l

.tt,d to o! "

"

IS tWO

\L."

It vol!
•

life. (X)

>

llllt .doll t

weeks apart.
'urrently depressed or if you've ever been depressed, you are

. '_'

.lIt l

.

S'tudies show that 15 percent of people

111

. •

.

.

.,

the Umted States (and
.

__ , t )f wOlnen 9) will become chmcally depressed at some pomt

11 pellen l
- .
I -,'r lifetimes. 10 Of the rest, half report experiencing mild depres-

17. You had crying spells.

dUrIng
';Jon

18. YOlll felt sad.

t It I

' __ . '1' 1n ll)T
OLCIS l 'a
,

_

usuall)! as a result of a major setback or crisis, be it a bro-

·
I·" rt the death of a loved one, a career failure, or a financial loss.
k'en It.l ,
furthermore, the age at which people experience their first depressive

_ _ 19. You felt that people disliked you.

l'pisode has decreased dramatically during the last several decades.!1
hKredibly, of all diseases, depression places the largest burden on society in

_ _ 20. You could not get "going."

the United States (and the fourth-largest disease burden in the world in

HOW

CALCUL-\T

"0 R

O~

.

terms of reduced years of healthy life, after perinatal conditions, lower

STEP 1: Your scores on Items 4, 8, 12, and 16 (the ones marked with an X) should be

respiratory diseases like chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, and HIV /

"reverse-scored"-that is, if you gave yourself a 0, cross it out and change it to a 3; if you

AIDS).12 The World Health Organization predicts that by the year 2020

gave yourself aI, change that to a 2; change a 2 to a 1; and change a 3 to a O.

depression will be the second-leading cause of mortality in the entire

STEP 2: Using the changed scores for those four items, now add your scores for all

world, aflecting 30 percent of all adults.13
Many experts believe that depression has become an epidemic. 14 By

the 20 items.
Your total depression score is _~.
Your total depression score is

_~.

Your total depression score is _~.

Date: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Date: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Date: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

some estimates, clinical depression is ten times more likely to torment us
now than it did a century ago.!'i Several forces may be behind this development. First, our expectations about what our lives should be like are
greater than ever before; we believe that we can do anything, and we
are profoundly disappointed when reality doesn't meet or even come
close to perfection. Second, our increasingly individualistic culture leaves

moderate (a score of 21 to 25) to severe (a score of 26 to 60).8 further-

all alone to manage our everyday stresses and problems, compelling
to
bhIne
_1
,
, - Oluy
ourse Ives ClOr our shortcomings and failures. Increasing
Job inseCt't
I
'b
.
I[J y a so contn utes to the many stressors of modern life. And
perhaps I1l t'
. os Important may be the unraveling of the social fabric. Compared w i t h '
.
.
prevIOUS generatIOns, we feel far less belonging and COlllliUtl11ent t·
c· .
.
II our lamihes and communities and are thus less butTered by
\<lenl
Support and strong meaningful connections to others. All these

36
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The lowest score that you cou ld possibly get is 0 and the highest is 60.
Psychologists use the cutoff score of 16 to differentiate depressed per ons
from nondepressed ones. So, if your score is 16 or higher, you would be
classified as depressed. Exactly how depressed depends on how high your
score is; depression can range from quite mild (a score of 16 to 20) to

ll,

<
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factors may combine to make more of us clinically depressed than
before.

What Determined Happinedd?

If you have scored as depressed, I encourage you to see a mental health
professional-a psychiatrist, clinical psychologist, or licensed counselor
with whom you can discuss your options for treatment, including psy_
chotherapy and antidepressant medication. Moderate to severe depression
especially, requires urgent attention from a professional. If you a~
depressed, you will also like1y greatly benefit from the happiness-increasing
strategies described in Part II of this book. Additionally, if you have Scored
in the depressed range, be sure to skip ahead and read the "Postscript" chap_
ter ("If You Are Depressed") before continuing to learn about those strate_
gies, as you will need to know how to adapt the happiness program to your
unique symptoms, feelings, and needs.

Happiness Myths
No matter where you fall on the happiness and depression scales-whether
you are rarely happy, occasionally happy, or even fairly happy-you will

No.

learn how to apply to your own strengths and weaknesses the happiness-

MYTH

enhancing strategies that I teach you, in order to make yourself perma-

The first myth is that happiness is something that we must find, that it's out

nently happier and more fulfilled. But before you can start incorporating

there somewhere, a place just beyond our reach, a kind of Shangri-la. We

those strategies into your own life, I need to dispel a number of myths sur-

could get there, yes, but only if the right things would come to pass: if

rounding happiness.

we'd marry our true loves, secure our dream jobs, purchase elegant houses.

I: HAPPINESS MUST BE "FOUND"

One of the great obstacles to attaining happiness is that most our beliefs

Don't be the person who is waiting for this, that, or the other thing to hap-

about what will make us happy are in fact erroneous. Yet they have been

pen before she can be happy. There's a cartoon in which a little boy on a

drummed into us, socialized by peers and families and role models and

tricycle says to a playmate holding a kite, "I can't wait to grow up and be
ha})py"I(,
f ' re not happy to day, then you won 't be happy tomorrow
' . I you
Hnbs you take things into your own hands and take action. To understand
that 4() percent of our happiness is determined by intentional activity is to

reinforced by the stories and images ever present in our culture. Many of
the presumed sources of happiness seem so intuitive and so commonsensical that all of us-even happiness researchers!-are prone to fall under
their spell. This is where science can shine a clear and vivid light. The three
major myths about happiness that we tend to fall for are plainly illuminated
by the happiness pie chart, which I here reproduce.

;lp?reciare the promise of the great impact that you can make on your own
lIte th
.
. rough mtentional strategies that you can implement to remake your\l"\t as a 1
. person.
'. , lappler

J9
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Happiness is not out there t()r us to find. The reason that it's not Out
is that it's il1side us. As banal and cliched as this might sound , h·dpp
more than anything, is a state of mind ' a "vay of perc eivi no'
and 'loac
app' hi
b
ourselves and the world in which we reside. So, if you want to be
tomorrow, the day after, and for the rest of your life, you can do it
choosing to change and manage your state of mind. These steps lie at th
heart of this book.
e

Limit"

vf LL/C

Circ//li/,ftll/lC",!

. .,,' . " enetic and there's really nothing we can do about it. To the
IS t?
.
.'
research demonstrates persuasively that we can overcome
'11")' (TrOW rng
, \l tltI. ,t?
. ncr
,tic prograrnrru o'
ou r gent .
f the chapter we'll consider each of these fallacies more
1 the rcst a
. .
.'
tl
, .
t by examining exactly what It IS that SCientists have
1lv Let s star
J 'Cl "
. the ways that the circumstances of our lives do and do not
It:Jrncd about
intl L1<:n cl:.' us.
111IlCSS
ll(lh.1FF

MYTH NO.2: HAPPINESS LIES IN CHANGING

The Limits of Life Circumstances

OUR CIRCUMSTANCES

Another big fallacy is the notion that if only something about the circum_
stances of our lives would change, then we would be happy. This kind

Lite circumstances include, to quote Herman Melville, "the wife, the
heart, the bed, the table, the saddle, the fire-side, the country." Consider

thinking is what I call "I would be happy IF

the incidental but stable facts about your life: your gender, age, and

WHEN

" or "I will be

." This rogic is shared by some of us who remember peri-

ods in our lives when we experienced real happiness but think that

ethnicity; where you grew up; which significant events shaped your

WfI

childhood and adolescence (e.g., on the negative side: parental divorce,

could never recapture the exact set of circumstances that brought this real

car accident, stigma, bullying; on the positive side: family harmony,

happiness about. Perhaps these were the college years (as they were for

winning an award, being popular); and which significant events have

me, at least in hindsight), or when we fell in love for the first time, or

taken place in adulthood. Are you married, single, divorced, widowed, or

when our children were young, or when we lived abroad. The reality .

separated? What are your occupation, income, and religious afFiliation?

that the elements that determined our happiness in the past, and can make

What kind of living conditions and neighborhood do you live in? Have

for future happiness, are with us right now and are right here waiting to

you ever been diagnosed with a chronic or acute illness? Or, as Shake-

be taken advantage of. As we can see from the pie chart, changes in our

'pearl' might ask, have you suffered the slings and arrows of outrageous
fortune?

circumstances, no matter how positive and stunning, actually have little
bearing on our well-being.

MYTH No. 3:YOU EITHER HAVE IT OR You DON'T

One day my brother, who's an electrical engineer, told me that he had read
an article about Buddhist monks who taught themselves to be happY
through meditation. "What a new concept!" he exclaimed. "I never though'
you could teach yourself to be happy. I thought you either have it or yoU
don't." This notion-that we are born happy or unhappy-is ubiqui touS.
Many of us, especially those of us who are not very happy, believe that our

4IJ

As significant as our major life events are to each of us, studies suggest
that they actually determine, as the pie chart shows us, a tiny percentage
of 0 ur 'nappl11ess.
. .
The 10 percent figure represents an average from many
r·l~ t investigations, which reveal that all life circumstances and situations

put together account for only about 10 percent in how happy difierent
people
are . S
1h
h
.
.
.
.
. 0, a t aug you may fmd It very hard to belIeve, whether you
dnve to \\'or k'In a Lexus hybrid or a battered truck, whether you're young
Or
I

old,
. kl e-relnOVIng
. pl
' surgery, w h et h er you 1"Ive m
_ or have h ad wnn
astlc
L

t le tri<rid M' d
b

1

west or on the balmy \Vest Coast, your chances of being
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happy and becoming happier are pretty much the same. 17 How
this be?

of Life

CirCllmdtllnceJ

pie have a great deal more than the average person, but
wealthy peo
"
d Mi h I
c ae
CI)
h ' that they are not much happIer. Consl er
SOWS
ch
ear
.
.dent of the Walt Disney Company. In the Los Al1geles
the' rt:S
. tL1T1ner presl
, .
<. \,1[%·
.
St ~ve Lopez reported on Ovitz s plans to build a 28,059. .' columnist e
. ,
I I/liP .
"
for his wife and him. This home will have the world s
foot mansIon
~LlJre(13974 square feet), a separate 4,997-square-foot office
~ 'st basemen t
,
.
. .
IJrg .
. t rs a 2 407 -square-foot covered tenms pavIlIon, a garage
. th 'Tuest quar e ,
,
\\1
:"
h . corruno date thirteen cars, a yoga room, and an art gallery.24
bi • enoug to ,IC
..
.
g
d b h· t if Mr. Ovitz were to complete the SubjectIve Happmess
I woul et t a
.
'ak an d c'- In,ail it to me , his overall score would be no hIgher than that of
.
. hb r who teaches middle school and lives in a pleasant but tiny stumy nelg 0
dlo apartment.
• r

MATERIAL WEALTH

Consider material wealth- your monthly income, nest egg, assets, and
possessions. For the moment, let's assume that by virtue of your being able
to afford to buy this book and to have the leisure time to read it , your
household stands above the U.S. national median in income. 18 A COIll_
pelling case can be made that the level of material comfort (or lack thereof)
you are experiencing today is equivalent to how the top 5 percent lived a
half century ago! 19 Recently, while reading No Ordirtary Time, Doris
Kearns Goodwin's fine book about the Roosevelts, I ran across a descrip_
tion of what life was like in the United States in 1940.20 Approximately

Materialism and its costs. As I write this, the high-end department

one-third of all homes in 1940 did not have running water, indoor toilets,

store Macy's is unleashing its newest advertising campaign. Each of its full-

or bathtub /showers, and more than half had no central heating. If you

page full-color advertisements features a single beautiful model-dressed in

were tvventy-five years or older in 1940, you would have stood only a 40

.1

percent chance of having completed the eighth grade, a 25 percent

jeans-with the tagline "What makes you happy?" If only we could acquire

chance of having graduated from high school, and only a 5 percent chance

the sweater, handbag, or jeans, the ad suggests, we all "vould be bursting

of having finished college.

with joy! Frank Lloyd Wright observed: "Many wealthy people are little

new cashmere sweater, holding a spanking new handbag, wearing tight

When asked to rate their overall satisfaction with life, Americans in 1940

more than the janitors of their possessions."25 You too could become a
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janitor of your possessions, if your goals primarily revolved around material

However, times have changed. The typical house today not only has run-

things. Indeed, not only does materialism not bring happiness, but it's been

ning water, two or more baths, and central heating but is twice the size,

~hown to be a strong predictor of unhappiness. Researchers examined the

with an average of two rooms per person, not to mention being equipped

attitudes of twelve thousand college freshmen at elite colleges and universitl~ ' 197L
In
lJ, when they were eighteen years old on average, and then meas-

reported being "very happy," with an average score of 7.5 out of 10.

with microwave ovens, dishwashers, color TVs, DVD players, iPods, and
personal computers. And real monthly personal income has more than doUbled. So what is the average score for Americans' happiness today? It's 7.2.

22

Apparently, all that extra space and those gadgets and appliances don't
really make us happy, even if we think they will. 23 How many of us have
ever said, "If only I had [fill in blank here], I would be so happy!" I have
said that many times myself, as a teenager before owning my first car, as a
student before I could afford to live alone, and as a parent before each of
my kids had his or her own bedroom . (They still don't.)
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ured their life satisfaction at age thirty-seven. 26 Those who had expressed
materialistic
'.
c. h men-t h at IS,
' rna ki ng money was th'
.
as lres
en pn. . ,asplratlOns
Itl'

I

ry goa -were less satisfied with their lives two decades later. Further-

Inure ·
. I'
, lllatena ISts are more likely than nonmaterialists to suffer from a
....Jrichr t'] 0 l11ental disorders! 27
One of the reasons for the failure of materialism to make us happier
lay be tl .
.
l,lt even when people fmally attain their monetary goals, the
acl1\c
vel11ent doesn't translate into an increase in happiness. 28 Also,
1\
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materialism may distract people from relatively more meaningfi.ll and
ful aspects of their lives, such as nurturing their relationships with
and friends , enjoying the present, and contributing to their commu
Finally, materialistic people have been found to hold unrealistically
expectations of what material things can do for them. 29 One

•

>

daily an.,<iety and anger. 34 A wIse (and rich) person once

.
'fi
r' nt'llCC
. borrowed a significant amount of money III
my he . . .
. "I've never
. '
" IILI.
. . thoLlo-ht I would be way happier when I had 2X lI1stead

. II nevel

Ibt·C.1l1~':-

to

.1' ~.""~

con.fided to me that he believed that purchasing a forty-two-inch
panel TV would improve his relationship with his eleven-year-old
It didn't.
Few of us would own up that a wide-screen television, a -~"rL."""
refrigerator, and a seven-foot-high SUV have noticeably improved
lives. (My husband, who is chopping vegetables while I write this ,
shouted to say that he would be really, really happy if only he had

" LA u r Y .

.,

.

. I 'plain why havlllg a huge amount of money Isn t gomg to make
H tort' ex '
.
'
.
1 sllstainably happy, I'd like to mention one other hfe Clrcumt
1I0~t 0 yOl .

1

.

{;l llLe

tl ., t does not correlate with happiness, and that is physical attrac1..-

.. Even I as a seemingly objective scientist, have trouble believing

tlVt'lles s .

'

kitchen island!) Yet most people still report that "more money" would

[hat being very beautiful wouldn't make me happier. But would it?
The American Society for Aesthetic Plastic Surgery reports that

definitely enhance the quality of their Iives. 30 Since 1967 an annual

/1l0~ and more of us are remaking our appearances every year. The year

called the American Freshman Survey has probed the attitudes and

2()04 saw an increase of 44 percent in the number of cosmetic proce-

of freshmen all around the United States. In its last year-2005-263,

dures over 2003, including a record 2.8 million Botox injections, 1. J

students at 385 colleges and universities responded. A record high numbct

million chemical peels, and hundreds of thousands of breast augmenta-

of freshmen, 71 percent, said it's very important to be "very well

tions, eyelid surgeries, nose reshapings , and liposuctions .J (, Most people

financially," compared with 42 percent in 1967. 3 1 Interestingly, only

report being satisfied with their postsurgery physical appearances-

52 percent of current freshmen admitted that it was very important or:

but only for short periods of time. 37 The happiness boost is not likely to

essential for them to "develop a meaningflJl philosophy of life," compared

~ ndure.

One explanation for why a cosmetic enhancement doesn't bring

with 86 percent in 1967.
Of course the more those college freshmen attain, the more they'll

.lbiding happiness-and, in general, why being beautiful doesn't have a

want. Those with salaries of under $30,000 per year claim that $50.000

\tronger efIect on our well-being-is that we simply don't focus on

would thrill them, whereas those who earn inore than $100,000 say

our appearance when thinking about how happy we are. A fascinating

need $250,000 to be satisfied. 32 If they only knew how the wealthy

Uldy thdt investigated how people in the Midwest versus California
affL~cted by their local weather backs up this argument. Researchers

felt. In a study of 792 well-otT adults, more than half reported ella

WeTe

wealth didn't bring them more happiness , and a third of those with asS

\\" 'rr intt'rested in whether people who live in California are truly happier

greater than $10 million said that money bought more problems than it
solvedY Indeed, although those with higher incomes report
somewhat more satisfied with their lives, studies of how they actually
spend their days find that they don't spend time in any more enj
activities than their less prosperous peers and, in fact, are more likely

44

(01\

IIlany believe) than those who live in the Midwest. 3H To this end,

th l •V. asked co
. 11.ege students at two Califorma
.
. colleves and two nlld.
C~te

. . rn Olles to
\ n~ faction \ . I
Vlt 1
\\"1.' II .. bt'in y
g. alld

to

rate their satisfaction with their lives overall and their
h
.
.
t e weather. The former IS a Judo-ment of deep overall
t o '

the latter is a judgment of a more transient feeling. It

4 .5
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turned out that both the Californians and the midwesterners
absolutely no difference in the overall satisfac tion of the two groups
students.
However, an enormous difference emerged in the students' ratings
their satisfaction with the weather. Midwesterners were much less hap
with the summer weather they experienced and much, much less happy
their winter weather. Indeed, the midwesterners were significantly less
isfied than Californians with a number of other aspects of their lives,
as personal safety, outdoor activities, and the natural beauty of their
roundings. So why weren't they less happy overall? Because, the
explained, people don't focus on such things as the weather or their
sonal safety-or any single aspect of their lives, for that matter-when
they try to figure out how happy they are overall. While it's not fun to
be cold and wet, being cold and wet doesn't make you believe that you're

CirCllmdtanced

· n oval cutout of a big piece of cardboard, kind of like
In a
JI\ ,'rr h
. ' hees amusement parks that offer the chance to be pho" III L
Y
.
db d '
thl' one
. I h body of a muscleman or pnncess, but the car oar 111
hed WIt 1 t e
J'ust blank and white.
I ~nlp
. 'rlldy was
d . .
rhl, ~
I ' k.' g that this is an odd setup for a laboratory stu y, It IS.
,
one t 1111 m
ef

that people in California were happier. But they were not. There

0/ Life

}W::I d

It yOll' d D' ner to study the happiness/attractiveness link. Are hapit allowe
Ie
. '
Bu!
."
. actually" obiectively" more attractIve (as rated by Judges
>Icr ,artll.lpants ,
J
.
. ' .
I
f
I"
h tos or videos), or do they SImply have higher opmlOns
\, ho saW t lelr p 0
_ .
Tn h'wdsome ness or beauty?
l l t thel r 0\\
'
.
. .
ere revealing. Although the happiest partICipants tended to
W
It
The resu S
.
I t they were attractive the objective judges did not regard them
I ·It ve t 13
'
. '
.
. _ -looking than their less happy peers. Interestmgly, thiS fmdmg
.1\ any lllcer
e pronounced when the participants were "unadorned," sug\V.IS even I110r
gesting that happy people may be particularly skilled at enhancing their

unhappy. I submit that the same phenomenon occurs with regard to

natural beauty.
So, the bottom line is that good-looking people aren't any happier. Of

physical attractiveness. If beautiful people were asked if they were happy

course this brings up the question of which comes first, the chicken or

with their looks, they'd say "sure." But if they were asked if they were

rhe egg, thinking you're beautiful or being happy. There's evidence that

happy overall, their looks would have a minimal, if any, effect on theit

happy people are somewhat more likely to perceive everything about their

judgment.

lives. including their appearances, in more positive, optimistic ways.40 But

My assertion that there's no link between beauty and happiness implies

other people don't rate them as more physically striking, at least when

that beautiful people are no happier than their plain-looking relatives, col-

yiewed in a photograph or a ten-minute video, and especially not when

leagues, and friends . That happens to be true. Ed Diener and his coinvesti-

their faces are sticking through a cardboard cutout!
So beauty is not associated with happiness. Becoming objectively more

gators did a series of very nice studies that, in my opinion, definitively
resolve this issue.

39

Using a l11ultimethod approach, dragging happy and

unhappy undergraduate volunteers into the lab, Diener and others photographed and videotaped them and then showed the photos and videos to

heautiful will not make most of you happier. Coming to believe that you
beautiful is another story, and research suggests that this may be one of
Illany happiness boosters .

.1 "

a panel of judges to rate them on physical attractiveness. In some of the
studies Diener and colleagues instructed participants
and in others, they were asked

to

corne "as they are:'
come "unadorned," removing aU COS1l1 etto

ics and jewelry and with their clothing and hair covered. The latter

was

accomplished by having the unwitting participant don a white shower cap
(to cover aU hair) and a white laboratory coat (to conceal clothing) or to
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of Lift:

Cil't:lll11Jlance ,1

. 'on and it no lono-er provided th e happiness boost it
20/ 20 VISI , b
.
.
.
, or able first day. Nearly everyone has stones like tillS:
1 that )1letn ,
. '
.
h,tJ 0 1
.
.
a bigger house, secunng a promotIon or a pay raIse,
.
nlo vlIl g Into ,
.It>ll 11 (
or flying first class . R esearc h psychologIsts have even
ver
. 111,1keo
,
g IIl!1g ,I
I tl" experience by investigating it systematically-for
. I
bott ellS ,
t Tl"
(ll ,.kin r whether people show h edonic adaptation to such signifi':-..lI n pk. ,1S
g
. .
.
.
.
. . marriage sudden wealth, or chronIC !Ilness. It tUI ns ont
•• 11)( Ii tt' t'vt' 11 ts ,I S
,
,

111" Il l

THE CURIOUS AND POWE RFUL P HENOMENON
OF HEDONIC ADA.PTATION
\\Then I am in New York, I want to be in Europe, and when
I am in Europe, I want to be in New York.
-

LimitJ

Woo liy II//en

T

\\

d)(.'y do.
One of the great ironies of our quest to become happier is that so many
us focus on changing the circumstances of our lives in the misguided
that those changes will deliver happiness. In an attempt to allay

T UE ALTAR, T HE LOTTERY,

a recent college graduate may choose a high-paying job in a distant city,

AN D A HOUSE IN THE 'BURBS

middle-aged divorcee may undergo beautifying cosmetic surgery, or

Any happy newlywed will wonder how it could be possible to adapt

retired couple may buy a condominium with a view. Unfortunately,

[0

these individuals will likely become only temporarily happier. An

,'r" ...-...\

(he benefits of matrimony. Indeed, every married person reading this

ha~ undoubtedly grasped the enormous, life-changing impact of mar-

sive body of research now shows that trying to be happy by changing

riage. In fact, studies show that married people are significantly happier

life situations ultimately will not work.

[han their single peers.42 Numerous anecdotal examples, including mine,

Why do life changes account for so little? Because of a very """,,~.rhllil'
force that psychologists call hedonic adaptation.

prove the point: Getting married was one of the best things that 1 have
l'\"er done, and I am absolutely convinced that 1 am bappjer now than

41

Human beings are remarkably adept at becoming rapidly accustomed

bdore.
Yet psychological researchers have evidence to prove n"le wrong. In a

to sensory or pl1ysiologic changes. Wh en you walk in from the bitter cold.
the warmth of the crackling fire feels heavenly at first, but you quickly

1.lIldmark study, residents of West Germany ami East Germany, including

used to it and may even become overheated. When a mild but conspicu
ous odor dwells in your apartment, you may completely fail to notice'

citizens, immigrants, and foreigners-25,OOO in all-"vere surveyed every
year tor fifteen years. 43 Over the course of the study, 1,761 individuals

until you have left for a while and returned . This experience is

gOt married and stayed married. Using this spectacular data set, scientists

l<.U'''',"W '

physiological or se nso ry adaptation. The sa me phenomenon. however,

\ho\\'cd th at aIas, marnage
.
h as only a temporary effect

occurs with h edoni c shifts-that is , relocations, marriages, job changeS-

h

that make you happier for a time, but only a short time. To give a concrete
example, I had laser eye surgery at age thirty-six, after a lifetime of near
blindness, discomfort with contact lenses, and loathing of glasses. Tb
result was miraculous. For the first time in memory, I could read street
signs, tell time when waking in the middle of the night, and see my

t~

in the shower. The surgery m ade me wonderfully happy. ReIl1arkabl
howeve r, after about two weeks I was completely and p erfectly adapted
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011

.
happmess.

It lppears that after the wedding husband and wife o-et a happiness
6
b
I 0 ~t or about two years and then simply return to their baseline in
I. PPIII('sS tl ' .
.
. .
.
., len set POl!1t. It seems WIse not to share thIS bit of news WIth
nt·wlyweds.

St'verallil . f
. .
.
les 0 research suggest that a suniJar phenomenon occurs With
Ie .Ittainnlel
f
II I
lt 0 money and possessions . In a classic study conducted back
t 1(' 197 Os
.
' ..
. .,
",. b
" psychologIsts I!1tervlewed some lucky I!1dlvldua.is who had
II etween f1fity th ousand and one million dollars (in 1970s dollars) in

tl
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the Illinois State Lottery. 44 Strikingly, less than a year after receivi n
potentially life-changing news of winning the lottery, they repOrted g
no more happy than regular folks who had not experienced the
windfall. Indeed, the lottery winners mused that they now derived

Id argue that human b eings are actually lucky to have
I wou
ickly to changing circumstances, as it's extremely useful
'1 r co adapt qu
.
'
lhe ol~1 It:)
.
I pen Some stuclies of hedomc adaptation show, for
/r /II chUlb'S lap
.
.
\\ h t' ll '
I e a phenomenal ability to recover much of our happlchat we lav
WilLe.
,
'd
III
_ . d >bilitdtina illness or acci ent,
1
r
. IItc . t
t>
"
ld d
II
I' k that havin a end-stage kidney disease wou re uce yoU!
po VOLI t lill
b
,
'_
I , 'ness?
•
r tor l.1ppl
', ' Imagine having to endure nine hours of hemodlalIJlIL It\
h'
fil '
• o'
:
.. "k during which you are attached to a mac me I terlng your
pCI we ~ .
, I'
, • having to adhere to a strict diet, limiting meat, salt, and
~110J. InJagJllt:
"
,
'I fl 'ds Most people are positive that this situation would make
\"l'1I l i al y LlI "
4,
nhJPpy Researchers put their belief to empirical test. :J Two
them qUite 1I
'
. f people-healthy participants and dialysis patients-were asked
. ' 00.
l ulllt'\\S c

o

enjoyment from day-to-day activities, such as watching television Or
out to lunch, relative to the nonwinners.
Why does hedonic adaptation occur? The two biggest culprits are
aspirations (e.g., the bigger house you buy after your windfall feels
after a while; you experience a sort of "creeping normalcy" and begin
want an even bigger one) and social comparison (e.g., your new friends
the new neighborhood are driving BMWs and you feel you should too).
a result, even as people amass more of what they want with every year,
overall happiness tends to stay the same. To paraphrase the Red Queen

Through the Looking-Class, "We're running faster and faster, but we seem
end up in exactly the same place."
My friend Dianna is a walking case study in hedonic adaptation.
she married her husband, he was still a graduate student, and for a
they shared a single tiny dormitory room, lacking a kitchen, with
ne,v baby and Dianna's mother. I remember thinking how insanely
cult this must have been: her husband laboring to finish his d;'c'cpr,.~hnn.
the baby crying in the middle of the night, a mother-in-law sleeping
couple of feet away. Years later the family, now with three beautiful
moved to a tidy bedroom community north of San Diego, with a
borhood pool and an excellent public school. Their house is lovely
new-two stories, four bedrooms, tamily room, enormous yard
playground set. A few months after they settled in, Dianna called to
me about a house three doors down from them that had just gone on
market. It was identical to theirs, but it had an extra bedroom and an
patio where one could mount a barbecue. She was obsessed with
house, ruminating about every possible way that it was superior

to

Could they afford to buy it? Maybe they could. Could they?
somehow they could ....
So the bad news about hedonic adaptation is that it ultimately
your happiness and satisfaction after any positive event or uplift. But there
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• ItlP~

L)

ell carry for a week PalmPilots that would beep them randomly every
ni n~cy minutes. After each beep, the participant was required to punch in
[he mood that he happened to be experiencing at that very moment
(pleJScd? joyful? anxious? unhappy?). The average of a person's mood ratinp gathered over the course of a week happens to be an excellent indil'ator of his general well-being because such ratings are unlikely to be
edited, filtered, or otherwise biased. It turned out that the renal disease
patients were just as happy as the healthy controls. It seems that they
JdJpted quite well to their condition. But the healthy participants truly
el ieved that they would be less happy if they had to undergo regular dial}'\ls. Jnd even the patients themselves lacked insight into their own miraculolls capacity for hedonic adaptation; they were certain they'd be happier
Ii they had not had to endure the disease.
A . '

l11azl11g as it may seem, people show a great deal of adaptation to
UJ\;thilit;es
' an d bl'111 d ness an d ot h er con d'
'
Ive
. . like para I
YSlS
itlons t h at 1I1VO
II ill ' all '
.
'
,
,
,
'
.
1J11pOrtant capacity or function. ConSIder a multiple scleroSIS
.

wll ' , r '
'
,
lJse ( Isease, as It developed, was transformed from sometlung
r l ~h tL'nillg t ,
h'
,
,
0 sOmet 1I1g manageable. Although With time Ernest could
II" long-c'r dri
In
'
ve, run , walk, or even stand, these things "lost much of their
1!IOrt;lJ ICe
[Ih J
' ,
, "
alit.! '
' , , ' . ey are no longer wlthm the sphere of pOSSibilIty
are therdc
'
,)rc not missed as though they were possible." He explained
hi, eh
"
"
Jnge In
,
perspective thiS way: Gradual changes have taken place
(,oItll't lt
~
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adaptation, especiaJJy with regard to positive events, is very strong.

..' ever had. At her fIrSt job she was plagued by spiteful,
,
'
"
\ '("f Jl
, t her second It was an overbearIng boss, at her thIrd It
'l)\Vorkers, a
"" ir Lr 1110notony, 'and so on, She appealed for help in fmding a job she
.,
h'
l'k h' "I'
"J I Int"
, . ' I 'ce columnist's blunt reply was somet Ing let IS:
ts
T he WISt: ,1( VI .
, ,
'
\It- .,.
" or the boss or the nature of the work; It s somethIng
-l~lle8<Yuo
J( ( I1C l
~
III
,
".
I t )',lI/'f(' dOIng.
,
f your unhappiness is really not your CIrcumstances, then
( 1.1
It the came a
,
'
' '
,
'b that you were Just born thIS way. ThIS IS also a fallacy, the
r ·1" It must e
II ~ . _"
'ither have it or you don't." Challenging the veracity of this
I11\"rh 0 t yo II e
, '
"
, "
' 'kier because you see, It IS partly true. As the pIe chart Illusbdld IS tnc
,
' ,
'
o-eneticaJJy determined predlsposJtlon for happIness (or unhap,
(r.ltc', your b
, ') a -counts for 50 percent of the differences between you and

beings adapt to favorable changes in wealth, housing, and possessions,

~'wryone else, Notably, a susceptibility to clinical depression has also been

being beautiful or being surrounded by beauty, to good health, and even

ttllllld to be partly rooted in our genetic makeups. Before we get depressed

marriage. The only exception that 1 would argue is the effects of

.lbout being born depressed, however, I'd like to highlight one vital impli-

children. As a mother of two 1 can attest that the first time you cuddle

l"Jlion of these findings: that those of us who wish we were a great deal

your child, it feels wonderful. The thousandth time, it feels-oh,

hJPpier should be a little less hard on ourselves. We are, after all, dealing

95 percent as wonderful.

with a stacked deck to some extent, Another critical step in clearing

in my outlooks, in Ill y likes and dislikes, in what I feel to be a
part of my life and in what 1 had always regarded as a necessity for
ness .. .. Probably had I known in 1956 what would be the
that have appeared by now, I would have been anxious about and .
aged by the prospect of the future . Now that 1 actually find myself
however, it seems that things are not nearly so bad as I would
thought then."4(,

SUMMING

Up

We cannot and will not adapt to everything. But the evidence for

I
')bth ~ltSles

,>

tll n

S

th~

l

way to committing to becoming happier is to appreciate the fact that

511 percent is a long way from 100 percent, and that leaves ample room for

The Happiness Set Point

improvement, So how exactly do we know that the happiness set point
d 'm unts for 50 percent?

I hope that you have now accepted the fact that the specifics of your
circumstances, unless they are truly dire, are really not the crux of
unhappiness . If you're unhappy with your job, your friends, your

H

riage, your salary, or your looks, the first step you should take

Tb . ;.trongl.:st evidence for the set point comes from a series of fascinating

reaching greater lasting happiness is to put those things aside in
mind for now. Hard as it is, try not to reflect on them. Keep re11l
yourself that these things are really not what is preventing yOLl froJ1l g
ting happier. It will take a great deal of discipline and self-control, and
may lapse, but it's important to unlearn this commonly held but
belief.
One of my guilty pastimes is reading newspaper advice columns.
months ago a woman wrote in to my local paper, complaining

12

LEN AND A U D REY

\lUuies done with identical and fraternal twins , The reason th3t studying

t

'

'

reveals so much about the genetics of happin ess is that twin s
h~I1'
',
,spel'lhcally known portions of their genetic material; identic3l twins
I1.1re lO()
percent, and fraternal twins (like regular siblings) 50 percent,
0. by tnnsurin
' are sum
"1
'
1.\ I'
.,
g th e d egree to w h'IC h
twms
ar 'm t h'
elr h appmess
\ II I

".

\ We

,.,~ l1cs ,

can infer how much of their happiness is likely rooted in th eir

One of I
t 1e most famous twin studies, the Happiness Twins study, was
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• <Y H elen's, Whether or not your fraternal twin (or any
knoWIDt?
,
INI!]
'. hanpy or unhappy implies nothing about how happy or

carried out by behavior geneticists David Lykken, Auke Telleg ,
en
colleagues at the University of Minnesota. Using data fi'ol11 the M '
Twin Registry, they have followed a large number of mostly

lu.t.'r ,1

twins born in MinnesotaY Let's consider two participants fro

ulllurf , ' , 'I

rn

"bhn~)

lot happened: She graduated from Carleton College in Northfield,

IS

• r

,

"

Inn~

SIll II ar

,

'

happiness levels-suggests that happmess IS largely genet-

s ·
' .:l Indeed
dett'r1 J1 ! 1 l e l . '

III

'

',rl t be, This fact- that Identical twms (but not fraternal

''I voL! n1lt"' 1

study, Helen and Audrey, who are thirty years old and identical
born in St. P.aul. 4R Suppose our task was to guess how happy AUdrey
and we are given 111formatIOn about her life durina
the' past ten years.
!:>

Poilll

the present-day consensus among researchers,
.

.

.

.,

'

.~.lll~
. ' "number of twin studies, IS that the hentablhty of hap plJ lIl 'l l,roWIJI",

b

Sl'

II

IllY

nesota, and launched a career in graphic design; she had a long-term

'to.

l

i~ .• rnpro Xlllla

tel,y 50 percent· hence the 50 percent slice of the pie on
'

pi chart.

tionship that didn't work out, then started another one ,vith the man
is now her husband of two years. The couple recently moved to

"El'ARATED AT B IR TH

and live together in a two-bedroom apartmellt. She's not religious, but
considers herself a spiritual person.

problem with such twin studies, however, To make
There 's a ~"I'g, nificant
,
.1

S)'OI1S

l'lIm u.

fr0111 them , the researchers must assume that both types of

If we wanted to figure out (or "predict," as psychologists would

t\\'ills-identical and fraternal- experie nce similar family environments,

how happy Audrey is from examining her life over the last decade,

Hut is this really true? Unlike identical twins, fraternal twins of the same

wouldn't do very well. The correlation between happiness and income

variance in well-being, and marital status accounted for less than 1

,ex often look and behave quite differently. Thus their parents, teachers,
JlId friends are likely to treat them differently, and the twins themselves
JJ'C' likely to emphasize their uniqueness, So the environment and upbringing of fraternal twins are not really as closely shared as those of identical

cent. However, if we tried to guess how happy Audrey is by conSl,OerlQl

mim.

occupation or religiosity or marital status) is very small. In the
Twins study, for example, income accounted for less than 2 percent of

Fortunately, this problem can be addressed by doing a different kind of

the happiness level of her twin sister, Helen , who still lives in St.
we'd be much more accurate. In fact, if we considered Helen's

~tlldy altogether. R esearchers can compare twins raised together with

level ten years ago-at age twenty!-that level \-vould be very close

[\\ Ins separated in infancy and raised apart. This is a tough-to-fmd sample,

Audrey 's happiness today.

but one researcher managed to assemble a set of sllch twins who had

assessed ten years earlier) is a much more powerful clue to your

Irt:Jdy reached middle age and asked them to complete measures of wellbl'ing 4') TI . fi .
.
lelr Indl11gs have been deemed a classic in psychology. The
hlcJl(icJI
twin'
. 'Iar to eac h ot h er m
. t h en
' Ilappmess
.
.
s were extreme Iy SImi

today than all thefacts alld events of your life!
However, to be completely sure of their striking findings of the

Irl'S,

and remarkably, the similarity was no smaller if the twins had been

l~ d apart .l The- I
' one I'd
' I
' was, t h e h appler
. t h e ot h er
lappler
entlca
twm

rable levels of the happiness of identical twins, researchers had to

t

the happiness of fi'aternal tVvins as well. Recall that fraternal twins are

110 i11atter whether they grew up under the same roof or on differ'Oasts It
.
II ,. I
" lterestl11gly, however, regardless of whether they were raised
h
.
get ler Or a
i,ll.tel
,part, t e happll1ess levels of the fraternal twins were comy lI\1Corre!at e.
d L'k
. I'mgs, fraternal twms
. do not resemble
I e any SIb

half as genetically similar to each other as are identical twins. I
the researchers found that if H elen and Audrey had been fraternal twins
thus no more alike than any two sisters, you could not guess Audrey's
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each other in their average levels of happiness . Again, these findings
fascl11atmg, undersconng the concluslOn that happiness is, to a
extent, influenced by genetic factors that each one of us inh .
,
eflts a
programmed set point. But the research also shows us that yes h'

Iie
percent of the differences among our happiness levels is determined b
points (and 10 percent, let's not forget, by circumstances), fully 40
y
.
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TO BE

. ' I data firom th e
· .h way we look at it, the empmca
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•
stud led to the conclusion that the genetic baSIS

111;1
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and being floored at how similar they are. The Minnesota Twin n...-".'•.-

Y
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/lJppl .'
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g-very strona. It appears that each of us IS orn
,inesS IS stron
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.
.
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The magnitude of th:lt set pOInt may ongmate from
ut
Ollr
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.
Ilo
IhrrHI~
. paterna I Sl'd e, or
.
. ' I side of our fall1ily or our depressive
Ih ' UI1IlY l11aterna
.
.'
. . II fi m both' we'l! never know. The essential POll1t IS that
ll1~h 'Y eq U.l Y r o ,
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. '1' fI 'hanges like a new reiatlOnslup or a car aCCIdent, might
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level
up
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to
revert
to
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genetically
plI,h our Iuppl1 '
.
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.
J , t point Evidence for thiS phenomenon comes from studies
<klt'r\l1\11ell se
.

has documented many such meetings, and the stories are probably

that foUmv people over time as they react to good and bad things happen-

enough to have entered the national consciousness. The most famous

iJ1~ in their lives. For example, one study tracked Australian citizens

is still available to us to mold.
I've probably come across the twins data a dozen times, yet they
surprise me each time I see them. I picture two little identical twin
separated at birth and growing up to be teenagers and then men with
ferent parents and siblings, in difierent homes, schools, and cities. I
ine them meeting each other for the first time in their thirties or

is that of two men-both named James-who encountered each

~~ry two years from 1981 to 1987 and found that positive and negative

for the first time at age thirty-nine. 5o The day they met, both were six

lite events (e.g., "made lots of new friends," "got married:' "experienced

tall and weighed exactly 180 pounds. Each smoked Salems, drank

~t'riolls problems with children," or "became unemployed") influenced

Lite, and habitually bit his fingernails. When they discussed their life

rl ll'ir teelings of happiness and satisfaction as we would expect. But

tories, some incredible coincidences emerged. Both had married

.Ift<.'r the events had passed, their feelings returned

Wn,mf'll'

to

their original

named Linda, had divorced them, and then remarried women

b.l\elines. '1 Another study conducted in the United States with under-

Betty. Each James enjoyed leaving love notes to his wife throughout th

brrnuuates showed essentially the same thing. The big and small events

house (though perhaps both Lindas didn't appreciate it enough). Their

experienced by these students boosted or deflated their well-being,

firstborn sons were also named James, one James Alan and the other Jam

bllt only for about three months. 52 So, although you may be made tem-

Alien, and both men had named their dogs Toy. Each James had owned I

porarily ecstatic or miserable by what comes to pass, it seems that you

light blue Chevrolet and had driven it to the same beach in Florida (Pass-

~ 'III 't help eventually returning to your set point. And as far as anyone
klll)\V\, this set point cannot be changed. It is fixed, immune to influence or
lOlltroi.

a-Grille Beach) for family vacations. I would bet anything that they we1'&
equally happy (or unhappy).

your happiness set point cannot be chartged doesn't mearl that
Ievel cannot be changed.
In 'i1l('. AI···
· Q
' Hepburn declares to Hump h reI' B0.1/(<111
ueen, Katharine
~rt , ·'N·n '. M
'
.
."
W, . . '. Ule, r. Allnut, IS what we are put .
111 thIS world to rise above!
t
, Cltl rtse above our happiness set points, just as we can rise above our
~l POints f
.
.
. or weight or cholesterol. Although on the face of It, the set
fll//jl/ s / /Ja<1USf

)1,1/1 ,." I '
I
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point data appear to suggest that we all are subject to our genetic programming, that we all are destined to be only as happy as that "program_
ming" allows, in actuality they do not. Our genes do not determine Our life
experience and behavior. Indeed, our "hard wiring" can be dramatically
mfluenced by our experience and our behavior. This is illustrated, as I
describe in detail later, by the notion that there's a great deal of room to
improve Our happiness by the things we do , our intentional activities. Even
the most heritable traits like height, which has a heritability level of .90
(relative to about .50 for happiness), can be radically modified by environ_
mental and behavioral changes. For example, since the 1950s the average
height of Europeans has been growing at a rate of two centimeters per
decade, in part because of better overall nutrition. 53
Or take the case of a rare condition known as phenylketonuria. PKU
stems from a mutation in a single gene on chromosome 12 and, without
treatment, leads to brain damage, resulting in mental retardation and premature death. 54 PKU is said to have a heritability of 1, because it is entirely
genetICally determined. But this doesn't mean that an infant born with
the gene that causes PKU is doomed to its lethal effects. If the parents
ensure that the infant's diet is free of an amino acid called phenylalanine,
which is found in such common foods as eggs, milk, bananas, and
NutraSweet, the brain damage may be entirely prevented. It's important
to note that the infant's genetic endowment doesn't change-she will
always carry the mutant gene-but the expression of her genetic endowment can change.
I make much the same case for happiness. If you are born with a
low set point for happiness, the genes coding for that set point will always
be a part of you. However, for those genes to be fully expressed,
they must encounter the appropriate, fitting environment, much the
way a seed requires a particular soil to grow. In fact, there is a powerful
study that shows just what a dramatic effect one particular environmental
factor can have on whether or not people who have a "depression
gene" actually succumb to depression. That environmental factor is severe
stress.
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T HE CASE OF THE

"D EPRESSION G
ENE"

.

When I was an undergraduate, I was a research assIstant for a psychology
c
named Paul Andreassen. Paul was a good friend of another
prolessor
.
Avshalom
Caspi
who
dropped
by
our
lab
on
a
regular
baSIS
..At
r
fi
pro esso ,
,
.
_
.
was
in
awe
of
research
of
professors,
mdeed
ot
anythmg
hav111g
.
e
I
the WTI
,
. .
to d0 WI'th Harvard
<, and I remember Avshalom as a dark, stnkmg figure

with long hair and an Israeli accent. Little did I know that years later and a
. nt away, ,along with his future wife and collaborator, Terri Moffitt,
contine
he would conduct a truly groundbreaking study.55 Caspi, Moffitt, and
th eir colleagues at King's College in London were interested in the relationship between stress and depression. Why do stressful life experiences,
like being evicted from one's apartment or losing a pregnancy, trigger
depression in some people but not in others?
It turns out that depression is associated with a particular gene, called
the 5-HTTLPR, which comes in two forms, the long and the short.
The short allele is undesirable to have, because it rids the brain of a substance needed to fend off depressive symptoms. 56 Caspi tracked the presence of this so-called bad gene in a sample of 847 infants born in
New Zealand and learned that more than half carried it. At the time of the
study, because those infants were now twenty-six years old, the researchers
were able to identity the number of stressful or negative life events the participants had experienced during the past five years (since age twenty-one),
as well as evidence of depression during the past year (at age twenty-six). A
quarter (26 percent) reported having experienced three or more adverse
life events, and 17 percent had had major depressive episodes.
Not surprisingly, overall the more stress and trauma the New Zealanders had experienced during their last five years, the more likely they
were to become depressed. The critical finding, however, was that the
stressful experiences led

to

depression only among those participants who

carried the "bad" short allele of the 5-HTTLPR gene. Interestingly, the
sa me result was found for stress suffered in childhood. Those participants
who were maltreated between ages three and eleven were more likely to
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become depressed at age twenty-six, but again, only if they carried the ill_

or off. The fllldings

of" the brain. In a fascinating discovery, he noticed that happy people show
ter activity in one side of their brain than the other, and unhappy
grea
people show the reverse pattern.
Davidso n uses the procedure called electroencephalography (EEG)

of the New Zealand study, which was voted by the editorial board of

to measure a person's brain activity.5H He fmds that happy people, those

Science magazine as the second-biggest fmding of that year (the biggest
was on the origins of life!), suggest that the short allele variant of the
5-HTTLPR gene is activated by an environmental trigger-namely, stress.
Similarly, the long "good" allele appears to protect LIS from respo nding to a
stressful experience by becoming depressed- that is, by making us
resilient. The fact that many of us may carry genes for a particular vulnerability (be it PKU or cardiovascular disease or depression or happiness)
therefore does not mean that we will express that vulnerability in our
lives. If the New Zealanders with the short "bad" allele of the 5-HTTLPR
gene were able to avoid highly stressful situations or to engage psychotherapists or supportive confidants when they anticipated stress, their
genetic propensity for depression might never be triggered. 'F urthermore,
new research has shown that individuals unfortunate enough to possess
the "bad" gene yet fortunate to have had either supportive family environments or several present-day positive life experiences do not become
depressed. 57 In order to express or not to express themselves, genes need a
particular environment (e.g., a happy marriage or job layoff) or a particular behavior (e.g., seeking out social support). This means that no matter
what your genetic predisposition, whether or not that predisposition is
expressed is in your hands.

who smile more, and who report themselves

fated short allele.
So, our genes play an important role in depression, as they do in happi_
ness , but they need to be "expressed"-or turned

011

to

be enthusiastic, alert,

and engaged in life show a curious asymmetry in their brain activity; the?
have more activity in their lift prefrontal cortex than in the right.

j

<)

Although no researcher would claim that the left side of the front
region of the brain is th e "happiness center," clearly this region is associated with positive emotion. Even newborns who are given something
nice to suck display increased activation in the left sides of their brains,
and so do adults who are shown funny film clips. The right prefrontal
region, by contrast, is activated during unpleasant states and negative
emotions.
What does it mean

to

any of us that the left side of a happy person's

brain lights up more than the right side? Perhaps only something as
seemingly ineffable as the fact that happiness appears to be hardv\;ired
in the neural circuitry. Thus, although Davidson's work doesn't offer
proof for the notion of a happiness set point, it certainly supports it.
If the set point is genetically determined, it's presumably rooted in our
neurobiology.

IMPLICATIONS FOR

You

Some of us simply possess higher set points for happiness, more cheerful
dispOSitions, and higher potentials for well-being. Perhaps "the sun shines
WHAT ELECTRODES CAN TEACH

Us

A better understanding of the happiness set point comes from perl1aps

more brightly for some persons than others."('O Having a high set point
may feel as if more of our days were sunny ones. It may mean never having

the most exciting laboratory right now in the area of well-being, that of

to work very hard at being happy. But this is not the situation facing most

Richard Davidson at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. Like the

of us. So let's start with the premise that we may have a disappointingly low

behavior geneticists, Davidson argues that each of us has a natural set point,

Set point and then ask ourselves: First, precisely how low is that set point,

which he defines as a baseline of activity in the prefrontal cortex (front part)

and second, what can we do about it?

TI.?e Promi.1e

How Happy Are You and Why?

To address the first question, it's impossible to know exactly what your
set point is unless you evaluate it over time. You need to record the date

0/ IntentionaL Acti~'ity

The Promise of Intentional Activity

that you first completed the Subjective Happiness Scale (see p. 33). Your
score on that scale is your preliminary estimate of your set point. The reason

Happiness consists in activity. It is a running stream, not a stagnant pool.

it's preliminary is that it's somewhat sensitive to what's happening around
you. For example, your score could have been influenced by a recent
event, by your stress level that day, even by the weather. You will need

Many are familiar with the Serenity Prayer, written by German philosopher

therefore to fill out the Subjective Happiness Scale again, ideally at least

Reinhold Niebuhr and widely adopted for use in twelve-step programs:

two weeks after initially taking it but before you begin the happiness build-

"God, grant me the serenity to accept the things I cannot change, the
change the things I can, and the wisdom to know the differ-

ing program described in this book . If you intend to begin straightaway,

courage

then retake the scale the day before you start; the average of your two scores

ence." But how can you know the difference?

to

(or three scores, if you take it three times, and so on) will serve as the esti-

It should be obvious by now where the secret to happiness does not lie.

mate of your set point. The more often you take the Subjective Happiness

The fountain of happiness lies not in changing our genetically determined set

Scale, and the further apart in time you take it, the more reliable the estimate of your set point.

points, for they are, by definition, resistant to change, influence, or control.
We are also unlikely to fmd lasting happiness by changing our life circum-

What can you do if your happiness set point is lower than you like?

stances. Although we may achieve temporary boosts in well-being by

(Although the average is around five, your own hoped-for yardstick may

moving to new parts of the country, securing raises, or changing our

be a lot higher or a lot lovver.) To begin with, I must stress that if you

appearances, such boosts are unlikely to be long-lasting. The primary rea-

desire to become lastingly happier, the answer is not to try to change your

son, as I have argued, is that people readily and rapidly adapt to positive

set point. By definition, the set point is constant, immune to influence,

circumstantial changes. I would furthermore be remiss if I failed to point

and wired in your genes. Analogously, if you are born with brown eyes,

out other reasons why circumstantial changes may prove unsuccessful

your eyes will forever remain truly brown. However, as you saw earlier,

in making us permanently happier: because they can be very costly,

you are not doomed to obey the directives of your genes, because your

often impractical, and sometimes even impossible. Does everyone have the

genes need a specific environment, a particular set of life experiences, in

money, resources, or time to change her living situation, her job, her

order to be expressed. Many of these life experiences are indeed under

spouse, her physical appearance?

your control, and their potential for influencing your happiness lies in the

If the secret to happiness does not lie in increasing our set points or in

activities and strategies that make up the large 40 percent of our happiness

positively impacting the circumstances of our lives, what is left? Is it pos-

"pie." Through these activities we can change our happiness feuels, if not

sible to attain greater happiness and sllstain it? To be sure, most of us do

our set points, much as we can change our eye colors (through tinted con-

become happier at some point during our lives. Indeed, contrary to pop-

ta ct lenses), if not the innate colors of our eyes.

ular belief, people actually get happier with age. A twenty-twa-year study
of ab out two thousand healthy veterans of World War II and the Korean
War revealed that life satisfaction increased over the course of these men's
lives, peaked at age sixty-five, and didn't start significantly declining until
age seventy-five (see p. 64).61
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vvhen they were single, then continuing after they became married and
,t:lye d married . On average , as this remarkable study found , people were
<

•

no happier during the years after marriage than before marnage, and the
averag e "marriage boost" in happiness lasted for only two years. Notably,
Ter there was sio-nificant
variability in people's responses to tying the
l:>
howe \ ,
knot. C onsider Markus and Roland, two somewhat unusual participants
who both happened to wed their girlfriends while the study was going on.
Markus's happiness increased more than average whe n he go t hitched, and
eight yea rs later he is still happier being married (just declining a tiny bit
40

45
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Age
1- - -- _. Growth Curve - - Means 1

from his high point) than when he was single. Roland , 011 the other hand,
ended up less happy during the first two years of marriage and has become
even less happy in the five years since.
What is uniqu e about these two men? Well , Markus didn't want the
effects of marriage to "wear off"; he didn't want to adapt to the rewards of
marriage and take it for granted. So he decided to dedicate himself to be

This is heartening news . But what precisely can we do to hasten or

the best husband he could be and not take his wife and their relationship for

bolster such increases in happiness? The answer lies in the pie chart theory

granted. H e consciously remembers to say, " I love you," to bring her flow-

of happiness. Recall that 50 percent of individual differences in happiness

ers, to initiate plans, trips, and hobbies, to take an interest in his wife's chal-

are governed by genes, 10 percent by life circumstances, and the remain-

lenaes
b
, successes , and feelin!:lS In contrast, Roland was disappointed at the
~.

ing 40 percent by what we do and how we think--that is, our intentional

outse t that matrimony did not live up to his idealistic expectations and

activities and strategies. The secret of course lies in that 40 percent. If we

since then has failed to observe the slow and steady deterioration of his

observe genuinely happy people, we shall find that they do not just sit

relationship.

around being contented. They make things happen. They pursue new

The lesso n from Markus and Roland is that while it's true that we tend

understandings, seek new achievements, and control their thoughts and

to adapt to positive changes in our lives, it's ill our power to apply effort to

feelings . In sum, our intentional, effortful activities have a powerful effect

try to inhibit or slow down the adaptation process. Markus tried to inhibit

on how happy we are, over and above the effects of our set points and the

adaptation to his marriage by 3ctively and creatively behaving in ways that

circumstances in whi ch we find themselves. If an unhappy person wants

preserved his and his wife's love and affection for each other, a strategy

to experience interest, enthusiasm, contentment, peace, and joy, he or she

that we can learn from as an example of a conscious goal that we can

can make it happ en by learning the h abits of a h3PPY person.

undertake and commit to practice. For example, I have 3rgued that moving to a new location, however magnificent it may be initially, eventually
leads to a dampenin g of enthusiasm. This will undoubtedly occur, but

MARKUS AND ROLAND: THWARTING ADAPTATION

on ly jf you passively accept your situation. It doesn't have to be that way.

Let's return, for a moment, to the massive German study in which

Wh en I moved to California from New England, I recall w3king up every

researchers followed 1,761 p eople over the course o f fifteen yea rs, starting

morning and saying

64

to

myself, What a beau tiful day' But just like Steve
65
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Martin's parody of the weatherman in L.A. Story announcing every day
that "it's going to be sunny ... again!," this recognition of beauty eventu_
ally grew old. Like most people around me, I became accustomed to the
splendor of my surroundings and the serenity and blueness of my skies,
no longer deriving the extra boost in happiness they initially afforded me.

.

the 40 percent of our happiness that we have the power to control.

]Ilg OD

.

'

"rhe beginning for me was to look into the nurror and say (m Barbra
. d's accent)· 'Hellooo gorgeous!' I kept saying it until I didn't burst
StrelsaD
. ,
. .
.,
. I ghter every time I said it." This may seem easy or tnvlal, but It s not
Into a U
•
wheD you appear ugly and worthless to yourself. " I also worked very hard,'

However, in the last few years, still living in California, I have been taking
my own research advice to heart. Most mornings I go running on a path

Judith told me, "to stop the negative thoughts (I called them the bad
tboug hts ) by simply saying in my mind, STOP! and then I would say to

overlooking the PaciflC Ocean, and I make a conscious decision to take a
moment and look at the beach and the mountains in the distance more

myself, You are okay right now."
. '
Judith was likely born with a low set point for happmess, and startlIlg

attentively, to breathe extra deeply the salty air. The other day some

early in life, she was saddled with difficult life circumstances and damaging

Swedish tourists asked me in the middle of a run to take a photograph of

experiences. Even today there are trying times. Recently a dear friend of
bers committed suicide, and she failed to get her job renewed. But Judith

them in front of the ocean view. Instead of being annoying, the interruption made me thankful to these tourists for unknowingly deepening my
appreciation for the singular special lovely place where I live.

has risen above both her circumstances and her nature by striving for a
life-transforming goal-to change how she thought about herself and
the world around her, to build her self-esteem and nurture optimistic
thinking-by choosing to be happy.

JUDITH: CHOOSING TO BE HAPPY

Judith was born and raised in Indiana, but has been living in Edmonton,
Alberta, for more than thirty years. I interviewed her outdoors, at one of
her favorite neighborhood restaurants. She is sixty years old, divorced, with
a grown daughter. Once upon a time in life Judith was deeply unhappy.
She grew up in a dysfunctional, abusive family. Her mother used to beat
her with anything she could get her hands on~J paddle, a hairbrushand wouldn't stop until the object broke. As an adult Judith illustrated
perfectly the toxic triangle of food, alcohol, and depression that Susan
Nolen-Hoeksema describes in her book Eating, Drirlking, Overthinkinl 2 :

Conclusion
The media are constantly telling us about the latest newfangled strategy
shown to " really" work in boosting health and well-being. These strategies
keep changing, each one evidently bested by the next, such that every new
pronouncement becomes harder to believe. If the new kind of yoga or
meditation or marital therapy technique were as effective as the reports
claim, then wouldn't everyone be doing it and benefiting from it? Well, no.
Any major life-changing endeavor must be accompanied by considerable

She had a major weight problem, turned to alcohol, and was clinically
depressed and insecure.

Sustai.ned effort, and I would speculate that the majority of people do not

Today Judith admits to being "an incredibly happy person." She has a

or cannot continue putting out that kind of effort. What's more, all new

fulfilling job, volunteers widely, and cares for a fourteen-year-old foster
boy. She decided to return to college at age fifty-two. She is spiritual, and
she is forgiving, now referring to her troubled mother as "poor thing."

happiness-enhancing or health-boosting strategies have something in common; each one bestows on the person a specifiC goal, something to do and
to look forward. Moreover, as I explain later on, having goals in and of
themselves is strongly associated with happiness and life satisfaction. That's

"I chose to be happy," Judith said. "I learned to simply change my
mind. What a concept." Indeed, she purely exemplifies the value of focus-

why-at least for a time-any new happiness strategy does work!
67
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In a nutshell, the fountain of happiness can be found in how you

3.

behave, what you think, and what goals you set every day of your lite.
"There is no happiness without action."C,J If feelings of passivity and futil_
ity overcome you whenever you face up to your happiness set point or to
your circumstances, you must know that a genuine and abiding happiness
is indeed within your reach, lying within the 40 percent of the happiness
pie chart that's yours to guide.

How to Find Happiness Activities
That F it Your Interests,
Your Values, and Your Needs
Different men seek after happiness in different ways and by different means,
and so make for themselves different modes of liFe ....
-AI'/~ ,totle

. f 40 percent of our happiness is rooted in intentional activity, then precisely which activities or strategies can help you reach your desired level
of well-being? Many of us persist in searching for "the one" true secret path
to happiness (or to career success or to spiritual fulfillment and so on), like
the one diet that will work when all others have failed. In truth, there is
no one magic strategy that will help every person become happier. All of
us have unique needs, interests, values, resources, and inclinations that
undoubtedly predispose

liS

to pllt efiort into and benefit from some strate-

gies more than others. For example, an extravert lllay be more likely to stick
with an activity that brings her into regular contact with other people, and a
very nurturing persoll may benefit more from an activity that grants him
opportunities to take care of others. Furthermore, some people are best
served by working on an area of specific weakness (whether it's pessimism
Or overthinking or problems with friendship), and others profit from engagIng in a happiness strategy that meshes with their personal ideal of happiness
(be it positive thinking or gratifying relationships or fulfilling work). This
general "matching" notion is supported by much recent research.1

H appiness A c tivities That Fit Yo ur lntel'csts, Values, and

It is also fairly intuitive. If you W:lnt to beconle physicaU c.
d . .
Y lit Or
an a diction, there are many progr::tms and strate,.,.ies YOll ca
t:>
1] try an
would be pr~dent to choose one that fits your go::tls, resources, an~ d
best. Interestingly, although the unportance of good fit '. .
'.
~.
I IS WIdely
.
I
mzed, even ObVIOUS, In the domaInS of diet and fitness I't'
.
" ,
IS rare Y
ered In regard to a person's emotional life. Yet fit is absolutely

much s.o that I'll go out on a limb here and say that if there's any (
becommg hapPIer, the secret is in establishing whicll happ'
•
<
l11ess
suit you best. Once you have done so, half the battle is Won; the
greater happiness is in your hands.

Three Ways That Strategies Can Fit
When it comes to determining which happiness strategies will work
for a particular individual, I believe ill taking an idiographic, or
ized, approach. The goal is person-activity fit. When you choose

[bra Wayd ThaI Strlllc.qicd Can Fit
- '1 les,
' .' I prefer the following restatement, which has its
tanH
1.11I.lb. no
Ie are all alike; every unhappy person is unhappy
. " HlpPY peop
. .
11 (rllrh.
•
.. The rese::trch be::trs this out; there are many varIeties
.
.
I 'r lJwn way. .
I llr IL
Each individual IS unhappy for a ul11que conh
1
. <; llf unhappmess. ,
.
ntl ll UIt e _
. S e of us feel apathetic and powerless over our lIves,
It rC;1S0ns . • Oln
.
11.11 \1 \11 (
.
' ced that the future is bleak. The crux for some IS
'
'Ire
convm
lIt Ilc.' rs. .
. ..
F
h
.,
I.\hl'rc.l~
1. "
uch pleasure from daily activIties. or ot ers, It s
L")"ry to oot,lI11
m
an 11\.11'\ I
. . . social events or being traumatized and unsettled by
• { II shy to Jom m
'
.
,. . .
1I1~
.
_ . ' This means that particular happmess-enhancmg aCtiVities
t

l'

make an honest effort in trying a new strategy in order to achieve

.

I ' address our specific problems or areas of weakness. The pesnJ.l' lllllque)
..
' .
I k'
. d'
fit from cultlvatmg optmusm, the pleasure- ac mg m 1QJ",~I lIlay Llene I
.
.
.
- 111. ~.J
'. Voring. , the traumatized person from learnll1g copmg skills,
Idual lro

;&Ill.! ~o

on.

Fit with your strengths. Person-activity fit, however, does not have
I~)

be." basc.'d on repairing your specific weaknesses. Alternatively, you

L.ln ~rart by identifyi ng your strengths, talents, or goals. For example, an

you will feel motivated to try a p::trticular happiness activity, persist
and experience its rewards. It goes without saying that a person

'penenco.

p.J ( ' .

-hi ement-oriented person may do well at pursuing signifICant life goals
or u king lip competitive sports as a way to boost his h::tppiness, while a creu\'c person may choose to express gratitude or forgiveness through paint-

benefit. However, even the most ardently pursued activities won't

ing or writing. Indeed, different people can attain happiness in different

happiness for every single individual. One of the chief reasons that

\\--;tys. so it makes sense that some of us should focus on a particular set of

of us (,ilin our efforts to become happier is unfortunate choosing,

h ppi nC'ss-increasing ac tivities, while others should focus on an entirely dift"l' nt ~et of acti vities.

ing a strategy or approach that is either inherently fruitless (like
wealth, approval, or beauty, as discussed in the previous chapter) or
well suited to us. A good person-activity fit can be achieved in a
of ways. These ways, described below, can work independently or in
cert. Let's consider all the options.
Fit with the source of your unhappiness. The first approach'
contemplate what underlies your

0\\'11

unhappiness. Leo Tolstoy

opened Anna Karenina by declaring: "Happy (,milies are all alike;
unhappy family is unhappy in its own way." As a psychologist who
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Fit with
II

bl

\ IU
Jllf

YO
, ur

lifestyle.
Think about the extent to which the activi,

choose (an be adapted to your needs and lifestyle. For ex::tmple, if

lite is strt'ssful and hectic, then you can choose activities 0ike counting

\11 ~) that don't take any extra time out of your day. If you are satisfied
1111 YOur , [ . I .
. '.
rt atlons 1lPS, but not with your work, then you can choose
t l\'ltle~ (Iik '
.
.
e lIlcreasmg flow or striving for new goals) that can help you
lIJc '; Y .
' t ;. Olir Jub 1110re and pursue novel opportunities. If you're not spiritual
n iIgI OllS I
. .
,
.
. . t len you can pass on th e religion strategy. If you re a lIfelong
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practitioner of concentrative meditation, then you can opt OUt of h
piness activity that involves meditati ng. Mu ch like a diet that
t e
.
.
~~
VI dualize to fit yo ur food preferences, you can tailor the

pers on-Activi ty F it D iagnostic

strategies to fIt your personality and your way of lite. There are

.

Int thelt

n ll l!! r "

many ways to achieve happiness as there are to lose it.

'V 'ral ways to make a strategy fit makes it all see m
se t
...
do vou go about selecting the set of actlvltles that

. ' .'

.1I e

I H

Itcatl'C,

oW

I

,

t- . you? Which type of fit IS best? Fortunately, the
tillnl ht or
.
(h' IP, ' I' 1l1 d straightforward. I have developed a self-diagnostic
r l1\ lIP

_

~ r j .. ~llllp

t::
'
, _
'
' . tI l incorporates aU the dIfferent ways of measu[lng ht,
I H( IIIVt'IIIl:Il )
1 ( 1.
, "f t with your weaknesses, your strengths and goals, or your

Corniness, Again

hethef

Finally, I have to raise the issue of co rnin ess again. It's pos ible
you will read over the list of the dozen happiness activities and

1

that some of these activities, perhaps many of them, appear

I

It

I~ I

,

.

. '

lie This test of person-actIvity fIt uses a systematIc, emplrCS) ,
.
. ' ,
J , roach to determine which set of happm ess aCtiVitIes (out
Ih h,l! t'u .1pp ,
.
"11 be 1110st valuable for you to try. Set aside fifteen to thirty

cd

' t', t

,1IllII I

rWt' IVI.' ) \\'1

t

'

'(')Illpkte it in a quiet setting-the test requires effort and con-

undoable to you. You may even react with distaste: "This is not fo r

"unlit·,

myself have had this experience. It's not uncommon, and it doesn't
that you are destined never to become happier. The reality is that

. 1- ,'111(J.1 l:)e <ure to rate aU twelve activities presented. Ho\v you
mr.ItlOI
~n"\ C:f this diagnostic is crucial to everything else that you will learn in

us have an aversion to advice that seems overly sentimental or .

th l\

hnok. Uut that having been said, it's not a test in the sense that there

We can't picture ourselves "counting blessings" or "savoring life's

I'

ri~ht or wrong responses but rather an opportunity to defme yourself,

"learning to forgive," because these suggestions smack of "'-'IN'UMI'''

1

l

.

0

L
J

lhe only prerequisite is to be honest and tru e.

and even naivete to us. Such reactions are authentic, and I can't
them. Fortunately, if this reaction describes you, you have a choice.
activities are available that may be a better fit for your interests, needs,
values. However, even the corniest-sounding exercise can grow on
and end up being practiced sincerely and from the heart. Chris
professo r at the University of Michigan and one of the founders of
tive psychology, admitted once that he couldn't bring himself to
gratjtude letters, which he regularly assigned to his own students.
he finally forced himself to do it, he wound up masking any
sentiments with humor and ended up feeling insincere. Needless

to

the exercise did not succeed in boosting his happiness. So he tried
and this time he says, "I spoke from the heart ."
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Happiness Activities That Fit

'n

P:.R 0

YOllr

Perdol1-Aclt"vity Fit Diagllodtic

[nter'ests, Values, and Needs

3. Avoiding overthinking and social comparison: Using strategies (such as
distraction) to cut down on how often you dwell on your problems Jnd

Y Fll O Ji

compare yourself with others.
INSTRUCTIONS: Consider each of the following 12 happiness activities.

Reflect on whJt it would be like to do it every week for an extended period
of time. Then rate each activity by writing the appropriate number (1 to 7)
in the blank space next to the terms NATURAL, ENJOY, 1/,4 LUE,
GUILTY, and SITUATION.
People do things for many different reasons. Rate why you might keep
doing this activity in terms of each of the following reasons. Use this scale:
2

3

ENJOY:

VALUE:
GUILTY:

SITUATION:

5

6

somewhat

not at aU

NATURAL:

4

7
very much

I'll keep doing this activity because it will feel "natural"
to me and I'll be able to stick with it.
I'll keep doing this activity because I will enjoy doing it;
I'll find it to be interesting and challenging.
I'll keep doing this activity because I will value and identify
with doing it; I'll do it freely even when it's not enjoyable.
I'll keep doing this activity because l would feel ashamed,
guilty, or anxious if I didn't do it; I'll force myself.
I'll keep doing this activity because somebody else will
want me to or because my situation will force me to.

--

NATURAL

_ _ ENJOY

__VALUE

_ _GUILTY

__SITUATION

4. Practicing acts of kindness: Doing good things for others, whether
friends or strangers, either directly or anonymously, either spontaneously
or planned .

_NATURAL

_ _ ENJOY

__VALUE

__ GUILTY

__SITUATION

5. Nurturing relationships: Picking a relationship in need of strengthening,
and investing time and energy in healing, cultivating, affirming, and enjoying it.
_NATURAL

__ENJOY

__ VALUE

GUILTY

SITUATION

6. Developing strategies for coping: Practicing ways to endure or surmount
a recent stress, hardship, or trauma.
NATURAL

__ENJOY

__ VALUE

_ _GUILTY

__SITUATION

7. Learning to forgive: Keeping a journal or writing a letter in which you
work on letting go of anger and resentment toward one or more individuals who have hurt or wronged you.
_NATURAL

__ENJOY

__ VALUE

__GUILTY

__SITUATION

1. Expressing gratitude: Counting your blessings for what you have (either

a close other or privately, through contemplation or a journal) or conveying your gratitude and appreciation to one or more individuals whom
you've never properly thanked.
to

__NATURAL

_

_ ENJOY

__ VALUE

GUILTY

__SITUATION

2. Cultivating optimism: Keeping a journal in which you imagine and
write about the best possible future for yourself or practicing to look at the
bright side of every situation.
__ NATURAL

_ _ ENJOY

__ VALUE
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GUILTY

__SITUATION

8. Doing more activities that truly engage you: Increasing the number of
experiences at home and work in which you "lose" yourself, which are
challenging and absorbing (i.e., flow experiences).
_NATURAL

__ENJOY

__ VALUE

__ GUrLTY

__SITUATION

9. Savoring life's joys: Paying close attention, taking delight, and replaying
life's momentary pleasures and wonders, through thinking, writing, drawing, or sharing with another.
___ NATURAL

__ENJOY

__ VALUE

75

GUILTY

__SITUATION

Perdon-Activity Fit Diagnodtic

Happiness Activities That Fit Your lntel'ests. Values. and Needs

10. Committing to your goals: Picking one, two, or three signifIcant goals
that are meaningful to you and devoting time :ll1d effort to pursuing them.
_ _ NATURA.L

_ _ENJOY

_ _VALUE

_ _GUILTY

11. Practicing religion and spirituality: Becoming more involved in your

church, temple, or mosque or reading and pondering spiritually themed
books.
_ _ NATURAL

_ _ENJOY

_ . _VALUE

_ _ GUILTY

__

SITUATION

12. Taking care of your body: Engaging in physical activity, meditating,
and srrulmg and laughing.
_ _ NATURAL

_ _ ENJOY

_ _VALUE

_ _ GUILTY

HO /1,' 1 ) CAl.CUI ,ATE 'OUR "Hl' ... ORE
'FTfRMI F OU . F ' OF UES -FI lING
STEP 1: For each of the 12

~ c tiviti es,

_ _ SITUATION

A""~

r~tings.

thr~e Sl111 U

ltaneously. Feel free to jump ahead after this chapter and only

'f

-

.

'

.

t'vities in Part II or this book that suit you best. With wne,
.. I about t Ie aU
:;. . .
,
/tal
ess you can add more activIties or even advance to try1 make progr
,
:IS yOl
h t yielded somewhat lower ftt scores. The six chapters
.
u t those t a
.
I!I~ 0
P t II will aive you the "goods" on each of the twelve happI' lklllg up ar
b
. '
nl.
describing in detail how preCisely to Implement them
activities,
~
!lesS -

(11

and why.
.'
.'
.' h
. I behind the Person-ActiVity Fit Diagnostic IS t at a parThe ratlona e '
. .
.
h
. s -increasing strategy will match you better If It feels natuocular appme s
b
. '
d you are truly motivated to pursue It-that IS, you want to
ral to you an
.
.
do it beca use you value doing it and because you fmd It enJ.oyable a.nd not
.
u £ieel forced or pressured into doing it, out of either gUIlt or a
because yo
desire to please. The ftt score is in large part a measure of ""hat Ken SheldOll and his coauthors call self-determined motivation-that is, a commitment to pursue a goal that's grounded in one's genuine interests and

'II I IE .

subtract the average of the GUILTY and SITUA-

TION rating from the avera ge of the NATURAL, ENJOY, md VALUE

.

.

In

deeply held fundamental values. 2 Research suggests that if you have this
kind of motivation in striving for greater happiness, you will continue to
3

other words, for each of the 12 activities:

put effort into the endeavor and be ultimately more likely to succeed. In

FIT SCORE = (NATURAL + ENJOY + VALUE) / 3 - (GUILTY + SITUATION)12

other words, where there is a good fit, you will try harder and feel right

STEP 2: Write down the four activities with the highest FIT SCORES:

about what you're doing.
The results of a recent study by one of my graduate students confirm

1) _

_ __

~

_

_

_

3) _

_

~

__

these benefits of person-activity 6t. 4 We randomly assigned participants to
2) _ __ __ __

4) ~_ _~~_ __

carry out a single happiness strategy (in this case, practicing either gratitude

Date: _ _ _ __ _ _

or optimism) over a two-month period; they also completed the PersonActivity Fit Diagnostic. As we anticipated, participants who were lucky to
be assigned the activities that fitted them were more likely (1) to report
fInding their practice "natural" and "enjoyable" after the fact, (2) to con-

As you can see, the Person-Activity Fit Diagnostic yields a short list of
four happiness activities for you to undertake as you begin the happinessincreasing program described here. Some of you will be surprised by your

tinue engaging in the activities even after the study was over, and (3) to
5

derive greater happiness as a result of practicing them. So, there you have
it: the signiftcance of ftt!

short list and thus will have learned something valuable about yourself.
Others will fmd their short lists to be exactly what they expected. In
any case, depending on your level of enemv
0.... and motivation , vou may
J

choose initially to engage in only one of the four activities or up to tWO
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P.S. More Options
There are several reasons why I present exactly twelve activities in this book
Fmt, I chose only evidence-based happiness-increasing strategies who .
.

~

.

convenience I've created a grid in the Appendix that shows
for y O U '
. .
.
. h happiness-increasing strategies go together. Aga1l1, use thiS gnd to
\\,ble
.
. .. b ·d
Ii
f
U fll1d additional helpful happmess actiVIties
eSI es your st 0
help yo . fi ttina ones but generally it,
.
h 1·
s a aood Idea to fmt exhaust t at 1St
fllli r best- I
b
'
b

,l four.

practice ~s supported by scientific research. Second, I sought to inclUde a
Wide vanety of acUvltles, so that every individual could find a set right fc
hl m or her. This is why there are twelve and no fewer. Nonetheles< the '~
.
0,
resa
nsk that even an activity with a hlgh fit score may not at first work for you.
In that case, you need to persist at it, or attempt a different activity, or try a
combmatlOn. Research has shown that when it comes to changing something fundamental about themselves, people often need to make multiple
attempts. For example, one study recruited hundreds of individuals who
were successful at losing weight and maintaining the weight loss for at least
five years. 6 Most recounted trying several different diets and forms of exercise to lose the weight, and it took four or five tries (sometimes more) for
them finally to succeed. Thls is another reason why it is worthwhile to
choose from a range of strategies.
Don't be constrained, however, by your list of four best-fitting activities. I have found that people who fmd a particular well-fitting activity
tend to find several other complementary activities to fit as welf-that
is, certain happiness strategies "go together" with other strategies. So, in
Part II, after the description of each one of the twelve happiness activities,
I suggest a set of two others, based on research evidence from my lab, that
you might find valuable to try even if you did not establish it as one of

Final Words
..
for greater happiness is no small endeavor, requiring effort and
i\lrrDng
commitment. Taking these first steps may be a bit daunting, but it is also
empowering because the control in how you undertake this path (or
wbether you choose to do so) resides entirely in you. The Person-Activity
Fit Diagnostic has this power. Selecting an appropriate activity to undertake vastly increases the chances that you will succeed. On the other hand,
if the wrong strategy is chosen, it is likely to fail, and you may give up altogether. The flt diagnostic has been developed to help prevent you fr0111
feeling frustrated and to optimize the way you determine the happinessenhancing strategies that will be most effective for you-that is, the four
strategies that fit your current values, goals, and needs. Again, I encourage
YOll

to start with that set of strategies. Jump ahead now to your best-fitting

activity. Alternatively, many people n1.aY benefit from opting to read about
them all. Finally, it's critical to your success to read about how and why such
happiness-enhancing activities work. This important material is presented
in "The Five Hows Behind Sustainable Happiness" (Chapter 10).

your four primary activities. For example, the very first strategy I describe
is expressing gratitude. If this activiry has yielded a high fit score for yOU,
you should give it your best shot. If you feel yourself becoming happier,
continue to express gratitude on a regular basis. At this point, however, yOU
may also add one or more activities to undertake trom your set of four
best-fitting ones. And if gratitude appeals to you and seems to be especially
effective, there are two others that you might consider trying: practicing
kindness and learning

to

forgive. To this end, skip ahead to the kindness or

forgiveness sections if you like.
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Part Two

H appiness Activities

Foreword to Part Two
Before You Be/lin

I

n Part II you will learn about and embark on one or more of the hap-

piness activities that best fit you, as determined by the Person-Activity
Fit Diagnostic from the last chapter. Before you begin, however, it's
important to determine your initial happiness score by completing the
happiness scale below. You will revisit this scale, the Oxford Happiness
Questionnaire, on a regular basis in order to track your progress-that is,
to establish whether (and how successfully) the happiness activities are
"workin g" to boost your happiness. Your initial and future scores on the
Oxford scale, I should note, reflect your happiness level, not your happiness set point. The set point, as I have argued, is fixed at birth and constant. Your happiness level, by contrast, can shift up or down depending
on what you do and how you think--in other words. by the activities
embodied by the 40 percent of the happiness pie chart.

PUl'ewurd to Part Two

Foreword to Part Two

- - - - - - -TI ON s· Below are a number of statements about happincss.
INSTRUC
.
.

11

.

--

INSTRUCTIONS: Below are a number of statements about happiness.

Please indicate how much you agree or disagree with each stJtement by
entering a number alongside it according to the scale below.

strongly
disagree

2
moderately
disagree

3
slightly
disag ree

4
slightly
agree

5
moderately
agree

6
strongly
agree

. d'

how much you agree or disagree wIth each statement by
.
'
.
mber alongside It accordmg to the scale below.
cnterlng,-a_n_ll_ _ _ ~_ _ _ __ _ _ __ _~---------~ ea~ ln la re

----

12. I am well satisfied with everything in my life.

-

13. 1 don't think I look attractive. (X)
14. There's a gap between what I would like

to

do and what I have

done. (X)
15. I am very happy.
16. I find beauty in some things.
_ _ 17. I always have a cheerful effect on others.

1. I don't feel particularly pleased with the way I am. (X)
18. I can fmd time for everything 1 want

to

do.

2. 1 am intensely interested in other people.
_ _ 19. I feel that I'm not especially in control of my life. (X)
3. I feel that Me is very rewarding.
_ _ 20. I feel able to take anything on.
4. I have very warm feelings towards almost everyone.
21. 1 feel fully rnentally alert.
5. I rarely wake up feeling rested . (X)
22. 1 often experience joy and elation.
6. I'm not particularly optimistic about the future. (X)
_ _ 23. I don't fmd it easy to make decisions. (X)
7. I fmd most things amusing.

_ _ 24. I don't have a particular sense of meaning and purpose in my
life. (X)

8. I am always committed and involved.

_ _ 25 . I feel I have a great deal of energy.

9. Life is good.
_ _ 10. I don't think that the world is a good place. (X)

_

26. 1 usually have a positive influence on events.

_ _ 11. llaugh a lot.

_

27. 1 don 't have fun with other people. (X)
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Forew{lrd to Part Two

Foreword to Part Two

INSTRUCTIONS: Below are a number of statements about
Please indicate how much you agree or disagree with each statement by
entering a number alongside it according to the scale below.

_ 28. I don't feel particularly healthy. (X)

_

cord of your happiness score and the date you complete the
Keep a re
. .. '
1 te
nga ae in the happiness actIVItieS, you will want to comp e
e
l' As you
to>
h
h
~la c.
1 basl's-for example on the first day of eac mont
. scale on a regu ar
.
, .
. ,
tilt: .
.
1 goal has been met. EIther way, you WIll be able to
3fter a partlcU ar
'
.
of
h
our happiness changes, and increases, as you contmue the
OW y
ob~' ('["vc
.
happiness program.

_ _ 29. I don't have particularly happy memories of the past. (X)

H )

~

"c

AL ULI T

YOUR SCORE:

STEP 1: Your scores on the 12 items marked with an X should be "reverse-scored"th~t

is, if you gave yourself aI, cross it out and change it to a 6; if you gave yourself a 2,

change that to a 5; change a 3 to a 4; change a 4 to a 3; change a 5 to a 2; and change a

6 to a 1.
STEP 2: Using the changed scores for those 12 items, now add your scores for all the 29
items.
STEP 3: Happiness score = Total (from Step 2) _ _ _ divided by 29 = _ _ _

Your total happiness score is _ _ .

Date: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Your total happiness score is _ _ .

Date: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _

Your total happiness score is _ _ .

Date: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Your total happiness score is _ _

.

Date: _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __

Your total happiness score is _ _ .

Date: _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __

Your total happiness score is _ _ .

D ate: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

The lowest possible score on the Oxford Happiness Questionnaire
is 1 (if you gave yourself a 1 for all 29 items) and the highest possible
score is 6 (if you gave yourself a 6 for all 29 items). The average is around
4.30. 2
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Practicing Gratitude and

. t these habits' are even learnable (as opposed to inborn) .and second, that
th,1 'f ou could train yourself to do them, you'd be happier? The answers
>vefl I Y
. .
I' I
d C I' b k
t·
these que stions are found wlthm these pages. I lave se ecte lor t liS 00
to ly tll)t.. ose activities (from among many) that have been shown to be suc-

Positive Thinking

1throu gh science , rather than conjecture.
What's more, I describe why
_
[to'
•
. s work and how precisely they should be implemented to
1 'se strategle
l.1I1
'
.. ssfu

~

their effectiveness using evidence from the latest
, research. In
d
otherly
bit
of
advice
lies
a
kernel
of
truth.
I
ve chosen . the
every gran m
.
.
kern els, established what the data show, and sought to deternune.
biggest
tll.

.

l1J..\.1.JTlI ze

I

.

I

~Will

111

. 't'Ie s
debVI

these truths might work best and how and why.
Apply these
.

to your own life , and you will harness the promise of the 40 per-

room you have to remake
I:>
cent soI u tI'on ,11cor such is the amount of wiagle
yourself.

IS

a truism that how you think-about yourself, your world, and

. ot~er people--is more important to your happiness than the objective CJ[cumstances of your life. "The mind is its own place, and in itself /
Can make a Heaven of Hell, a Hell of Heaven," John Milton wrote in

Paradise Lost. The three happiness-increasing activities in this chapter
all aim to transform the way we think about our lives: making a heaven
of hell, finding something to be glad about, and not sweating the small
stuff.
Philosophers, writers, and great-grandmothers of times past have long
extolled the virtues of the three happiness activities I describe here, express-

109 gratitude, cultivating optimism, and avoiding overthinking and social
comparison. Such exhortations as "Try to be more optimistic," "Don't
dwell on it too much," and "You'd feel better if you were more apprecia-

tive" have been around for generations. So what makes them important for
us today? Why should you spend your valuable time and energy in learning
them, in turning them into habits? Furthermore, how do we know, first,

Happiness Activity No.1:
Expressing Gratitude
The expression of I:>aratitude is a kind of metastrategy for achieving happiness. Gratitude is many things to many peopJe. It is wonder; it is appreciation; it is looking at the bright side of a setback; it is fathoming
abundance; it is thanking someone in your life; it is thanking God; it is
"counting blessings." ft is savoring; it is not taking things for granted; it is
coping; it is present-oriented. Gratitude is an antidote to negative emotions, a neutralizer of envy, avarice, hostility, worry, and irritation. The
average person, however, probably associates gratitude with saying thank
yOu for a gift or benefit received. I invite you to consider a much broader
defmition.
The world's most prominent researcher and writer about gratitude,
Robert Emmons, defines it as "a felt sense of wonder, thankfulness, and
appreciation for life."l You could strive to feel grateful by noticing how
fortunate your circumstances are (and how much worse they could be), by
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calling an old mentor and thanking him for guiding you through one

life's crossroads,

~y relishing moments with your child, or by recalling

the good things m your life at present. By definition, the practice of grat
!tude mvolves a focus on the present moment, on appreciating your life as
It IS today and what has made it so.
Expressing gratitude is a lot more than saying thank you. Emerging
research has recently started to draw attention to its multiple benefits.
People who are consistently grateful have been found to be relatively
happIer, more energetic, and more hopeful and to report experiencing
more frequent positive emotions. They also tend to be more helpful and
empathic, more spiritual and religious, more forgiving, and less material_
istic than others who are less predisposed to gratefulness. Furthermore
the more a person is inclined to gratitude, the less likely he or she is
be depressed , anxious, lonely, envious, or

neurotic.2 All

t~

these research find-

ings, however, are correlational, meaning that we cannot know conclusively
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ualiry sleep,
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I These mv
'estigations show for the first time that expreSSIOns of gratItude
linked to the mental and physical health rewards
that we have
Ire cauS all y
.
l

.'I;'en, H owever, the goal of this research has been to deterrmne the
, extent of
S
, d' real-time influence on positive affect and health-that IS, whether
gratlCU
es
,
c. 1 happier on a day that you are trymg to be more grateful. My laboyou lee
"
contrast , is interested m the questiOn of how people, can
~ro~ by
' become
happier over time. When my graduate students and I were decI~mg what to

do for our very fmt happiness "intervention" (that is, an experIment aImed
ro make people happier), testing the strategy of counting one's blessings

seemed like the obvious choice. Building on these findings, we conducted a

whether being grateful actually causes all those good things (or inhibits

new experiment, in which we measured participants' happiness levels, then

bad things), or whether possessing traits like hopefulness, helpfulness, and

implemented our gratitude intervention, and, once it was over, measured

religiosity simply makes people feel grateful. Fortunately, several experi-

their happiness levels again immediately. The gratitude intervention was

mental studies have now been done that solicit expressions of gratitude
from unsuspecting individuals and then record the consequences.

very similar to the one Ijust described. We directed our participants to keep
a sort of gratitude journal-that is, to write down and contemplate five

In the very first such set of studies, one group of participants was asked
to write down five things for which they were thankful- namely, to

lows: "There are many things in our lives, both large and small, that we

count their blessings-and to do so once a week for ten weeks in a row.3

might be grateful about. Think back over the events of the past week and

Other groups of participants participated in the control groups; instead

write down on the lines below up to five things that happened for which

of focusing on gratitude every week, these individuals were asked to

you are grateful or thankful." Five blank lines followed, headed by "This
week I am grateful for:"

think about either five daily hassles or five major events that had occurred
to them. The findings were exciting. Relative to the control groups, those
participants from whom expressions of gratitude were solicited tended to

things for which they were grateful. Their exact instructions were as fol-

The participants engaged in this happiness exercise over the course of
six weeks. Half of them were instructed to do it once a week (every Sun-

feel more optimistic and more satisfied with their lives. Even their health

day night), and half to do it three times a week (every Tuesday, Thursday,

received a boost; they reported fewer physical symptoms (such as headache,
acne, coughing, or nausea) and more time spent exercising.

and Sunday), The things that our participants recorded covered quite a

Other studies have prevailed on both students and adults with chronic
illnesses to try the count your blessings strategy, with similar results. These
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Wide range, from "mom," "a healthy body," and "having a Valentine" to
"getting tested on only three chapters for my midterm" and "AOL instant
l11essenger."
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Second, expressing gratitude bolsters self-worth and self-esteem. When

pO'

,'oU

reali ze how much people have done for you or how much you have

~~ccomplished, you feel more confident and efficaciolls. Unfortunately, for

InJny people, it comes more naturally to focus on failures and disappoint11lentS or on other people's slights and hurts. Gratefulness can help you
unlearn this habit. Instead of automatically thinking, "Woe is me," in
response to any setback, the practice of gratitude encourages you instead
to

consider what YOll value about your current life or how you are thank-

ful that things aren't worse.
Third, gratitude belps people cope with stress and trauma. That is, the
ability to appreciate your life circumstances may be an adaptive coping
method by which you positively reinterpret stressful or negative life experiences .s Indeed, traumatic memories are less likely to surface-and are
Jess intense when they do-in those who are regularly grateful.<i Interestingly, people instinctively express gratitude when confronted with adver-
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sity. For example, in the days immediately after the September 11, 2001,
terrorist attacks on the United States, gratitude was found to be the second most commonly experienced emotion (after sympathy).7
Expressing gratefulness during personal adversity like loss or chronic
illness, as hard as that might be, can help you adjust, move on, and perhaps
begin anew. Although it may be challenging to celebrate your blessings
at moments when they seem least apparent to you, it may be the most
important thing that you can do. In one of my recent courses, I had a
severely disabled older student named Brian . He has some mobility, but
not much, in his hands and is able to control a wheelchair by pressing on a
lever located near his shoulder with his bent right hand. One day the class
Was going around the room and talking about their happiest moments in
life. This is what Brian said: "My happiest moment is kind of a perverse
one. It was the day that I came home from the hospital, after my accident.
I felt defiant . I said, 'Ha! f'm still alive! I beat you!' I don't know who

9,
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eX.Jcrly I beat. But I felt grateful that I was home. It seemed like a little
thIng, but beIng home from the hospital after four months was so good"
Echoing this perspective, sixty-seven-year-old Inger who had been . .
gWen
a short time to live, described her illness this way: "When you can hear
L

,
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h

xpressino- gratitude tends to inhibit invidious comparisons with
o . .
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the minutes ticking and. you know the buzzer is going to go off in any
rrunute and your time wIll be up, you see things so clearly. You just know
without a doubt where your values are and why you're alive, and you're so
grateful for each moment."8 Inger and Brian have a remarkable capacity
for gratItude, a capaClty that undoubtedly serves them well in both sick_
ness and health.
Fourth , the expression of gratitude encourages moral behavior. As I
mentioned earlier, grateful people are more likely to hdp others (e.g., you
become aware of kind and caring acts and feel compelled to reciprocate)

en\!)' \

. k "15 I n
deed
when
shnn,
, it's hard to feel 0o-uilty or resentful or mfurIated
.
, fi l'ng grateful. My friend's sister is one of the few workll1g moms
you re ee 1
,
,
.
not
an
ounce
of
guilt.
The
reason
IS
that
she
IS
a
prodIgy
fieel
ho
I know w
at asking friends and family for help and thanking them so profusely and
sincerely afterward that they feel like rock stars.

and less likely to be materialistic (e.g., you appreciate what you have and

Last but not least, gratitude helps us thwart hedonic adaptation. If you

become less fixated on acquiring more stuff). To wit, an Auschwitz Sur-

recall, hedonic adaptation is illustrated by our remarkable capacity to adjust

He

rapidly to any new circumstance or event. This is extremely adaptive when

was generous, because the memory of having nothing was never far from

the new event is unpleasant, but not when a new event is positive. So, when

his mind ."9 In one study, people induced to be grateful for a specific kind

you gain something good in your life--a romantic partner, a genial office-

vivor ,vas once described this way: "His life was rooted in gratitude.

act were more likely to be helpful toward their benefactor, as well as

mate, recovery from illness, a brand-new car-there is an immediate boost

toward a stranger, even when the helping involved doing an unpleasant,
tedious chore. 10

in happiness and contentment. Unfortunately, because of hedonic adapta-

Fifth, gratitude can help build social bonds, strengthening existing

things positive is essentially the enemy of happiness, and one of the keys to

relationships and nurturing new ones. II Keeping a gratitude journal, for

tion, that boost is usually short-lived. As I've argued earlier, adaptation to all
becoming happier lies in comb:iting its effects, which gratitude does quite

example, can produce feelings of greater connectedness with othen.

nicely. By preventing people from taking the good things in their lives for

Several studies have shown that people who feel gratitude toward par-

granted-from adapting to their positive life circumstances-the practice of

tiCLtlar individuals (even when they never directly express it) experience

gratitude can directly counteract the effects of hedonic adaptation.

closer and "higher-qUality" relationships with them. 12 As Robert Emmons
argues, when you become truly aware of the value of your friends and
family members, you are likely to treat them better, perhaps producing an
"upward spiral," a sort of positive feedback loop, in which strong relation-

How

TO PRACTICE GRATITUDE

If you learned in Chapter 3 that gratitude is one of the happiness activities

ships give you something to be grateful for, and in turn fortifying those

that fit you best, you already have a leg up- that is, you're already motivated

very same relationships . In addition, a grateful person is a more positive

and willing to put in the effort :md commitment it takes to become more

person, and positive people are better liked by others and more likely to
win friends . 13

gratefuL How exactly you accomplish this is LIp

to

you; what's needed is

simply to select at least one activity from the array of possibilities below.
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Gratitude journal. If you enjoy writing, if you are good at it, Or
feels natural to you, then a promising way to practice this strategy is With
gratitude Journal, much like that used by my gratitude intervention
h
par~
tlclpants. C oose a time of day when you have several minutes t
°d
.
0 step
outSI e your lIfe and to reflecto It may be first dung IOn th
_.
o
o.
e mOl nlOg, Or
dunng lunch, or whIle commutlOg, or before bedtime. Ponder the thre
o

0

0

to five things

f~r

0
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-

(your dryer IS fIxed, your flowers are finally in bloom, your husband
remembered to stop by the store) to the magnificent (your child's first
steps, the beauty of the sky at night). One way to do this is to focus on aU
the thlOgs that you know to be true-for example, something you're
good at, what you like about where you live, goals you have achieved, and
your advantages and opportunitieso 16 Don't forget specific individuals
who care for you, have made contributions to or sacrifices for you, or
somehow touch your life. The results of my laboratory's gratitude intervention suggested that on average, doing this once a week is most likely
to boost hapPll1ess, and that's my recommendation to the majority of
people. However, on average means that some individuals- and those may

I~c\ude

you-may benefit most from doing this strategy on an entirely
different tImetable, perhaps even daily or three times a week or twice a
month. You need to determine the ideal timing tailored to your lifestyle
and dISpOSItIOn. (See Chapter 10 for more about timing.)

0

nd family can also help foster your appreciation. One idea is
0
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them for the very first tlme.
though yo U were experiencing
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Keep the strategy fresh. Another important recommendation is to
keep the gratitude strategy fresh by Farying it and not overpracticing it. M~
of life-is extremely importantoIH
researc h su <:>agests that variety- the snice
t
(Again, consult Chapter 10 to find out more.) For example, if you co~nt
your blessings every single day-in the exact same way, in a nonvarY111g
routine--you may become bored with the routine and may cease to extract
much meaning from it. You might instead pause to express gratitude only
after particular triggers-for example, after enduring a hardship or when
you are most needful of a boost. Or you may choose to write in a journal
some we eks, talk to a friend other weeks , and express gratitude through art
(photography, collage, watercolor) during other weeks. On the other hand,
you may purposefully ,vant to vary the dOlllJins of your life on which to

Paths to gratitude. The particular means by which you go about
cOuntlOg your blessings will depend on your individual personality, goals,
and needs. Instead of writing, some of you may choose a fixed time simply to contemplate each of your objects of gratitude and perhaps also to
reflect on why you are grateful and how your life has been enriched.

focus-for example, alternately counting your blessings with respect to
your supportive relationships or work life or past events or your physical
surroundings or even to life itself. These techniques will help make the
expression of gratitude a meaningful practice, such that it continues to bolSter happiness instead of hitting a plateau.

Others may choose to identifY just one thing each day that they usually
take for granted and that ordinarily goes unappreciated . Alternatively,
~,ome omay want to acknowledge one ungrateful thought per day (e.g.,
my Sister forgot my birthday") and substitute J grateful one (e.g., "she's
always been there for me").17

Exp ress gratitude directly to another. Finally, the expression of
gratitude may be particularly effective when done directly- by phone,
letter, or fa ce-to-face-to another person. If th ere's someone in particular
whom you owe a debt of gratitude, express your appreciation in con crete
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terms. Perhaps it's your mom, favorite unde, or old friend; perhaps it's all
old coach, teacher, or supervisor. Write him or her a letter now, and

been especially kind and caring to them but whom they had
..
. .
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possible, visit a.nd read the letter out loud in person, on either a special day
(birthday, anmversary, or hohday) or a random one. Describe in detail
what he or she did for you and exactly how it affected your life' me .
,
ntlo n
how you often remember his or her efforts. Some people find it upliftin
to write gratitude letters to individuals whom they don't know personall g
but who have influenced their lives (such as authors or politicians)
made their lives easier (such as their postal carriers or bus drivers).

o~

A person close to me shared this letter that he had sent to his high

school English teacher, more than thirty years after being in her class. I'd

~ike to think that this chapter on gratitude (which he had freshly read)
InspJ[ed h1l11 to write it:

tLIde journaL
.
There will be times, however, when you will choose to wnte the letter
but not to send it. Indeed, in a recent study from my laboratory, we found
that simply writing a gratitude letter and not sending or otherwise deliv-

The main thing I want to tell you is that you were, without question, the
most influential teacher I encountered at Deer Park High School, and that

erinao it was enough to produce substantial boosts in happiness. 2o Participants were asked to identify several individuals who had been especially

I am extremely grateful for the interest you took in me. You seemed to

kind to them over the past several years. Those who spent fifteen minutes

think I had something on the ball, and trust me on this, that was a minority

once a week (over eight weeks) writing letters of gratitude to these indi-

opinion among the school faculty. Your estimation of my abilities, inflated

viduals became much happier during and after the study. The happi-

as it may have been, translated into a certain degree of self-confidence that
served me well, I think, in the years that followed.

ness boost was especially pronounced if the study participants were
particularly motivated to become happier, if the gratitude letter activity

Perhaps more importantly, you treated me--a pretty unsophisticated

fitted their goals and preferences, and if they put extra effort into the

17-18 year old-as an adult, and there is nothing on earth more empow-

writing task.

ering, to a teenager, than that. Even allowing for the fa ct that the 1970s

For one of the homework assignments in my psychology of happiness

were very different times than these, I sometimes find myself thinking
"What was she thinking?"

class, I regularly ask my undergraduate students to compose a gratitude
letter. Every year it's been one of the most potent and moving exercises
that they do. Last year Nicole, one of the best students in the class,

Martin Seligman and his colleagues tested the well-being benefits of

described for me the experience of writing a gratitude letter to her mom:

expressing gratitude in this way.19 They investigated a gratitude visit exercise that was completed over the course of just one week. People from all

I felt overwhelmed with a sense of happiness. I noticed I was typing very

walks of life logged on to the researchers' Web site and received their

quickly, probably because it was very easy for me to express gratitude that

instructions there. In the gratitude visit condition, participants were given

was long overdue. As I was typing, I could feel my heart beating faster and

one week to write and then hand deliver a letter of gratitude to someone

faster. ... Towards the end of the letter, as I reread what I had already
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written, I began to get teary eyed and even a little bit choked up. I think
my expressing my gratitude to my mom overwhelmed me to such a point
that tears streamed down my face.

Nicole then recalled the effects the letter had on her:
Later that week (three days after I initially wrote the gratitude letter) , I \vas
sitting in front of my computer writing a paper and [ was extremely frustrated. Since I was not having much SLlccess with my paper, [ felt compelled to open up my gratitude letter. I reread it and even made a few

HappineJd Activity No.2: CuLti.vatin.9 OptimiJIn

now happy) individuals who report that becoming grateful
I KIIOW many (
.\1lf1g ed their lives .
.
h
..
l
• So. this having been said, something that happened dur~ng t e wntlllg
_ '. h ter took me by surprise. One day, after spendlllg long hours
t thIS C ap
o .
through the research on gratitude, I spontaneously wrote an
readIng
.
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11 y colleagues publicly thankmg
our department ch'
aIr £'lOr
t'_tn <)ll to a m .
.
. a he had done. He wrote me back immedIately say1l1g how
somet h tnt:>
.
.
.
h
eciated my note. It felt great. And It only hit me later what
tJluch e appr
' Reading about gratitude must have rubbed off, and I had
had occurred .
unwittingly written a gratitude letter that day!

changes. Instantly, I noticed that I had a smile on my face. It was almost
strange how fast my mood had shifted. I had not even looked at the letter
with the intention of elevating my mood, but rather I was merely bored

Reading Guide

of my research paper, so I thought I'd just do something else. Similar to
my reactions the day I actually wrote the letter, after reading it, [ felt much
happier and less stressed for the rest of the evening. Overall, I found that
the effects of writing such a letter to be quite amazing in that the letter

If you benefit from tms activity, you may also want to try:

not only elevated my mood, but the changes were lasting.

1. Practicing acts of kindness (Happiness Activity No.4, p. 125)

In sum, there are multiple ways to practice the strategy of gratitude

2. Learning to forgive (Happiness Activity No.7, p. 169)

and it would be wise to choose what works best for you. Select at least olle

option from this section and give it a go. When the strategy loses its freshness
or meaningfulness, don't hesitate to make a change in how, when, and
how often you express yourself.

SPONTANEOUS GRATITUDE:

A

Happiness Activity No.2:
Cultivating Optimism

POSTSCRIPT

I am reluctant to reveal this, but although I wholeheartedly recognize its
many rewards, expressing gratitude turns out to be one of the strategies
that suit me least. It's no big deal; each of us will wind up with a list of
happiness activities that fit and, unavoidably, with a longer list of activities
that don't fit. The important fact is that as much of a platitude as counting
blessings is sometimes, it is also incredibly effective, as the scientific evidence shows persuasively. The anecdotal evidence is also hard to disregard;

Looking at the bright side, fmding the silver lining in a cloud, noticing
what's right (rather than what's wrong) , giving yourself the benefit of the
doubt, feeling good about your future and the future of the world, or simply trusting that you can get through the day all are optimism strategies.
Cultivating optimism has a lot in common with cultivating gratitude.
Doth strateaies involve the habit of striving to make out the positive side
t:>
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of your situation. Building optimisrn, however, is abou t not only c
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d t ex plain their outcomes.2~ When ace Wit a negaeople ten 0
rhJt P i t event we invariably ask why. For example, a person
. or unp eas an
,
. . . .
(I\'C
. d
d f '1 d to sell her car would be called optimisti c If she
has tne an al e
. '
h f il re to causes that were ex ternal, tranSient, and speCifIC
\\,h o
. ributed er a U '
.lrr
.
'
b
rs' market") as o pposed to causes that were mter"WintertIme IS a uye
'
.
"
(
I '
and pervas ive ("I'm terrible at persuadlllg people ). It
. \ long- astmg,
.
n,l . .
that such explanations are important; they lllfiuenc e our reactLlrI1S out
.
h
'11
. cumstances and m ake it more or less likely t at we suctions to our Clr
'
. '
.
.•. d fail rey to depression, or succumb to Illness. Fmally, other researchers
p.

109 th e present and the past but anticipating a bright future.
Before continuing, I want to dispel sorne myths about optimism.

~'",.rn.

__

ing to be optimistic doesn't mean co ming to believe that you live i
"best of all possible wod.ds" (as Candide would have it) or that your:ast,
present, and future are pnstIOe and Without complications IndeecJ

•

conslder
the di~tlOctlon between big opt11111Srn and 'lIttle optintism."2! The differ_
.,

.

"..

."

,.

.

.1,

ence 111volves how specific or small are one's positive expectations-ti
or
examp Ie, " M y IlIgh t tomorrow will arrive on time" (little optimism)
".We are on the threshold ofa glorious age" (big optimism). Both are adaptive, but 111 different ways. Little optimism predisposes people to behave in
constructive, healthy ways in specific situations (e.g., completing the next
p~oject at the office), whereas big optimism produces an overall feeling of

vIgor; It makes you feel resilient, strong, and energetic. I shall add another
form of optimism, which you could call very small optimism. This is just
the feeling that you will make it through this day, this month, this year, that
there may be ups and downs, but everything will turn out all right in the

P

eee,

_

"

'11

h

' b") b

t

t on the taraet of our optimism (e.g., I W1 secure t atjo
u
b
·
·h
· ve we'll get there. This approach IS concerned Wit
011 hoW we b e1Ie
.
.
people's deterntination to attain a particular goal, and the1r ~ehefs regard-

~ mOO

. a
Wb

spec ific steps needed

to

reach that goal.

26

So, optInusm 1S not
.

'

'11b

only thoughts like "I will get there" but about exactly how It WI

e

accomplished.

end . Although for some of you, practicing optimistic thinking may mean
posting optimistic quotes

011

your Web site or your walls or chanting daily

affirmations of the order of ''I'm good enough, I'm smart enough, and
doggone it, people like me!,"22 for others, the exercise of optimism may
look very different. If optimism befits your lifestyle and personality, it can
be practiced with maturity, levelheadedness, grace, and even humor.
Like gratitude, optimism means different things to different people. For
example, optintism is most widely assumed to mean expecting a desirable
future, that good things will be abundant and bad things scarce.2J Obviously.
what one person perceives as desirable or good (e.g., marrying Peter or
emolling in med school or followin g the Grateful Dead) is another person's
mghtmare. In addition, a person can be optimistic in one context (e.g.,
about recovering from knee surgery), but pessintistic in another (e.g., about
reconciling with an old friend) .
P sychologists who study optimism have offered somewhat different

YOUR B EST POSSlBLE SELVES

My fr iend Laura King, a professor at the University of Misso uri-Columbia,
pioneered the first ever systematic intervention (or experimental study) of
uptimism. 27 It's quite simple. She asked participants to visit her laboratory
for four consecutive days. On each day they were instructed to spend
twenty minutes writing a narrative descr iption of their "best possible future
selves." Basically, this is a mental exercise in which you visualize the best
possible future for yourself in multiple domains of life. For example, a
twenty-ltine-year-old woman might imagine that in ten years, she'll be
married to her soul mate, have tv,ro healthy children, be working in the field
of advertising, and be playing the violin in an amateur chamber music
ensemble. This is essentially her fantasy of what her life might be like if all
her dreams were realized. Then again, perhaps the term fanta sy is poorly
chosen, inasmuch as it implies that this vision of her life is omy a fanciful,

definitions. Some researchers characterize it as a global expectation about

10]
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your most important, deeply held goals and picturing that they
achieved. .Laura Killg found that people who wrote about their. vis'
,Ions fo
tvventy rrunutes per day over several days relative to those who w
b r
.
, .
'.,
rote a OUt
other tOpiCS, were . more likely to show Immediate increases' iI 1 POSItIve
. ,
moods, to be happier several weeks later, and even to report fewer ph '
YSIca!
ailments several months thence,
The Best Possible Selves exercise turned out to be a potent int
.
~~
tlOn, and we deCIded to apply it in our laboratory, Ken Sheldon and I
,

Instructed partICIpants to do the same exercise, except we had them com_
plete Just one Writing session in the lab, and then urged them to continue
the WrIting seSSIOns at home, as often and for as long as they wished
over four weeks, The participants were told: "You have been

'd the Best Possible Selves strategy work so well? Our participants
. . '"
. '
. d' pparently found it l1l0tlvatll1g, relevant to their current hves,
.
'
I trl C It a
,,' \0
I te to They appeared to enjoy visualizing reachll1g their
; c.\sy to re a
'
:lIll
,.
I But the exercise wasn't just about imagining a model nlture for
s. 1 bout buildina a best pOSSible
'self
.
k h'
tl',nHC goa
,
todll)' that call rna e t ,It
ht' Il\; It was a so a t : > '
.
. .
t
.
Conunittin a their nest POSSible Selves to wntlng enabled
_
re
corne
true.
'"
tutti
" their power to trans fiorm tIlemse
' Ives, an d to
.
. that it was 111
then1 to recogOlze
. ,
.d lu ed goals that their dreams today and tomorrow dldn t
work towar va
'
. ,
their spouses or on money or on some stroke of luck.
tllngt; on
. .
Another advantage of the Best Possible Selves exerCIse IS the fact tha.t
.,
d t d through writing,2'! Because writing is highly structured,
ItS con uC e
.
.
nd rule-bound. it prompts you to orgal1lze, mtegrate, and
.
systetna t lC, a
.
. , . '
I thoughts in a way that would be difficult, If not nnpoSSlble,
ana Iyze Y01 r
to do if you were just fantasizing . \Vriting about your goals helps you put
Why d I

farfetched daydr eam, '.to
r
th e contrary, this exercise involves

rando~

aSSIgned to thmk about your best possible self now and during the next
few weeks. 'Think about your best possible self' means that you imagine
yourself m the future, after everything has gone as well as it possibly
could . You have worked hard and succeeded at accomplishing all your life
goals, Think of this as the realization of your life dreams, and of your own
best potentials ,"28

your thoughts together in a coherent manner, allowing you to fllld meaning in your life experiences. Writing about your dreams also gIVes you an
opportunity to learn about yourself-that is, to understand better your
priorities, your emotions, and your motives, your identity, who you really
are and what's in your heart. In other words, the Best Possible Selves
exercise ca n help you see the "big picture" of your life :1llew and where

As we expected, participants who engaged in the Best Possible Selves
exercise caught a significant lift in mood compared with a control group
that wrote, simply about the details of their daily lives, Additionally, as
descnbed m Chapter 3, the biggest boosts in happy mood were observed
among those participants who believed that the exercise "fitted" them be t

you're going. This new understanding may provide you with a feeling of
control (e,g., " I now see a way to make my dream come true") and help
you recogn ize and reduce conflict among your goals and the obstacles that

might stand in your way (e,g., " How can I honor my fam.ily's wishes but
also strike out on my own?"), All those things will ultimately make you

(i.e,: who found it interesting, challenging, and meaningful) and practiced
It With sustained effort. This constitutes yet more direct empirical evidence
that if you want to reap long-term emotional benefits from a happiness

happier.
One young woman, Molly, did this exercise and wrote to me how it
made her understand what her goals really were and realize that they were

actiVity, you need to devote persistent effort, Of course, if you identify
With and e~oy what you are doing, you'll be more energized and COITllnitted. Our participants were clearly willing to adopt our recommendation

to

continue carrying out the Best Possible Selves activity at home and seemed
to have turned it into personal goals of their own. That should be your aim
as well when it's time for you to select a happiness-enhancing activity

to

not unattainable:
Before beginning the exercise , I felt nervous sin ce ['111 not certain as to
exactly what I want to do or where I want to be in the future. J was nervous that l wouldn't have anything to write about. During the [""riting]

se.s~ions ... the time went by as though it was nothing, it felt very relaxing

pursue.
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to allow myself to express my go:lis. After the writing sessions

r felt really

good, really happy with myself. The more I thought about the goals, the
more I realized that they weren't unattainable and far out of my reach, in
actuality they were within my reach-they didn't seem so far away....
[The exercise] made me realize that

r could be doing more to

reach these

goals, and with a little effort no\ov I could achieve this best possible life. I
had never really contemplated them seriously, so now I feel like I have
more of an idea of what is important to me, what I can achieve, and how
far I have to go to get these things. I had never realized so much that what
I want is a stable life Oove, family, friends, occupation, living situation). I

hope to be with a complementary partner, successful in my work, continue to maintain the relationships I have today with my friends and fam-

. . the plan even when you hit inevitable obstacles (e.g., failing the
lc:rslst In
.
' 1
~
'site or having to drop out for a tlme) or when progress IS sow.
\.\th prereqUl
.
n'
chers have shown that optimists are more likely to persevere
dei:'d resear
In
'en a e fully even in the face of difflCulty.3o They also set a greater
·\nd to
gg
31 0
' .'
,
foals-and more difficult goals-for themselves.
ptm1lSm
nL\lllber 0 g
.,
,.,
.
and leads us to take initiative. Optmusts don t eaSily give up.
. .
.
motivates us
. . jjk lone maior reason that optlmlsts are more successful across a
ThIS IS e y : J
. '
.
.
. ty of arenas-professional, academiC, athletic, sOClal, and even
WIde vane
_ 1 hAd of course persistence social skill, vigor, health, and career suche<u t . n
'
'
. all are things that contribute to our happiness.
cesS
Another important way that optimistic thinking enhances happmess
lr.
'
.
32 Th
'
is that it prompts us to engage in active an d elleCtlVe copmg.
ere 5
<

•

things to do and close to the ocean. I think that would make me ulti-

f evidence that optimists routinely maintain relatively high
a grea t deal
' O
33
levels of well-being and mental health during times of stress. For example,

mately happy, and I do no t think that these goals are unreachable .

optimistic women are less likely to become depressed following childbirth

ily, and to try my hardest to live in a city that makes me happy, with lots of

than women who are less optimistic, and optimistic college freshmen are
Molly demonstrates several benefits of the Best Possible Selves strategy.

less likely to experience distress three months after entering college. Fur-

She gained insight into her goals and needs, recognized what might make

thermore, optimists are more likely to make plans and take direct action

her happy, and became more confident in how to get what she wants. She

when faced with adversity. They are good copers. Even at the worst of

is now more likely to strive effortfully to achieve her dreams and, I hope,

times, such as after receiving grave health diagnoses, they don't deny the sit-

to be a happier person.

uation but instead are likely to accept the reality of their condition and
make efforts to make the best of it and even grow from it. This seems almost
too good to be true (are they for real?), but research bears it out. Perhaps

WHY DOES OPTIMISTIC THINKING BOOST HAPPINESS?

because of these strengths, research has found that people who have fre-

The Best Possible Selves strategy is one of several effective ways to tap into
optimistic thinking. All such strategies share the benefits of an optimistic

quent optimistic thoughts are physically healthier.
Finally, you may not be surprised to learn that optimistic thinking pro-

outlook. Let's now consider the many advantages of becoming more opti-

motes positive moods , vitality, and high morale. Studies also show that

mistic. After all, if you are willing to put a great deal of energy into some-

optimists are relatively more likely to report a sense of mastery and high

thing, you should be assured that it will work.

Self-regard and less likely to show depression and anxiety. It feels good to

First, if you're optimistic about the future--for example, you're con-

believe that your prospects are bright. If you have something to look for-

fident that you'll be able to achieve your lifelong goals-you will invest

Ward to, you will feel energized, motivated, and enthusiastic. You will feel

effort in reaching those goals. For this reason, optimistic thoughts can be

good about yourself and feel able to control your destiny. You will even be
better liked by others. 34 In short, you will reap the beneftts of an excellent

self-fulfilling. If you perceive an outcome as attainable, if you see a possible
future for yourself (say, as a nurse) and the possibility of realizing it, you
106

will

happiness-enhancing strategy.
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How

TO PRACTICE OPTIMISM

If cultivating optimism is a well-fitting strategy for you, you can begin
practice it today with one of the ideas below.
Best Possible Selves diary. There are many ways to practice Opti_
mism, but the one that has been empirically shown to enhance well-bein
is the original Best Possible Selves diary method. To try it out, sit in :
quiet place, and take twenty to thirty minutes to think about what you
expect your life to be one, five, or ten years from now. Visualize a future
for yourself in which everything has turned out the way you've wanted.
You have tried your best, worked hard, and achieved all your goals. Now
write down what you imagine.
This writing exercise in a sense puts your optimistic "muscles" into

have (and will continue to develop), allowing that to motivate and
;llready
. l\fiaorate you.
11 ::;0

'f barrier thoughts. Another strategy to increase optimistic
Id en tl Y
. . .
I
.
. a involves identifying automatic pessimiStiC thoughts. For examp e,
rhll1ki n o
. ' .,
h
1
. h

ut a penny in a jar every time you have a pessm11Stic t oug 1t.
.
C
bl
.
I e that thouaht with a more chantable or 1avora e pomt
rhen try to rep ac
b
.
.
F example such spontaneous thoughts as "I feel so stupid for
of YleW. or
,
.
. '
h wrona adyjce to my officemate; he'll never ask me agam to colgiving t e
b
.
. '
1
roiect" and "Ever smce my relatIOnship ended, I feel un ovlaborate on a P J
ealing" are called barrier thoughts because they serve as
able an d un app .
.
to optimism Write down your barrier thoughts, and tnen conbarners
.
.
sider ways to reinterpret the situation. In the process, ask yourself questIOns

yoll rDlg t

,

P

I

like ...

practice. Even if thinking about the brightest future for yourself doesn't
come naturally at first, it may get there with time and training. Amazing

• What else could this situation or experience mean?

things can come about as a result of writing. William Faulkner reportedly

Can anything good come from it?

once said, "I never know what I think about something until I read what

Does it present any opportunities for me?

I've written on it." You may discover new insights into yourself as you

What lessons can I learn and apply to the future?

write about your future and your goals. Keeping a journal may even be a

Did I develop any strengths as a result?36

way of cultivating patience and persistence.
Be sure to practice this exercise when you're in a neutral or positive
Goals and subgoals diary. A twist on the Best Possible Selves diary

mood, and consider writing down your answers. This approach should

that as part of developing hopeful thinking, you identify your long-

prevent your reflections from devolving into circular, negatively biased

range goals and break them up into subgoals. 35 For example, during the
first session of your journal writing you could describe how five years

ruminations (see Happiness Activity No.3).
A successful twelve-week optimism training program for fifth and

from now you'll be the owner of your own business. In future sessions

sixth graders has already used a very similar techniqueY The children

you could write about the steps you'll take to reach that point. (Remem-

were taught to be more optimistic by learning to identif)f pessimistic

ber that there may be many such steps or paths, not just one.) If a discour-

explanations (e.g., "My friend didn't call me today; he must hate me"), to

aging or pessimistic thought comes to mind ("How could I ever get the

dispute them ("What evidence do I have that this is really true?"), and

money?"), pinpoint it and try to generate alternative scenarios or possible

then to generate more optimistic alternatives (e.g., "Maybe he's too

resolutions. One technique is to recall times in the past when you've been

busy") .38 Notably, the children who participated in this program were less

successful at something, to recognize the strengths and resources that yOU

depressed than a control group for an entire two years after the program

IS
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ended, and their reduction in depression turned out in some measure
be due to their learned optimism.

MAKING OPTIMISM A HABIT

Essentially, all optimism strategies involve the exercise of construing the
world with a more positive and charitable perspective, and many entail
considering the silver lining in the cloud, identifYing the door that opens
as a result of one that has closed. It takes hard work and a great deal of
practice to accomplish effectively, but if you can persist at these strate_
gies until they become habitual, the benefits could be immense. Some
optimists may be born that way, but scores of optimists are made with
practice.
So although it might seem that your naturally optimistic peers are in a
far-flung category from you, there's really no trick to their way of thinking. All that is required to become an optimist is to have the goal and to
practice it. The more you rehearse optimistic thoughts, the more "natu-

.
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ral" and "ingrained" they will become. With time they will be part of
you, and you will have made yourself into an altogether different person.
The positive spins and the silver linings will come about automatically
and habitually, such that you would need to "practice" optimistic thinking effortfully and intentionally only during times of stress, insecurity, or

Reading Guide

heartbreak.
If you benefit from this activity, you may also want to try:

A

RECIPE FOR SELF-DECEPTION?

Some of you may still be skeptical. Making oneself "think positive" or

1, Savoring life's joys (Happiness Activity No.9, p. 190)

"look on the bright side" sometimes smacks of naivete or, worse, of fool-

2. Learning to forgive (Happiness Activity No.7, p. 169)

ishness. Perhaps you're a person who values "seeing things as they really
are" above all else-that is, your primary motivation is to perceive yourself, people around you, and your world in a realistic manner. According
to this view, reframing negative events in a positive and optimistic way or
anticipating a sunny future would actually be wrong or at the very least

IJI
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Happiness Activity No.3: Avoiding
Overthinking and Social Comparison
Finish each day and be done with it. You have done what you could;
some blunders and absurdities have crept in; forget them as soon as you can
Tomorrow is a new day; you shall begin it serenely and with too high

.

rumination and negative mood is toxic. Research shows that people who

a spirit to be encumbered with your old nonsense.

ruminate while sad or distraught are likely to feel besieged, powerless, self-

- Ralph tPtzldo Emer,lon

~uring

" I pess 'nu'stic and aeneraUy negatively biased, The more she over1
cntICa ,
'
t>
thinks her problems, the Inore likely that Theresa will have thoughts like
all the years that I've been studying happiness, I've also been keenly

mterested m a phenomenon that psychologists call self-focused rumination
My friend and collaborator Susan Nolen-Hoeksema has spent two

decade~

investigating trus phenomenon, which she calls overthinking, exactly what
It IS.

~verthinking

is thinking too much, needlessly, passively, endlessly, and

excessively pondering the meanings, causes, and consequences of your
t"
"character, . your feelings, and your problems: "Why am I so unllappy.,
What will happen to me if I continue to procrastinate at work?," ''I'm so

dismayed by how thin my hair has gotten," "What did he really mean by
that remark?:' and so on.
.

I received recently an e-mail from one of three sisters, Theresa, who
'b d herself as a chronic overthinker: "I'm the youngest of three girls
de scn e
.
d the most likely to ruminate, [making) myself unhappy by ponderIng
an
. and wondering and just feeling stuck." If Theresa is feeling
and yearnmg
.
,
b ut her situation--say she is having trouble drumnung up
unhappy a 0
' .
.
c:
h tax preparation business-obsesslI1 a over the whys, hows, and
clients Lor er
' ,
"
t> ,
.'
'r;
f her problems not only will fail to dehver any !I1s1ght or make
what llS 0
'
.
her feel better but might make trungs even worse. The combmatlon of

"This is just like that sununer 1 couldn't find a job;' "Maybe I should just
quit:' or "My fmances will be in ruins," She may also have trouble concentratin a at work and be less able to resolve minor dilemmas or obstacles that
t>

might come her way, or she may perceive making calls or even doing routine tasks as an unbearable hurdle, Ultimately, Theresa's distorted predictions and beliefs could create a self-fulfilling prophecy; she really will noW
have even more trouble attracting new clients, Ruminators can make less
than appealing social partners, so her friends and cO'vvorkers might start
avoiding her. All these factors together could lead Theresa to lose confi-

Many of us believe that when we feel down, we should try to focus

mwardly and evaluate our feelings and our situation in order to attain
self-insight and find solutions that might ultimately resolve our problems
and relieve unhappiness. Susan Nolen-Hoeksema, I, and others have compiled a great deal of evidence challenging this assumption. Numerous studies over the past two decades have shown that to the contrary, over thinking
ushers in a host of adverse consequences: It sustains or worsens sadness,
fosters negatively biased thinking, impairs a person's ability to solve problems, saps motivation, and interferes with concentration and initiative.

"I'm not assertive enough for this business;' "I'll never get another client,"

41

Moreover, although people have a strong sense that they are gaining
II1s1ght mto themselves and their problems during their ruminations, this
is rarely the case. What they do gain is a distorted, pessimistic perspective

dence in herself and even to spiral into clinical anxiety or depression.
The evidence that overthinking is bad for you is now vast and overwhelming, If you are someone plagued by ruminations, you are unlikely

to

become happier before you can break that habit. 1 will go so far as to say that
if you are an overthinker, one of the secrets to your happiness is the ability
to allay obsessive overthinking, to reinterpret and redirect your negative
thoughts into more neutral or optimistic ones. I have found that truly happy
people have the capacity to distract and absorb themselves in activities that
divert their energies and attention a\,.,ay £i'om dark or anxious ruminati(ms,42 Daily life is replete with minor upsets, hassles, and reversals. In most
people's experience, other unavoidables include illness, rejection, failure,
and sometimes devastating trauma. However, those who react strongly

on their lives.
If)

to
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Happin':.IJ Activity No . 3: AIJoirJin.9 Overthinlcill.9

life's ups and downs, who have great difficulty shaking off unfavorable information, are the unhappiest people in my studies. Even slightly difficult,
unpleasant, or disagreeable events can make such people feel bad about
themselves. Becoming happier means learning how to disengage from

We also found evidence that in the face of an unpleasant event (e.g., a
teacher 'S criticism, a social snub, an ambiguous health symptom), some
people, but not all, fmd themselves pondering negative aspects of themselves. They may be distressed or anxious, chewing over what's happened

overthinking about both major and minor negative experiences, learning to
stop searching for all the leaks and cracks-at least for a time--and not let

and wondering about its implications. For example, in some studies, we
expose our participants to negative feedback-for example, informing

them affect how you feel about yourself and your life as a whole.

them that they've done very poorly on a test of verbal ability. Immediately

My friend Leda was going through a very tough time taking care of her

afterward we offer them a sort of puzzle task, in which they are asked to

mother, who was terminally ill. Leda once described to me taking a daily

co mplete words. For example, how would you fill in the missing letters to

break from the endless nursing by paying a visit to the local farmers' market.

complete the following words? Don't spend more than fifteen seconds
thinking about each word.

She loves outdoor markets, and this one was especially lively, thronged, and
brinuning with beautiful produce, warm breads, fresh fish, and many other
goods. Leda said she was absolutely joyful during her free hour and a half.

v

_ _ SER

She could have easily slid into worry and despair, grieving the imminent loss
of the dearest person in the world to her, feeling sorry for herself, obsessing
over medical bills, or feeling depressed that she didn't have a social life. Of

DU _ _

c

I___ T
EM _ _ _

___ _

course she had bad moments. Of course there were times when scrutinizing
the medical bills was necessary. But even during a trying time she was able to
absorb herself in an attention-grabbing activity, stay busy, and feel joy.

Interestingly, relative to individuals who had learned they had "succeeded," those participants told earlier in the day that they had presumably "failed" (an experience likely to trigger ruminative thoughts) were
likely to complete the words above as DUMB, LOSER, IDIOT, and

OVERTHINKING IN THE LABORATORY

EMBARRASS, revealing what was on their minds-namely, neCTative
t>
,

A notable feature of overthinking is that it draws on a person's mental

self-evaluative thoughts (e.g., ''I'm a loser," "I'm dumb," ''I'm a failure").

resources. Have you ever tried to read an article or a book immediately

However, it was only the participants who identified themselves as fairly

after an unpleasant encounter or after hearing bad news? You may notice

unhappy who did this. Our happiest participants, by contrast, were able to

yourself reading the same sentence over and over again. You may have

shake off the ruminations. If you are the type of person who is "jolted by

trouble concentrating-at school, during work, in the midst of conversa-

every pebble in the road," the persistent rumination is likely to take a sig-

tions, and even when trying to have fun. My students and I decided to

nificant toB on you. You need to imitate the behavior of the happy person
and work to break free of overthinking.

conduct a series of studies to test this phenomenon in the laboratory. We
found, indeed, that some of our participants tend to ruminate about bad
experiences and that this overthinking harms their concentration, and
ultimately their performance, at demanding everyday activities like reading and writing.
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Not surprisingly, those who show this pattern are the

ones who report being the most unhappy.
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SOCIAL COMPARISON

Social comparisons are ubiquitous. In our daily lives we can't help noticIng whether our friends, coworkers, family members, and even fictional
IJ5
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characters in the movies are brighter, richer, healthier, wittier, or lhOre
attractive than we are. Every time we ask, "How was your day, honey?".,
every time we flip through a magazine; every time we chat about Our rela~
tionships with others, we are inviting social comparisons. Researchers
have shown that such comparisons can be useful. 44 Sometimes they
inspire us to strive for ambitious goals or to improve weaknesses. Watch~

scientist. During my very first year in graduate school at Stanford, my
• J
'er Lee Ross, and I decided to seek out people who had been singled
;ju\lS ,
their acquaintances and friends to be "exceptionally happy" or
our by
"exceptionally unhappy" and to interview both groups at length . Our init'

ri:11 hypothesis (quite naive in hindsight) was that the happy people would
be more likely to compare themselves with others who were inferior

ing a piano prodigy playa beautiful sonata can motivate the amateur to

(rhuS making themselves feel better off), whereas unhappy people would

work harder. At other times social comparisons can make us feel better

be inclined to compare themselves with others who were superior (thus

about our own plight. In the neonatal intensive care unit the parent of a

rendering themselves unhappy). However, when we asked the participants

low birthweight infant may be comforted by noticing that other parents'

our carefulJy prepared questions about social comparison, the happy folks

babies are even more fragile.
Much of the time, however, observations of how other people are doing

didn't know what we were talking about! Of course they understood what
it meant to compare themselves with others-everyday observations, social

or about what they have can be pernicious. "Upward" comparisons (e.g.,

interactions, and the media inundate us with information about others'

"He's paid a higher salary;' "She's thinner") may lead to feelings of inferior-

successes and failures, opinions, personalities, lifestyles, and relationships-

ity, distress, and loss of self-esteem, while "downward" comparisons (e.g.,

yet faced with such readily available and inescapable opportunities for

"He got laid off," "Her cancer's spread") may lead to feelings of guilt, the

social comparison, the happy people we interviewed didn't seem to care.

need to cope with others' envy and resentment, and fears of suffering the

Instead, they appeared to use their own internal standards to judge them-

same (equally bad) fate. The more social comparisons you make, the more

selves (e.g., how good they sensed they were at math or cooking or con-

likely you are to encounter unfavorable comparisons, and the more sensitive

versation) , rather than let others' performances influence their feelings

you are to social comparisons, the more likely you are to suffer their nega-

about themselves (e.g., not falling prey to thoughts like "Ella is so much

tive consequences. Indeed, social comparisons are particularly invidious

more knowledgeable than I am; therefore I must be mediocre"). Intrigued

because no matter how successful, wealthy, or fortunate we become, there's

by these preliminary findings, Lee and I resolved to confirm them in more

always someone who can best us. I once heard an anecdote on the radio that

controlled laboratory studies. Over the next few years we found that the

brought this home to me. A woman was recounting her father's sage advice

happiest people take pleasure in other people's successes and show con-

in response to her complaints that other people had more than she did:

Cern in the face of others' failures. A completely different portrait, how-

"My father used to say to me, 'Look at these two mansions on Mission

ever, has emerged of a typical unhappy person-namely, as someone who

Street. They're both stunning multimillion-dollar homes. But the mansion

is deflated rather than delighted about his peers' accomplishments and tri-

on the left side of the street has an ocean view, and the one across from it

lllUphs and who is relieved rather than sympathetic in the face of his peers'
failures and undoings .

does not. Do you think that the people \;<"ho live in the second mansion are
envious?' "
You can't be envious and happy at the same time. People who pay

toO

much attention to social comparisons find themselves chronically vulner-

SOC I AL COMPARISON UNDER THE MICROSCOPE

able, threatened, and insecure. Interestingly, the phenomenon of compar-

The social comparison studies were fun

ing ourselves with others was the first topic I ever investigated as a research

brought happy and unhappy people into the lab and told them they'd be

//6
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do. On one occasion we
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Happinedd Activity No.5: A "oiJing Overthinking

solving "anagram puzzles" alongside a peer. 45 If you had been the partici_
pant in this study, you and your peer would have been asked to take seats
side by side, with the experimenter (often me) sitting by a table in front.
At the beginning of the session I would have handed each of you a card

Since then my students and I have conducted many more studies
showing essentially the same result: that the happier the person, the less
attention she pays to how others around her are doing. Once again the
research tenders an example of what we can learn from the habits of a
happy person. Indeed, the practice of incessantly comparing ourselves

with three anagrams on it, and your task would have been to unscramble
them (e.g., A-S-S-B-I, Y-O-N-S-W, and N-O-X-T-I).46

with others is part of the wider-ranging habit of overthinking.

Every time you or your peer would have fmished a card, you would
have handed it back to me, and I would have given you a new one. The
setup was created to make it very apparent to you at what rate the other

How

TO SHAKE

OFF

RUMINATIONS

AND SOCIAL COMPARISONS

person was going because you couldn't help noticing the exchange of
cards. In addition, the cards were numbered consecutively, so if you had

Rumination can be very compelling. When you're in its tangle, it pulls and

been handed Card 1 followed by Card 5, you would have grasped imme-

pushes you . You feel that you absolutely need to continue, that you need to

diately that while you had been frantically working on Card 1, the other

figure things out. But as we have learned, when a person is distraught or

participant had already solved Cards 2, 3, and 4. You would have known
you were behind. In addition, we asked that participants use blue books as

stressed or nervous or insecure, no insight is gained from overthinking. To

scratch paper; this required turning the page every time a new anagram

advises chronic overthinkers to try the following three-step approach to

was begun. The swooshing of pages again would have highlighted the dis-

battle their persistent ruminations: break free, move to higher ground, and

crepancy between your speed and that of the other participant, an effect

avoid fi.lture trapsY These steps are described below.

familiar to anyone who's ever taken a test.
Here's the clincher. Your supposed "peer," unbeknownst to you, would

the contrary, rumination makes things only worse. Susan Nolen-Hoeksema

if this

is a well:fltting
activity Jor you, choose at least one strategy to try from each oj the sections that Jollow.

not actually have been another participant, but a confederate (or stooge)

Cut loose. First, you need to free yourself from the clutch of your

working for me, whom I'd have instructed to solve the anagrams (or pretend to solve them) either a great deal faster or a great deal slower than you.

ruminations-in other words, immediately stop overthinking and stop
focusing on comparisons with others. There are no fewer than five effec-

How would that experience have made you feel?
The results of this study were dramatic. After the anagram-solving task

tive strategies to accomplish this, and as always, you should pick the ones

was over, happy participants felt more upbeat than they had been earlier
and thought better of their ability, regardless of whether they had wit-

arrest overthinking is simple and underrated yet incredibly powerful: distract, distract, distract. The distracting activity you select must be engross-

nessed someone perform much better or much worse than they. The self-

Ing enough so that you don't have the opportunity to lapse back into

assessments of unhappy people, by contrast, were keenly sensitive to the

ruminations. Good bets are activities that make you feel happy, curious,
peaceful, amused, or proud. When you catch yourself thinking, "Why did
. t h e commumty
. p1ay.,
'" or "I'll never get a promotion if
Io-etsofe
b
W Ii nes 10
Howard
do
't
'
'b
"
esn gIVe me more responsl I'l"lttes," or "Sh e has so much more

experience of witnessing another person's superior performance. Unhappy
people thought less of themselves-for example, judging their anagramsolving ability as quite a bit worse--and reported feeling more sad, frustrated, and anxious after sitting next to someone who outperformed them.
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that feel most natural and most meaningful to you. The fmt strategy to

free

time than I do," you should redirect your full attention somewhere

JI9
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else: RC;ld or watch so mething that's funny or suspenseful; listen to a
that's transporting; meet a fi'iend for tea ; do a physical activity that
your heart rate up. It doesn 't matter what you do, as long as it absorbs You
compels you, and isn 't potentially harmful. Som etimes all it takes to sto~
rumlOatmg IS to get up and leave the scene of the crime.
It's worth noting that although distraction seems like an almost too
simple short-term solution or quick fix , the positive emotions that it
begets can "debias" your thinking (opening up a new, more objective, and
more positive perspective on your troubles) and hone resources and skills
(like creativity, sociability, and problem-solving skills) that will be useful in
the future.

4H

Even a transient lift in mood can make you feel energized.

more motivated to interact with people, and more creative in how you
approach your problems.

Happine"J Actil'il,lJ Nil . J: Avoidill.tJ Overthillkin.9

is to talk to a sympath eti c and trusted person about
The fiour th Strategy ·
.
'"
.
thou o-h ts and troubl es. Much of the time, a sImple tete-a-tete wtll
il~lm ediate reprieve to your fe elings of negativity. You may tlnd
your
[n I1 <7an
.
.
' .. II
1
t" If feelino- that your problems aren't as overwhell11l1lg as you IIlltla )'
tlfse
vo
<:>
. ' '1'
, .
,
h were
Or you mi<Tht
reco'mlze
the tUtl Ity . 0 f b'
ell1g
envIous
t ey.
<:>
b.
.
(bought
vIrtuosIty and realtze that
Il1 fact she
of:1 fe II OW 1 1m's
1 0 ,apparent parentin<T
<
b
.
. as fl awe d as you are. However, a couple of caveats ne III order. One
is Just
. .
's to c h oose carefully your confldant(e); he or she must be able to thll1k
IobjectIve
. " Iy, not make you feel even v.rorse or end up ruminating
out
'
. loud
WIt. I1 you. The other is not to abuse your opportul1lty. If you bong up
your ne gat ive thoughts and worries ad infinitum, you may wear people
ut so much that they avoid you.
o The final strategy involves writing. Whether in a handsome journal, in

The second strategy is the "Stop!" technique, in whi ch you think, say, or
even shout to yourself, "Stop!" or "No!" when you tlnd yourself resuming
overthinking. (A hairdresser once told me she imagines a red stop sign as
she's doing this.) Use your intellectual powers to think about something
else--like your shopping list or what you will say when you call the
plumber on the phone or the steps you need to take in planning your next

a computer ftle , or on a scrap of paper, writing out your ruminations can
help you organize them, make sense of them , and observe patterns that
you haven't perceived before. Writing is also a way to unburden yourself
of your negative thoughts- to spill them on the page, so to speakallowing you to move past them.

vacation. This technique is valuable in many situations, including moments
when your thoughts wander even during a distracting pastirne. I remember
once finding myself ruminating whenever I went running. I would force
myself to stop and redirect my attention to something else. This feat
involved what seemed at the time like terrific powers of mental control, but
it worked.
The third is a strategy I learned from Dear Abby a long time ago. She
advised an obsessive reader to set aside thirty minutes every day to do

Act to solve pro blems. Second, you need to gain a new perspective
011

you into trying to solve the very real, concrete problems that might
inspire your overthinking. For example, even if you're feeling 'weighed
down by your problems and responsibilities and are indecisive about what
to do, take a small step now. Perhaps this entails making an appointment
with a marriage counselor (even if you're pess imistic about the outcome),
Or

nothing but ruminate. Accordingly, if you find the negative thoughts
pushing and pulliug, you can truthfully tell yourselC "I can stop now,
because I'll have the opportunity to think about this later." Ideally, that
thirty-minute period should be at a time of the day when you're not anxious or sad. More often than not, when th e appointed time arrives, you'll
find it difficult and unnatural to force yourself to overthink, and the issues
you had set aside to contemplate will seem less consequential than before.

120

yourself and on your life in general. Essentially, this step jump-starts

starting th e first day of a financial plannillg program, or doing research

on the Internet about possible new jobs, or writing an e-mail to someone
Who's slighted you. It could be writing a list of every possible solution to a
particular problem-for example, ways to improve your relationship with
Your boss, to help your daughter'S sleeping problems, to make extra
money during the summer-and then implementing one of those solutions. If you're hesitant, think of a person whom you highly respect and
adlnire and ask yo urself which solution he or she would choose. Don 't
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Happine .},' Activity No. J: Al10iiJing Overthinkin.9

wait for something to happen or for someone else to step in and help you.
Act right away. Even small steps will improve your mood and self-regard.

. I t headed feeling be another flu coming on?," "Was I the only one not
. 't ,d to the party?") ask yourself Will this matter in a year? Your answer
1IlV 1 e
.·11 afford you a big picture view of your troubles and diminish your worWI
. . It's remarkable how quickly things that seem so momentous and
nes .
as fairly trivial and insignificant. Somepress. "l·ng this very moment emerge
~
. s when I'm facing a horrendous week or am upset over a perceived
tune

Dodge overthinking triggers. Third, you need to learn how to
avoid future overthinking traps. For example, write a list of situations
(places, times, and people) that appear to trigger your overthinking. If at

hg 1-

their ability to trigger an episode of overthinking. This is not that differ_

slight, I remind myself that I won't remember it (much less care about it)
nth ' six months, or a year from now. (The more extreme version
on e mo

ent from what a smoker must do when quitting, avoiding locations, times

of this strategy is to use the deathbed criterion: Will it matter when you're

of the day, and specific people that set off his desire to smoke. Another

all possible, avoid those situations or modifY them just enough to thwart

technique is to strengthen your identity and work toward building your

on your deathbed?)
Another valuable approach is to distance yourself from rumination even

sense of self-worth. This is a biggie, but you can begin by taking small

further by contemplating your particular problem in the context of space

active steps, like learning or undertaking something new, such as cooking,

:md time. If you're an astronomy enthusiast, visualize yourself (and the

hiking, gardening, painting, dog training. (Don't take on anything too

strains, worries, and tribulations facing you) as a microscopic dot on earth,

grand.) This will enhance your self-confidence (e.g., ''I'm much better at

which is a tiny part of the Milky Way, which makes up a infinitesimal speck

taking photos than I thought") and provide an alternative source of self-

of the universe. This may seem like a silly exercise, but in doing it you will

esteem by expanding your identity (e.g., "I've always thought of myself as

undoubtedly recognize that your problems are trifling. When my son went

a bookworm, but now I feel so good when I go to dance class . It bright-

through an astronomy phase, I was taken aback about how serene and

ens the days when my teaching job isn't going well").

unruffled I felt every time I read him a book about galaxies, stars, or planets.

Finally, if this is up your alley, learn how to meditate. The skills in-

How can I stress over my carpooling situation when the farthest galaxy is

volved in this relaxation technique can help you distance yourself from

thirteen billion light-years away? When the universe is expanding! It

your worries and ruminations and impart a positive sense of well-being.

seemed magical that this knowledge would have this impact, but it did. An

See Chapter 9 for detailed instructions or read one of the many books

alternative exercise is to reflect on how 150 years from now, no one who is

on the topic. Many people who meditate habitually claim that they find

alive today will still be living. This also sharply brings home the point that

themselves feeling less burdened, worried, and stressed for the rest of

few things in life are so significant that they are worth overthinking.

the day.

Finally, if you resolve that the trouble you're enduring now is indeed
significant and will matter in a year, then consider what the experience

Take in the big picture. To add to these recommendations, I challenge those of you who have chosen to commit to avoiding overthinking

can teach you. Focusing on the lessons you can learn from a stress, irritant,
Or

ordeal will help soften its blow. The lessons that those realities impart

and social comparisons to try a couple of techniques proposed in Don't

Could be patience, perseverance, loyalty, or courage. Or perhaps you're

Sweat the Small Stuff49 Whenever a rumination or social comparison pre-

learning open-mindedness, forgiveness, generosity, or self-control. Psychologists call this posttraumatic growth,50 and it's one of the vital tools

vails upon you (e.g., "How will I ever get through this week?," "Teddy
has been so distant and short-tempered lately," "Once again our manager
took more notice of Cecilia's presentation than of mine," "Could that
122

tlsed by happy, resilient people in facing the inevitable perils and hardships

of life.
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5.

Readill.9 Guide

Inve sting In Social Connections
If you benefit from this activity, you may also want to try:
1. Developing strategies for coping (Happiness Activity No.6, p. 151)

2. Committing to your goals (Happiness Activity No.1 0, p. 205)

If I am not for myself. who will be for me? If I am only for
myself. what am I? And ifnot now. when?
- Talmud

he centrality of social connections to our health and well-being cannot be overstressed. "Relationships constitute the single most important factor responsible for the survival of homo sapiens," writes one social
psychologist. 1 I don't think this is an overstatement. One of the strongest
fmdings in the literature

011

happiness is that happy people have better rela-

tionships than do their less happy peers.2 It's no surprise, then, that investing
in social relationships is a potent strategy on the path to becoming happier.
This chapter describes two happiness activities that have social connections
in common: practicing kindness and nurturing relationships.

Happiness Activity No.4:
Practicing Acts of Kindness
The moral dimension of being kind, generous, and giving is undisputed.
The Bible exhorts us "to be generous and willing to share" (1 Timothy
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Happl'ne dJ Activity No.4: Practicing Actd of KindneJJ

6:18), and a principled, moral person helps those who are in need and

1'0 address this very question, my collaborators and I conducted a hap pi. 'ntervention (or experiment) in which we recruited participants into
nes, !
uups and asked th em to perform five acts of kindness per week over
('.vo g[
'ourse of six weeks.4 The first group was instructed to do these acts
the c
throughout the week, but the second group was instructed to do
t 'rne
;In)'!
.
the five acts on one single day each week (e.g., all on a Monday). These
wer'-~ our exact instructions:

when necessary, sacrifices his own well-being for another. Indeed, th;
German philosopher Arthur Schopenhauer wrote: "Compassion is the basis
of all morality." From a very early age we are inculcated with the idea that
kindness and compassion are important virtues. Of course we are tallght to
develop and apply these virtues for their own sakes, because by definition, 1't
is the right, good, and ethical thing to do. What scientific research

has

recently contributed to this agelong principle is evidence that practiCing
acts of kindness is not only good for the recipient but also good for the

In (Jur daily lives, we all perform acts of kindness for others. These acts may

doer. It may be ironic, but being kind and good, even when it's unpleasant

be large or small and the person for whom the act is performed mayor may

or when one expects or receives nothing in return, may also be in the doer's

not be aware of the act. Examples include feeding a stranger's parking meter,

self-interest. This is because being generous and willing to share makes

donating blood, helping a friend with homework, visiting an elderly rela-

people happy.

tive, or writing a thank-you letter. Over the next week, you are to perform

jive acts of kindness. The acts do not need to be for the same person, the
person mayor may not be aware of the act, and the act mayor may not be
THE MILK OF HUMAN KINDNESS

Is ...

HAPPINESS

To be sure, the notion that doing acts of kindness can make a person feel

similar to the acts listed above. Do not perform any acts that may place yourself or others in danger.

good is not exactly novel. Writers, philosophers, and religious thinkers have
appreciated this truth for centuries. "If you want to be happy, practice com-

Every Sunday night our participants turned in their "kindness reports,"

passion" is a common refrain of the spiritual leader of Tibetan Buddhism,

in which they described the acts of kindness they had done each week, to

the fourteenth Dalai Lama. "True happiness consists in making others

whom, and when . Examples of the types of kind acts that they performed

happy," according to a Hindu proverb. And Scottish-born essayist Thomas

ranged widely, from very small, simple helpful behaviors to fairly big ones-

Carlyle quipped that "without kindness, there can be no true joy." Nice

e.g., "bought a friend a sundae," "washed someone else's dishes," "donated

thoughts, but their veracity had until recently not been tested systematically,

blood," "stayed with a friend on her first night at a new place," "visited a

using the scientific method. My laboratory was the first, to my knowledge,

nursing home," "helped a stranger with computer problems," "let my sister

to accomplish this . Previous research had only reported correlations (but

borrow my car for the weekend," "gave a homeless man $20," and (my per-

not causation) between happiness and helping. For example, we know that

sonal favorite) " told a professor thank you for his hard work."

happier people are more likely to describe themselves as doing frequent

The results were a bit surprising. As expected, being generous and

altruistic acts (e.g., shopping for sick friends or stopping to help strangers),

considerate made people happy- that is, the participants who committed

to spend a greater percentage of their time helping others, and to perform

acts of kindness over the course of the study experienced a significant ele-

behaviors at the office that go beyond the call of duty (e.g., helping col-

vation in their happiness. But interestingly, this boost was reported only

leagues with work problems despite their own heavy workloads).3 These

by those who showed their weekly generosity all in one single day. So,

ftndings are illuminating, but they have little to say about whether doing all

although both groups who committed kind acts described themselves as

those things (helping strangers or colleagues) actually makes people happy.

being much more helpful after the intervention than before, the group
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that was imtructed to distribute its five weekly acts of kindness over the

This second kindness study co nfirmed for us, once again, that doing acts

My

f kindness on a regular basis makes people happy for an extended period .

hunch is that because many of the kind acts that the participants per_

()
he extent to which people vary what they do makes an enormous difUut t
. . . . Indeed those participants who had to repeat their three kind acts

course of the week didn 't become any happier. Why did this happen?

formed were small ones, spreading them over seven days each week might

terence.

,

behavior. After all, most of us do Ilunor thoughtful and helpful things On

. 11d over again actually dropped in happiness by the middle of the
ovel J
J
before bouncing back to their original levels. These individuals probstuoy
ably found their exercise to be just another item on their to-do list-that is,

a regular basis, and we may not even be aware of it.

a tedious experience that detracts rather than adds to happiness. If an activ-

have diminished their conspicuousness, their prominence, and their POWer
or made them less distinguishable from the participants' habitual kind

So we see evidence in this study for the notion that optimal timin.~ is

ity is meant to enhance well-being, it needs to remain fresh and meaningful.

critical for a happiness activity to be effective. In the section on gratitude

Of course, when you embark on your own happiness-increasing program,

(in Chapter 4), I noted that when we asked people to count their blessin gs

vou \ovill do so by your own fi'ee will, not because an experimenter in a

on a regular basis, only those \ovho did it once a week (versus three time a

~vhite lab coat is prompting you . Indeed, when you select an activity that fit~

week) were rewarded with an increase in well-being. So you need to deter-

you, you are choosing, by defillition, to do something that you value and

mine precisely how, when, and how often to commit to a happiness-

that YOll believe you will enjoy. This is empowering in and of itself. The sin-

enhancing practice in order to maximize its success. The results of our

gular act of choosing an activity can make you feel brighter and gladder

kindness intervention suggest that doing more than is your custom (at least

even before you commit your first act of kindness (or gratitude or whatever

when it comes to kindness) is ideal.

else) . Nevertheless, th,is study alerts us to be mindful of not falling into a rut

Our study was the first to show that a strategy to increase kind behaviors
is an effective way to elevate happiness. Since then we have been conduct-

when practicing our chosen strategy. Spicing up your happiness strategies

will be worth the effort. (See Chapter 10 to hear more.)

ing longer and more intensive investigations, working out how and why this
and other strategies work. For example, we did another study in which we
asked people to comnut acts of kindness, though this time we checked in

WHY DOES DOING KIND DEEDS MAKE PEOPLE HAPPY?

on them a month after the intervention had ended, to determine whether

LET Us

COUNT THE WAYS

their happiness levels were preserved.'; Furthermore, some of our partici-

Plentiful evidence for the reasons (or mechanisms) for why helping brings

pants had the opportunity to vary the kindnesses that they performed.

happiness comes from psychological theory and research. Being kind and

whereas others did not. At the beginning of the study everyone \,vas asked

generous leads you to perceive others more positively and more charitably

to make a list of acts of kindness that they would "like to do more in the

(e.g., "the homeless veteran may be too ill to work" or "my brother reaUy

future " and that are "easily repeatable on a daily basis." For example, they

tries at math, but it doesn't come easily to him") and fosters a heightened

might choose to do an extra household chore, send e-cards to family meOl-

sense of interdependence and cooperation in your social community (e.g.,

bers, help someone carry or pick up something, give their pet a special

"it takes a village to raise a child" or "we must all pitch in to improve the

treat, or make breaktlst for the ir boyfriend. Those in the "high variety"
we ek , but those in the "low variety" condition had to pelform the same

environment"). Doing kindness often relieves guilt, distress, or discomfort
OVer oth ers ' d·ffi
· an d su £Iiering and encourages a sense 0 f awareness
1 I CU Ities
and ap preCiation
..
cdc
lor your own goo lortune. In other words, helping others

three acts every week for ten weeks in a row('

Il)akes you feel advantaged (and thankful) by comparison (e.g., ''I'm grateful

condition could mix and match any three acts they wanted to do each

12,1'
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that I have my health"). Indeed, providing assistance or comfort to other
people can deliver a welcome distraction from your own troubles and rurn.i~
nations, as it shifts the focus from you to somebody else.
A considerable benefit of kindness is its impact on self-perception.
When you conunit acts of kindness, you may begin to view yourself as an
altruistiC and compassionate person. This new identity can promote a sense
of confidence, optimism, and usefulness. Helping others or volunteering
for a worthy cause highlights your abilities, resources, and expertise and
gives you a feeling of control over your life. 7 You may learn new skills or
discover hidden talents-for example, by honing your teaching aptitude Or
social skills, through uncovering a flair with children, or by learning the
workings of a hospital. This in itself can confer a sense of efficacy and
accomplishment. Some researchers argue that acts of kindness can even
promote a sense of meaningfulness and value in one's life.R

0/ Kinone.:ld

volunteers over time strongly suggest that it's the munifICent
(ollow
.
r of the volunteers that enhances happiness and not the other way
behav10
ou-ound.
, consider an unusual study that followed five women volunteers over a
eriod.11 These five women, all of whom had multiple sclerosis
three-year P
MS), were chosen to act as peer supporters for sixty-seven other MS
( . ts They were trained in active and compassionate listening techniques
pan en .
'nstructed to call each patient for fifteen minutes once a month. The
,111 d I
results showed that, over the three years, the peer supporters experienced
increased satisfaction, self-efficacy, and feelings of mastery. They reported
engaging in more social activities and enduring less depression. Indeed,
when interviewed, these five women described having undergone dramatic
changes in their lives as a result of their volunteering experience. For
example, their role as peer supporters appeared to shift their focus away

Finally, and this is probably the most important factor, kindness can

from themselves and their problems and toward others. They recounted

jump-start a cascade of positive social consequences. Helping others leads
people to like you, to appreciate you, to offer gratitude. It also may lead

acquiring improved, nonjudgmental listening skills and becoming more
open and tolerant of other people. They also reported a stronger sense of

people to reciprocate in your times of need. 9 Helping others can satisfy a

self-esteem and self-acceptance--for example, confidence in their ability to
cope with life's ups and downs and in managing their own disease. One

basic human need for connecting with others, winning you smiles, thankfulness, and valued friendship. My laboratory actually obtained evidence
for this dynamic in our second kindness intervention. We measured not
only how helpful our participants were and how much their happiness
increased over ten weeks but also the extent to which they perceived grat-

woman stated. "There's no cure for MS, but I really feel that I'm able to
handle whatever comes my way."
Remarkably, the positive changes experienced by the five women peer

itude in those they helped. Indeed, we found that a chief reason that

supporters were larger than the benefits shown by the patients they supported. For example, the volunteers witnessed a boost in their global life

bei.ng kind to others made our participants happier is that it led them

satisfaction that was seven times greater than that shown by the patients!

to

recognize how much the recipients appreciated their kind acts.
So there are multiple ways that kindness can make us happier. Surveys
of volunteers, for example, show that volunteering is associated with
diminished depressive symptoms and enhanced feelings of happiness,
self-worth, mastery, and personal control-a "helper's high."l0 Although

Furthermore, the benefits experienced by the peer supporters grew as
time went on-an incredible finding, given that the benefits incurred by
l1lost happiness interventions (no matter how powerful) tend to diminish
over time.
This was a small study, with only five participants,12 but it nicely

these studies can't disentangle causal direction (i.e., "Does volunteering
make people feel good about themselves, or are people who feel good
about themselves more likely to volunteer in the first place?"), studies that

illustrates the multiple rewards of helping. Although volunteering (or
community service) is a unique type of helping activity, involving sustained commitment within an institutional framework, it shares many of

IJO
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the same features, and beneftts, as other, more spontaneous or mundan
types of helping behavior.

0/ Kindned,f

a about the new endeavor. But his wife was
. earnest
and well- meanin ::>
, .
·d herself. "How can he play for strangers when he doesn't have time to
best e
.rain his own little girl?" she complained to me. Choose your acto; of
cu tet
.
d
in )'our behavior can have unintended
ktn n ess with care ' as any change
~

Vt·ty

>

How

TO PRACTICE KINDNESS

I have some very altruistic friends. One who especially comes to mind is

(otlSe gu

ences , good or bad. Above all, you don't have to be a Mother Teresa

or the Dalai Lama; the acts can be small and brief.

always there for other people, always saying yes, forever sensitive to a situa_
tion when he's needed. I don't know how he does it, how kindness has

T imi ng is everything. The first step in practicing the kindness strat-

become so habitual to this man, but many of us need to practice con_

egy is to select which acts you intend to do, how often, and how much. The
results of my intervention studies suggest that this is an important decision
point. If you do too little, you won't obtain much benefit in happiness. If
you do too much, you may end up feeling overburdened, angry, or
fatigued. My suggestion is to follow the model of the one group in my first
kindness intervention that was rewarded with the biggest increases in
happiness-namely, pick one day per week (say, a Monday), and on that day
(and on no others) commit one new and special large act of kindness or,
alternatively, three to five little ones. I say "new and special" because you
likely already dole out numerous small and large kindnesses every day, and
the kindness strategy calls for doing something extra, something that pulls
you out of your usual routine. If you always let cars ahead of you in line or
you already volunteer at a hospital once a week, then, of course, don't make
those your new and special acts of kindness. Resolve to do something else.

sciously and intentionally what comes so easily to him. Then again, the
advantage for the rest of us is that doing something over and above what We
are used to will give us an extra lift, a special boost in positive well-being.
I have come across numerous books, magazine articles, and Web sites
advocating doing acts of kindness,13 and I always get the sense, perhaps
unfounded, that they patronize the reader a bit. If you decide to become a
more generous, compassionate, and giving person, you will know what
you should do. Ever babysat for a harried parent when you weren't asked?
Ever traveled to see a friend in need? Donated your money or your time?
Smiled at someone who needed a smile even when it was the hardest
thing to do at that very moment? Needless to say, the options for helping
are unlimited. You only have to open your mind to the possibilities for
kindness; if you look ,-,,,ith fresh eyes, they are all around you.
Furthermore, no particular talent, measure of time, or amount of money
is required. The deed need not be grand or complicated. Moreover, if you're

Vari e ty is the spice of life. A second implication stemrning from

ever at a loss about what act of kindness, generosity, or charity to carry out,

daughter, he started taking out several hours per month to do this. He waS

my kindness studies is to mix up, spice up, vary, what you do. Putting change
into a parking meter or doing an extra chore gives you a lift the first few
times you do it, but after a time you will adapt to the new habit, and it will
no longer grant the same amount of happiness. (This doesn't mean that you
should necessarily stop doing it, only that you'll be obliged to add another
aCt of kindness to your routine.) Major commitments that involve regular
COntact with other people-e.g., tutoring a n1iddle school student, visiting a
sick neighbor, fund-raising for a cause-may not lend themselves to the
sathe degree of adaptation and may continue delivering benefits to you (and
others!) in terms of happiness, self-esteem, and other resources and skills.

JJ2

lJ5

you need to look no farther than your home, your workplace, or your community. Sometimes people go to great lengths seeking special causes to
which to dedicate themselves when those special causes could be their
spouses, children, coworkers, or old friends. An acquaintance with a baby at
home related to me a story about her husband. He was a cello player and had
learned about a community service music program that involved visiting
nursing homes once a month and entertaining the residents there. Despite a
grueling work schedule that left him with little time to see his wife and baby
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Continually varying your acts of kindness takes effort and creativity.
Here are some ideas. First, if you're short of money or other resources, give

In designing your unique kindness strategy, remember that acts of kindne.ss often have such ripple (or "pay it forward") effects. The recipient may

the gift of time: Offer to make a needed repair, weed a garden, take a child
to the playground, or look over someone's taxes. Second, surprise SOrne_

be' cheered, surprised, or comforted, and your thoughtful act may trigger
him or her to return the favor to other individuals, who may in turn be

one--with a home-cooked meal, an outing, a gift, a letter, or a phone call.

more generous the next day, and so on . In other words, one benevolent act

Third, each week try to do more of something that doesn't come naturally.

can set in motion a series of kind acts. Another way that acts of kindness

For me, it's being courteous to telemarketers. For another person, it may be

can have positive social consequences is that, as recent research shows,

offering a sincere smile and hello (or thank you) to a passerby or the cashier

simply witnessing or hearing about a kindness leads people to feel "ele-

at the grocery or fully listening (with eye contact) to a friend's concerns.

vated" (\varm in the chest, being "moved" and awed) and increases their

Fourth, work to develop your compassion-that is, the willingness and

desire to perform good deeds. 15 Mter observing the heroic acts of kindness

ability to sympathize with others' plights and points of view. It may be a

by New York City firefighters, emergency personnel, and others in the

cliche, but it's really very difficult to put yourself in another person's shoes,

aftermath of 9/11, TV viewers left their couches and went on to donate

to see the world from his perspective. Imagine what it would be like to be

blood at two to five times the normal rate. 16

unable to pay your bills, to be laid off, to care for a disabled child, to be illiterate, or to be too weak to change a lightbulb. Offering assistance each

A final caveat. All the recommendations outlined here are aimed to

week to such a person can help enhance your gratitude and develop and

maximize how much happiness you receive as a result of committing to a

reinforce your compassion. Fifth, at least once a week do a kind deed about

kindness strategy. Sometimes this involves doing less or stopping what

which you tell no one and for which you don't expect anything in return.

you're doing. I want to underscore that most people act compassionately

Resolve not to sit around and wonder why other people aren't as consider-

and generously not primarily for their own benefit, but for that of others.

ate as you. This resolution will fortify your conviction that you are not

Thus they may continue volunteering or repairing or teaching or listen-

being generous solely for approval and admiration, and this will deepen
your sense of value, meaning, and self-worth. 14

ing or cleaning or donating because it's their moral duty. So, take my
suggestions with a grain of salt. At times you'll be called to help others at
the expense of your own well-being. As long as this is not a persistent pat-

Chain of kindness. Standing at the cash register at Whole Foods
recently, I overheard a twenty-something guy in front of me tell the

tern in your life and a key cause underlying your unhappiness, you should
consider saying yes.

cashier, with great embarrassment, that he was $1.15 short of his grocery
charge. I don't remember ever doing this before, but I immediately

Is

offered him the $1.15. He was at first a bit taken aback and then incredibly

WHEN KINDNESS

and genuinely grateful. He thanked me earnestly and at length. The expe-

The platitude that being kind to others can bring you happiness has sev-

rience was unexpectedly exhilarating and wonderful (even to me, who

eral important qualifications. The first is that certain categories of helping

PERNICIOUS

was

behavior are actually detrimental to physical and mental health. The one

someone who indisputably appreciated and valued what I did . He had a

researchers know the most about is full-time caregiving for a chronically

wide and self-conscious smile on his face, yet as he hurried out, I saw him

III

helping a woman in a wheelchair to lift her groceries.

spouses with Alzheimer's disease show depression levels three times greater

does research on kindness!). A dollar is so trivial, I thought, and here

]J4

Or

disabled loved one. Studies show, for instance, that caregivers of
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than the average persol1. 17 Caregivers of spouses with spinal cord injuries
report severe physical and emotional stress, burnout, fatigue, anger, and
resentment. Furthermore, these c::trcgivers are even more depressed than

~u ld

make you happier than earning a higher income? Would you
.

· e me? I actually won't allege this because there are no data that
be Ilev

their disabled partners. t R The caregivingjob is relentless and often aCCom_

directly compare kindness and wealth. But there is plenty of anecdotal
'd ce . The most persuasive, in my mind , comes from the example of
eVI en

panied by gneving for the loss of companionship or the impending loss of

Bill Gates, who announced that he would give up his day-to-day duties as

life. Of course, this doesn't mean that caregiving should be forsaken, but

'. 11an of Microsoft in 2008 to devote more energy to philanthropy.

CI13/l 1

benefactors need to recognize the detriments, so that they can prepare for

He is the richest man in the world, according to Forbes, yet he spends a

them and cope as best they can. Indeed, any helping behavior that is bur-

(Treat deal of time and effort <~ilJiIlX his money away- more than half of his

densome, interferes with your daily goals and functioning, or causes bit-

~)rtune, to be exact. Since 2000, for example, the Bill and Melinda Gates

terness would surely backfIre as a path to happiness, though it may remain

Foundation has donated $6 billion-m.ore than most nations-to improve

the appropriate, honorable, or right thing to do.

health in developing countries, including hundreds of millions of dollars

Another caveat is that a kind act needs to be done fioeely and auto-

for vaccinations for children and for medical research, and $2.5 billion

nomously to bring the maximum improvement in well-being. If you are

for education for the poor. It is entirely possible that one of his donations

forced to help someone, you may still believe that you are a generous and

will make more of a difterence in the world than anything he has ever

decent person, and you may still garner the appreciation and gratitude

done as Microsoft chairman. Why does he do it? I can't say, except

of the one you helped, but these benefits could be outweighed by the

speculate that it makes him as happy to give money away as to make it.

resentment

YOll

might feel or the sense of being taken advantage.

to

"It's fun, and it is also an enormous responsibility," is how Gates explains

Finally, other people may not always welcome your kindness. Helping

his philanthropy. "But having my job at Microsoft is also fun and a huge

someone can put him in an uncomfortable position, making him feel

responsibility. That is true for being a parent. Many of the ITlOSt important

needy, disadvantaged, and beholden. Consequently, instead of gratitude
and appreciation, the response from the recipient may be something

things in life are like that. Why else would you want to get up in the
morning?"1 9

closer to hostility and resentment. Your attitude and approach can diffuse

Another fascinating example is that of Sherry Lansing, the first woman

or minimize such potential feelings. When you undertake your weekly

to run a major HoUyvvood studio. She gave lip power, fame, and riches (as

acts of kindness, don't behave self-righteously or condescendingly. Don't

head of Paramount Pictures) to pursue philanthropy full-time. According

puff up your abilities and resources or talk down to the person you are

to news reports, her associates and friends were stunned. But it appears

helping. And unless the situation is critical, don't help those who don't

that she may be far wiser than they are in appreciating what truly makes

want your help.

for lasting happiness. She's been busy starting a nonprofit foundation that
targets cancer research and education, advocating on behalf of stem cell
research , and fund-raising for human rights causes. Presumably, Lansing

POSTSCRIPT: KINDNESS VERSUS WEALTH

fmds this more gratifying than a seven-figure salary.

As I recounted in Chapter 2, there is now over\vhelming evidence that
money doesn't make people happy-or, more precisely, that it doesn't
make people as happy (and for as long) as they suppose. What if I told yoU
that becoming a more generous, compassionate, and charitable person

/J6
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In other words, by applying this happiness-increasing strategy, you will
1· 'lrk on what psychologists call an upward spiral.
emo.

If you benefit from this activity, you may also want to try:

loOP'

WHAT 'S G RE AT ABOUT RELATIONSHIPS?

Why are social connections so important to well-being? Because good
1. Savoring life's joys (Happiness Activity No.9, p. 190)

socia! relationships serve many vital needs.

2. Increasing flow experiences (Happiness Activity No.8, p. 181)

Lessons from Darwin. An article titled "The Need to Belong"21
has become a classic in social psychology, and I can now appreciate why.

Happiness Activity No.5:
Nurturing Social Relationships

Its authors layout a persuasive case that humans are powerfully motivated
by a pervasive drive to seek out and maintain strong, stable, and positive
interpersonal relationships. We strongly resist the breakup or dissolution
of relationships and friendships, and without a sense of belongingness, we
suffer numerous negative consequences for our physical and mental

One of the themes of this book is that in order to become happier, we
must learn to imitate the habits of very happy people. Happy people are

health. This is not surprising; most scientists would agree that a desire to
form and preserve social bonds has an evolutionary basis. Human beings

exceptionally good at their friendships, families, and intimate relationships. The happier a person is, the more likely he or she is to have a large

would not have been able to survive or reproduce without such a motivation. Social groups hunted together, shared food, and fought off common

circle of friends or companions, a romantic partner, and ample social support. The happier the person, the more likely she is to be married and to

enemies. Adults who pair-bonded bore children, protected them from
predators and from the elements, and raised them to maturity. "No man

have a fulftlling and long-lasting marriage. The happier the person, the
more likely she is to be satisfied with her family life and social activities, to

[or woman] is an island," proclaimed John Donne, and "The Need to
Belong" has shown us the reasons why.

consider her partner her "great love," and to receive emotional and tangible support from friends, supervisors, and coworkers. 20
The causal relationship between social relationships and happiness is
clearly bidirectional. This means that romantic partners and friends make
people happy, but it also means that happy people are more likely to acquire
lovers and friends. This conclusion, which my colleagues and I have put
forth on the basis of numerous studies, is actually rather optimistic. It
implies that if you begin today to improve and cultivate your relationships,
you will reap the gift of positive emotions. In turn, the enhanced feelings of
happiness will help you attract more and higher-quality relationships, which
will make you even happier, and so on, in a continuous positive feedback
/58

Social Support. One of the most important functions of a social
bond is the provision of social support in times of stress, distress, and
trauma. r know firsthand (and the research confirms) that there may be no
better coping mechanism than confiding or sharing a problem with a
friend Or intimate. Social support can be tangible (e.g., driving

lIS

to the

hospital), emotional (e.g., listening, reassuring, and helping us generate
' .
solutio
I
.
ns or a ternate perspectIves on problems), and mformatlOnal (e.g.,
prOviding fmancial advice). Indeed, people with strong social support are
. . analYSIS
. of three communities of
healthie r an d l'Ive Ionger.2?- A'
n 1l1tngumg
very long-living people--Sardinians in Italy, Okinawans in Japan, and
/59
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Seventh-Day Adventists in Loma Linda, California-revealed that they all
had five things in common. At the top of that list were "Put family first"
and " Keep socially engaged."23

that people's desires for happy marriages, for children, and for "quality"
children (as bizarre as that term sounds) do not change as they successfully
.
those things. 26 In other words, there is something special and
10

:lttJ

·'lue about relationships, and we would do well to strengthen, nourish,

LIllle

All you need is love. My four-year-old used to insist that we teach

:Ind enjoy them.

him a new word at bedtime. One night I tried something new. "Your
word tonight is 'love,' " I said. "I knoooow what looove means! I love you,
Mommy." "But what does it mean that you love me?" He thought about

STRATEGIES FOR INVESTING IN RELATIONSHIPS

this. "It means I want to kiss you a lot. And I want to live with you forever." In ten years he might regret having said that, but I think that defini-

Uecause at least 90 percent of adults eventually marry, most of my recomlllendations in this section refer to strengthening intimate (or "romantic")

tion of love is perfect. From the time of their conception to the moment

relationships, such as marriages. However, you'll recognize that many of

of their death, human beings are embedded in relationships with others. It

the suggestions apply to other kinds of close relationships, such as with

is within interpersonal relationships that most of us experience for the
first time the emotion of love-the most wildly happiness-inducing emo-

close friends and family members. Pick one strategy Jrom the array be/ou!, and
start doing it today.
John Gottman is a marriage researcher who has psychologically dissected hundreds of married couples. His book The Seven Principles Jor
i\l[aking Marriage Work is, in my opinion, the best marital advice manual on
the market by far. 27 I have talked it up to dozens of acquaintances and
friends-indeed, to anyone who currently is, has been, or wishes to be in
a committed romantic relationship. Even if your relationship is already
solid, there is always room to strengthen and enjoy it even more. In his
research, Gottman videotapes married couples and systematically observes
how they behave and talk with each other. He then follows them over
time to see what happens in their relationship. Based on these observations, he is able to predict with 91 percent accuracy which couples will
stay together and which will divorce. This level of predictive accuracy, I
should add, is unprecedented in the field of psychology.

tion there is-and find meaning and purpose in our lives. Of course, a.~
everybody knows, love has its ups and downs; nonetheless, most identify
it as one of the chief things that makes them happy.24
Less hedonic adaptation. As the pie chart theory vividly portrays,
all our life circumstances combined (health, wealth, age, job title, ethnicity,
residence, life events, etc.) have only a small influence on our happiness.
This is primarily because we so rapidly adapt to any circumstantial life
change. For example, as we acquire income and consumer goods that we
desire (e.g., gadgets, computers, cars, homes, or swimming pools), our
aspirations simply rise to the same degree, thereby trapping us in a hedonic
treadmill In one study that surveyed people over a thirty-six-year period,
respondents were asked how much income was needed by a £lmily of four
to "get along."25 The higher the person's income, the more they estimated
was required for a family of four. Remarkably, the estimate for "get along"
income increased almost exactly to the same degree as did actual income.

Make time. So, what are the secrets of the successful marriages? The
first is that the partners talk ... a lot. The successful couples spend five

Do we adapt to them as easily and quickly as we adapt to material goodS?
The answer turns out to be no. One economist has shown, for example,

hours more per week being together and talking. 2H The first recommendatIon ' the re fc·
. to extra tIme
.
· h your partner,
ore, IS to commIt
eac h wee k WIt
perhap
.
.
h
h
.
.
s startlOg WIt one our and worklOg your way up toward more.
Spend five minutes every day expressing appreciation or gratitude for
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suggesting that the more you have, the more you think you "need."
But what about our friendships , family, and intimate relationships?
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particular behaviors (even if it's simply to say, "Thank you for taking care of
the bills this month"). Furthermore, before you part in the morning, find
out one thing that each of you is going to do that day. When you meet again
in the evening, have a "reunion conversation" in a low-stress setting, and lis-

ten. Coming from a household with two full-time jobs and two small kids, I
fully appreciate that this is easier said than done. Be creative. If you're in a

Regarding whether it's right to take time away from work (if it's even
ossibl e) or children (if you have them) to dedicate to your relationship, this
P no-brainer. A massive literature shows that people who are lonely or in
IS 3

llohappy relationships suffer severe ill effects, including depression, anxiety,
. lousY stress and impaired health. Needless to say, your job and your chil-

Jea

'

'

dren will suffer if your marriage or partnership is tense, hostile, or unhappy.

situation similar to mine, then return from work fifteen minutes before your
kids do (or your babysitter leaves), or allow them to watch a fifteen-minute

Express admiration, appreciation, and affection. One of the

video or play a video game immediately when you come home. (The

key conclusions of two decades of research on marriages is that happy

potential adverse effects of the media are far outweighed, in my expert

relationships are characterized by a ratio of positive to negative affect of

opinion, by the benefits of a better marriage.) If children aren't the issue,
then create a routine to reunite, taking a walk together, sitting on the

five to one 29 This means that for every negative statement or behavior-

couch, having a drink in the kitchen-whatever works. It doesn't have to

weekly goal to raise your positive affect ratio. You can do this, first,

be the moment you step in the door. My husband used to be notorious for

by increasing the number of times you show affection to your partner-

his-dare I say it?-rigidity in needing time to put his stuff away, putter

verbally (e.g., saying or e-mailing, "I love you," more often), physically

around, and glance at the paper before he could even think about saying,

(no need to explain this) , or through other behaviors (like kindness). I

"How was your day?" The immediacy of babies' demands changed that.

once heard a family expert say, "A spontaneous kiss while doing house-

There are several other ways to reserve time together. First, make every

criticizing, nagging, lecturing-there are five positive ones . Make your

hold chores can do wonders."

effort (including creatively reshufHing work or hiring a sitter or carpooling)

Second, communicate your admiration and gratitude directly. This is

to schedule several hours together once a week, and make it a dedicated rit-

something that most of us don't do often enough. Recall the large Ger-

ual. It could be Thursday night or Friday lunch or Sunday morning. During

man study that showed that it takes an average of two years to adapt to the

this time you can talk or do something side by side in silence, take a hike,

wonderfulness of marriage; after that, we start taking each other and the

enjoy each other's company. Ideally, share an experience together, like tak-

relationship for granted. Giving genuine praise (e.g., ''I'm so proud of

ing a drive somewhere (to look at a view or a historic building), cooking

what you did ") not only makes your significant other happy but inspires

together, reading poetry out loud, going out to dinner or to a sporting

her to strive for greater heights. Indeed, in the most flourishing relation-

event.

ships partners evoke the best in each other, helping them come closer in

Second, create a media-free zone in your home and reserve it for con-

reaching their ideal selves. This has been termed the Michelangelo

versations only. If you're the kind of couple who truly shares listening to

effect. 30 Just as Michelangelo unearthed an ideal form by sculpting a block

music or watching television (laughing, discussing, mocking), then by all

of marble, so romantic partners can support and facilitate each other to do

uS

the same. Because satisfied and stable couples are relatively more likely to

of our intimacy and time together. It's remarkable how many couples

idealize each other,3! they may be more likely to reinforce each other's

insist that their harried lives leave them with utterly no time to spend with

pOSitively biased perceptions, helping make them come true.

each other, yet if you ask them how many hours a week they watch TV,

Third, to increase respect, value, and admiration for your partner,
there are some exercises that can be accomplished on your own on a

means continue. But for most, television watching and Web surfing rob

you']] be surprised.
/ 42
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weekly basis. Here 's a sampk four-week plan. During Week 1, you could
write a list of attributes that initially attracted you to your partner or that
you appreciate right now, and for each characteristic you generate (be it
honesty, sense of humor, intelligence, punctuality, or charm), COllle up
with at least one episode that illustrates it well. One couple told me that
tbe secret of their relationship- she's an intelligent, sweet-tempered former model, and he's an outgoing, funny, self-described geeky journalist_
is that each of them thinks he or she has the better deal. Contemplate how

. I ISY ("She cares more about what her boss thinks now than about
.
" _
.
,
. ... "
,") or an.:xJety ( Does thIS mean we 11 have to move agam~ ). As a result,

JeJ. at.
nIt

,

the f:lct that your partner appreciates and validates your good news means
\1 that he is pleased for you but that he respects your dreams and valnot a 01 J
_ our relationship. Thus how people respond to things going right for
ues y
others may be diagnostic of the sense of connection between them. If your
.. friend or romantic partner shows genuine pleasure, support, and
cIosc
understanding, the relationship receives a boost in intimacy and closeness.
Starting today, resolve to respond " actively and constructively"-that

you might have the better deal.
During Week 2, try to remember and write about a good time in your

., with interest and enthusiasm-to your friend's or loved one's good

I~,

marriage: when you flfSt met or fell in love; when your partner showed

news, however small. One study showed that people who tried to do this

support; when you successfully endured a difficult time together. The flip

three times per day over the course of just a week became happier and less

side of this exercise--try this in Week 3- is to consider a recent or memo-

depressed 3 3 If your partner is excited to tell you something, pay close

rable thing your partner did that angered or disappointed you. Then (and

attention, ask lots of questions, and relive the experience with him. If

this is hard) write down two or three charitable explanations for his or her

you're happy for him, express it, and, if appropriate, insist on celebrating

behavior-that is, explanations that attribute the behavior to forces other

and tell others about it. Researchers fmd that people who are only

than your partner's bad character or motives (e.g., stress, misunderstanding,

"silently supportive," as well as those who seem uninterested or who point

well-meaning intentions, etc.). A final exercise, for Week 4, is to sit down

out the downsides of the good news, have relationships that are less close,

and write about particular goals, values, or belieE that you and your partner

less intimate, and less trusting.

share.
Manage conflict. Observations of hundreds of couples have revealed
Capitalize on good fortune. This strategy involves taking delight in

that unhappy marriages are characterized by a particular style of handling

your friends', family members', and partner's windfalls and successes. Social

conflict: a harsh start-up in disagreement (e.g., immediately launching into

psychologists have shO\vn that what distinguishes good and poor relation-

accusation or sarcasm), criticism (impugning the partner's entire character,

ships is not how the partners respond to each other's disappointments and
revers::l1s but how they respond to c«ood news. 32 Recall the last time some-

like "What's wrong with you?"), contempt (expressing disgust with the

thing really good happened in your life. Perhaps YOll earned a promotion,

ness ("I'm not the problem; it's you"), and stonewalling (eventually tuning

partner by sneering, eye rolling, name calling, or demeaning), defensive-

received a cOIllmendation or award, were invited to a special trip, or Woll

out, disengaging, or even leaving the ro0\11) .34 Happy couples don't neces-

tickets to a sold-out show. How did your partner react when you broke the

sarily fIght any less or any less loudly; they just fight differently (see below).

news to him? Was he thrilled and enthusiastic on your behalf, or did he

If any of these behaviors characterize your re.iationship, it may seem

ignore, criticize, or scoff at your good fortune? How did you last respo!1d to

daunting to face up to them. But I believe that rnost people instinctively

your partner's sharing of good news? Personal triumphs and strokes of

know how not to do these things; it Illay take thjrty seconds (and a lot of

luck can be threatening or intimidating to close others, evoking envy (e.g.,

self-COntrol) to look up (rather than look down) when yom spouse is

"How come he gets to go to Europe when I've wanted to go all my life?"),

Sending a signal to make up, to voice a complaint ("Why didn't you call?")
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instead of a criticism ("You never remember anything"), or to make a tiny

mantic ones. Although in almost every study, married people have
.
found to be happier than their divorced, separated, WIdowed, or
been
.
. I peers this doesn't mean that happiness is reserved only for them.
sing e
'
.
long-ter m fi.-iendships are also important for happIness, as are other
[Je ep,
.
. ' I relationships
including those with pets.35 Indeed, people who
cntlCa
<
,
. gle (and in particular, women who have always been single) often
are SIn
'
have close, positive, and lasting interpersonal relationships-particularly

gesture to stay connected while fighting (as simple as eye contact or tOuch
or a "got it"). One of the secrets of the happiest couples has been found
to be something very powerful but actually simple. It involves doing a
little thing in the middle of a row that deescalates tension and negativity,
an attempt at patching LIp. One of the most common such behaviors is
friendly (as opposed to hostile) humor (e.g., screwing up your face like

~ro

your two-year-old) . Another is expressing affection or saying something

with siblings, friends, and nieces and nephews . Studies have found, for

directly (e.g., "I see your point"). You've heard it before: The happiest

example, that relative to married people, singles are closer to their friends

partnerships are also strong friendships.

and have more frequent contact with them and that lifelong single older

However, a caveat is in order here. Sometimes, no matter what you do,

women tend to have close to a dozen devoted decades-long friends. This

your primary relationship will not improve, in which case it's time to

evidence for the flourishing of many single people has led some psycholo-

make some hard decisions. If your relationship is damaging to your self-

aists

to

challenge the assumption that "the sexual partnership is the only

::0

esteem, degrading, or abusive, it's imperative to see a counselor without

truly important peer relationship."3(, Other partnerships matter too. Take

delay or to consider leaving.

note, then, that a strategy to invest in relationships can bring happiness
when directed not only at lovers and spouses but at almost any significant

Share an inner life. Even if you and your partner excel at doing all

relationship in your life.

the other things on this list, it won't necessarily mean that you are happy
and fulfilled together. In truth, a deep sense of shared rituals, dreams, and
goals underlies thriving relationships . These all are elements that connect

STRATEG IES FOR MAKING FRIENDS

you to each other and create a singular inner life shared by just the two of

Friendships don't just happen ; they are made. One prominent psyc holo-

you . You grow together, explore new directions and take risks together,

gist suggests that the magic number is to have three friends or companions

challenge your assumptions together, and take responsibility together.

you can really count on. Here are some suggestions for how to get your

Every week try to do at least one thing that supports your partner's

fri endship number up to three and to make them thrive. 37 Select one strat-

roles (e.g., as parent, skier, manager, chef) and dreams (to travel abroad, to

egy for now and take it upon yourself to implement it as soon as possible.

climb the corporate ladder, to go back to school, and so on). The goal
should be to honor and respect each other and each other's life dreams
and interests, even if you don't share them all.

Make time (again). Show interest in other people and offer them
encouragement. Once a friendship forms, create rituals that allow you to
get together and be in touch on a regular basis-a weekly date

to

go to

the gym, a book club, a monthly dinner out, a joint vacation, or a daily
WHAT IFYOU DON'T HAVE OR DON'T WANT

e-mail. In this way, friends become as much a priority as all the other areas

A ROMANTIC PARTNER?

of Your life. However, don't control all your interactions (let your friends

Scientific research leaves no question that relationships are exceedingly

decide which movie to attend at least half the time), and don't overdo it;

important to well-being. But I don 't believe that those relationships have to

give them space when they require it.
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Communicate. Self-disclosure, revealing intimate thoughts and feel~
ings, is difficult for some individuals, but it's critical to friendships, eSPe~

friends or girlfriends half a dozen times; th ey had to aim to hu g as
boY'
different individuals as possible. The second group, the controls, was
V

cially women's friendships. This is because honest self-disclosure, when it
occurs unhurriedly and appropriately, breeds more self-disclosure and

Jll ~lIl ,

. . ucted simply to record the number of hours they re::td each day over

lllstr

cuTtivates intimacy. The flip side is to listen to your friends' disclosures and

the same four weeks.
The hugging group (which partook in an average of forty-nin e hugs

problems: Make eye contact, give your full attention, and acknowledge

e course of the study) became much happier. Not surprisingly, the
lwcr th

tion back to yourself by recounting your own story (e.g., "I know just

ts who merely recorded their reading activity (which averaged a
stu den
llot-too-shabby 1.6 hours per day) showed no changes. So, hugging is an

how you feel" ). Sometimes this is appreciated and welcomed, sometiIl1es

excellent intimacy and friendship booster. The author of the study to~d me

not. Finally, just as with a romantic partner, convey feelings of affection

thJt some of the students-the guys, in particular-were a bit uncomfort-

and admiration from time to time in vvhatever way feels comfortable to

able and embarrassed at first but ended up generating creative ways to hug

you-e.g., "I missed you over break," "We always have a good time get-

(sLlch as embracing teammates after successes on the fIeld).4! Try it. You

ting together," ''I'm so happy for you that you're expecting," "Thanks for

may find that a hug can relieve stress, make you feel closer to someone, and

being there." It may appear sentimental, but people are amazingly grati-

even diminish pain.42

his or her statements. Hold ofr giving unsolicited advice or turning atten_

fied to hear such words. "A kind word is like a spring day."3!>
Be supportive and loyal. Be helpful and supportive when your
friends need it, and affirm their successes. As I mentioned earlier, we often

Reading Gui'{)e

feel threatened by our friends' triumphs. Instead of feeling envious, try to
bask in their reflected glory. Other universal rules of friendship include
standing up for your fri e nds when they're not there , keeping secrets, not
putting down their other friends, and reciprocating favors. 39 In the words

If you benefit from this activity, you may also want to tty:

of William Shakespeare, "Keep thy friend under thy own life's key."

1. Practicing acts of kindness (Happiness Activity No.4, p. 125)

Finally, hug. Frequent hugging is enthusiastically endorsed by popu-

2. Taking care of your body (Happiness Activity No. 12, pp. 240,
244,250)

lar magazines and Web sites as a means to increase happiness, health, and
connectedness to oth ers. If this is your cup of tea , the science is there to
prove it. In a one-of-a-kind study, students at Pennsylvania State University were assigned to two groupS.40 The first group was instructed to give
or receive a minimum of five hugs per day over the course of four weeks
and to record the details . The hugs had to be front-to-front (nonsexual)
hugs, using both arms of both participants; however, the length and
strength of the hug, as well as the placement of hands, were left to the
their discretion. Furthermore, these students couldn't simply hug their

14S
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not all. of the strategies that help you be happier-counting your bless. . 5 cultivating optimism, practicing religion, nurturing relationships,
111
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t

,;l~oring life 's joys, and so on--are also strategies that help you manage
;ift'S lowest ebbs. Furthermore, the two strategies described in this chapter, coping and forgiveness, are valuable not only in response to severe

and Trauma

traumas but also as a way of dealing with the normal and expected daily
challenges of life. For this reason, coping and forgiveness are foundational
strategies that embody the potency of the 40 percent solution, the fact

But we also boast in our sufferings, knowing that suffering produces
endurance, and endurance produces character, and character
produces hope, and hope does not cllsappoint us.

th at how you behave and how you think has a great deal to do with how
happy you ultimately become, no matter what hurts, stresses, and tribulations life doles out to you.

-Roman .. 5:5

Happiness Activity No.6:
Developing Strategies for Coping

N

o life-if we live long enough-is without stress, adversity, or crisis. The possibilities are endless: the death of a loved one, a grave

illness, an accident, victimization, a natural disaster, a terrorist attack,
domestic violence, poverty, stigmatization, divorce, and job loss. Close to

We deem those happy who from the experience of life have learned
to bear its ills, without being overcome by them.
-JI/rena!

half of U.S. adults will experience one severe traumatic event during their
lifetimes. 1 In the wake of acute challenges like these, many people

Coping is what people do to alleviate the hurt, stress, or suffering caused

become depressed, fearful, or confused. They may find it difficult to con-

by a negative event or situation. Psychologists call this managing stressful

centrate on the daily tasks of living, and they may not be able to sleep or

demands, and everyone has done it. When faced with a diffIcult or painful

eat well. Some have such intense and long-lasting reactions to a trauma

circumstance, how do you generally contend with it or sort it out?

that they are unable to return to their previous ("normal") selves for many
months or even years .
Some people ask me: "How can I even begin to think about how to

THE VARIETIES OF COPING

become happier before I am able to tackle the many problems in my life?"

YOur beloved pet has died. You're under terrific pressure at work. Your

There isn't a simple answer. Becoming a happier person means rising

baby has a heart problem and has to have surgery immediately. Your car is

above your happiness baseline or set point. If a terrible event or chronic

totaled, and you don't have insurance. A close friend isn't returning your

problem has undermined that happiness baseline and is absorbing all your

calls. These all are situations that can range from stressful to traumatic .

resources and attention, then your priority is to cope. Fortunately, most, if

How do you cope? A long-standing convention in psychology has been
151
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to divid e coping into two type s: problem-fiKllSed and emotion-focused

I talk

Some people tend to be problem-focused capers; they try to take the sit~

situation.

to

someone who could do something concrete about the

uation into their own hands, to act on it, resolve it sOl1lehow, and make a
bad thing go away. T his isn't always possible, of courSe. When a loved one

That's problem-focused coping, in a nutshell.

has died, you cannot "fix" the problem. The only coping you can really
do is to manage your emotional reactions to the event. If you are over~

Emo tion -focused coping. The items on this list all sound very well

whelmed by grief, you can take steps to alleviate it or work through itperhaps with psychotherapy, by spending more time with family, or by

I)'ood but if the event or situation that you're facing is uncontrollable,
an J D
'
or if you are so overwhelmed by negative emotiollS that you're unable to

absorbing yourself in a meaningful project. It's not surprising then that

begin to take action, then emotion-focused coping is the appropriate and

people are more likely to use problem-focused coping when they believe
that something constructive can be done about their situation and to use

oftentimes the only available approach.
There are many emotion-focused strategies, some behavioral and others

emo tion-focused coping when they think that the negative event is some~

cognitive (or involving different ways of thinking). Behavioral str3tegies, for

thing that simply must be endured.

example, might entail distraction or physical exercise (e.g., a hike to lifi: your
spirits) or seeking emotional support from people close to you (e.g., getting

Problem-focused coping. As its name implies, problem-focused

sympathy and understanding from a friend). Basically, people who involve

coping basically involves solving problems. Suppose that you are having

themselves in pleasant activities, like going to the movies or picnics with

great trouble meeting deadlines at your job and are feeling overwhelmed.

friends, give themselves a breather from their sadness, anxiety, or distress and

You need to generate solutions, weigh the costs and benefits of each, then

are thus more ready and better equipped to act on their proble1l1s. 4 Cogni-

choose one and act on it. Your solutions to your problem might be to

tive strategies, in contrast, may include positively reinterpreting the situa-

confer with your supervisor about a change in duties, to create a new, fea-

tion (e.g., trying to learn from the experience or looking for something

sible work schedule for yourself, or even to look for a new line of work.

good in what is happening), acceptance (e.g., learning to live with it or

People who use problem-focused coping experience less depression dur-

accepting the reality of what has happened), or turning

ing and after stressful situations 2

finding solace in beliefs about the afterlife). With the exception of social

to

religion (e.g.,

Below are some examples of how people describe themselves when

support, researchers have overwhelmingly focused on studying the effec-

using problem-focused coping strategies. They come from a popular scale

tiveness of-take a bre3th-cognitive ell1otion-focuseu copjng strategies.

that measures the ways that people cope."

The rest of this chapter reflects that history, but for a good reason: The

I concentrate my efforts on doing something about it.

coping techniques I introduce are the most malleable :md learnable-and
potent.

I do what has to be done, one step at a time.

r try to come lip with a strategy about what to do.
I make a plan of action.

I put aside other activities in order to concentrate on this.
I try to get advice from someone about what to do.
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Teaching problem-focused and emotion-focused coping. It's
clear that both types of coping are valuable, dependillg on the situation
and th e person. Some researchers have actually attempted to teach people
how to use both strategies. In one study, highly distressed widows and
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A colleague I know lost his dearest friend and closest collaborator, a

widowers were offered seven sessio ns of counseling to learn how to cOPe
with their losses. They all reported some relief from their distress, but

brilliant scientist, abruptly and cruelly, to cancer, cutting short a twenty-

men benefited more from emotion-focused strategies and women fronl
the problem-focused ones. s Presumably these widows and widowers

seven-year-long magical partnership. " I am the luckiest man I know, " he
. :I recently at an event honoring his friend. "I wish on each of you the

obtained the greatest advantages when they learned something that they
didn't already habitually do. This means focusing more on emotions

;n:u'velous collaboration that I had."
Construing benefit in trauma involves seeing some value or gain (a silver

among men and focusing less on emotions (and trying to problem sOlve)

lining, if you must) in your loss or negative life event-for example, a

m women.

sail

change in life perspective, a feeling that one's life has greater value, or a

Other research shows that both problem-focused and emotion-focused

sense of personal growth. Although at first glance it would seem extremely

coping is essential when you cope with a chronic problem. For example,

difricul t , if not impossible, to come to believe that your life has improved in

women experiencing long-term infertility attended six weeks of training

many positive ways after a major trauma, psychologists have observed such

sessions to learn how to use the two kinds of coping.6 Learning emotion_

benefit finding in numerous studies and populations-in bereaved individ-

focused strategies led these women to become less distressed about their

uals, cancer patients, stroke victims, and HIV-positive men, among others.H

situation (e.g., they were found to be relatively less depressed in the follow-

Indeed, 70 to 80 peroent of people who've lost loved ones report finding

up after the study ended), and learning problem-focused strategies led

some benefit in their experience. 9

them to resolve their problems (e.g., the majority who learned such strategies ultimately become mothers).

For example, a ground breaking, now classic study found that female
breast cancer survivors reported that their lives had been altered-often
for the better-after developing the disease. 1o Indeed, two-thirds of the
women interviewed (many with poor diagnoses) claimed this. What pre-

CONSTRUING BENEFIT IN TRAUMA

Imagine being the mother of four and watching your husband die of Lou
Gehrig's disease, as he slowly and painfully loses his ability to play with his
children, dress and feed himself, talk, nod, and smile. Lynn was confronted
with this heartbreaking situation. 7 As the end was nearing, she told a doctor that she "felt that there was a freight train coming." "There is a freight
train coming," he replied.
Lynn's response was to cherish the remaining moments v-rith her husband:
I don't mean to be a Pollyanna, but I had 20 wonderful years with that
man. There are people who don't have one day as happy as I had. It took
me six months after Charley died to realize that that feeling will never go
away. It's like the Grand Canyon. There's this big hole, and it hurts like hell,
but it's beautiful.

/54

cisely were the supposed "benefits" of having breast cancer? The women
spoke of a wake-up call, prompting them to reorder their priorities and to
rea]ize what was truly important in life (a common one was family over
work), of deciding to devote more time to their most significant relationship; and to spend less time on things like housework and yard work.
Interestingly, many of these same women seemed to have biased perceptions of themselves and their illness-for example, claiming that they
Could control the course of their cancer (e.g., by preventing a recurrence
through nutrition or exercise) when the medical evidence clearly revealed
that they couldn't or feeling extremely optimistic about their prognoses
(e.g., reporting that they had "beat" the cancer) when the reality was that
they w ere d ymg.
'
Furt h ermore, fully seventy out of the seventy-two cancer
surVivors who were interviewed alleged that they were coping better than
the
. th'
.
.
(f
, aVera ge person m
ell" situation
0
course, statistically impossible) .
COUld these views be possibly adaptive? The empirical evidence shows that
155
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they were. Women who held such optimistic beliefs were described

by

had heart attacks between the ages of thirty and sixty.14 Those who per-

their oncologists and expert cli11.i::al psychologists. as well as by themselves

ceived benefits in the event seven weeks after it happened-for example,

as being perfectly mentally healthy and well adjusted. Furthermore, thes~

believing that they had grown and matured as a result, or revalued home

women's overly positive views did not seem to hurt them even when their

life,

beliefs were flagrantly disconfirmed (e.g., when the cancers returned).

likely to have recurrences and more likely to be healthy eight years later. In

Interestingly, these women's remarkable ability to perceive benefits in their

contrast, those who blamed their heart attacks on other people or on their

ordeal have been observed in individuals who are coping effectively with a
variety of illnesses, including HIV, AIDS, and heart disease. 11

own emotions (e, g., having been too stressed) were now in poorer health.

Of

resolved to create less hectic schedules for themselves-were less

In sum, construing benefit in negative life events is a tremendously
effective coping strategy, which involves seeing some value in a loss Or

POSTTRAUMATIC GROWTH

trauma. Some people claim that their relationships have benefited, that

Friedrich Nietzsche's exhortation "That which does not kill me makes me

they are more profound, significant, and meaningful after the trauma than

stronger" is familiar to many of us. The experience of pain, loss, and trauma

before. In a study of caregivers of hospice patients in the San Francisco Bay

can indeed make us stronger or, at least, lead us to perceive that we are

area, recently bereaved individuals reported that "there was a rallying of

stronger and more resourceful than we had thought. A ,voman who cared

support, and a camaraderie that 1 think only shows itself ... when some-

for her eighty-three-year-old father before he died of cancer described her

thing like this happens" and "I have learned and seen a lot of positive

realization this way:

things in people-they just glowed." Other caregivers find guilt-free solace
in the ending of the unrelenting caregiving that a death naturally provides.

I saw myself acting in a role of competence where I had to pull

011

all my

Still others assert that they have grown enormously as a result of their

resources just to get through sometimes. I would have to be directing the

traumatic experience, discovering a maturity and strength of character

medical people abou t what I wanted to do. A person like me who hates

that they didn't know they had-for example, reporting having found "a

showing anger and can't stand conflict. I ,vould have to stand and demand

growth and a freedom to ... give fuller expression to my feelings or to

care from the nursing home, and it was necessary and I did it. So I came

assert myself" A new and more positive perspective is a common theme

away with a feeling of competence and strength and gratitude .... I was
forced to grow. 15

among those enduring traumas or loss, a renewed appreciation of the preciousness of life and a sense that one must live more fully in the present.
For example, one bereaved person rediscovered that "having your health

Some psychologists believe that finding benefit in a trauma represents a

and living life to the fullest is a real blessing. 1 appreciate my family.

true personal transformation . 16 'When you think about it, a major loss can

friends, nature, life in general. I see a goodness in people."1 2 A woman

CJ tapult a person into new roles and novel situations. A new widow, who

survivor of a traumatic plane crash described her experience afterward:

over body. For example, in one study researchers interviewed men who had

has always thou ght of herself as a "wife" and has been greatly dependent
on her husband-financially, emotionally, and socially-may be abruptly
propelled to learn numerous assorted skills. She may be surprised to find
hers If "
.
'"
. e nSl11g to the occasIOn and accomphshmg thll1gs that she never
Jlldged herself capable of doing: selling a used car, playing catch with her
sOn, calculating her taxes, or attending a party solo. This can certainly lead

/56
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"When I got home, the sky was brighter. I paid attention to the texture of
sidewalks. It was like being in a movie." 13
Construing benefit in negative events can influ ence your physical health
as well as your happiness, a remarkable demonstration of the power of mind

Managing Stress, Hardship, and Trauma
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to new self-perceptions, enhanced self-esteem, and possibly even groWth.
But is it a transformation?

. . l,es a permanent impairment of functioning. This path shows a perho is merely surviving following a trauma, someone who may have
wnw
.
'
uch happiness and motivation to enJoy love, work, or leIsure.
lost m
describes a person who suffers in the aftermath of a trauma, perRecovery
..
.,
ble
to work productively or have satlsfymg relatIOnshIps for a
hJPs u na
.
..
.
. d of time but who eventually returns to hIS onglnal state. Finally,
peno
'
. 'ng involves someone who also suffers in the aftermath but who ultitIlrI VI
rnately not only returns to her original state but rises above it! This person

The available data say yes. When a challenge or trauma is profound
unsettling a person's foundations and forcing him to confront his personai
priorities, sense of meaning, and identity, a subset of individuals repOrt
personal growth, strengthening, and even thriving. R esearchers have
studied people's responses to a variety of traurnas: terminal illness, loss of
a home in a natural disaster, divorce, military captivity, sexual assault, and
having a low birth weight child. Some of the common transformative
experiences reported by such trauma sllrvivors are as follows: 17

uw o \

has experienced a transformation.

Renewed belief in their ability to endure and prevail.
Improved relationships-in particular, discovering who one's
true friends are and whom one can really count on. Some relationships pass the test, while others fail.
Feeling more comfortable with intimacy and a greater sense of
compassion for others who suffer.

Challenge

Levels
of

1.

C. Thriving
_ - - - - - - - - B. Recovery

Functioning

Developing a deeper, more sophisticated, and more satisfying
philosophy of life.
' -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ A. Survival

This last item is likely to be triggered by traumas that force people to
face mortality, their own or others'. It's not uncommon to become

Time

absorbed in life-and-death existential questions: What is the meaning of
my life? Why did this trauma happen? What reason is there to go on? Of

How do you pull this off? Psychologists point to real-life examples,

course people rarely fmd simple and satisfying answers, but the very

like this one of a woman professor diagnosed with metastatic cancer. 19

process of grappling with such philosophical or spiritual questions leads

Throughout her many treatments~urgeries, radiation, bone marrow trans-

some to report experiencing life at a heightened level of awareness.

plant, chemotherapy---she continued her life at a brisk pace, teaching,

The research on posttraumatic growth offers much-needed good neWS

doing research, sitting on cOllunittees, and traveling for business as well as to

to those of you facing hardships and crises. Not only can you survive, not

ski and scuba dive. "When her oncologist expressed puzzlement over the

only can you recover, but you can flourish. I've seen hundreds, if not thou-

fa ct that her tumor neither grew nor shrank, noting that 'cancer does not

sands, of graphs throughout my career, but there was one that has always

aCt like that; it never sits still for so long,' she replied with a laugh. 'I am Iiv-

stayed with me, and I was recently thrilled to rediscover it. Reproduced

lllg my life so fast that it can't catch up.' " Although she seems superhuman,

below, it illustrates three potential paths that an individual can take in

she acknowledges experiencing pain, fear, and uncertainty, but reports that

the face of a major challenge: survival, recovery, or thriving. IS Survival

her postcancer life has become more meaningful and that many other
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women in her cancer support group share a similar view. She reports having
more self-confidence and being more easygoing and happier, explaining

lCOPle (or monkeys) in times of strain, distress, and trauma- is one of the
~nost effective coping strategies that exist. Social support not only makes us

that her spirituality accounts for some of her posttraumatic growth. She

happier and less anxious and depressed but even affects our bodies. In one

now believes that everything she faces, whether positive or negative, affOrds

st LI dy, researchers located men and women who'd lost their spollses about a
'lear earlier either to accidental death (like a motor vellicle crash) or to sui-

an occasion for redemption.
Sometimes, however, the: barriers

thriving are massive, calling for

::ide 22 Perhaps not surprisingly, they found that the sudden death of spouses

demanding and creative strategies. A woman concentration camp survivor

was related to an abrupt decline in their physical health. However, those

was asked how she could possibly carryon and prevail in the aftermath of

widows and widowers who had confided in others close to them had fewer

her calamitous experience. She replied that in order to function, she makes

health problems and were less likely to ruminate about their situation.

to

a "sort of schizophrenic division .. . a compartmentalization betvveen her

Another study focllsed on women facing a very different kind of stres-

memories of the camp and what she describes as her so-called norm 1

sor, life-threatening cancer. 23 Those who actively sought social support as

life."20 Compartmentalization is a stratt'[::>'Y that people facing a variety of

a coping strategy immediately after surgery showed greater natural killer

woes, big and small, have found effective, including most publicly, a recent

cell activity. Remarkably, this finding indicates that using social support

US. president confronting a sordid scandal.

may have triggered these women's immune systems to fight their cancer

I hope these portraits of flourishing individuals are inspiring and not discouraging. The higher you aim in terms of how you cope with trauma, the

more aggressively. Women cancer patients who attend weekly support
groups have been found to live an average of eighteen months longer. 24

more you will achieve. Recovery is good. Indeed, it is excellent. Thriving

In sum, social support is pretty incredible, a strategy of almost magic:lI

and flourishing are even better. ELlt remember that posttraumatic growth-

proportions. Except that it's not magic at all. Friends, partners, compan-

and happiness, for that matter-are not the same as always beingjoyful and

ions, confidants: All give you a place to belong, room to share feelings,

carefree. Indeed, most survivors experience a great deal of distress at the same
time as they report strengthening and progress. The uphill road that lead'i to

opportunities to discover that you're not alone in your troubles. Talking to
others about a traumatic experience not only helps you cope and see the

a more fulfilling and more meaningful life may be laid with stones and

event with a new perspective but ultimately reinforces and strengthens

punctuated by troughs. There 's absolutely nothing good about tragedy and

your relationship. How many times have you been plagued by intrusive

loss, but something of value can come frol11 the struggle in their aftermath.

worries and ruminations about a recent problem and then observed those
worries almost palpably lift from your shoulders after talking to an understanding friend? Women especially tend to rely on social relationships as a

SOCIAL SUPPORT

key to their resilience in the [lce of stress and tra uma. From childhood on,

When twenty-three-year-old Sylvia lost her daughter Sierra to an unex-

girls are encouraged to value and even define themselves in terms of con-

pected, accidental de3th, she turned to her companions for consolatiOn

nections with others 25 As we grow up, those connections bring us many
benefits.

and support. Bereavement has been round

to

be associated with an eleva-

tion in stress hormones called glutocorticoids, and friendly social contact
can lower these horrnones. 21 This phenomenon has been observed in
both baboons-like Sylvia-and hum::ms.
Turning to social support~the comfort and contact offered by other
160

Is a11 socIa
. 1 support beneficial? Of course not. Not every person from
Whom you see k sympath
. be responsive in a
y or'III w I10m you confide wII]
helpful way, and some may do downright damage. If your confidant is
hostile , puts you d own, ma k es you even more mIserable
.
and anxious, or
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f/{zpp£nC,IJ Adiv/ly N o .6: Del'eLoping Strategie" for Copin.tJ

obsesses right along with you, find a more helpful partner. Studies show
that the quality of social support is just as important as whether you have
it. People who endure problematic, conftictual relationships or abrasive
interactions with others dose to them suffer in terms of their emotional
and physical well-being. 26

in a tragedy is to accept the fact that sometimes things happen for no
, 'on or to construe benefits in the negative event-for example, that it put
re,lS
nd to a loved one's suffering, or that they've learned a great deal about
an e
.
life and about themselves, or that the event has spurred them to do good in

.

Ulg

their community. Finally, some people may interpret a loss or trauma as
sending them an important signal (e.g., "She would have wanted me to turn
my life around" or "The accident was a sign that I should stop drinking") .
In sum, it is undoubtedly terrifically hard to find meaning in a trau-

FINDING MEANING

A traumatic event, like a serious illness, a death in the fanuly, an unexpected

matic--and often seemingly meaningless and arbitrary--occurrence. Those

loss of status or employment, or being the victim of a crime, can shake your
assumptions to their foundations. "Why me?" you nught ask, or "How

who do, however, are better able to cope. One study followed individuals
who had recently lost their loved ones from before the loss to a year after. 30

could God let this happen?" Psychologists call this a threat to your assump-

Those who reported finding some meaning in their loss (it didn't matter

tive world. It's critical, they say, that in its aftermath you gain an understand-

how) showed less depression and fewer symptoms of posttraumatic stress dis-

ing of the trauma and of its implications.

27

In Western cultures, people tend

to believe that their world is generally a controllable and predictable place,

order twelve months later. The benefit of finding meaning in a loss extends
to

physical health as well. In another study, HIV-seropositive men who had

that bad things don't happen to good people, that people get what they

lost friends or partners to AIDS and had found some meaning in the death

deserve and deserve what they get. 2R This belief in a just world, where

showed healthier immune systems and themselves lived longer over a tvvo-

things don't happen at random, is implicit but very potent. When a bad

to three-year period. 3 ) The "meaning" included gaining a new perspective

thing does happen to a good person, her assumptions about the justice,
control, and benevolence of the world is exposed as an illusion. What's

on themselves and their own lives (e.g., that they should spend more time
with friends and family, that they should live life to the fullest, that they

more, a traumatic event can threaten a person's self-worth (e.g., a victim of

should take more risks), as well as growth in their spirituality or faith.

random violence might blame herself) and her dreams (e.g., a mother who
has lost a child has to reenvision an entire new childless future).
As a result, coping with a terrible event may require you to rethink your
assumptions and beliefs, to fmd some meaning in the loss or trauma. This
can be a difficult and painful process. How does one make sense of an event

SPECIFIC STRATEGIES FOR COPING

If Coping is a strategy that you wish to develop, then choose One of the
follOWing three reconunendations .

that can seem senseless? Studies have found that people make sense of loss in
many ways-for example, by acknowledging that life is short and fragile

Findin g meaning through expressive wotmg. About twenty

(one bereaved person said, "My basic attitude to life was that there's a begiIl-

years ago James Pennebaker embarked on research to explore whether

ning and an end, and it's going to happen to one or the other of us sooner or

writing about a traumatic or upsetting experience could affect people's

later"), by attributing the tragedy to God's will ("I think that my father's i11~

health and well-being. 32 The procedure he developed has now been

ness was meant to be, and that was God's plan"), or by explaining a death in
terms of the deceased's behavior ("It always made sense to me. I mean, he

adopted by Scores of other researchers, including me. If you were to participate in one of Pennebaker's typical studies, you would be invited to a

smoked for years").29 Other ways that people have been able to find mean~

laboratory, presented with a sheaf of paper (or, in more recent years,
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Happl'ned ,' Activity N o.6: IJel'eLOpLIZ.iJ Strategied for Coping

computer screen), and, with assurances of confidentiality, asked to Write
be urged to describe the experience in detail and to explore your personal

['" ht fwd yours.elf ruminating about the experience, even when you're
supposed to be focused on something else, and you might be troubled
with intrusive images and thoughts. Writing about the experience in a

reactions and deepest emotions fully. The writing would go on for fIfteen

journal forces you

about one of your most distressing or painful life experiences. You would

to thirty minutes, and you would be asked to come back and continue

[l1",

:J

to

organize and integrate those thoughts and images into

coherent narrative. Language by its nature is highly structured; indeed, the

writing about the experience for a total of three to five consecutive days.

very ac t of writing sentences may prompt you to think in causal terms (e.g.,

Participants in a control condition usually would be asked to do the same

A may have led to B, which may have led to C), thereby triggering an

amount of writing but on neutral topics, like their daily schedules, their

analysis that could help you find rnealling, enhanced understanding, and,

shoes, or the layouts of their living rooms.

ultimately, a sense of control. When an experience has structure and l1Iean-

The growing body of results in this area reveals that such expressive

ing, it seems much more manageable and controllable than when it's repre-

writing abollt past traumatic events has many beneficial consequences.

sented by a chaotic and painful jumble of thoughts and images. For

Compared with control groups, people "vho spend three days exploring

example, Pennebaker and his colleagues found that the more people used

their deepest thoughts and feelings about ordeals or traumas in a journal

causal words (e.g., because, irifel; cause) and insight words (e.g., understand,

make fewer visits to a doctor in the months following the writing sessions,

realize, see) over the course of their writing sessions about a distressing topic,
the bigger the improvements they experienced in their health. 34

show enhanced immune function, report less depression and distress,
obtain higher grades, and are more likely to find new jobs after unem-

It makes sense that if writing helps people find meaning and resolution

ployment. 33 These effects have been found among a wide variety of indi-

in their trauma, they might find their emotional reactions to it more man-

viduals, healthy and sick, young and old, poor and rich, and those residing

ageable and might be less disturbed by unwanted ruminations. The process

in Europe, East Asia, and North America.

of creating a narrative about your experience, telling a story, can lead you to

Initially, researchers believed that the benefits of expressive journal

accept it. Furthermore, writing involves recording your thoughts exter-

writing about trauma were due to emotional catharsis-that is, because

nally, whether on a page in your diary or a Word document. This may allow

the act of writing allows us to overcome our inhibitions over the trauma

you to unburden yourself by chronicling your emotions, thoughts, and

by venting and letting go of our emotions. This hypothesis has now been
widely challenged. The critical mechanism appears to be the nature of the

memories outside yourself and thus allowing yourself to move past your
troubles.

writing process itself, which helps us understand, come to terms with,

So, for your first exercise in coping, get out a notebook, PowerBook,

and make sense of our trauma. Finding meaning in the trauma through

diary, or a sheet of paper, and follow the directions given to Pennebaker's
participants:

writing also seems to reduce how often and how intensely we experience
intrusive thoughts about it.
I've wondered quite a bit about what makes journal writing so special

For the next four days, I would like for YOll to write about your very

and effective. What is it about converting our emotions, thoughts, and

deepest thoughts and feelings about the most traumatic experience of

images about a highly distressing event into words and sentences that

your entire life. In your writing, I'd like you to really let go and explore YOllr

alters the way we think about it? Suppose that you have had your heart

very deepest emotions and thoughts.

broken, or you have experienced a harrowing physical assault, or your

rebtionsh ips with others, including parents, lovers, friends, or relatives, to

healthy and active mother has been diagnosed with Alzheimer's. You

yO ur past, your present, or your future, or to who you have been, who you
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Rappincdd Activity No.6: DCl'ciopin.tJ Stratc.qicJ for Coping

would like to be, or who you are now. You may write about the same gen-

vv ).1elrned with negative emotions and negative beliefs, which exacerbate
an d feed back into each other: "I'll never get a boyfriend," ''I'm so unat-

eral issues or experiences on all days of writing or on different traumas
each day.35

tractive," "My son doesn't respect me," "It was my £1ult that our night out
,-,vaS a d isaster"
' "My job is going to be eliminated any day now." These are

At minimum, you should spend fifteen minutes writing each day, and

often automatic thoughts that are overly pessimistic, distorted, and nega-

you should write for several days in a row, for as long as needed. You could

tively biased. A valuable exercise is to follow-in writing-the five ele-

even start a blog. Be patient and persistent, and watch the benefits unfold.

rnen ts of the ABCDE disputation technique: A for adversity, B for belief,
C for consequence, 0 for disputation, and E for energize. 36 Here are the

Construing benefit in trauma through writing or conversing.

steps, in order:

As you can tell, expressive writing is fairly open-ended. You can write
whatever you want about your loss or trauma, as long as you strive to

1. Write down the nature of the adversity, the bad event or problem

express your emotions honestly and fully. The second coping exercise I'd
like to introduce also involves journal writing, but in a more guided form.

you are facing-e.g., "My best friend hasn't called me in three
weeks."

Alternatively, it can be done in conversation with a supportive confidant.

2. Identify any negative beli~fS triggered by this problem-e.g., "She

A sequence of three general steps is taken, with the ultimate goal of find-

must hate me" or "I'm terrified that she thinks that I'm too
boring."

ing benefit in pain.
First, whether through writing or talking, acknowledge that your loss

3. Record the consequence of the problem, how you are feeling and

or trauma has caused you a great deal of pain and suffering. Then consider

acting as a result-e.g., "I feel miserable and lonely" or "I've never

what you have done during your loss or in response to it that you are proud

been good at keeping friends" or ''I'll skip the dinner party this
weekend."

of. If a family member has died, perhaps you worked extremely hard to
make his or her last days comfortable. If your marriage fell apart and you
sank into a depression, perhaps you bravely slogged through your workdays
and kept it together, at least in front of people who depended on you.
Next, consider how much you have grown as a result of your loss. Do

4. Dispute the negative belief, challenging it, thinking of other possible reasons for the problem-e.g., "Perhaps my friend has been
extremely busy (I remember her mentioning a big contract at

you think that you have a new perspective on life (even if it's a negative

work) ," or "Maybe she's feeling down herself and wallts me to
call."

one)? Do you believe that you are more compassionate now, or more

5. Considering the more optimistic explanations for your problem

grateful, or sensitive, or patient, Or tolerant, or open-minded?
Finally, think about how the trauma has positively affected your rela-

can energize you and lift your spirits, so that you become less anxious and more hopeful.

tionships. Have any of them been strengthened in any way? Have any of
them become closer, more intimate, or more supportive?

ABCDE disputation basically involves arguing with your own overly
pessimistic thoughts rather than let those thoughts control you. You may

Coping via thought disputation. This last strategy, derived from

have noticed how the different parts (A through E) are related. Our reac-

cognitive therapy for depression, involves disputing or challenging your

tions (the consequence) to the bad event (the adverSity) are in great part

own pessimistic thoughts. When bad things happen, we are often over-

determined by our
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happened and what it meallS to us. A more oprilllistic, more cncouragin
. bl e ll1tcrpretatlon
.
.
~
more c hanta
ch anges our reaction and our outlook (the

CO/lscql/('//(cs), by encigiz ing us .
The hardest part, of course, is the disputation. To challenge your aut 0_

H appiness Activity No .7:
Learning to F or give

matic negative thoughts, you need to take the role of a detective, hunting
for evidence that might discontlrm your initial hunches. Say that YOur bad

When [ was a doctoral student at St~mford, a twcnty-six-year-old woman,

event is "My husband has been distant lately" and your belief is "He's not

.Amy Biehl, who had graduated with a I3A in international relations and

attracted to me anymore." Below are questions you should ask yourself

had taken a Fulbright scholarship to research women's rights and fight

and answer, preferably in writing and preferably when you're in a neutral

segregation in South Africa, was pulled from her car and stabbed to death

mood .

by a mob in Guguletu township, near Cape Town. It happened two days
before she was coming home to be reunited with her family and her long-

•
~

What specitlc evidence do I have for this belief?

time boyfriend in California. She didn't know that he was planning to ask

What alternative explanations are there for his recent behavior?

her to marry him. It was a tragedy, one that unnerved several p eople close

Even if my belief is true, what are the implications? Put another

to me, esp ecially parents of children just about her age. They tried to put

way, what is the worst possible thing that could happen? How

themselves in the heads of her parents, an effort that was agonizing. Two

likely is it?

years later Amy's parents returned to the township wh ere she was killed

What is the best possible thing that could happen, and what is the

and met with some of the killers' £.1otilies to console them.

likelihood of that?

To console them?

What do I honestly think is the most likely outcome?

Four young men had been sentenced for eighteen years for Amy's

Is this belief useful to me? What do I get out of having it?

murder. The Biehls came to witness their testimony in front of the Truth

Finally, what do I plan to do to address the problem?

and Reconciliation Commission, during which the four men expressed
remorse and pl eaded for amnesty. The Biehls supported their release.
They we re able to bury their anger, hurt, and hatred.
Amy's father died shortly after that trip, but Amy's mother returned
to South Africa yet again, this time to forgive one of the four killers , a man

Reading Guide

named Ntobeko Peni . He saw himself as a young freedom fighter, growing
up poor and segregated in South Africa 's townships, taught from childhood that whites were the enemy. But she didn't just forgive him. She gave

If you benefit from this activity, you may also want

to

try:

him a job and , with the job, a future. He works as a guide and peer educator for HIV / AIDS awareness at the Amy Biehl Foundation, which has

J. Committing to your goals (Happiness Activity No. J 0, p. 2(5)

programs in townships outside Cape Town. He also travels the world with

2. Learning to forgive (Happiness Activity No.7 , p. 169)

A.my's mother to tell their story of forgiveness and reconcihation. Amy's
mother says that Ntobeko is part of her family now.
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HappineJ d AclifJity No.7: L ea rning to FOf:qive

This might appear at first glance as an extreme example, and few of Us
would aspire to hold th e reservoir of f,)[giveness that Amy's mother seems
to have. But res earc h suggests that we can learn from her.

bit fro!1l- that of the average person on the street. It's important to undersrand what they mean by it and what they don't mean by it. Forgiveness
:
of reconciliation-that is, it does not necessarily involve the reestablishI~ II
t of the relationship with the transgressor. Nor is it equivalent to part1
tllt'

don, which is a legal term and is something usually accomplished within
WHAT

Is

rhe justice system, or condoning, which implies justifYing, minimizing, or

FORGIVENESS?

I've been describing in this chapter hm'.' to respond to a variety of

tolerating the victimization or hurt, thus eliminating the need for forgive-

adverse life experiences. One particular kind of painful ordeal comes

nesS entirely. Forgiveness does not mean excusing, which offers extenu-

when you are wronged, hurt, or attacked by another person. The injury

ating circumstances or a "good reason" (i.e., "He did it when he was high

or abuse could be physical, sexual, or emotional. It may involve an insult,

on drugs") or denial of harm, which connotes the Freudian concept of

an offense, a betrayal, or a desertion. It appears that the natural first incli-

repression, or an unwillingness to accept what had occurred. Finally, "for-

nation of human beings to such injuries is to respond negatively, to reci-

aive and forget" is a misnomer, inasmuch as forgiving does not involve a

1:>

procate with an equal harmY The two other typical responses are a desire

decaying of memory for the hurt. Indeed, truly forgiving someone involves

to avoid the person or to seek revenge. It would seem obvious that such

contemplating the injury at some length while forgetting the injury would

responses breed negative consequences. Trying to distance yourself from

make that process rather difficult.

the transgressor---and especially trying to retaliate-ultimately makes you

How, then, do you know if you've forgiven someone? It's when you

unhappy, damages or destroys relationships, and may even harm society

have experienced a shift in thinking, such that your desire to harm that

at large. Throughout history and continuing through today, the drive

person has decreased and your desire to do him good (or to benefit your

for revenge has motivated numerous ills and horrors of our world, includ-

relationship) has increased. Consider how much you agree with the fol-

ing murder, rape, and pillage, and also war, terrorism, and genocide.

lowing statements, borrowed from a forgiveness scale: 3'!

The focus of this book, however, is on the individual, on you. What
does forgiveness mean, and is it worthwhile to learn and practice it?

• I'll rnake him/ her pay.

Forgiveness may be the one factor that can disrupt the cycle of avoidance

I want to see him/ her hurt and miserable.

and vengeance in which we often find ourselves. Advocated by many, if

I live as if he/she doesn't exist, isn't around.

not most, of the world's religions (a common notion is that people should

I keep as much distance between us as possible.

be forgiving in their life on earth because they have been forgiven by
God), forgiveness involves suppressing or mitigating one's motivations for
avoidance and revenge (which often bring with them accompanying
emotions of anger, disappointment, and hostility), and, ideally, replaciJlg

The more yo u agree with any of these items-the first two tapping
revenge and the second two measuring avoidance-the more work you
stiU need to do in order to forgive.

them with more positive or benevolent attitudes, feelings, and behaviors.38 It's worth noting that we forgive another individual; the termJor-

WHY F ORGIVE?

givil7J[ ourselves refers to a separate process of bolstering self-worth, not to

£3oth research evidence and anecdotal observations suggest plenty of good

reducing drives for avoidance and revenge.
Psychologists who study forgiveness use a definition that differs a

reasons that we should forgive those who hurt, offend, or victimize us.
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that forgiving is something that you do for yourself and not for the person
who has wronged you. Wise people surely disagree about when forgive_
ness is or is not appropriate, ab out tough questions of justi ce and morality,
and about which acts are unforgivable. If you have stro ng reasons not to
forgive, those reasons must be respected. However, many of you are read_
ing this section precisely because you h:lVe already ascertained that for_
giveness would be a successful or necessary and fittin g strategy for you.

infideliry, and adolescents who perceived th eir parents as neglectful. In eac h
of these studi es, whether forgiveness was taught as part of group workshops
. one-on-one, those in the forb,yiveness conditions were generally more
01
successful in forgiving and showed diminished negative emotions and
hi gher self-esteem and hope after the interventions, even months later. Not
surprisingly, the longer that people are given to think about and learn for"iveness in these studies, the more they benefit. Also, interestingly, wom en

~ppear to benefit more than men, with men holding on to hurts and

Just remember that forgiving do es not mean that you should necessarily
restore the relationship with the transgressor, nor does it mean excusing
o r condoning. Some acts may indeed be inexcusable.

wudges Ionger.
So, the answe r to why people bother to forgive is pretty straightfor-

There are a number of folk sayings all of which carry something like

\vard. In the long run, the preoccupation, hostility, and resentment that

the following message: Clinging to bitterness or hate harms you more

we harbo r serve only to hurt us , both emotionally and physically. Further-

than the object of your hatred. (B uddha said, "Holding on to anger is like

more, forgiveness can be regarded in the larger context of community and

grasping a hot coal with the intent of throwing it at someo ne else; you are
the one getting burned.") Empirical research confirms this insight: 40 For-

society; it can deepen our sense of shared humanity (that we are not alone

giving people are less likely to be hateful, depressed , hostile, anxious,

wider connections with others. Indeed, studies show that simply remem-

angry, and neurotic. They are more likely to be happier, healthier, more

bering so meone yo u forgave compels yo u into a " we" frame of mind, to
feel closer to others and to desire to help them. 43

agreeable, and more serene. They are better able to empathize "vith others

42

in experiencing hurts) and strengthen our personal relationships and our

and to be spiritual or religious. People who forgive hurts in relationships
are more capable of rees tablishing closeness. Finally, the inability to forgive is associated with persistent rumination or dwelling on revenge,

H ow

while forgiving allows a perso n to move on.

Of all the happiness-promoting strategies described in this book, I believe

TO PRACTICE FORGIVENESS

None of these findings is surprising, but they don't tell us if forgiveness

that forgiveness is one of the most challenging to carry out. But, as is said,

is the causal agent behind all these good things. Fortunately, a number of

"no pain, no gain." What you reap may be enormous. The following

interventions have been done to test whether training in forgiveness brings
about improvements in well-being and mental health. In one such study,

techniques can be carried out in a journal, letter, or co nversation or by

women over sixty-five who felt co nsiderably hurt by a particular interperso nal experience were randomly assigned to either a forgiveness group or a

usi ng yo ur own imagination . If forgiveness fits yo ur personality, goals, or
needs, selec t just one activity from those below for the time being, and
gIve it yo ur best shot.

discussion (or control) group.41 The groups met for eight weeks. Women in
the forgiveness group reported learning to forgive more than did the controls and had lower anxiety and higher self-esteem. Other such interven-

A pp reciate being forgiven. Before you are able to forgive another
person, a good first exercise is to appreciate an instance of when you your-

tions have been done with individuals experiencing a variety of injuries and
offenses~for example, men who were hurt over their partners' decisions to

self have been forgiven .44 R ecall a tim e that you did harm to another
person. Perhaps it was being hateful to your parents, betraying a lover,

have abortions, women survivors of incest, people experiencing romantic

Or
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aVOiding a friend. If those individuals forgave you, bow did they
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communicate it to you, and what was your response? Why do you believe
they did it? Do you think they benefited from forgiving you? Did you and
your relationship with the person benefit as well? Did the experience teach
you anything or change you in any way? Finally, what insight do you have
about the experience right now? This exercise will help you see the bene_
fits of forgiveness and perhaps provide a model for your own forgiving.

Happine"(1 Activity No.7: Learninp to Forgive

• 1I. , what would you say to him? What emotions would you feel, and
yO
hoW intensely and in what order? What would your facial expression look

like? Which physical sensations would be triggered in your body?
If you do this successfuily, you might experience what the participants in
this study experienced. The practice of empathic and forgiving thoughts
(compared with the practice of nursing grudges and painful memories) led

Another way to appreciate being forgiven is to seek forgiveness for your-

them to feel a greater sense of control over their thoughts, less sadness and

self. Whether it's for a past or present wrong, write a letter of apology. Rec-

anger, and less reactivity in terms of their physiological stress responses

ognizing and accepting that sometimes you are the transgressor may give

(such as lower heart rate, lower blood pressure, and less furrowed brows). In

you empathy and insight into people who are the transgressors in your Own

other words, the bodies of participants who practiced empathy and forgiveness experienced less stress, and yours could too.

life. In this letter, describe what you have done (or not done, when action
was called for), and acknowledge that it was wrong. Describe the harm it
has done to the other person or to your relationship with that person. Apol-

W rice a letter of forgiveness. This exercise involves letting go of

ogize for the behavior--either directly (by saying "I'm sorry .. .") or by

your anger, bitterness, and blame by writing, but not sending, a letter of

affirming the value of the relationship and your desire to restore it. You may

forgiveness to a person who has hurt or wronged you. Sit down and con-

wish to pledge to change your behavior, to offer some way to "repay" the

sider the people throughout your life who have injured you or abused you

person, or to inquire what it would take to reestablish the relationship.

and whom you have never forgiven. (These individuals mayor may not

Whether you send the letter of apology is up to you. Sometimes this

still be part of your life; they may even no longer be alive.) Does this

may not be possible, if you are no longer in contact with the person;

experience, and the lack of forgiveness, lead you to persist in dwelling on

sometimes it may be risky or unwise.

the person or the circumstances of the hurt or offense? Does it keep you
from feeling happy, tranquil, and free of intrusive images and thoughts? If

Imagine forgiveness. In this exercise, try to imitate the participants
from an intriguing study on the role of imagination in forgiveness. 45 First,

the answer is yes, you would do well on working to forgive this person.

identify a particular person whom you blame for mistreating or offending

One of the best strategies is to write a forgiveness letter. In it describe
in detail the injury or offense that was done to you. Illustrate how you

you. Second, engage in an imagination exercise, during which you imag-

were affected by it at the time and how you continue to be hurt by it.

ine empathizing with the offender and granting him or her forgive-

State what you wish the other person had done instead. End with an

ness. Trying to feel empathy involves viewing the situation through the

explicit statement of forgiveness and understanding (e.g., "I realize now

offender's eyes and ears, seeing him as a whole person rather than defming

that what you did was the best you could at the time, and I forgive you").

him solely by the offending behavior. Granting forgiveness does not nec-

Below are some real-life examples I have come across from a variety of
people who have successfully forgiven:

essarily imply excusing or tolerating the offender's behavior, but it does
entail trying to let go of your hurt, anger, and hostility and adopting a
more charitable and benevolent perspective. While doing the imagining,

I forgive my father for his alcoholism.

make an effort to consider your thoughts, feelings, and behaviors in detail.

I forgive my freshman writing teacher for telling me that 1
couldn't write.

For example, when you imagine forgiving your father for abandoning
174
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I forgive my boyfriend for not being there for me when I got
depressed.

One way to practice empathy in your daily life is to notice every time

I forgive the guy who rear-ended my car.
I forgive my wife for having an aft;lir.

someone does something that you do not understand. Try to work out
~uch a person's thoughts , feelings, and intentions. Why did he behave the
way he did? What factors might explain it? If possible, ask him yourself

I forgive my brother for humiliating me in public.

and (assuming that he is self-insightful), you might learn something.

I forgive my friend for using me.
Consider charitable attributions. Besides empathy, one of the key
The second one is mine.

t":ictars that facilitates forgiveness is positive or charitable attributions

You may have a hard time writing the forgiveness letter. You may

about the transgressor. 4R An effective way to generate generous attribu-

believe that the act is unforgivable or that the person doesn't deserve to be

tions is to write the letter that you'd like to receive from the transgressor in

forgiven or that you are too overwhelmed by negative emotions about the

response to your forgiveness of her-her apology letter, if you will. What

event even to begin to think about letting it go. If this is the case, put the

explanation (or explanations) might she offer for her conduct? (One tech-

letter aside, and try again in a few days or weeks. Another approach is

nique is to imagine that you were the transgressor in this exact situation

to choose another person (or act) to forgive, one that is a bit less painful.

and consider what might have driven you to do harm and whether you

Forgiveness is a strategy that takes a great deal of efrort, willpower, and

expect to be forgiven.) Do you buy this explanation? Do you find it rea-

motivation. It must be practiced. Starting with an "easy" forgiveness exer-

sonable and adequate? Would you believe her? Would you give her the

cise might be best for some of you. You can move on to more and more

"benefit of the doubt"? As you write down her response to YOLl, you may

difficult cases with time.

sense your perception of her and the situation shifting. The circumstances

Another strategy to help you overcome a block in writing the forgive-

that caused you so much anguish may be seen from a new perspective.

ness letter is to learn about other people who have successfully forgiven,

Why are apologies so helpful in fostering forgiveness? Because they

Perhaps you know people in your life for whom forgiveness is a strength.

produce empathy.49 They humanize. When the person vvho has caused

Write or phone them and ask them about their experiences of forgive-

you pain, suffering, or harm apologizes, he is showing you a side of him

ness and how they do it. Alternatively, read about public figures who are

that is vulnerable and imperfect. An apology often includes an explanation

famous for practicing forgiveness, like Mahatma Gandhi, Nelson Man-

of what he was thinking when he hurt you: Perhaps he made a huge mis-

dela, Bishop Desmond Tutu, and Martin Luther King, jr.

4

(,

take, perhaps he underestimated the harm, perhaps he was motivated by
good intentions, and so on. No matter what, you end up seeing the situa-

Practice empathy. Empathy is the vicarious experience and under-

tion a little more from his perspective. This makes forgiving easier.

standing of another person's emotions and thoughts. It often, but not
for that individual. The importance of learning and practicing empathy for

Ru minate less. In Chapter 4, r discussed the pernicious nature of
rumination. DweUing on how bad you're feeling, or on a worry, or on

the person who has hurt you is underscored by findings that empathy cor-

how much better a tennis player your friend is makes you unhappy, anx-

always, involves feeling sympathy, concern, compassion, or even warmth

relates highly with

forgiveness. 47

The more successful you are at achieving

lOllS,

pessimi.stic, and insecure. It turns out that ruminatiol1 is also a con-

understanding, concern, and consideration of the other person's perspec-

Siderable barrier to forgiveness. People who brood on or obsess over a

tive, the more likely you are eventually to forgive him or her.

transgression are more likely to hold on to their hurt and :JJ1ger and less
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motivated to forgive. 5o Many of you are probably weB aware what fOrIll
these ruminations take. You go over the event (or series of events) in YOUr
mind; you feel angrier and angrier, more and more resentful, humiliated
put upon. You imagine what you want to say or do to the person "vho ha~
hurt you .

Happinedd Activity N o. 7: Learnin.iJ t o Forgiv e

an alternative, even if you don't send the letter: Simply be kind to the person you 've privately forgiven.
R emin d yourself. An instructive story about forgiveness was told
a bout former President Bill Clinton. Apparently Clinton once asked Nel-

Some people believe that this kind of imagination exercise-an exercise

son M andela how he was able to bring himself to forgive his jailers. "And

in vicarious aggression , if you will~will make them feel better, much

Mandela said, 'When I walked out of the gate I knew that if I continued

the way hitting a punching bag or knocking around foam bats might defuse

to

hate these people I was still in prison.' Clinton believes it, but he has to

anger or blow off steam. A long tradition of research has now shown that

keep reminding himself. That story [for him] is a little bit of a prayer."51 If

this notion, which psychologists call catharsis theory, is dead wrong. Fanta_

you have chosen forgiveness as your happiness activity, you have chosen a

si zing about how you might physically or verbally cause pain to someone

difficult but ultimately meaningful and rewarding path. When you find

may make you immediately feel better or release some tension, but it

yourself slipping into the old furies and bitternesses, remind yourself on a

actually increases rather than decreases hostility. This is because each time

daily basis. Make forgiveness a habit, as you would a prayer.

you remember the offense, you trigger all over again the old feelings of
hurt, blame, antagonism, or rage.
When thoughts and images of the injury or offense become intrusive
and even interfere with your daily life, it's time to do something about

Readill.9 Guide

them. You may borrow the techniques described at the end of Chapter 4like distraction (immediately diverting your attention to another thought,
or absorbing yourself in an engrossing activity) or just say, "Stop!" Although

If you benefit from this activity, you may also want to try:

putting a stop to the ruminations will not automatically lead to forgiveness,
it is a necessary first step.

1. Developing strategies for coping (Happiness Activity No.6, p. 151)
2. Cultivating optimism (Happiness Activity No. 2, p. 101)

Make contact. I mentioned earlier that you shouldn't actually send
your forgiveness letter. Here is where I get to change my mind. Sometimes it is appropriate and healthy and happiness-promoting to send the
letter. The act of forgiveness (writing the letter and believing in it) is
something you do for yourself. It will make you happier in the long run.
Communicating that act (if it's even possible) is something that yOU do to
benefit the other person and your relationship with him or her. Prepa~e
for it to backfire (maybe even very badly), but also know t hat commumeating forgiveness might end up restoring your relationship and ultimately
bring more joy than you had possibly imagined. Only you will kno~
s
whether to send the letter or make that call. Finally, remember that there

178
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Happiness Activity No.8:
Increasing Flow Experiences

Living In the Present

H:lVe you ever been so absorbed in what you were doing-painting,
writing, conversing, playing chess, woodworking, fishing , praying, Web
surfing-that you completely lost track of time? Perhaps you even f:'1iled
to

notice that you were very hungry or that your back ached from sitting

for so long or that you needed to use the bathroom? Did nothing else
seem to matter? If the answer is yes, then you have experienced a state
calldd flow. Coined by Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi (chick-SENT-me-hi),
flow is a state of intense absorption and involvement with the present
moment. 2 You're totally immersed in what you're doing, fu lly concentrating, and unaware of yourself. The activity you're performing is challenging and engrossing, stretching your skiEs and expertise. When in flow,
people report feeling strong and efficacious, at the peak of their abilities,
here's a clever cartoon from the New Yorker that has three panels. In

alert, in control, and completely unseltconscious. They do the activity for

the first, a man is sitting at his desk and daydreaming about playing

the sheer sake of doing it.

golf. In the second panel, the same man is playing golf while fantasizing

The concept of flow came to Csikszentmihalyi in the 19605, when he

about sex. In the third, he is in bed with a woman while thinking about

was researching the creative process. During his interviews and observa-

work. 1

tions of dedi ca ted artists, he was struck by how they often ignored hunger,

Like the man in the cartoon, we habitually fail to enjoy, savor, and

live in the present, as our minds are often someplace else.

discomfort, and fatigue while working on paintings, yet lost interest in the

However, when you think about it, the present moment is all we are

work as soon as they were finished. These artists clearly found the process

really guaranteed. In this chapter, I describe two strategies that promote

of painting intrinsically rewarding. In describing their subjective experi-

living in the present, flow and savoring. Both are states of mind associated
with positive emotions and well-being. Putting them into practice is one

ence of painting, they used the metaphor of a current gamely carrying
them along. This is flow.

way that you ca n overcome your genes and life circumstances and take a

CSikszentmihalyi argues that the good life, a happy life, is characterized

step toward transforming yourself into a happier person by making the

by flow, by "complete absorption in what one does.") The key to creating

most of the 40 percent solution.

flow is to establish a balance between skills and challenges. Whether you

~re rock climbing, peliorming surgery, doing your taxes, or driving on the
~~'Vay, I'fh
'
, overwhelm your level of skill or
t e challenges of th e SItuatIOn
eXpertise, you will feel anxious or frustrated . On the other hand, if the
actiVity is not challenging enough, you will become bored. Flow is a way
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of describing an experience that falls in just the right space between b o redom and anxiety. Your happiness depends on your ability to find that perfect space, to extract flow from what you are doing.

during sc hool activities, were more likely to stay committed to their talent through the teen years than to disengage from it.4 Presumably, these
'11 3ocontinued to develop their talents and to expand their abilities
tee to ers

Indeed, we can experience flow in almost anything we do, however
monotonous or tedious it might appear: waiting for the bus; changing a

and interests.
One of the primary themes of this book is that we cannot allow our

diaper; working on an assembly line, listening to a lecture; even standing

happiness to depend on our external circumstances, for every positive

at baggage claim. I often experience flow while analyzing data. Sometimes

event and accomplishment we experience are accompanied by rapid adap-

five hours will go by, and they feel like five minutes. On the other hand ,
some of us fail to experience flow (feeling bored or anxious instead) even

tation and escalating expectations. Even as we attain greater heights, we

during apparently exciting or captivating events-a sailing adventure, an

dilerwn a: "There is no inherent problem in our desire to escalate our goals,

action movie, or a dance recital. If we train ourselves to obtain flow in as

as long as we enjoy the struggle along the way."5 However, when \ve are

many circumstances as possible, we will have happier lives.

preoccupied with the goal (the graduate degree earned, the children

begin to want even more. Here is Csikszentmihaiyi's solution to this

grown up, the kitchen remodeled), we will no longer derive pleasure and
contentment from the process of achieving it-that is, from the present
Why is flow good for you? The fmt reason is obvious: because it is inher-

moment.
The experience of flow leads us to be involved in life (rather than be

ently pleasurable and fulftlling, and the enjoyment you obtain is generally

alienated from it), to enjoy activities (rather than

of the type that is lasting and reinforcing. Flow provides a natural high

have a sense of control (rather than helplessness), and to feel a strong sense

that, unlike artificial highs or pure hedonistic pleasures, is a positive, pro-

of self (rather than unworthiness). All these factors imbue life with mean-

ductive, and controllable experience that does not cause guilt, shame, or

ing and lend it a richness and intensity. And happiness.

THE BENEFITS OF FLOW

to

fmd them dreary), to

other damage to the self or the society at large.
Second, because flow states are intrinsically rewarding, we naturally
want to repeat them. However, therein lies a seeming paradox. As we mas-

How

ter new skills (e.g., skiing, writing, speech making, gardening, etc.), our

I discovered the concept of flow in 1990, in my second year of graduate

experience of flow diminishes because the task at hand is no longer as

school. I remember reading Csikszentmihalyi's classic work and my room-

stimulating and demanding. Thus, to maintain flow, we continually have

mate and best friend , who was working on a master's in international rela-

TO INCREASE FLOW EXPERIENCES

to test ourselves in ever more challenging activities. We have to apply

tions, asking me one day what had possessed me to read a whole book

focused mental discipline or strenuous physical exertion. We have to

about menstrual flow. Needless to say, Csikszentmihalyi's Flow opened up

stretch our skills or find novel opporturuties to use them. This is wonder-

to me a world of a very different kind of flow, a world of a thousand pos-

ful, because it means that we are constantly striving, growing, learning,

Sibilities and opporturuties . Finding flow involves the ability to expand

and becoming more competent, expert, and complex. One study fol-

Your mind and body to its limits, to strive to accomplish something difficult, novel, or worthwhile, and to discover rewards in the process of each

lowed talented teenagers over four years. Those who, at age thirteen, had
source of flow, and who experienced relatively more flow and less amciety

1l10mem, indeed in life itself. Choose at least one recommendation,
below, and adopt it in your day-to-day life.
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identified their talent area (whether music, mathematics or soccer) as a

Living in the PI'esent
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Control attention, To increase the frequency and length of flow
experiences in your daily life, you need to become fully engaged and
involved . Whether it's writing a letter, making phone calls Oil beha'lf of a
client, or playing Candy Land or a round of golf, seek work, home, and
leisure activities that engage your skills and expertise. How exactly do you

it barbecuing, Spanish, knitting, the history of World War II, a more
dlcctive way to maintain friendships, a new word game, etc. Try to imiGlte the rapt concentration on the face of a small child, \"ho is learning
wonderfi.d new things every day-walking, jumping, doing a jigsaw
puzzle, and the meanings of words-or understanding for the first time

accomplish this? The secret is attention. William James, the "father" of

how things work (traffic, eyes, school, mail). The state of flow comes nat-

psychology (and brother to Henry James), once wrote, "My experience is
what I agree to attend to." This is a revolutionary thought. What you

uraUy to the child, but you may have to ,,,,ork at it.

notice and what you pay attention to is your experience; it is your life.

Learn what flows. In one study, adult workers were given pagers

There's only so much attention that you have to go around, so how and

that beeped them at preprogrammed intervals as they went about their

where you choose to invest it is critical. To enter the state of flow, atten-

days. 6 Each page was a signal to the participants to consider their behav-

tion needs to be directed fully to the task at hand. When you're intensely

iors at that very moment and to complete several rating scales-that is,

concentrating on doing something, you're essentially directing your

how much were th ey concentrating, did they want to continue what they

attention to the task (e.g., drawing) as opposed to other things (i.e.,

were doing, and how happy, strong, and creative they were feeling. Inter-

thoughts like "What time is it?," "What will I have for dinner?," and

estingly, though perhaps not surprisingly, the study found that while at

"This is not going as smoothly as last time").

work (relative to home/ leisure) , these individuals spent a great deal more

Maintaining the state of flow also involves the control of your atten-

time in high-ch:lllenge, high-skill situations (that is, those situations that

tion. If the challenge is too low and you become bored or apathetic, your

foster flow) and less time in low-skill, low-challenge situations. Indeed,

attention drifts elsewhere. If the challenge is too high and you become

they were inclined to experience a sense of efficacy and self-confidence

tense or stressed, your attention shifts to yourself and your limitations,

during work hours but to experience apathy at home. However, when

making you self-conscious. Your aim is to gain control over what you pay
attention to-in a sense, to gain control over the contents of your con-

probed about what they'd mther be doing, these participants uniformly
stated that they'd rather be doing something else when working and that

sciousness moment by moment. Controlling your consciousness means

they preferred to continue wh:lt they were doing when at leisure.

controlling the quality of your experience. Although this may be ditEcult
or even painful, in the long term it can provide a sense of mastery and

The workers in this study clearly showed a disconnect between their
beliefs about work and leisure (e.g., the former as a duty that one is forced

participation in life. As with all the other strategies described in this sec-

to do, the latter as a chosen-and thus valued-activity) and their actual

tion, you will need to exert effort and creativity.

experiences, which were powerfully more positive during work hours.
Similarly, many of us may not even recognize when we experience flow.

Adopt new values. Happy people have the capacity to enjoy their
lives even when their material conditions are lacking and even when
many of their goals have not been reached. How do they do it? By using

Thus one of your first steps in applying this strate6'Y is to establish the
precise time periods and activities during which you find yourself in
flow ... and then multiply them.

the following values as their guide: (1) Be open to new and different
experiences (cooking for ten , joining a softball team, hiking to a remote
location, learning to play squash) and (2) Learn until the day you die-be

Tra ns form routine tasks. Even seemingly boring and tedious activitieS-waiting for the bus, listening to a dull presentation, getting one's teeth
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cleaned, or vacuuming-can be transformed into something more mean_

others. Do you usually experience flow when you are talking with

ingful and stimulating. What you need to do is to create microflow activities

another person? Are you frequently so interested in the conversation that

with specific goals and rules. 7 For example, you could solve puzzles in Your

yOU

head, draw cartoon characters, tap melodies to favorite songs, or compo e

almost feel yourself step into a different reality, not. noticing time

funny limericks. So, while you sit in a doctor's waiting room, your goal

sing or the sights and sounds around you? If the answer IS no, you may
pas
.
.
.
benefit from implementing the followlOg exerCIse deSigned to promote

might be to draw an intricate design, and a rule might be that all lines mUSt

floW during conversations. H During your next tete-a-tete-whether by

be symmetrical. German-born Philipp recounted to me his microflow

phone or face-to-face-focus your attention as intensely as possible on

strategy while driving in heavy traffic:

what the other person is saying and your reactions to her words. Don't be
toO

quick

to

respond; rather, give her the space to expand on her

I listen to a lot of music while I am driving ... trance/ techno and Japanese

thoughts, and prompt her with brief follow-up questions (e.g., "And then

video game and anime sound tracks, sometimes called J-pop. [Most of these]

what happened?" or "Why did you think that?"). One way to smooth this

have very good and methodical bass lines, melody lines, and even some drum

process is to give yourself the goal of learning more about the speaker.

or bass guitar lines . ... I picked a particular beat, whether it was a bass of a

What is on her mind? What emotions is she experiencing right now?

trance song (it's the "thump" of a trance song if you have ever heard one) or a

Have you learned something about her that you didn't know? If you're

bass guitar riff of an arume rock song and did my best to tap my finger or foot

more of a talker than a listener, this exercise might be difficult and awk-

with the exact rhythm in synchrony of the particular riff or beat I was con-

ward at fmt and might inhibit flow by making you self-conscious, but the

centrating on .... I was able to alternate songs and then the different parts of

strategy should get easier with time.

the same songs to really explore and keep up with .... I did this while
driving for long periods of time on the freeway. ... When I was running

Smart leisure. Many of us believe that our free or leisure time is pre-

short errands, I found myself getting equally frustrated, so I did it every time

cious. There is much too litde of it, so we save it for something really spe-

I was stopped at a red light or stop sign or even if the lane was just moving

cial, something that gives us joy. Or do we? Consider the hours of the day

a bit too slow for my liking. I was able to take this microactivity of keeping

during which you are free of obligations and have freedom to choose

in perfect tapping synchronicity of a song to wherever I went with my car,

what to do. Do you watch TV? Read an entertainment magazine? Chat

whenever I felt like I was beginning to feel too many negative emotions ....

on your cell phone? Send text messages? During what percentage of your

I found that with this microflow activity I was able to drive perfectly but at

leisure activities are you truly concentrating, using your mind, or exercis-

the same time be able to concentrate on the song and my tapping.

ing your skills? If the percentage is low, this means that you're unlikely to
be in flow during much of your leisure time.

Philipp came up with a fairly idiosyncratic and rarefied microflow

Of course, after a long and stressful day, vegging out in front of the

activity. Whether yours is unique or mundane doesn't matter, as long as

evening news, SeinJeld reruns, or ESPN might be your idea of heaven. I

it's somewhat challenging and interesting, and yields a richer, and less bor-

agree. That decompression time is sorely needed. But be honest with

ing and stressful, experience of daily life.

YOUrself about how long it truly takes

to

decompress. I would bet forty-

five minutes are enough. After that, you're not vegging but vegetating and
Flow in conversation. Depending on your job and lifestyle, a significant percentage of your days may be spent in conversations with
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Tnight end up emerging from the couch hours later, in time for bed, and
Wondering where the evening has gone and why you're in such a rut.
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Smart work. "We're playing work," my kindergartner Jnnounced to

1V(I.

8: 1'1Cf'Uldin,q FLow ExperiellceJ

'erl ts visitors, and nurses. They en<r;1ged in a great deal of social interac-

p~ltI

me one night right before dinner. She and her three-year-old brother

.
[lOll

'

l:>

(e . g. , showing a visitor around , brightening a patient's day), reported

were having a blast. He was sitting at his Barney laptop (" I have to check

liking cleaning, and judged the work as highly skilled. It's not surprising that

my e-mails," he announced), and she was writing and talking earnestl

.,' hospital cleaners found Bow in their work. They set forth challenges
rIleS~

into the phone ("Let me call you right back"). Work can be rewardir: '

It)r themselves-for example, how to get the job accomplished in a maxi-

gratifying, and enjoyable if you're lucky and if you make it be.

I11aily efficient way or how to help patients heal faster by making them

One fascinating study of workers found that people tend to see th~ir
work in one of three ways, as a job, as a career, or as a calling:> Those who

)re comfortable. They added tasks outside their formal duties, such as
rearranging the paintings on the walls or fetching wildflowers. They saw

place their work in the job category essentially perceive it as a necessary

rhcmselves as part of a larger, integrated whole, not just mopping floors and

lU(

evil, a means to an end~the job is needed to support them-and not as

emptying trash cans but serving as part of a system that improved people's

something positive or rewarding. Accordingly, they labor in order to have

Jives. People in other occupations-from hairdressers and engineers to

the money to enjoy their time away from work. By contrast, the career

computer techs and kitchen workers-have also been observed crafting

category is essentially a job with advancement. People who report having

their jobs in ways to maximize flow and meaning. It's \·\,orth considering

careers may not

s~e

their work as a major positive part of their lives, but

how your own job could benefit from a new perspective.

they have opportunities or ambitions for promotion. They invest more
time and energy in their work because the opportunities they create tor

Str ive for superflow. At times you may experience flow by fully

themselves may bring the rewards of higher social status, power, and self-

immersing yourself in music, becoming one with nature, or losing track

esteem. Finally, those who see their work as a calling report enjoying

of time during a phone call. At other times you may experience some-

working and find what they do to be fulfilling and socially useful. They

thing even more magnificent. Let me propose a related state, which I'll

work not for the financial rewards or for advancement but because they

call superflow. This is when you are not only completely absorbed and

want to; it is inseparable from the rest of their lives.

uI1selfconsciollS but absolutely transcendent. This happened to me one

You might wonder whether certain kinds of occupations are more con-

Saturday morning when my son learned how to do a new kind of math

ducive to callinf,ts versus careers or jobs. This is probably true. Artists,

problem and we worked on math computations, both of us exhilarated,

teachers, scientists, and neurosurgeons might be relatively more likely to

energized, suspended in time, for an hour or maybe two hours; I don't

enjoy their work and to believe that it makes the world a better place. How-

know, because the experience rushed by in an instant. Another time I

ever, by no means do these occupations have a monopoly

callings.

remember chatting with a colleague at a conference. We were sitting in a

Indeed, researchers have found that people are remarkably adept at crafting

busy, crowded, noisy bar area, and we talked and talked, oblivious of the

their jobs to derive maximum engagement and meaning. For example,

presentations and meetings we were missing, not noticing a single

011

interviews with twenty-eight members of a hospital cleaning crew revealed

passerby. I was utterly and joyfully unaware of my surroundings or \vorries

that some of them disliked cleaning, felt that it entailed low-level skills, and

Or

did the minimum amount of work required; others, in contrast, trans-

these experiences left me feeling happier, more creativc, more amiable.

formed the job into something grander and more significant. 111 This second
group of hospital cleaners described their work as bettering the daily lives of

They bolstered my sense of belonging, vigor, and self-confidence. Strive
to h '
ac leve the state of superflow whenever you possibly can.

1S8
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Caveat. If you discover particular activities that reliably deliver

r

lOr

·obs. Supervisors tell their employees to work hard and aim high, so that

you the experience of flow, you are fortunate. But be aware that such

'~bey

activities-even those viewed as constructive by the wider culture (like

still-working chums that the golden years of retirement are near. And if

volunteering for a charity, playing with your child, or working on a Con_

yo u're a little like me, even when the present is wonderful, you can't take

can win pay raises and promotions. Senior citizen friends tell their

tract at the office)-can become addictive. When you notice yourself con_

fuJI pleasure in it, as you're already imagining being nostalgic for it in the

sistently ignoring the needs of people close to you, that should be a warning

future. 12 We rarely seem to live in and savor the present moment, believing

signal. We all are aware that hobbies such as playing video games can prompt

that what coun ts most will happen in the future. We postpone our happi-

people to avoid or disregard their responsibilities, not to mention other

ness, co nvincing ourselves that tomorrow will be better than today.

sources of satisfaction.!! But this can happen with socially desirable behav_

Yet th e ability to savor the positive experiences in your life is one of

ior as well. I learned this lesson when my husband pointed out to me that I

the most important ingredients of happiness. Most people truly under-

had become so absorbed in my daily reading of the Harry Potter books with

st3nd what it means to savor after overcoming uncomfortable or painful

my daughter that I was ignoring other pressing responsibilities.

symptoms or following a brush with mortality or a major scare. When
you have a toothache and it's gone, you suddenly delight in its absence.
When you're overwhelmed with terrific allergies that abruptly dissipate.

Readil1fJ Guide

you truly relish breathing freely. After a near-death experience or an
alarming diagnosis, you may also feel able (at least temporarily) to appreciate and enjoy the good things in your life, to live each day as if it were

If you benefIt from this activity, you may also want to try:

your first day and your last day.

1. Savoring life's joys (Happiness Activity No.9, below)

nent. You savor the past by reminiscing about the good old days-your first

2. Committing to your goals (Happiness Activity No. 10, p. 205)

love, your wedding, the acceptance letter, the phone call when you learned

You can think of savoring as having a past, present, and future compo-

you got the job, your summer road trip, and so on. YOll savor the prese nt
by wholly living in, being mindful of, and relishing the present moment,
whether it's having lunch with a colleague, listening to Grandma's stories,

Happiness Activity No.9:
Savoring Life's Joys

shooting hoops, or immersing yourself in a book, song, or project at work.
This type of savoring overlaps a great deal with flow and with gratitude.
Finally, you savor the future by anticipating and fantasizing about upcom-

My advice to you is not to inquire why or whither, but just

Ing pOsitive events. This is an element of optimistic thinking. Notably,

enjoy your ice cream while it's on your plate.

although it may appear that the past and future components of savoring

- Thornton Wilder

don't belong in a chapter titled "Living in the Present," both involve ways

Parents tell their children to be good, so that they can grow up to be moral

of heightening and preserving pleasure-that is, bringing the pleasure of
the past and future into the present moment.

adults and responsible citizens. Teachers tell their pupils to study hard.

SO

that they can earn high grades, get into good colleges, and find decent
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" Researchers def1l1e sallorinR as any thoughts or behaviors capable of
generating, intensifYing, and prolonging enjoyment."13 When you "stop
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and smell the roses" instead of walking by obliviously, you are savoring.

O f course, this is easier said than done. First, like all happi ness-enhancing

When you bask and take pride in your own or your friends' accomplish_

strategies, effort and motivation are necessary for true savoring. Our

ments , you are savoring. When you suddenly emerge out of a frazzled Or

attenti on is often brimming with intrusive and persistent thoughts about

distracted state (e.g., while talking on the phone or running errands) and

the past and present (co nversations, tasks undone, problems unsolved) and

become fully aware of how much there is to enjoy of life, you are saVOr_

the future (to-do lists, plans), and committed efrort is required to redirect

ing. This is the slight difference between savoring and flow : Savoring

our minds to positive experiences in the here ;lI1d now. Second, as we

requires a stepping outside of experience and reviewing it (e.g. , "How

already know, the proc ess of hedonic adaptation leads us to obtain less and

redolent are the roses!"), whereas flow involves a complete immersion in

Jess pleasure from initially thrilling experiences, be it the view of the

the experience. Of course, ideally you need not step outside experience

snowcapped mountains 011 the way to work, the song of bagpipes in the

too much or too often in order to savor the moment, for after all, fre-

town square, or the smell of our new leather jackets. With time, sllch

quently asbng yourself, "Am I savo ring yet?" or "Am I appreciative

sights, sounds, and aromas simply fade into the bac kground. It takes dedi-

enough?" will ultimately detract fr0111 your enjoyment.

cJted willpower to reJppreciate those things and stop taking them for

Whether it involves a focus on the long ago, the present moment, or
future times, the habit of savoring has been shown in empirical research to

granted . The next section describes a number of specific suggestions for
accomplishing just that.

be related to intense and frequ ent happiness. Moreover, savoring is associated
with many other positive characteristics. For example, in several studi '
people who are inclined to savor were found to be more self-confident,
extraverted, and gratifIed and less hopeless and neurotic.

14

Interestingly,

STRATEGIES TO FOSTER SAVORING AND
THE RESEARCH BEHIND THEM

those adept at savoring the present versus the future versus the past experi-

If savoring life's joys is one of the happiness activities that fIt you best,

ence different benefIts. Those skilled at capturing the joy of the present

don't be daunted by the many ways to realize it. For now, select just one of

moment-hanging on to good feelings, appreciating good things-are Ie s

the options in tlUs section, and get started right away.

likely to experience depression, stress, guilt, and shame. People prone to
joyful anticipation, skilled at obtaining pleasure from looking forward and
imagining future happy events, are especially likely

R e lish ordinary experiences. The fIrst challenge in using the strat-

be optimistic and to

egy of savoring is to learn how to appreciate and take pleasure in mundane,

experience intense emotions. In contrast, those profIcient at reminiscing

everyday exp eriences. Consider as a model what participants were asked to

about the past-looking back on happy times, rekindling joy from happy

do in recent research aimed at exploring the extent to which making

memories-are best able to buffer stress. Although these studies do not speak

s"voring a habit can produce tangible benefits. In one set of studies,

to whether savoring causes these good tlUngs versus the reverse, the investi-

depressed participants were invited to take a few minutes once a day to rel-

to

gator was confIdent enough to provide the following recommendations to

ish some thing that they usually hurry through (e.g., eating a meal, taking a

individuals who are sad or unfulfilled: "Rather than merely reacting [sic] to

Shower, finishing the workday, or walking to the subway). Wh en it was

positive events when they happen to occur, [peoplel can learn to savour

over, they were instructed to write down in what ways they had experi-

proactively-to consciously anticipate positive experiences, to mindfully

ellced the event differently as well as how that felt compared with the times

accentuate and sustain pleasurable moments, and to deliberately remember

when they rushed through it. 16 In another study, healthy students and

these experiences in ways that rebndle enjoyment after they end." (p. 195).15

CO r n '
l1lUl1lty
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per day, by reflecting on each for two or three rn.jnutes and trying to lllake
the pleasure last as long and as intensely as possible. 17 In all these studies
those participants prompted to practice savoring regularly showed signifi_
cant increases in happiness and reductions in depression .

The advantages of savoring and rern.jniscing with others have empirical
rt R searchers have found that mutual rern.jniscence--sharing memsLlPpO .
..
.
' . with other people--is accompanied by abundant posItIve emotlOns,
ones
. 19
.
.
'oy accomplishment, amusement, contentment, and pnde. ThIS
,LIe I1 as J
'
.
. , to be particularly true fOf older individuals. Indeed, the more tIme

Starting tomorrow, consider your daily routine activities and rituals.
Do you notice and savor the pleasures of the day, or do you dash through
them? If the latter, then resolve to seize those pleasures when they happen
and take full advantage of them. Linger over your morning pastry or your
afternoon snack, absorbing the aroma, the sweetness, or the crunchiness
(rather than rn.jndlessly consuming). Strive to bask in the feeling of

~wta~

. . ,

oluer adults spend rern.jniscing, the more posItIve affect and hIgher morale
they re po rt .20 These studies suggest that everyone--but especially older
pt'op1e, who have a wealth of life experiences- is able to extract positive
J

feelings from rern.jniscence.

accomplishment when you've fmished a task at home or work, rather

Tran sp ort yourself. The ability to engage in positive rern.jniscence--

than distractedly moving on to the next item on your to-do list. Luxuriate

to

in a long, hot shower after a brisk walk in the cold. That perfect moment
can last a few seconds or a weekend. "Enjoy the little things, for one day

pleasure and solace when you need it most. I know someone who conjures
up the mental image of herself on her mountain bike whenever she is

you may look back and realize they were the big things." 18

under stress or feeling down or bored. It's an imagination skill that can be

transport yourself at will to a different time or place--can provide both

honed with practice. Consider one study that successfully taught people
Savor and reminisce with family and friends. Often it's easier to

how to travel to a mental destination through recall of positive images and

savor when you share a positive experience with another. Whether you're

memories. 21 Participants were first asked to make lists of happy memories

visiting a Japanese garden together, hiking to the top of a mountain, or

and personal mementos (such as photographs, gifts, and souvenirs) and then

listening to jazz in front of a fire, the pleasure of the moment can be

instructed to engage in positive rern.jniscing twice daily for a week. SpecifIcally, they were told:

heightened in the company of others who similarly value the experience.
Marvel at the present moment with the other person . Set aside an hour,
an afternoon, or an entire day to this activity.
Another person can also bolster the power of positive reminiscence.

Then sit down, take a deep breath, relax, close your eyes, and begin to think

For example, you rn.jght rern.jnisce together about a party you both

about the memory. Allow images related to the memory to come to mind.

attended or a vacation or job or friend you shared. You might make a pil-

Try to picture the events associated with this memory in your mind. Use

grimage together to a meaningful place from your past or flip through a

YOur mind to imagine the memory. Let your mind wander freely through

scrapbook or yearbook together. You might listen (or sing along) to a

the details of the memory, while you are imagining the memory.

First, turn to your list of positive memories and choose one to reflect upon.

piece of music associated with a particular memory. Researchers suggest
that using a specific technique to trigger or intensify one's recall of the
past may be successful at producing vivid, engaging reminiscence. for

As the researchers predicted, those participants who reminisced on a
regular basis showed considerable increases in happiness, and the more vivid

instance, you rn.jght use guided imagery to vividly re-create the details of

the memories conjured, the greater the gain in happy feelings.

a pleasant memory in your rn.jnd. This strategy allows you and a close

Positive reminiscence boosts happiness in several ways. Focusing on
Positive aspects of past experiences may prompt you to feel that you are

other to revisit pleasant times.
194
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attaining your ideals or dreams and help reinforce your sense of identity.
For example, as you recall past experiences and life transitions, you

ll1a

rOUf

child's), the fIrst time you heard, "I love you," the first day of your

~uropean

vacation, the day you brought home a puppy-and replay it in

an~

yOur m.ind as though you were rewinding a videotape and playing it back.

appreciate your uniqueness. Furthermore, retelling experiences in positive

1-hink about the events of the day, and remember what happened in as

ways can boost self-esteem and compel you to present a poSitive self_

!11uch detail as you can. What exactly did you (or other people involved) say

come to recognize continuity with the past, gain illS.ight into yourself,

image. Positive reminiscence can also produce pleasure and enjoyment for

or do? What were the thoughts and emotions running through your head at

its own sake, by laughing at funny moments , reveling in the memory of

the time? Don't analyze this day; just replay and revel in it. We found that

the wind in your hair, or reliving a beautiful day. Doing this can also pro-

people who performed this exercise for eight minutes per day on three con-

vide comfort and respite from stress during difficult or painful times.

secutive days felt more intense positive emotions four weeks later.

Supporting some of these arguments, a recent study found that after
positive reminiscence, 29 percent of people reported a new perspective

C e le b r ate good news. In Chapter 5, I described research on capital-

and self-insight toward current problems, 19 percent reported positive

izing or sharing good news with close family and friends. Sharing successes

affect, 18 percent reported "escape from the present," and only 2 percent

and accomplishments with others has been shown to be associated with

claimed that it did nothing for them. 22 Most important, the more time

elevated pleasant emotions and well-being. 2() So, when you or your spouse

that these respondents reported reminiscing about happy events or images

or cousin or best friend wins all honor, congratulate him or her (and

from their past, the more they felt able to enjoy their present lives. Here's

yourself), and celebrate. Try to enjoy the occasion to the fullest. Passing on

what a female participant observed about her experience reminiscing:

and rejoicing in good news lead you to relish and soak up the present
moment, as well as to foster connections with others. Researchers advise

Thinking of good times from the past makes me feel better abollt the

dut you shouldn't shy away from pride: Pat yourself 011 the back; tell your-

present. It helps me appreciate things more. It gives me all idea of where I

self how hard you've worked for this moment; imagine how impressed

was then, where 1 am now, and where 1 ultimately vV:lI1t to be. It helps me

people might be. 27 Do the same for your spouse or cousin or best fiiend.

understand the present and deal with it .... These memories also give me
a sense of confidence, kind of a "you did it before,

can do it again"

Be open to beauty and excellence. This strategy involves allow-

type of thing. If thinb'S are bad, I use my memories to start thinking of

. l11g yourself to truly admire an object of beauty or a display of talent,

YOll

ways to make it better rather than thinking abollt how bad it

is. 2.J

Best of all, if you master this strategy, you "will always have Pa ris"
even when you haven't been back for decades. 24

genius, or virtue. Strive even to feel reverence and awe. Positive psychologISts suggest that people who open themselves to the beauty and excellenc e aroun d th em are more likely to find joy, meaning, and profound
Conl1ectI'o
. t h'
.
1 cI1311 engIng
. to expe.
ns In
elr l'Ives. ?-H I t may appear Immensey

Replay happy days. In a recent study, my graduate students and I

l"Ience 'awe In
. response
. to mun d ane d"al 1y I'fc
Ie- rea d'lllg t h e sports pages,
Watching a mOVIe,
. waIk'mg t1lroUg h the par k--but it's an ability well worth

showed that the practice of repetitively replaying your happiest lite even~
serves to prolong and reinforce positive emotions and make you bappie r.-'

Cultivating. Don't go through life wearing blinders to everything that is
touchin g, b eautl'f,u1, vIrtuous,
.
and magnificent. Consider the example of

So think about one of your happiest days-commencement day (yours or

tile poet Walt Whitman, whose "favorite activity was to stroll outdoors by
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himself, admiring trees, flowers, the sky, and the shifting light of day, and

[he habit of mindfulness, showing, for example, that a standardized eight-

listening to birds, crickets, and other natural sounds." Here's a description

week' mindfulness-based intervention can boost well-being and reduce

'ychological distress, pain, and physical symptoms in iU persons. 32 The

of Whitman by a contemporary:

p'

intervention teaches specific techniques, like learning relaxation, paying
' ntion to breathing through stretches and postures, and becoming

It was evident that these things gave him a pleasure far beyond what they

at [t .

give to ordinary people. Until I knew the man, it had not occurred to me

avv

that anyone could derive so much absolute happiness from these things as

Jliques are integrated in the practice of meditation, described in greater

he did .... Perhaps, indeed, no man who ever lived liked so many things

detail in Chapter 9.

"are of bodily sensations, thoughts, and emotions. Many of these tech-

and disliked so few as Walt Whitman. All natural objects seemed to have a
charm for him. All sights and sounds seemed to please him. He appeared

Take pl e asure in the senses. Luxuriating, or indulging the senses,

to like (and I believe he did like) all the men , women, and children

is one of the key ways to promote savoring. 33 Pay close attention to and

he saw. 29

take delight in momentary pleasures, wonders, and magical moments.
focus on the sweetness of a ripe mango, the aroma of a bakery, or the

Be mindful. Many philosophical and spiritual traditions stress the

warmth of the sun when you step out from the shade. Take in the cool,

cultivation of mindfulness as a critical ingredient of well-being. The prac-

fresh air after a storm, the brushstrokes of an impressionist painting, or the

tice of Zen Buddhism, for example, emphasizes clearing one's mind and

crescendo of a symphony. One laboratory experiment revealed that people

grounding oneself in the present moment. Given the vast anecdotal evi-

who focused their attention on the sensory experience of consuming

dence of the benefits of mindfulness, psychological researchers have

chocolate reported more pleasure than those who were distracted while

begun to study this phenomenon in the laboratory. A series of studies

eating. 34 This means making eating (whether chocolate or steak or a

conducted at the University of Rochester focused on people high in

banana) into a ceremonial occasion, with an attractive presentation, a quiet

mindfulness-that is, those who are prone to be mindfully attentive to the
here and now and keenly aware of their surroundings. 3o It turns out that

and comfortable setting, and no distractions (no TV, reading material, or

such individuals are models of flourishing and positive mental health.

concentrated attention on certain elements and completely block out

Relative to the average person, they are more likely to be happy, opti-

others. For example, close your eyes and keep still when listening to music

mistic, self-confident, and satisfied with their lives and less likely to be

or enjoying a massage, or wear ear plugs to a museum. Stay absorbed in the

depressed, angry, anxious, hostile, self-conscious, impulsive, or neurotic.

present-in a state of flow-and try not to think of anything else. Some

Furthermore, people who are habitually mindful of their current experI-

people call this rolling in the moment, just sensing.

intrusive thoughts). To sharpen your perceptions, you may need to focus

ences are more likely to experience frequent and intense positive emo-

An extraordinary illustration of this strategy comes from a story of

tions, to feel self-sufficient and competent, and to have positive social

priSoners in a concentration camp who met regularly to share a fancy din-

relationships, while those who are not usually mindful report more illness

ner in their minds, imagining all the details of the lighting of the room,

and physical symptoms.

the stiffness of their clothes, and the flavors of the food:

In the words of William James, "Compared to what we ought to be,
we are only half awake."31 So how does one wake up to the present

My friend, a French painter and Resistance fighter, was put in a con-

moment? As it happens, researchers have begun to train people to develoP

centration camp by the Nazis. Every evening during his long incarceration,
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he and two or three of his feUow prisoners ... entirely by

l1U:,InS

.. s'crve the experiellce for th e future, but the role of photographer may

of COn_

pll .

;tctuJlly detract from their delight in the present moment. I know a father

vers3tion and gestures ... dressed for dinner in immaculate white shirts
that did not exist, and placed , at times with some difi'iculty because of the

.] 0

\\" 1

devoted himself earnestly to photographing th e birth of his first and

starched material that wasn't there, pearl or ruby studs and cuff links in

only child. The photos were beautiful but, he lamented afterward, he felt

those shirts .... They dr:mk Chateauneuf- du-Pape throughout the meal

t!Jat he missed out on the most important first moment of his son's life.

and Chateau d'Yquem with the dessert pastry. J5

Looking through the camera lens made him detached from the scene, an
observer and not an experiencer. Teach yourself to use your camera in a

Remarkably, these individuals were able to experience "pleasures of

way that enhances your ongoing experiences, by truly looking at things

We

:llld noticing what is beautiful and meaningful. Don't just create as mallY

all can learn how to luxuriate and transport ourselves, using Our five

pictures as possible; try to take, print, and frame the best picture you

senses, no matter how ordinary or unstimulating our current setting.

know how. This wiU make you more mindfill and more appreciative and

the mind" even under conditions of severe deprivation. With practice,

will lead you to enjoy your experiences more.
Create a savoring album. Whenever I travel for business, even for a
day, I carry a little photo album that has pictures of my kids at different ages

Seek bittersweet experiences. A bittersweet experience

IS

one

(the husband is relegated to the back). I look at it a lot-in planes, hotel

that involves mixed emotions, usually happiness and sadness mixed together.

rooms, and the audience of conference talks-and it never fails to give me a

Such events are usually characterized by the fact that they will soon end-

happiness boost. You can create sllch a savoring/memory album yourself. It

a vacation, a friendship, a phase of life, a sojourn in a particular place or

can have photos of your favorite people, places, or things-£mtily, friends,

tillle. When we are fuUy mindfi.ll of the transience of things-an impend-

pets, famous paintings, etc. (One of my friends has a beautiful panorama of

ing return home from an overseas adventure, a graduation, our child board-

her hometown, Barcelona, Spain.) Or it can have other happy-inducing or

ing the school bus for the fIrSt day of kindergarten, a close colleague

meaningful items-your acceptance letter to college, a love note, a favorite

changing Jobs, a move to a new city-we are more likely to appreciate

recipe, a niece's drawing, or an article about your favorite actor. Look at this

and savor the remaining time that we do have. Although bittersweet expe-

album on a regular basis but not too often, so as to stave off adaptation

ritnces also make us sad, it is this sadness that prompts

to

its

LIS,

instead of taking

pleasure. You don't want the same thing to happen to the items in your

it for granted, to come to appreciate the positive aspects of our vacation,

savoring album as might happen to a special photo on your nightstand or

colleague, or hometown; it's "now or never."

computer screen; when it's up for a long enough time, you fail to notice it

Researchers have attempted to foster savoring in the laboratory by

altogether. This savoring album is essentially a strategy to create and savor

drawing people's attention to the bittersweet or transient nature of some

the memories (the mental photographs) of your positive experiences. It's

Positive life experiences-that is, by pointing out that many such experi-

also valuable to review th e album in less happy times, when you're especially

l'nCes will eventually end. To test this notion, they recruited college sen-

needful of a boost.

IOrs nearing the close of their undergraduate careers to participate in an

Savor with your camera. An innovative idea is to train yourself to
S
.
use a camera as a savorIng
too I .."6
' Many peop Ie ta k e numerous PhotO

l'Xperiment. 37 These seniors were instructed to write about aspects of
their coll ege expert.ence (e.g., t h 'lr
. firten
' d s, t h e campus, etc.) twice a
\\leek 0 ver a two-wee k
' d ' Furt h ermore, while writing, some of the
' perlO
stUde
c
' .
.
nts we re asked to lOCUS on the fact that graduation was mumnent

while traveling or on vacation or during signifIcant life celebrations to
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(i.e., that they had only "1200 hours left"; this was the bittersweet group).

InerYlory with the pain removed."39 Studies have shown that nostalgic

whereas others were asked to focus on the fact that it was still far aWay

>xperiences spawn positive feelings, reinforce our sense of being loved

(i.e., that they had "1/10 of a year left"; a control group). The researchers

c

~

expected that pondering the imm.inence of one's graduation from college

an d Protected, and even boost our self-esteem.
Nostalgia can be triggered spontaneously-e.g., by a conversation

would elicit feelings of appreciation for college life and prompt studen ~

with an old friend, a birthday party, a photograph, an e-mail-or deliber-

to savor the present moment (because there was so little time left). By

ate Iy, through active reflection. It makes us feel good not only because
of the positive memories we might recall but because it protects and

contrast, the "graduation is far away" group would not be compelled to
savor the present, inasmuch as they would be made aware that there Was

our identities (e.g., by putting together pieces of the past into
. "nathens
sue
D

plenty of time left to enjoy college. The results confirmed these expecta_

a coherent whole), fosters pride (e.g., through memories of a past tri-

tions: Compared with the control group, the bittersweet ("graduation is

umph), regenerates a sense of meaning (e.g., through an improved under-

soon") group was more likely to show increases in happiness and to

standing of where we fit in our culture and generation), and buttresses

engage in savoring behaviors (e.g., spending time with friends, taking

social connections (by celebrating past and present relationships).

photos, participating in college clubs, or taking a scenic route to class).
So don't shy away from the bittersweet. In some sense, all our life

A note about writing. Some psychologists advise savoring through

experiences are bittersweet ones. All good things (and bad things) come to

writing, perhaps by keeping ajournal in which you describe a memorable

an end, and the acknowledgment of this truth can prompt you to stop and

past experience or an exciting time in the present. I recommend against

smell the roses.

this. The reason is that writing, while an invaluable tool to foster gratitude
or come to terms with traumas, stresses, or hurt feelings, is counter-

Wax nos talgic. Although many people associate nostalgia with

productive for savoring or relishing the present. Research from my and

homesickness, it is actually a positive emotion, albeit a poignant one.

other laboratories shows that writing is inherently a structured process

Being Russian-born, I should know; Slavic peoples are famous for their

that forces a person to organize and integrate his thoughts, to reflect on

nostalgia. When you feel nostalgic about a past time in your life, a person

what causes what, to create a coherent narrative about himself, and to

you were close to, a seashore you once haunted, you may feel a wistful

consider systematic, step-by-step solutions. As we saw in Chapter 6,

pleasure, a yearning that is at one and the same time joyful, affectionate.

writing is an effective strategy when one needs to cope with negative

and tinged with sadness, as you are fully aware that it is bygone. From time

experiences because it helps a person make sense of them and to get past

to time, nurture those nostalgic feelings; they will make you feel wartn

them, but you don't want to "get past" a positive event! When it comes to

about your past and bring back cherished memories of beauty, pleasure.

the best experiences in life, it's repetitive replaying and savoring of the

goodness, and love. Don't compare these feelings with the present; focuS

experiences that maintain the positive emotions surrounding them and

only on the positives and how they have enriched your life. My studentS

enhance your happiness. 41 In contrast, writing about a positive life event

and 1 have found that when recalling their most wonderful moments from

l11ay very well prompt you systematically to analyze that event-for

the past, the happiest people are apt to put them in their "psychological

example, by breaking it down into its component parts-resulting in your

bank accounts" or experiential treasure chests-that is, to experience

probably reducing the pleasure associated with it and perhaps even evok-

them as adding meaning and richness to their lives-rather than focuS

Ing negative emotions, such as guilt or worry. So, don't savor through

011

how the good old days were so much better than today.38 "Nostalgia IS
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writing, but instead, reflect, relish, and share with others.
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H appiness Activity No.1 0:
If yotl benefit from this activity, yotl may also want to try:

Committing to Your Goals
1. Increasing flow experiences (Happiness Activity No.8, p. 181)
2. Committing to your goals (Happiness Activity No.1 0, p. 205)

An aim in life is the only fortune worth fll1ding.
-Rohert LO{/l~'

Sl~pell.loll

Final Words
It's possible

to

overdo living in the present. A flourishing life involves con-

templating and panning for the future and learning from the errors of the
past. One study found that homeless individuals live almost completely in
n 1932, weighed down by the sorrows and agonies of his self-absorbed

the present,42 and observations of Alzheimer's patients suggest that they
43

People whose orientation is overwhelmingly present-focused

and aimless clients, an Australian psychiatrist named W Beran Wolfe

have been found less capable of delaying gratification and more likely to

summed up his philosophy like this: "If you observe a really bappy man

do as well.

44

As 'with anytbing, strive to strike a

you will fmd him building a boat, writing a symphony, educating his son,

balance between absorption in the here and now and, as I discuss in the

growing double dahlias in his garden, or looking for dinosaur eggs in the

next chapter, the conscious appraisal of the progress you're making toward

Gobi Desert."l He was right. People who strive for something personally

engage in a host of risky behaviors.

goals. 43

As a famous statesman once described how he had changed

significant, whether it's learning a new craft, changing careers, or raising

after a brush with his own mortality, "I try . .. in a funny way, simultane-

Illoral children, are far happier than those who don't have strong dreams

ously to think more about the future in constructive ways but to live more

or aspirations 2 Find a happy person, and you will find a project.

your

Some devote themselves to lifelong goals vis-a-vis their work, while

in the moment."46

others commit themselves to making their family, social, or spiritual
lives n10re meanm5Lu
. ....+. I . It turns out that the process of working toward a
goal ) participating in a valued and challenging activity, is as important to
weU-being as its attainment.J Indeed, numerous anecdotes reveal that
people often feel enormous letdowllS after having attained something that
they have been striving toward for years. After spending a decade helpbuild t h e arc h'ltectura II y exqulSlte
. . Wa It Disney Concert Hall, the seat
b

lllCF
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of the Los Angeles Philharmonic, music director Esa-Pekka Salonen
recounted feeling joy but also a '\adness that he doesn 't seem able to

uthor G. K. Chesterton's words, "There is one thing which gives radia
anc e to everything. It is the idea of something around the corner."
Second, having meaningful goals bolsters our self-esteem, stimulating

shake. Now that the impossible dream has been realized, how to move on
to the next thing? And what co uld possibly top this ."4 Although mOst of

. to feel confldent and efficacious. Furthermore, the accomplishment of

liS

us don't share the problems of famous composers, we are privy to the

every subgoal (on the way to the big goal) is yet another opportunity for an

general phenomenon , that working toward a meaningful life goal is One

emotional boost. Such lifts injoy and pride are important not only because

of the most important strategies for becoming lastingly happier.

they reinforce happiness but because they motivate us to continue striving.

Committed goal pursuit is different from the other eleven happine s

Consider the unhappiest people you know. They are likely to be apathetic,

activities that I describe in this book. The reason is that no matter what

bored, unmotivated, and devoid of aspirations, whether it's the idea of

our levels of happiness and fulfillment, all of us have some kinds of goals.

changing careers or changing wardrobes. Some of goal striving might

Furthermore, our goals vary from one person to another and across time.

require tedium or hard work, but the boosts along the way are worth it.

So, how do you adapt this happiness strategy to your unique situation?

T hird, pursuing goals adds structure and meaning to our daily lives.

Perhaps you have plenty of goals, but you lack motivation and passion for

Notwithstanding the myth of the man in the gray flannel suit, structure

them. Your priority should be to develop that missing passion and impe-

and meaning are good! It grants responsibilities, deadlines, timetables,

tus . Perhaps you are following the wrong kinds of goals. The goals that

opportunities for mastering new skills (e.g., building a wooden deck) and

you have set for yourself may be ones sold to you by the larger culture-

for social interactions with others (e.g., taking a wood turning class). This

"Make money! Own your own home! Look great!"-and while there

is valuable for just about everyone, but it's particularly critical if you are

may be nothing inherently wrong with striving for those things, they

older and retired (and thus may lack the structure and sense of purpose

mask the pursuits more likely to deliver true and lasting happiness. In this

supplied by a profession) or if you have disabilities or health problems that

case, your priority should be to discern which goals will make you happy

prevent you from doing what you used to do. If you find yourself in one

in the long term and to follow them.

of those situations, you would likely benefit emotionally fro111 pursuing
goals with a social, cultural, or political flavor-for example, strengthening friendships and family relationships, participating in cultural events,

Six Benefits of Committed Goal Pursuit

fund-raising for a political cause, or enrolling in an online class.
A fourth fringe benefit to being committed to our goals is that it helps

Our first charge is to turn to the question of why the process of pursuing

us learn to master our use of time : to identify higher-order goals (e.g., to

goals in the first place is so critical to our happiness. One way to think

visit every continent), to subdivide them into smaller steps or subgoals

about this question is to consider what happens when a person doesn't

(e.g., to plan the next trip to South America), and to develop a schedule to

hold any significant dreams or aims in life. Such a person is lost, with no

accomplish them (with electronic or paper datebook in hand) . This is a

direction, no incentives to act, no raison d'etre. First and foremost, com-

genuine life-simplifying and life-improving skill. Your life can £111 apart

mitted goal pursuit provides liS a sense of purpose and a feeling of control
over our lives. s Whether our valued activity is becoming a musician or

pretty quickly if you bungle to-do lists and make a m ess of well-laid plans.

having a baby, it gives us something to work for and to look forward to. In

tinue striving toward our goals during times of crisis. Research suggests
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Some of us may wonder whether it is feasible or even possible to con-
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ol Goal,/

,"';'ou[J You

Pllf"'fu e?

surrender in g no longer tenable goals. A serious injury or grave financial

!llllnitY. For example, on e of the most in trinsic ac tivities has to be the pur't of goals while on vacation. People are more and more choosing to
,1I1
. J~ge in w orthwhile and effortful tasks while away from work~tor
eil 6'
.. 111ple ) traveling to Rome for an architecture class, helping build a
c'X,1

loss will have us rethinking whether we should relinquish Our dream of

house for Habitat for Humanity, training for a triathlon, or doing an

becoming a ski instru ctor or attending law school. If we can bring

internship to learn how to run a win ery. After all, no one besides yourself

that not only is it possible, but commitmellt to goals during such times 11
lay
help us cope better with problems. So there is the flfth beneflt of goal p lIr_
suit. Of course, sometimes traumatic or challenging situations may require

Ollr_

selves to replace the old goals with new ones, w e' ll be happier.
Finally, the pursuit of goals often involves engaging with other people_

. rewarding you or pressuring you into suc h efforts. You do it because it's

IS

diverting, it's pleasurable, and it's mea ningfi.d.

teachers, clients, friends, colleagues, and partners- and such social conne{.:_

By contrast, extrinsic goals reflect more what other people approve or

tions can be h appiness-inducing in and of themselves. As I discuss in

desire for you-for example, pursuing goals for su ch superficial reasons as

Chapter 5, human beings have a strong "need to belong" and partiCipating

nuking money, boosting your ego, seeking power or £1me, and bowing to

in relationships, social groups, and networks not only makes us happy but

IllJlupulation or peer pressure. People usually aim for extrinsic goals as a

contributes to our continued thriving and survival.

mea ns to an end-for example, working hard to obtain a reward (e.g.,
'\!eJl th or social approval) or to avoid a punishment (e.g., shame or loss of

What Kinds of Goals Should You Pursue?

in come) .
Knocking the pursuit of money, beauty, and fame may smack of a vaJlue
judgment, but my argument is based squarely in research. The truth is that

There is persuasive evidence that following your dreams is a critical ingre-

following intrinsic goals makes us happi er, in part because they are relatively

dient of h appiness. But does it matter what the dream is and how you fol-

more inspiring and enjoyable; hence we are more likely to invest in them,

low it? Indeed, it does. It turns out that the type of goal or valued life task

persevere at them, and succeed at them. Another reason is that personal

(in psychological jargon terms) that you pursue determines whether the

gOJls that we intrinsically value directly satisfy our most basic psychological

pursuit will make you happy. Consider whether your life goals and dreams

needs in life. I'm not talking about food and sex here but, rath er, about our

have the properties depicted in this section.

need for autonomy (i.e., feeling in control of our behavior), for a sense of
competence (i.e., feeling effica cious in dealing with the world around us),
and for relatedness (i.e., feeling satisfled with our interpersonal relation-

INTRINSIC GOALS

ships). Researchers have shown that the pursuit of intrinsic goals is more

As self-evident as it m ay sound, working toward goals that are personally

likely to fulfill all these needs. 7 Let's say that your intrinsic goal is to become

involving and rewarding to you is more likely to bring you happiness than

Inore fit and qualify for the Boston Marathon. Training for the marathon is

,working toward goals that are not freely chosen. Numerous psychological

hJrd and even painful at times, but you persist and relish the runner's high

. studies have shown that across a variety of cultures, people whose primary

~\Vhich we learn in the next chapter is probably a myth, but you elBoy the

life goals are intrinsically rewarding obtain more satisfaction and pleasure

feeling anyway). Running brin!:,1S a sense of independence and mastery, you

from their pursuits .1> Intrinsic goals are those that you pursue because they

connect with others training for the sam e event, and your high spirits spill

are inherently satisfYing and meaningful to you, which allow YOLl to groW'

OV(;r to your marriage. You are killing not just two birds with one stone but

as a person, to develop emotional maturity, and to contribute to your conl-

three Or four. The benefIts of intrinsic goal pursuit are indeed great.
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Does this mean that extrinsic goals are always bad? Not necessaril

So~etimes we pursue extrinsic goals (like material wealth) in order ~
obtam the reso urces and opportunities that will allow us to pursue OUr h
c er~
ished dreams or intrinsic goals. For example, I'm friendly with a gu
y, an
entrepreneur, who works very hard to earn a high salarv and b
I
onus
because, he says, it will permit him to take time off from his work (which ~

.ncrease your happiness. For example, if you are an extravert, you may

'IIlli 1

JO well pursuing goals that involve interactions with other people. If YOll
:l dominant personality yo u might wish to take on a leadership actJv!1:l\,e ,
'
. If "ou are on the nurturing side, choose a goal th at allows you to take

Iry

I

.

'

.

. ., of others. If you are co mpetitive and achlevement-onented, strive for

tart

,thinO'b that satisfies that spirited drive in you, like winning an athletic

some;

not very satisfYing) to write short stories (his true love), to garden (a second

[O urnamen t or being the most productive worker in your division. Know-

passion), and to spend more time with his fast-growing t\wens (Whom he

mg·

adores). At other times, we need extrinsic motivation in the form of awards

intelligence. If you understand your guiding values and have a clear sense

money, or social recognition to persist at an important but difficult gO~

of you r preferences and desires , you will likely instantly recognize when

(e.g., survive the grinding work required to attain the job we really want) or

there's a match between you and a particular activity or life task. If you

simply to pay the rent.

don't, then contemplate whether you feel "authentic" when pursuing a

.

¥hich goal will fit you best takes a bit of self-awareness and emotional

particular goal. When you're doing your thing-writing a song, playing
with children, telling a joke, learning about global warming- do you feel
AUTHENTIC GOALS

as if you're more the person that you want to be . . . or less?

Do you value and truly "own" your goals, or are th ey really the goals
favored by your parents, spouse, or neighbors? I knew a lot of people in
college in the latter category, who were premed beca use their parents

ApPROACH GOALS

really, really wanted them to be doctors . For the better part of a decade,

Consider as an exercise the most important and m eaningful goal that

Ken Sheldon and Andrew Elliot have been studying what they call elf-

you are currently pursuing, whether big or small. Does this goal involve

determined, or authentic, goals-that is, goals that are rooted in a person's

approaching a desirable outcome (e.g., seeking novel and thrilling expe-

lifelong deeply held interests and core values. Not surprisingly, they find

riences, redecorating your bedroom, or making three new friends) as

that people are happier, healthier, and more hardworking when they are

opposed to avoiding an undesirable outcome (e.g., trying not to feel guilty,

following goals that they own and that these people show bigger increases
in happiness after attaining their authentic goals. s Presumably realizing

preventing an argument with your girlfriend, or making sure your house
doesn't fall apart). Interestingly, the same goal can be conceptualized as an

authentic goals satisfies our true values and innate needs , thus delivering

approach goal (e.g., to be a fit and healthful eater) and an avoidance goal

powerful emotional benefits. If you have ever met a happy premed, she

(e.g., not to be fat). A growing number of studies have shown that people

probably genuinely and authentically desires to minister to the sick. , be

who chiefly pursue avoidant goals (or construe their goals in avoidance

owns that goal.

terms) are less happy, and more anxious, distressed, and unhealthy, than

One way th at you can own your goals is to choose ones that fit you

people who generally pursue approach goals. 9 Not surprisingly, people

well. We are happier and more likely to persist at a goal when our striving

with 111any avoidance goals perform relatively more poorly on whatever it

toward it consistently makes us feel good. The more a goal fits your personality, the more likely that its pursuit will be rewarding and pleas urefiJ1

IS

easy to identifY a single path for an approach goal (e.g., to eat three
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that they 're pursuing. lO One of the reasons may be that it's relatively
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healthy meals per day); an avoidance goal, by contrast, usually requires

Is- that is, the "right tasks at the right time."14 Of cou rse, if we don't

,rO:l ".

many paths (e.g., to avoid all obstacles to snacking). Focusing on avoid_

~Ilti !l the cultural prescriptives, we are not necessarily doomed to failure

ance goals may also lead you to view things with a negatively biased per-

or mise ry, but we must adapt our goals to the opportunities that we do

spective (e.g., ''I'm prone to feeling guilty") and to be ultrasensitive to

All that thinking

h;JVe.
As we get older, what is important to us also changes . The goals that

about how you don 't want to feel guilty may backtire on you, and Soon

we set for ourselves in our twenties are difIerent from those we set tor

you'll really start feeling guilty. 12

ourselves in our forties and our sixties. Studies have shown, for instance,

threats or failures, ll which could become self-fulfilling.

that young people are more likely to have goals that involve seeking new
information, acquiring knowledge, and experiencing novelty. 15 When
HARMONIOUS GOALS

f.1ced with a choice between having dinner with their favorite author and

It is fairly self-evident that your goals should complement one another.

their favorite aunt, they choose the former. Older people, by contrast,

Simultaneously striving for conflicting goals (like "build my business" and

nuke the opposite choice. 16 They are more concerned with emotionally

"spend more time outdoors") will make you so annoyed and discouraged

meaningful goals-maximizing positive emotions and avoiding unpleas-

that you'll relinquish both goals and end up feeling stressed out and

JIlt ones-than with expanding their informationar horizons. In sum, the

unhap py.13 Unless your business is construction or kayaking, the adaptive

priorities that we place on our goals change with time, but no matter

solution is to change one or both of the goals to make them more harmo-

what the substance of the goals, one certainty remains across every age:

nious with each other (e.g., resolving to work on your paperwork in the

Pursui ng goals brings greater happiness than abandoning them.

sun or partitioning your day into work and leisure). That's easier said than
done. If it's not possible, you may very well have to give up on one of those
ACTIVITY GOALS

goals, but that's preferable to sacrificing both.

Which goal is more happiness-inducing: seeking to better your Clrcumstances or taking up a new activity? Research suggests, and we already
know, that when people strive to change their circumstances (e.g.,

FLEXIBLE AND ApPROPRIATE GOALS

As we get older, our opportunities for pursuing goals are bound to

buy high-definition televisions, move to Florida, acquire tidier room-

change, sometimes opening up and other times diminishing. An empty

mates) by defming and then achieving their goals, they certainly feel hap-

nest suddenly affords time for travel or new hobbies or changing careers.

pier, but they risk experiencing hedonic adaptation . In other words, you

A chronic illness prompts us to rearrange our entire perspective and face

are likely to adapt quickly to your new situation and begin to desire ever-

new roles and challenges. Furthermore, our c ulture (our native country.

higher levels of pleasure (e.g., an ever-bigger HDTV, a home in Florida

ethnicity, or religion) "expects" certain life tasks to be accomplished dur-

with a view, a tidy roommate who doesn't play loud music, etc.) simply in

..

..,

and

ing certain stages of life -for example, establIshmg our Identities .

order to re ca pture your previous level of happiness. However, the process

sense of self, finishing school, getting married , buying a home, attaining
. .
.
ise"that we
. c I1ild ren, retlrlng,
career success, I1avmg
an d so on. I ts' no surpr
.
.
'
'bl
d
obtam maXimum happll1ess when we take on flexi e an appropci~e

of pursuing "activity" goals (e.g., joining a wilderness club, volunteering
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at a blood drive, le::lrning about art) allows a person continually to experitncc new c h a11 enges, ta k t' on new opportunities, and meet a variety of
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Re com mendatioll.! fo,. Committed Goa! Pur.!uit

experiences. So, to answer my previous question, sustained pursuit of
activities th at you value is more happiness-inducing, with its ability to

CHOOSE WISELY

deliver a stream of positive events and regular boosts in happy mood.

'fo revisit the previous section: The pursuit of goals that are intrinsic,

Ken Sheldon and I demonstrated this phenomenon empirically in a

authentic, approach-oriented, harmonious, activity-based, and flexible will

fIeld study.17 Participants were instructed to describe two goals that they

deliver more happiness than the pursuit of goals that are extrinsic, inau-

had recently pursued and realized, one goal that involved a pOsitive

thentic, avoidance-oriented, conflicting, circumstance-based, or rigid. This

change in their circumstances (e.g., moved to a nicer apartment Or

mouthful of words is based Oll decades of research. As a first step, then, con-

received some unexpected income) and one goal that involved taking 011 a

sider your significant goals and strivings. 18

new activity (e.g., started studying to gain admission to graduate school or
made God a bigger part of life). The participants actually told us that they
had "gotten used to" their positive circumstantial changes much more than
to their positive activity changes. Accordingly, the results showed that
both activity changes and circumstantial changes made our participants
happier six weeks later, but that only activity changes continued to make
them happier twelve weeks later. The reason, I'm convinced, is that
despite the fact that circumstantial changes are often more momentous

-----------------------------------------------I NSTRUCTIONS: Please think about the goals that are currently important

to you or have been important in your life recently. "Goals" include intentions, wishes, desires, and motives. List at least one (1) and up to eight (8) of
your most significant and meaningful goals below.

than activity changes, the participants adapted to their positive circumstantial changes (such that they no longer boosted their happiness) but not
to their activity changes (i.e., to following activity goals). Pursuing new
activities can indeed produce a steady inflow of positive feelings and
experIences .

Recommendations for
Committed Goal Pursuit
At the heart of this chapter is a happiness-boosting strategy that involves

----

-- -

picking one or more significant goals that are meaningful to you and dedicating time, effort, and passion to pursuing them. Obviously, there are as
many ways to accomplish this as there are different goals. However,
research suggests that the most successful "strivers" share several charaCteristics. I've designed a set of suggestions, see pp. 215-16, to help yoU
begin and maintain a program of committed goal pursuit.
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Now, for each of the goals that you wrote down, check off which attribUtes

purpose while engaging in it? Pleasure is not enou gh to sustai n most

listed in the left-hand column characterize it and which attributes on the

people 's interest and coml11itment for extended peri ods of time. 2o Value

right.

and meaning are vital.

CHO O SE W ISELY: REPRISE

What if you read the preceding section and realized, with dismay, that you
._
_
_
_

_
_
_
_

don't have a list of goals to consider, let alone to reconsider? What if you

_ _ extrinsic

intrinsic
authentic
approach-oriented
harmonious

__
__
__
__
__

_ _ activity-based
_ _ flexible /appropriate

3re unsure about what you want to dedicate yourself to, what worthy pur-

inauthentic
avoidance-ori ented
conflicting
circumstance-based
rigid/inappropriate

pose to pursue? Don't despair; there are a numb er of exe rcises that can
help you discover the goals that are most meaningful for you .l l The first is
to contemplate and describe in writing the personal legacy that you

would like to leave after you die. For example, you might imagin e how
you wo uld wa nt to be rem embered

by your gra ndchildren or great-

grandchildren. Write a summary of your life, your values, an d your
accompli shments as yo u would like them known to your descen dan ts in
If any of the descriptors on the right apply to your goals, you may
need to reconsider them: modifY them, perhaps, or grant them lower pri-

the form at of a first-persoll letter or even an obituary. "A man should
choose with careful eye th e things to be remembered by."22

ority. For example, if yo u discover that your goals at work are generally

Another approach is to write down what kinds of lives you would

extrinsically motivated and inauthentic, contemplate how you might

want your children (or future children) to lead as adults: what kinds of

change your perspective. Keep a diary of the vvays that your work has

people you wish them to become, which values to hold , which goals to

made the world a better place today. Perhaps you've comforted a troubled

attain. Keep working on yo ur summary, adding and subtracting, until you

coworker or client, m ade a room, garden, or street more beautiful, clari-

are satisfIed with it. This process will prompt you to reexa mine your life

fied something that w as inscrutable, increased neighborhood safety,

and priorities and help yo u gain clarity on what you co nsider most

helped someone solve a problem, improved the environment, and so on.

IInportant. In this way, your goals will naturally be revea led to you.

A study of 1,018 working women found that they spent almost exactly
50 percent of their waking hours working. 19 You may do well either [0

Reread the summary on a regular basis, and remind yourself what rea lly
IHatters.

. about yo ur wor k or to c h ange t h e~ na t lIre of. your
change your perspectlve
work. You 'll know if you 're successful if hearing that statistic fills yoU
with joy (or at least reassurance) rather than regret.
.
d
' ,d
Toals that
In <reneral, yo u are more likely to persevere an succee at g
o

h

.

r goalS
tist the

have a larger purpose or long-term Importance. Make sure t at yOU

..

are meaningful to yo u. Is your only motIvation to

b

ecome an ar

fact that you consider painting fun, or do you additionally fll1d a seIlse
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OWN YOUR GOALS

H. ow do YOll come to have authentic goals-namely, to own them? Ken
Sheld on once attempted to enhance the authenticity of people's person ~t1
goals
' aca d
· success, .
. a romantic
.relatIOn.
. (su
,c h as ac h·lev1l1g
enuc
Impwvll1g
shIp
·?3
. .
.
.
, Or masterIng a sport). - If you had been a partICIpant 111 IllS study,
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Recommendatlol/,/ for Committed GoaL Purduit

you would have been asked to attend two sessIons during which y
au
would have been encouraged to think of ways to make your goals m
Ore
interesting and challenging and to try to value them more, identify With
them more, and fmd them more meaningful. You would have been
advised to reevaluate goals that you were forcing yourself to pursue-that

be obvious why it's important to commit to your goals, better yet, to
commit to them with passion, ardor, and zeal. If you don't commit or if
YOU do but lack enthusiasm, then you may quit on a whim or give up
:vhen you're feeling particularly tired, bored, or fearful of continuing.
Passionate commitment in and of itself carries many benefits. It fulfills

is, goals you heid only because either somebody else was pressuring or
coercing you or because you would feel guilty or anxious if you aban_

people's needs to belong and to connect with others, as it often involves
social duties and obligations (helping a neighbor's teenager with his college

doned them. Trying to "own the goal" and "make it rewarding" would

essay, listening to a despondent friend, nursing a sick child, etc.). Conunit-

have been suggested to you as being especially important during those
inevitab]e periods when pursuing the goal was frustrating or burdensome

ting to important goals also reinforces our sense of autonomy, because
while it may appear at first sight as a constraint to our freedom, the choice

and you were tempted to give up. For example, if you are having great

to

difficulty maintaining conunitment to preparing an office presentation,

sion

you could try reflecting on the deeper value that the goal expresses (e.g.,

(e.g., "Don't be such a workhorse; come party with us!") as well as from

developing your potential in your career, lifelong learning, etc.). You

our own self-doubts (e.g., "This is so hard; maybe I should just give up").

might also try strategies that make the labor more rewarding, such as practicing the presentation with a friend, learning an inventive new software

When we avidly dedicate ourselves to the pursuit of a dream, we are taking
charge of our destinies and gaining insight into ourselves.

program to create your slides, or finding a particular setting or time of day
when the work is more enjoyable.

Not surprisingly, commitment is especially potent when made in front

The results of Ken's study showed that those who were able to trans-

commit is, and should be, made freely. Following through on our decito

strive toward something also helps shield us from social pressures

of other people. Teens who tell their friends that they will abstain from
sex are more likely to keep their pledge,24 and citizens who tell a survey

form their goals into authentic ones not only were more likely to attain

researcher that they intend to vote are more likely to actually do

their goals but felt themselves happier and more authentic with time. It
appears that people who have goals they truly own are continually grow-

University of Scranton study found that people who made public New
Year's resolutions were a remarkable ten times more likely to succeed at

ing and developing and are particularly prepared to take advantage of new

their goal (e.g., quitting smoking, improving their relationships, becom-

opportunities to grow even more. Those who do not own their goals, by

Ing a vegetarian, etc.) than those who had not. 26 Making public our com-

contrast, appear "stalled" and stagnant in their growth.

mitment to a particular goal raises the likelihood that we will carry
through that goal, in part because we want to appear consistent to our-

SO.25

A

selves and others (e.g., "I claimed I'd apply for the managerial position,
and so I did") and avoid embarrassment or awkwardness.

COMMIT, WITH PASSION

The pursuit of goals, even intrinsically motivated ones, isn't always a cakewalk. To fulfill your dream of becoming a mathematician or a costume
designer or a parent, you must endure a great deal of drudgery and hard
work, obstacles and stress, and, at times, personal sacrifice and failure.
Indeed, developing skills in almost any activity requires a great deal of
practice, patience, and labor. Sometimes you must take risks. Thus it may
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CREAT E SELF-FULFILLING PROPHECIES

If my grandmother, Baba Valya, had lived long enough, she would have

~:ndoubtedly admonished me with something like (roughly translated):
the one who makes no mistake is the one who does nothing." The
219
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converse being, if you don't try, if yo u don 't make an efl-ort, you'll achieve

psychology resea rchers describe two kinds of contro l that people can exert

zilch. So, in the words of Nike, "just do it." If you believe ill yourself and

over a situation, primary control and secondary control. .32 Primary control,

are optimistic-"I can become a sll ccessful doctor," ''I'll be a good parel t

1 ,

·ch is often unfeasibl e, refers

\-\' hl

to

trying to change the situation (e.g., con-

desp ite my traumatic childh ood," " I know I can ask her out" -yOU will

villcing yo ur daughter to stay or moving yourself), whereas seco ndary con-

increase the chances th at you will persevere and that whatever you're ail11_

trol refers to changing how you view the situation (e.g., shifting your goals).

ing for will ultimately cOI11.e to pass. For exa mple, a study of people who

Studies show th at if you are able to adapt your goals to the new challenge,

resolved to ca rry through an important ne\v goal for their N ew Year's res-

yOU

will be happier. For example, although your overall higher-level goal

olution found that those who were confident that they co uld change were

(to spen d more time with the grandchildren) might remain the same,

sis'11ifl cantly more likely to maintain their resolutions over time.2' This is

your subgoals might be different-for example, to p urchase and learn to

called a self-fulfilling prophecy, a belief that confIrl11S itself, lead ing to it\

usc a webcam to stay in touch, to learn to ride the train to their new city,

own fulfillment.

etC. In another example, a person who has suffered an injury may be

Social psychologis ts have amassed piles of evidence that simply doing

unable to continue his regular exercise routine, but he may substitute other

something can change how we feel about it.2H For example, helping

goals. T he jogger could take up yoga or the stationary bike. This way the

someo ne can lead us to feel that the helping was worthwhile, and raising

higher-order goal (exercise) is maintained, but the lower-order subgo als

money for a political cause ca n lead us to believe more firmly in that

are adjusted.

ca use. So, take action toward your goals, even when you have lingering

Th e sa me logi c applies when new opportunities develop. Being flex-

doubts. The actions in and of themselves are likely to diminish those

ible involves keeping your eyes and ears open to n ew prospects and possi-

doubts or dispel them altogether.
Furthermore, once you begin to succeed at a goal-tor example, mak-

bilities. If you do so, yOll'll be more likely to take advantage of such
opportunities and to derive greater happiness from them. So, if you learn

ing one new friend (if th e goal is improving your social life) or having a

abou t a new program that allows you to earn a valued degree on the

rudimentary conversation in Italian (if the goal is to learn Italian)-you

weekends, consid er acting on it. Effective secondary co ntrol also entails

will feel jubilant and satisfied with your progress, thus bringing about

viewing constraints or threats as challenges or opportunities. Your daugh-

mo re and more success. 29 The result is an upward spiral, something to aim

ter's moving farther away might inspire you to learn to drive so that you

for. Consciously rewarding yo urself for ac hieving milestones can also

cou ld visit her more often . One door may close, but another may open .

in crease your chances of future success and

happiness.-'IJ
])0

'T U NDERMINE INTRINSIC MOTIVATION

BE FLEXIBLE

When yo u do find a pursuit that is both enjoyable and meaningful, be

Th e ability to be flexible with regard to your activities ;lI1d your goals is a

careful not to do anything to undermine your intrinsic motivation. The
rC ·IS
.
,. on IS
t hat we ca n lose interest and enthusiasm even for the most valued

valuable skill. After all, if an obstacle or constraint or opportunity suddenly
.
. .
11 S
anses,
you may nee d to change or ad apt your aspu-atlOns.ay t11a t one of
the chief goals that yo u've been working on for the past severa l years is to
spend more time with your daughter's family. However, you lea rn that ·he
will be moving soon with her children to ano ther city two hours away.
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and
O"r t·fy·
. . . if
fc I
h d or coe rced to engage in th em .
,
b a 1 mg activities I we ee pus e
~ocial psychologists have persuasively shown that rewarding people
01 wha t th ey already enjoy m ay undermine thei r enjoyment-that is , it
can turn play into work. A woman I know loved reading great works of
221
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literature and decided to earn a Ph.D. in English. A couple of years later
she was accepted to a graduate program with a good reputation and began
taking the sequence of required literature courses. Suddenly she found

Re.·earchers in Montreal wanted to help young communiry-living
retirees identity, plan, and pursue personal goals J5 So they did an intervention. O ver the course of about three months the participants met in small

herself being rewarded for doing something that she already enjoyed

(TroUPS with a group leader for two-hour weekly "workshops" to "learn

(a nd punished for slacking off). The rewards- A grades, impressing the

'hoW
" to

professors-essentially gave her

second (and extrinsic) reason for work_

ful; rela tive to a control group, the retirees who participated in the work-

r could get a

shops became significantly happier after the intervention and maintained

good grade and not because I love it," she told me the last time I saw her.

rh3t imp rovement for a remarkable six months after. Given how well the

"I don't look forward to reading anymore." This is how extrinsic rewards

intervention worked to teach people to follow and realize their goals, let's

can undermine intrinsic motivation.

consider what it encompassed. Bear in !lund the steps taken by the individ-

:1

ing on her Ph .D. "I'm finding myself reading novels so that

A classic and elegant study demonstrated this phenomenon with
kids .33

manage their life goals." The intervention was extremely success-

uals enrolled in this study; you might want to draw on them yourself.

Nursery school children (all of whom liked drawing) were divided

During the first few sessions participants generated a list of their per-

into two groups. Children in the first group were told that if they played

sonal aspirations, intentions, and projects (e.g., to socialize more, to become

with Magic Markers, they would receive an attractive "Good Player

more spiritual, to raise a pet, etc.), and brought up any irrational beliefs

Award ." The other group was just given the opportuniry to play with

about these goals (e.g., "My friends don't like me around anymore" or HI

markers (with no promise of reward). A couple of weeks later the

could never afford a pet").

researchers returned to the nursery school and observed what the children

Second, they identified their highest-prioriry goals and contemplated

were doing during their classroom "free play." Interestingly, the kids

them at some length. Suppose that your highest-priority goal is to move

who'd previously anticipated the reward now played less with the Magic

to the ciry. How much effort will this require? What kinds of resources do

Markers than those who had not been offered an award. For the "Good

you need? How much would you

el~oy

the move? And so on.

Player Award" group, what was once play had been transformed into a

Third, they selec ted a single goal (e.g., learning Spanish), described it

dury, something they did to receive a rewa rd and not because they sin-

in concrete terms (e.g., gaining fluency in speaking and some faciliry in

cerely enjoyed and valued it.

writing and reading), and personally committed themselves to it. You
could consider writing your goal down in a journal, posting it in a visible
place, or announcing it to your £lmily or circle of friends.
The fourth step involved developing implementation intentions-

"BABY STEPS": BREAK DOWN YOUR GOALS

where, when, and how actions would be taken (e.g., complete a Spanish

To make progress toward your higher-level goals, you must break them

language workbook, take a Berlitz language course downtown on Mon-

down into lower-level, concrete subgoals. Before you can master French

day nights, etc.). A critical element here was to anticipate obstacles (e.g.,

cooking, you must learn how to braise Belgian endives. This means creat-

boredom, lack of time, frustration, family disapproval) and to think of

ing plans to take specific steps rega rding where, when, and how to pursue

strategies to manage them (i.e., switch gears, prepare your family, set aside

a goal. People who have such implementation intentions are more likely

time to study when energy levels are high, etc.). For example, you might

to realize their bigger, more abstract goals. 34 But always keep the more

try to watch out for thoughts of quitting or feelings of low motivation

abstract goals in the back of your mind.

and make a conscious effort to return your attention to the task at hand .
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Fifth, participants carried out their pbns, persisting through challenges
and difficulties, with the group's emotional support. Indeed, at times it'

s

necessary

to

revise or change your chosen goal and even to question it.~

priority CIs moving really the right thing for me right now?").
For example, one of the participants, a Mrs. M , began the intervention
with a lot of challenges (her husband had passed away five months earlier,

for

CllflllllLtteo

Goal

Pllr,ll/.l.t

(foalS, you identify in 3dvance (and prepare for) the doubts or challenges

~;lt might compel you to quit, and you go do it. Whether yo ur goal is

to

(fet married, to read every great work of literature, to be an expert skate-

~oarder or scrapbook maker, or simply to become 3 happier persoll , it's
\\.ithin your power to make it h3ppen. Just remember that happiness will
come front pursuing goals, and not necessarily from achieving them.

leaving her feeling helpless and astray, and she had recently retired) but,
according to the researchers, ended up successfully involving herself in
goal pursuit and becoming considerably happier as a result. 36 Her original

MR . SC II WENGEL

inventory of priorities comprised four different goals-"Put my talent to

Before I end this chapter, I want to tell you a story about a guy I inter-

good use," "Recover my self-confidence and autonomy," "Reestablish

viewed who happens to be a teacher. His name is Kurt Schwengel, and he

myself either through \;\fo rk or a charitable cause," and "Join a new circle

is well known as one of the most innovative and talented teachers in hi s

of friends"-and she selected the last one to focus on. During the plan-

school district. I had heard £i'om a variety of sources that he is a fantastic

ning phase Mrs. M broke up her goal into concrete terms-specifically.

kindergarten teacher, winner of a Crystal Apple ("Best Educator") Award,

"to attend breakfasts for retirees , to fmd new activities to participate in ...

who has developed his own curriculum, which he constantly updates and

with others," and "to take th e initiative to call people instead of waiting

reworks on his Web site. "Mr. Schwengel doesn't follow the rules," a little

for them to call."
The obstacles that Mrs. M faced included moments of feeling like giv-

girl from his sc hool had warned me, so I should have guessed that he'd be a
genuinely happy person. And he is. He is pure energy, enthusiasm, ingenu-

ing up and persistent grief over the two major losses in her life, her hus-

ity, hard work. "I love my job. I'd do it for free," he told me, and it shows.

band and her work. In the process, she was encouraged by hopeful

His job is a calling.

thinking, supported tangibly and emotionally by the workshop group,

The happiness-enhancing strategy of committing to goals may sound

and additionally decided to undertake psychotherapy to work out her

boring, but it is anything but. To say that Mr. Schwengel has committed

grief.
The leaders of the workshops noted that Mrs. M demonstrated

to goals is an understatement. He is fairly bursting with goals. He makes
digital movies of his pupils and creJtes n ew games that make them

"exemplary courage" in pursuing her goal of making new friends (as well

"explode with happiness." Every three weeks he changes the curriculum

as her broader goal of rediscovering the high-energy, decisive woman that

to a new theme, with accompanying costumes, music, thematic school-

she once was). By the end of the intervention she reported having

Work, and fi eld trips CSt3J' Wars" is the kids' favorite, but so are "base-

achieved 75 percent of her objective. She also felt strongly that she vvas

ball," "Japan," and "The mystery of the missing swo rdfish.") He takes the

progressing toward "finding the wom3n from before" and became happier

kIndergartners to college b3sketball games, the beach, and the dinosaur

in the process .
So you see that committed, passionate goal pursuit consists of many

museum and introdu ces them to bowling and sushi . Every morning,
When the classroom door is opened promptly at eight-thirty the kids rush

elements. Although the process may be diffi cult, it's not really very com-

III

plicated. All the required steps are logical: You begin with a dream or

Jtld

vision of what you want to do, you break it up into smaller, concrete sLlb-

hear a kid say, 'So-and-so was mean to m e today,' in his class," a form er
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as if he were a rock star. He plans and designs and writes and imagines
talks all day long. He is a phenomenal disciplinarian. ("You never, ever

Happin cs~ Act iv ity No. 10 : Committing to Your Guals

Schwengel mom informed m e.) H e's teaching five-year-olds how to read
how to use scissors, how to play Uno, and how to putt. And when he"
not working hard , he's playing hard.
S
Let me make something clear. Mr. Schwengel is not manic or off h'
IS
rocker. He doesn't even nec essarily look happier than you or I He is .
.
Just
engaged, in flow, in constant interaction with children and adults mak'
I11g
,
his work and life as enjoyable and meaningful as anyone could imagine.

9.

Taking Care of Your Body
and Your Soul

I'm sure excellent public school kindergarten teachers are underpaid.
Also, I'm sure that some of them, unlike Mr. Schwengel, bemoan the
drudgery, the bratty kids, and the anxious, pushy parents. Elsewhere in
this book I've raised the notion that there are multiple perspectives of the
world, of yourself, your family, your job, your living situation. Deciding
to become happier entails making a choice about which perspective you
take and acknowledging that the choice is in your hands. Mr. Schwengel
has made the choice to commit to being the best teacher he can be. You
make your own choice.
his last chapter on happiness-increasing activities covers a set of
strategies that appear, at first glance, qualitatively different from the

Readill.9 Guide

rest. After all, most people don't commit to a religious faith, join a gym,
or smile at strangers in order to become happier. Happiness, however, happens to be a significant by-product of all these behaviors, true regardless

If you benefit from this activity, you may also want to try:

of how fortunate (or unfortunate) you have been with regard to your
"happ iness genes" or your position in life. This very fact makes the strate-

1. Savoring life's joys (Happiness Activity No.9, p. 190)

2. Developing strategies for coping (Happiness Activity No.6. p. 151)

gies desc ribed in this chapter a vital part of a program to maximize the
amount of happiness in our day-to-day lives. If any of them happen to fit
your traits and lifestyles, choose one today, and begin implementing it
Without delay.
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lro!11iscuous sex, and smoking. Religious people smoke and drink less

~h:1l1

their less religious peers.5 Certain religious groups (like Mormons
:11
10 Seventh-Day Adventists), which encourage healthy diets and prohibit
premarital sex, alcohol, tobacco, and drug use,. are healthier th_an other

Happiness Activity No. 11: Practicing
Religion and Spirituality

,rro u pS. 6 Religious groups also encourage pOSitiVe, low-stress hfestyles-

Psychological researchers have often been hesitant to study spirituality

~)r example, by advocating moderation (versus extreme, illegal, or risk-

and religion. On the face of it, science and religion cannot mix. God can_

taking behavior) and by fostering a harmonious family life. Indeed, some

not be investigated in the laboratory, and the sacred cannot be quantified.

studies show that religious involvement is related to reduced risk of crime,

Just because religious beliefs can't be empirically tested or falsified, how_

delinquency, and marital conRict.

ever, doesn't mean that the conscquenccs of having religious belief~, partici-

This potentially explains the finding that religious people are physi-

pating in religious life, or searching for the sacred cannot be studied.

cally healthier, but what about the fact that they're happier, more satisfied

Indeed, a growing body of psychological science is suggesting that reli-

with their lives, and cope better with crises? For instance, 47 percent of

gious people are happier, healthier, and recover better after traumas than

people who report attending religious services several times a week

nonreligious people.! In one study, parents who had lost a baby

sudden

describe themselves as "very happy," versus 28 percent of those who

infant death syndrome were interviewed three weeks after their loss and

attend less than once a month. 7 The social support and sense of identity

then again after eighteen months. 2 Those who attended religious services

provided by belonging to a close-knit religious organization (church,

fi:equently and who reported religion as being important to them were

temple, or mosque) could be the operative mechanisms. After all, religion

to

better able to cope eighteen months after the loss, showing relatively less

is usually not practiced in isolation but within a "fellowship of kindred

depression at this time and greater well-being than nonreligious parents.

spirits," who share one another's burdens, reach out to those in need, and

Two reasons were found to underlie the benefit of religion on adju t-

offer friendship and companionship. To be sure, people who attend reli-

ment: Those active in their churches reported greater social support (per-

gious services on a regular basis have larger social networks-that is, more

haps through the church itself) and were able to fll1d some meaning,

friends and acquaintances on whom they can rely-and actually do

however elusive, in their children's deaths.

receive tangible help from members of their religious group. x This isn't
surprising; religious services and the many activities associated with them
(such as charities, volunteer programs, and outreach initiatives) bring

RELIGION'S RETURNS FOR HEALTH AND WELL-BEING

together people who have a lot in common. Members share not only the

Other studies have shown that relative to nonreligious folks, those actiW

basic assumptions and belief~ inherent in their religion but important

in their religions Jive longer with a variety of diseases and are healthier in

political and social values. This fact enables one-to-one social, emotional,

gene raP For example, if you are having serious cardiac surgery and

and material support, and creates a sense of community among the mem-

receive strength and comfort from your religious faith, you'll be almost

bers of the church, synagogue, or mosque, leading people to feel appreci-

4

three times more likely to be alive six months later. The trouble is that we

:1ted, respected, and provided for. This sense reinforces your identity and

don't really know why. One seemingly obvious reason could be that reli-

affirms your lifestyle. After all, it feels good when people whom you

gious people are more likely to practice healthy behaviors. Indeed, many

respect and admire share similar roles and values and your approach to
daily life.

religions prohibit such unhealthy practices as excessive drinking, drug use,
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So it's possible that the fact that religious people are happier than the
nonreligious has nothing to do with the substance of their religious and
spiritual beliefS-with God, with living life in accordance to their hOly

cod cannot be fully understood") , and solace (e.g., "We are more than
, t a momentary blip in the universe"). Indeed, such religious coping is
IllS
'so powerful that during hard times it is the single most frequently used

texts, with the sanctity of life, or with the sense of meaning that religious
faith gives their lives-and everything to do with the simple fact that their

form of coping by older people. t o
A mother who lost her firstborn son and later gave birth to a healthy

religions bring them into contact with other similarly minded and caring
people. It could be true, but [ don't believe it.

cond child was able to fmd meaning in the death in the following way:
se
"They say there's a reason for God to do everything, you know. I think

First, we shouldn't ignore the one "ultimate" supportive relationship for

that's very true because I think I love [my second child] a lot more than I

many religious individuals, one that doesn't require any formal participation

would [have] had our first son been here."ll Similarly, studies show that

in religious services or programs, and that is their relationship with God.

"God had a reason" is one of the most common responses by victims of a

This relationship is not only a source of comfort in troubled times but a

range of traumas, such as paralysis, to the question, Why me? Further-

source of self-esteem, feeling unconditionally valued, loved, and cared for.

more, those of us who are able to apply benevolent religious frameworks

Those of you who feel this way have a sense of security that others only

generally adjust better to our ordeals. For example, in a study of patients

wish for. Your belief that God will intervene when needed gives you a sense

undergoing chemotherapy, those who believed that God had a measura-

of peace and calm. Your identification with God or partiCLIlar biblical fig-

ble control over their cancers had higher self-esteem and were rated as

ures can help you interpret and guide your own life (e.g. , "What would the
divine other do in this situation?") and even fuel a sense of vicarious control

better adjusted by their nurses (e.g., more happy, serene, and active, and
relating better to others).12 Interestingly, the belief in God as a controlling

(i.e., "With an omniscient and omnipotent deity, all things are possible").~'

force helped these cancer patients cope better than did belief in their own

Second, your sense that God has a purpose in everything helps you

personal control. But the control they were talking about wasn't a passive

find meaning in ordinary life events as well as in traumatic ones. This is

submission to an external force; rather, the patients spoke of using prayer

critical. Regardless of whether you are involved with a formal religious

and faith, as well as their own efforts at managing the disease, as a means

organization, your health and happiness may benefit simply (or perhaps

of obtaining control from God. It was an active and interactive give-and-

not so simply) from your having religious faith. This becomes particularly

take process between the individual and a higher power.

important during challenging times. A health crisis or a death in the fam-

Even beyond negative or traumatic life events-when our days are

ily, especially one that is unexpected or premature, may lack a clear secU-

merely ordinary-religion and spirituality undoubtedly belp us find

lar explanation and can severely challenge your basic assumptions about

meaning in life. Why do we need a sense of meaning? Because we need to

the fairness and justice of the world. "Religious coping," which includes

feel that we matter, that our suffering and our hard work aren't futile, and

praying, reexamining one's sense of meaning, and collaborating with a

that Our life has a purpose. Because we need to feel

divine other, can help you understand that the event is part of a broader

OUr fates. Because we need to be able to justifY our actions: why we

divine plan or that it offers an opportunity for spiritual growth or that yOU

should forgive, what we have to be grateful for, why we should turn the

have the ability to handle things. The sense of meaning that you derive

other cheek, and so on. Because we need a reason to focus beyond just

from your religion can provide hope (e.g., "God will ensure that things
will get better"), a satisf)ring explanation via a broader, benign purpose
(e.g., "God brings hardship to make you strong" or "The will of a loving

ourselves. Finally, because a sense of meaning fuels our sense of self-
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sense of control over

It makes us feel good about our belief systems, our identities, and
the Communities of like-minded individuals to which we belong. 1.3

WOrth.
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It's also worth noting that religious faith gives rise to a number of

pos..
itive emotions and experiences that are associated with happiness, and thO
in itself can partly explain why religious and pious people are hap . IS
pIer
than nonreligious ones. One such attribute is the dispositio n to forgive. A.
slew of studies has shown that highly religious and spiritual individual

s see
themselves as more forgiving and value forgiveness more than do th .
elr
peers.14 Finally, the practice of religion-private prayer, spiritual purslIit

and collective worship-can engender hope, gratitude, love, awe, COtn~
passio n , joy, and even ecstasy, all being happiness-increasing feelings. 15

J{{lppine"J Acti,1ity No. Ii: Practicing R e fi.ijion alld Spirituality

. ed with transcendilw
the self and committing to a higher power (e.g.,
b

eCll1

" \3e aware of the spiritual meaningfulness of my life" or "Learn to tune
.

Into

hia her power thrOlwhout the day") are relatively happier.:w
b

>:>

So spirituality oflers something for those of us who are not, or do not
\\'J

11 t

JttCI1

be affiliated with any formal religious institution. Instead of
'
d1'nO" church or temple we can work at searching for the sacred in
to

b

'

-

. ny different ways- through meditation, prayer, or by instilling a spiril]lel
tual dimension into our daily lives.
First, as I describe in the next section, meditation is a powerful technique that can boost both physical and psyc hological well-being, and
many people who practice it do so by using a spiritual mantra. The ability

BENEFITS OF SPIRITUALITY

to transcend your ordinary life through meditation appears to be one of

SO fa r I have been muddling a bit the words spiritual and religious. What's
the difference? There is certainly a lot of overlap, but the overlap isn't com-

the reasons for its many benefits.
Although undoubtedly there are different ways to pray, the type of

plete. 16 Spirituality is defined as a "search for the sacred"17- t hat is, a search

prayer most closely linked with spiritual practice, and the most beneficial,

for meaning in life through something that is larger than the individual elf

is meditative prayer. This is a type of prayer through which you try to

("self-transcendence" is a good label). Spiritual individuals refer to God or

J1laintain a divine relationship. For example, you might sp end time just

to related concepts like divine power or ultimate truth. Religion also

being "in the presence " of God. People who practice meditative prayer are

involves a spiritual search, but this search usually takes place in a formal,

happ ier overall and feel closer to God than those who practice other kinds

institutional context. However, because the majority of spiritual people

of prayer, such as petitioning for relief or beseeching for forgiveness .21

define themselves as also religious, the benefits of spirituality are essentially

Finally, people for whom spirituality is important try to experience a

identical to the benefits of religion. Spiritual people are relatively happier

sense of the divine in their day-to-day existence-for example, by culti-

than nonspiritual people, have superior mental health , cope better with

vating feelings of awe, inspiration, and wholeness, by fostering a sense of

stressors, have more satisfying marriages, use drugs and alcohol less often,
are physically healthier, and live longer Iives. IH People who perceive the

the vastness of God's love, by nurturing belief in a power greater than
oneself, and by developing a connection with the transcendent. This se nse

divine being as loving and respo nsive are happier than those who don't. III

of spiri tuality may come more easily with practice and during extraordi-

However, those of you who do not believe in God may sti\l be able to

nary circumstances, wch as childbirth.

sanctify ordinary things on earth. If yo u think of your work as a caIling
(divine or not), if you perceive your children as blessings, if you understand
love as eternal, or if you believe that the body is holy, you are imbuing

FOR W H OM ARE RELIGION AND

aspects of life with sacred or divine qualities. SanctifICation, it turns out, can

SPIRITUALITY MOST BENEFICIAL?

provide motivation, meaning, and satis£1ction. Couples who sanctify their

The flrst answer to this question is consistent with a key theme of this

marriage are more satisfIed and invested , parents who sanctif)' parenting 3re
more effective disciplinarians, and college students who pursue goals coo-

effec tive for p eople who are open to them and are moti va ted to practice

2>2

2))

bOOk, w hich is that particular happiness-e nhancing activities will be most
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Happine,Jd Activity No. ff: Practicing Religion and SpiritllaLity

them with effort and commitment. In other words, if it feels mtur I
' a to
you to practice religion and spirituality, then by all means do it.

cans (relative to Europeans), possihly because their religious faith is rela~

·r problems to God show lower levels of mental health.24 People who
rhel
as distant and punitive are more likely to be distressed and
e ive God
~~
. .
. . . .
.11 :lod indlvldl1Jls angry at God backslIde m theIr health. Gutit, shame,
J , '
fear may be experienced when people believe that negative events
an d
t God's punishment for their sins (or, worse, the work of demonic
repr esen
forces), and such beliefs are associated with greater depression and worse
health and quality of life. 25 Finally, beliefs in original sin are associated

tively stronger. Furthermore, people who actively and publicly participate

with low self-esteem, perhaps because it's hard to feel good about yourself

in religious activities (e.g., attending church or praying) are happier than

if yoU feel incompetent and shameful out of the conviction that you are

those who simply espouse religious beliefs. (This fmding underscores the

In addition, researchers have made several interesting discov .
enes
including the fact that religiosity is more strongly tied to happiness amon~
women (relatIve to men), among AfrIcan-AmerIcans (relative to whites)
among older people (relative to younger ones) , and amonoNorth fun erl~
.'
0

key role that a support community may play in the happiness-boosting

inherently a wicked person.
Regarding the question of whether religious beliefs can foster preju-

effects of religion.) Finally, and not surprisingly, those who pursue reli~

dice, this has been found in some studies of religious fundamentalists,

gion for intrinsic reasons (i .e., as a way of life) are happier than those who

who sometimes agree with statements like "The reason the Jews have so

pursue it as a means to an end (i.e., for instrumental, extrinsic reasons,
such as career or status).22

much trouble is because [sic] God is punishing them for rejecting Jesus"26
:lnd "The AIDS disease currently killing homosexuals is just what they
deserve."27 However, these findings are fairly weak and the results not
very generalizable to today's diversity of views, indicating that the vast
majority of religious and spiritual individuals are more likely to be inclu-

ARE THERE DOWNSIDES TO RELIGION?

Freud argued that religion can create an "obsessional neurosis," whose

sive, compassionate, and open-minded than the reverse.

guilt. 23

Finally, the search for the sacred can be unsuccessful, triggering anxiety

The popular media sometimes suggest that religious people are more

and distress, or, in rare cases, can lead to absolute submission to a cult or

symptoms include suppressed emotions, repressed sexuality, and

prejudiced and closed-minded than their less religious peers, or are rather

hostility toward nonbelievers. To be sure, these are extreme examples. If

passive about their lives and health (relinquishing all control to God), or

you choose religion and spirituality as one of the activities to increase and

are incapable of rational scientific thought, or have maladaptive beliefs in

sustain your happiness, you're unlikely to confront such problems. As with

divine vengeance, "righteous anger," and original sin. Furthermore, just

all the happiness-boosting strategies I have discussed, moderation and
common sense are wisest.

like intimate relationships, which can deliver a person's highest highs and
lowest lows, religious congregations can similarly be a source of stress and
conflict. They may demand a great deal of time, energy, money, sacrifice,
and conformity to strict expectations for moral conduct and family life.

PRACTICING RELIGION AND SPIRITUALITY

Do these represent genuine drawbacks and harms of a religion, or are

[ had considered leaving this section blank, as most people who are reli-

they myths perpetuated by a secular public? Yes and no. Studies support

gious Or spiritual have a pretty good idea of how to observe their faith. But

some, but not all, of these observations. For example, people who

perhaps a few suggestions can galvanize someone who is uncertain, at a

strongly believe that prayer can cure their ills are less likely to exercise and

loss,

are less involved in their own health care, and those who passively

2J4

deter

Or

feeling despondent and inert. I'll start with a brief list and expand

On a couple of strategies in detail. For now, for today, you need choose
2J5
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only one activity to tl-y. Join (or recommit to) a temple, church,

Or

1110squ

e,

a spiritual program, or a Bible study group. Set as your goal attend in

Fourth , for many, there is sometimes powerful meaning in anguish and
trauma (see Chapter 6). Suffering may bring about posttraumatic growth,

ga
religious service once a week or even daily. Spend fifteen minutes eVe

including spiritual grovvth, a timeless perspective on possible lite paths,

day reading a spiritually themed or religious book, flipping through a

:tnd a sense that life has renewed meaning.

VO~

ume of affIrmations, listening to a spiritual radio program, or watching
, a
religious show. Volunteer for a faith-based charity. Finally, learn about

rieIlces, like the comfort you feel at a religious service or the awe and won-

other rehgions by doing research at the library or on the Web or by talking

der yOll feel when in the presence of the mystery and majesty of the divine

Fifth, at the heart of religion and spirituality are strong emotional expe-

to friends and acquaintances about their faiths. Not only will you be

or when confronted with the intensity of love, the immensity of the uni-

enlightened and perhaps stirred to try something new, but you may end up

verse, or scenes of exquisite natural beauty. Such religious experiences,

builcling or strengthening friendships.

including conversion and near-death experiences, which may contain prolound feelings of spiritual awakening, ecstasy, or being "bathed in light," all

Seek meaning and purpose. Researchers believe that a genuine

serve

to

deepen your faith and endow your life with greater meaning.

sense of meaning in life must be rooted in a person's own thoughts, feel-

Finally, an essential path to fincling meaning in your life is, almost by

ings, and experiences. Blindly embracing someone else's sense of meaning

definition, to work on developing your faith. In a sense, faith provides the

won't bring about happiness and growth. Creating meaning is one of the

answer to the "big" questions: WilD am I? What is my lite for? Where do

most difficult things that you can do, and the meaning that you do create

I fit in? Who is the creator? How do I live a virtuous life and improve the

is likely to change over the course of your life. Here are six suggestions

world around me?

from resea rchers on how to strive to fmd

it. 2t!

First, life is more meaningful when you are pursuing goals that are har-

Pray. A universal way to practice religion and spirituality is through

monious and within reach-for example, when you have the time, the

prayer. Indeed, almost seven out of ten Americans report praying every

ability, and the energy to devote to your most important goals, whether

single day, and only 6 percent report never praying. 2~ Every religion has its

those goals involve rearing children or developing as a writer. If you're not

own form and tradition of prayer, its own ways of communicating with

sure what your goals are or how to follow them, read Chapter 8.

God or the divine. The following ideas are for how to make prayer a bigger part of life.

Second, greater meaning comes from having a coherent "lite scheme."
Sit back and write down, or share with someone, your own life story.
Who are you now, and who were you before? What future do you imag-

Dedicate a period of time each day-from five minutes to an

ine for yourself? What are the obstacles in your path? What assumptions

hour-to prayer. You may use the time to petition God for

do you hold about the world and why things are the way they are?

something for yourself or others or simply to be "in his pres-

Third, creativity-in the arts, hum:\I1ities, and sciences and evell ill

ence," or to read a prayer book.

self-discovery-can impart a sense of meaning to many people's lives.

Alternatively, you may choose to pray spontaneously throughout

Here again, self-transcendence may be critical. What you create may be
·fc . nifinot only a joyful process for you personally, which lends your l 1 e Slg •

the day and in specifIC situations-for example, when

cance, but something, if you're lucky, you may pass on to others-tor
today and for future generations.

256
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feel

depressed or tense or judgmental, or when you witness a beautiful object or a kind act, or when something particularly good (or
bad) has happened.
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Say a prayer upon waking or before bedtime or prior to each

froJ11 talking to him is joyous as I get to share with him all my secrets, and

meal. A prayer of gratitude, if you are so inclined, may be partic_

he rids me of all my doubts and anxieties. I am definitely going to con-

ularly comforting and happiness-inducing (see Chapter 4) .

tinue doing this every day as it gives me strength when 1 wake up and I
rest easier as I go to sleep.

Rosa, a young woman I met at my university decided to ch
.
.
. .
. ,
ange her
.
lIfe by actively practICmg prayer. Although she was raised to b el'leVe In
God and to attend church on Sundays, she told me that she did it only
because she was dragged there. When she became an adult, she

had

stopped doing something that she used to do a lot and that \"as pr .
aymg.
ThIs IS how Rosa descnbes her expenence of trying to accomplish her
•

•

•

•

'

' V <.

new goal and the multiple benefits she incurs:

find the sacred in ordinary life. Develop an ability to see holiness
.
ryda)' things both beautiful and plain. A meal can be holy, and so

In eve

'
ild's laugh or a new snowfall. The big sky above Montana looks to
can a ch
' people as if it has God's fmgerprints on it, but so can ordinary
1l13n )
nd situations. Sanctifying day-to-day objects, experiences, and
seen es a
struggles takes a great deal of practice, but it's at the heart of spirituality
and its rewards.

The past week I have been praying when I go to bed and when I wake up.
I pray for my day, and I give thanks for everything that has happened. I tell
God of ali the things that have bothered me during the day, finding myself

CLOSING

wiser and happier when I fmish praying, as if I had just told a friend

Scientists can no longer ignore the powerfui inft.uences of spirituality and

everything that has bothered me for a while. Before I started praying, I felt

religion on health and well-being. If nothing else, the statistics should

awkward, as I had to do it in front of my roonunate and I did not know

compel them. In the United States alone the vast majority of individuals,

how she would take it, yet when I engaged in praying to God and closed

about 95 percent, believe in God. 30 If you so choose, and in your own

my eyes, I stopped being aware of my surroundings. I completely let

way, you can harness the benefits of £lith to improve your happiness and

myself free of all opinions and biases and thanked him for my day, thanked

your life.

him for all he had done for me, and prayed for strength to continue in his
path in the following days. As I finished praying, I felt relieved, as if a huge
weight had left me, and I felt satisfied.
The activity itself was not hard per se, but doing something I have not

Reading Guide

done in many years was hard to pick up, especially since I started doing it
every morning and every night. HmNever, I enjoyed doing it . .. . I did not
feel alone anymore .... I have and will make a habit of repeating my

If you benefit from this activity, you may also want

to

try:

prayers every day, as I know that every time I do, I engage in better conversations with people, act more thankful, forgive easier, and make the

1. Taking care of your body (Happiness Activity No. 12, p. 240,

ones around me feel like they are in good company. I believe that God is

244, 250)
2. Developing strategies for coping (Happiness Activity No.6, p. 151)

capable of many great things and he will watch over me wherever I am.
He is my father, my friend, and my brother, and the feeling that I receive

2J 8
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H appi ness Activity No. 12: Taking Care of
Your Body (Meditation)

Be nonstriving: Although, at first glance, this instruction may
. ear inconsistent with what I advise in the chapter on comlrutP
JPd oal pursuit it's not because it encourages you not to be too
te g"
.
,
d on achievin(T
(as opposed to progresslIIg toward) your
tocuse
0

Half an hour's meditation each day is essential. except when
you are busy. Then a full hour is needed.

goals
. t·. Don't rush or force things
Be panen
. , but allow them to unfold

-St. Franci" J" Sal,,,,

in their own good time.
Be trusting: Trust yourself, and trust that things will work out

One of the limitations of the existing research on religion is that almost aU

in life.
Be open: Pay attention to every little thing, as though you were

of it has focused on Judeo-Christian faiths. Eastern religions- Hinduism,

seeing it for the very fIrst time.
Let go: Set yourself free of ruminations . This is what's called

Buddhism, Taoism-offer a distinct perspective. At the core of these religions is an explicit contemplative spirituality. In Buddhism, this discipline is

nonattachment.

achieved through meditation, which helps a person accept life's "irrefutable
truths"-that our lives are constantly changing and that our grasping to
control our lives is futile. The regular practice of meditation is said to produce true happiness by realizing a state of awareness and detachment.

WHY M EDITATE?
J

honestly was surprised to learn

hD'W

many controlled laboratory and

Meditation actually comprises a family of techniques that go by different

field investigations have been conducted to explore the consequences of

names (Zen meditation, Transcendental Meditation, Vipassana meditation)

the practice of meditation.:;3 An avalanche of studies has shown that med-

and different categories (concentrative, mindfulness, contemplative, loving-

itation has multiple positive effects on a person's happiness and positive

kindness). The core ingredient that underlies them all is the cultivation of

emotions, on physiology, stress, cognitive abilities, and physical health, as

attention. 3 ! Of course you can focu s attention in mallY different ways-

well as on other harder-to-assess attributes, like "self-actualization" and

for example, nonanalytically and nonemotionally on a single object (on a
flame, your breath, a sound, or a single word, such as is done in concentra-

moral maturity.
R.esearchers who study the bodies of people during the practice of

tive meditation), or nonjudgmentally on all thoughts, sights, and sounds

meditation have confIrmed that meditators are able to attain both a pro-

without ruminating on them (such as is done in nundfulness meditation), or

tCllll1d state of physiological rest (indicated by a reduced respiration rate,

more broadly by opening yourself up to God to contemplate the big ques-

tor instance) and a heightened state of awareness and alertness (indicated

tions of life (such as is done in contemplative meditation). Meditation is a

by such things as increased blood flow ;:l11d other relevant markers in the

very personal experience and Inay be performed in many difl:erent "'Vit~.

brain). tn my favorite meditation study, healthy workers underwent an

but experts have put together several crucial elements to aim for during Its

eight-week training program in mindfulness meditation :,4 At the end of

practice: 32

the eight weeks, those who had practiced meditation (compared with a
Control group) showed increases in activity in their left prefrontal cortex,

Be nonjudgmental: Observe the present moment impartially.

relative to the right. If you recall from Chapter 2, this particular pattern of

with detachment, without evaluation.

grl\lter brain activation in the left versus right part of the brain is observed

24(1
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Happillc,.,1 ilclil'ily No. 12:

m happy and approach-oriented individuals' thus this fmdinO"

.
nicely
corroborates other research revealing that a series of reo-ular m d' .
.
.
b
e Itatlon
sesSions produces greater happmess and less anxiety and depressio 35 ~
.
n. ru~
thermore, m the same meditation study, meditators showed a
.
' "
stronger
Immune response to the mfluenza vaccme (WIth which the h d b
..
y a
~
ll1Jected), and the greater the increases in their left-right brain as
.
~~~
the stronger the munune response. Amazingly even a short-ter
.
,
m practl
of meditation can affect your brain activity and your immune system. 36
,

b

Not surprisingly, such physiological effects may translate into and influ_

il1edltal"lofl

tel._I111 ique-if' you learn to applY, it with sedulous effort and commitment.

Stice ess ful practicers. of meditation cultivate it like physical exercise: as a

·dal'1y way, of being.. A woman friend who swears by meditation as the
secret to her happiness described it to me this \'Vay: "I meditate every
· orJ1l'ng for twenty minutes. It is a sacred time that I protect from all
nl
· US I'ons or commitments, and for the rest of the day I am more cen[Iltr
tered and open-minded, not as sensitive or irritable or tense. I feel a sense
of well-being that lasts all day. A day that I miss doing it is not the same,

ence a person's health. Meditation interventions have been shown to be

somehow wrecked."
People meditate for a variety of reasons : to gain inner peace, to

effective in patients with heart disease, chronic pain, skin disorders, and a

explore a higher reality, to heal themselves of disease, to release their cre-

variety of such mental health conditions as depression, aILxiety, panic, and

ativity or intuition, or to attain insight. And to achieve happiness.

substance abuse. Besides its direct physiological effects, meditating can help
people who are ill (and everyone else, for that matter) because it reduces
their reactivity to stress and boosts positive mood, self-esteem, and feelings

How

of control. For instance, one study showed that a six-week meditation

THREE HUNDRED WOHDS

TO MEDITATE IN FEWER THAN

workshop made working adults happier by augmenting their daily positive

Teachers of meditation advise that meditating involves sitting alone in a

emotions, producing, in turn, such benefits as more savoring of the present

comfortable place, back straight. Close your eyes, and foclls on breathing

moment, enhanced quality of their relationships, more social support, and
a reduction in their illness symptoms. 37

in and out. As you breathe out, silently repeat a short word (like

or be). Or if you prefer, focus on a specific object, sound, or task, like a

A number of intriguing studies have even revealed benefits of medita-

candle, a tone, or your breath. If your mind wanders (e.g., "J have to start

tion for such seemingly intractable characteristics as intelligence, creativ-

dinner in twenty minutes," "Jack looked so handsome yesterday," "I feel a

OfIf,

aum,

ity, and cognitive flexibility in the elderly. In two different studies, college

sore throat coming on"), let your thoughts pass, and then restart by bring-

students who undertook a program to learn about and practice medita-

ing your attention back to your breath. The key is to notice your mind

tion showed bigger improvements on an intelligence test as well as in their

wandering and then to turn imvard and "detach" from your thoughts .

course test grades, relative to contro} groups. Another study, with premed-

Don't let your ruminations and fantasies and plans and memories control

ical and medical students, found that those who were instructed to practice

you; take charge of them. This will take practice and repetition; beginners

mindfulness meditation reported greater spiritual experiences and empathy

usually can only "quiet" or "still" the mind for no 1110re than a few seconds

for others--and lower anxiety and depression, even during the stressful

at a time. A common experience is that the moment you think you've

exam period-than those in a control group placed on a wait list.

emptied your mind, it starts to flll up again.

These studies make meditation look like a panacea. If the evidence

Build the length of time you are able to meditate from five to twenty

were only anecdotal, I'd be skeptical, but it's based on years of empirical

ll1inutes, and try to do it every day. Ideally, arrange for a meditation space. It

work. The data are persuasive that there's something powerful about this

can be modest or large, decorated-with photos, artworks, or inspirational
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The proverbial feel-good factor in exercise is well known. But the fact

quotes-or completely spare. It should be co mfortable and, if possible, free
of distractions.

that the psychological benefIts of physical activity trumped those of anti-

Meditation has many rewards, but it doesn't come effortlessly tor

depressJnt drugs surprised even m e. Could the exercise program in this

everyone. PJscal wouldn't have contended, "All of humanity's problems

study have boosted participants' self-esteem and sense of mastery over

stem from man's inability to sit quietly in a room alone," if sitting qUietly

their training? Could the antidepressant medication, by contrast, have

alone were easy. For a boost or encouragement, consider taking a class

aiven participants a less self-affIrming explanation for their personal

on meditation, visiting a meditation Web site, or buying a how-to CD

improvement (i.e., "The drugs lifted my depression" versus "It was my

or book.

own effort and commitment to the exercise program that helped me beat

t:>

this thing")? In any case, the SMILE study epitomizes a flood of research
corroborating the multiple benefits of physical activity for health and
well-being. Physical activity reduces anxiety and stress; protects us from

Happiness Activity No. 12: Taking Care of
Your Body (Physical Activity)

dying in general (and from dying of heart disease or cancer, in particular);
reduces the risk of numerous diseases (diabetes, colon cancer, hypertensian); builds bones, muscles, and joints; increases quality of life; improves

of

sleep; protects against cognitive impairments as ,ve age; and helps control

Internal Medicine in 1999. The researchers recruited men and women
fifty years old and over, all of them suffering from clinical depression, and
divided them randomly into three groups. The first group was assigned to
four months of aerobic exercise, the second group to four months of antidepressant medication (Zoloft), and the third group to both . The assigned
exercise involved three supervised forty-five-minute sessions per week of
cycling or \\Talking/jogging at moderate to high intensity. Remarkably, by
the end of the four-month intervention period, all three groups had
experienced their depressions lift and reported fewer dysfunctional attitudes and increased happiness and self-esteem. Aerobic exercise was just as
effective at treating depression as was Zoloft, or as a combination of exercise and Zoloft. Yet exercise is a lot less expensive, usually with no side
effects apart from soreness. Perhaps even more remarkably, six months
later, participants who had "remitted" (recovered) from their depressions
were less likely to relapse if they had been in the exercise group (six
months ago!) than if they had been in the medication group.39 The
researchers named the study the Standard Medical Intervention and

weight. 40 In sedentary older adults, a very low-intensity exercise pro-

An impressive study of physical activity was published in the Archives
38

gram (walking or resistance/ flexibility training) reduces depression and
increases confidence and maintains the improvement for an astonishing
five years. 41 Finally, surveys show, and large-scale randomized interventions confIrm, that exercise may very well be the most effective instant
happiness booster of all activities. 42 Is that enough?

WHY DOES PHYSICAL ACTIVITY
MA KE PEOPLE HAPPIER?

Psychologists believe that several explanations underlie the well-being
rewards of exercise. First is the self-esteem/mastery explanation I just
mentioned . Taking up a sport or fltness regimen makes you feel in control
of your body and your health . Seeing yourself get better at somethingfaster, farther, stronger-provides a terrific sense of agency and selfWorth. Second is the possibility that physical activity offers potential for
Row as well as a positive distraction that turns away worries and rumination. It essentially serves as a time-out from your stressful day, with

Long-term Exercise study. SMILE.
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positive spillover effects for hours afterward. Interestingly, this view of

areater h:lppiness. Indeed, exercise has been shown to elevate serotonin

exerClse makes It sound a lot like meditation, and indeed, the few studi
.
~
th:lt h:lve directly compared meditation with exercise show that th
. ..
e two
activities often show identical effects includina reduced anxiety
' b
and
increased mood-lifting hormones. 43 Of course the experience of ex .
erCIse
and medit:ltion is very different, most notably, one gener:llly producing

~vels, simil:lr to

the effects of Prozac. 45
But what about the endorphin hypothesis? Doesn't vigorous physical

activity elevate endorphins, the brain's natural pain-killing and euphoriainducing opioids, le:lding to the familiar runner's high? Unfortunately,
there is not a great deal of support for this theory, although central opi-

so-called high-arousal emotions (energy, enthusiasm, and vigor), the

aids have been found to suppress the unpleasant symptoms of physical

other producing low-arousal emotions (serenity, peace, and calm). But

exertion, thus presumably reducing discomfort (though likely not pro-

they all are positive emotions that not only make you feel good but distract you from hassles and anxieties.

ducing an actual high).46
Finally, I should mention that physical activity really has two kinds

Third, physical activity, when performed along with others, can pro-

of benefits. The fIrSt is the "acute" immediate boost you gain from a

vide opportunities for social contact, thus potentially bolstering social

single bout of exercise, and the second involves the" chronic" improve-

support and reinforcing friendships. It can even lift the burden of loneli-

ments from all ongoing exercise program. These benefits are not one and

ness or isolation. A former avid footballer (soccer player) in Birmingham,

the same. For example, you may feel wretched duri/1g exercise but experi-

Engbnd, described how taking up the sport allowed him to take on a new

ence feelings of motivation, exhilaration, lifting of anxiety, or general

social identity separate from his current one-namely, a person with a
mental illness:

well-being immediately aften\'ard. Alternatively,

any enduring effects (such as the sense of mastery from sustaining your

When you have had a bad day .. . then you can go out for football for an

later. The fIrSt time I resolved to become fit, back in school, I read in a

hour and a half with complete strangers and they don't know what I do,

running manual that it takes eleven weeks for a running program to "stick"

they just know me to play football with and that's how I like it. I've got

and to obtain benefIt. Eleven weeks are a long time to wait and endure, and

friends who know about my illness but these people don't know nothing

unfortunately, many people give up before they reach that mark. But when

about me, they just respect that I am a good footbaJler and they like me

you reach it, physical activity becomes a natural extension of your life, a

training or bolstered body image from dropping

YOll

:I

may not encounter

pant size) until much

because of that. It's kind of a therapy tor myself because I don't have to

habitual act that requires no decision making to initiate. When the :lbrm

justifY who I am and what I have done in the past in terms of illness and

goes off, you don't contemplate whether you should drift back to sleep or

they just respect me for being a damn fine soccer player because I am the

get up and start moving; you just do it. It sure is worth it.

captain of the team .'14

The feel-good consequences of exercise could be physiological in ori-

WHAT IF EXERCISE MAKES

You

FEEL BAD?

gin . When you exercise, not only do you teel good that you're accotn-

Rigorous physical activity, no matter what it is, may cause you to feel

plishing something, but you also experience the fringe benefits of

terrible. Does this make

improved physical fitness, including gre:lter cardiovascular endurance,

YOu should change your exercise routine. First, consider finding an exer-

flexibility, and strength. You may be able to lift heavier objects, walk far-

cise that-magic word-fits your lifestyle, resources, and person:llity.

ther, and avoid health problems into old age. This in itself c:ln bring about

Don't jog if

2 46
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a bad person? No, but it probably means that

live in a rainy climate and hate being wet. Don't join a
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gym if it strains your budget. Don't participate on a team if you're allergic

n10ving can be done as part of a formal, organized, and refereed sport or

to competition. Don't do aerobic exercise (e.g., elliptical machine) if

at home alone on a yoga mat.
Exercise professionals traditionally advise that you calculate your maxi-

you

prefer anaerobi c (e.g., stretching and toning). Do something that aff-I

rnts
some part of you. If you're a social person, acquire a running buddy Or

mum heart rate (most simply defined as 220 minus your age) and strive to

join a golf club. If you need more time with your children, buy a jogging

work out at a level between 65 and 80 percent of that figure . So, if you are

stroller or join a baby yoga class. If you like nature, take up hiking or ski~

thirty-twO years old, your maximum heart rate is 188, and the range to

ing. If you love the water, do a water-based sport. If you have only slict:~

aim for is between 122 and 1S0.4H Don't be a slave to this range, however;

of time during the day, exercise in ten-minute chunks, or take the stail>

it's approximate because the formula is designed for an average person of

everywhere you go, or do calisthenics in your office.

your precise age: 9 and at least those of us who've grown up ill a Western

Second-and this is a crucial one-if exercise makes you feel bad, you

culture know that we are definitely not average.

are very likely overdoing it. Learn to measure yom maximum heart rate

Few of us don't already have a pretty good idea how to start and

(see below), and when you set out for your first session, do not exceed

implement a physical activity routine. But it doesn't hurt to add these sev-

60 percent of that limit. For some people, this may be walking brisklv,

eral recommendations:

~

(running will come later) or simply walking. Too many start out an exercise routine working out too hard, leaving them feeling discouraged, frus-

Start slow-in the 60 to 65 percent range of your maX1l11Um

trated and generally unwell , and so they quit.

heart rate.

In one study, participants were asked to cycle at 60 percent of their

Decide ahead of time on specific dates, starting times, and dura-

maximum heart rate. Over the course of thirty minutes, half the partici-

tions of your exercise, and pencil or stylus them in, treating them

pants reported feeling progressively better, and half claimed to feel pro-

like fixed appointments. Would you ever miss a meeting with

gressively worse. Researchers, who tend to study the average person,

your boss or to pick up your kid from school? Yes, but rarely and

don't yet know why some people experience pleasure while exercising,

only in exceptional situations.

and others displeasure, but you can take steps to figure out why you in

If possible, choose a time to exercise during a time of day when

particular feel good or bad.

you feel most energetic.
Current guidelines recommend thirty minutes of moderate
physical activity on most days of the week. But better to exercise

How

TO

Do

for ten minutes than not at all. The most important thing is to

IT

Physical activity is defined as

energy expenditure above that of resting

stick with your plan.

level,"47 so the field is really wide open, the options limitless. Researchers

If you already engage in regular physical activity, up the ante.

chide people who use the terms physical activity and exercise interchange-

Run faster and longer; lift heavier weights; join a more advanced

ably (the latter is only a subset of the former, exercise being a specific kind

swim or dance class.

of planned and structured physical activity, usually with the goal of

An exercise routine is like a diet. It's okay to break it, but don't let

improving physical fitness or health), but I choose to confound them any-

guilt and shame so ovcn",helm you that you give up the whole

way. If you resolve to undertake a program of physical activity after read-

thing. Get back on the horse (literally or figuratively) the follow-

ing this chapter, you'll essentially be

ing day.
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1I10re. It's that simple. The
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benefits of happiness (returned smiles, strengthened friendships, successes
ACTIVITY AND REST

at work and school)" I but can actually make you happier. In poet l\Ilarge

I don't know if it was ironic, coincidental, or completely predictable if you

Piercy's words, "Live as if you liked yourself, and it may happen."

knew me, but I found myself reading scientific papers on the benefits of
physical activity while exercising on a stationary bike. Admittedly, I'm a bit
addicted to exercise, and my COllullitment (if not always my performance)

AcrAL FE EDBACK

is very high. But one thing that I don't get enough of is sleep. "The World

This wisdom has been supported by decades of research and by the bcial

belongs to the energetic," according to Ralph Waldo Emerson, but the

feedback hypothesis in particular, an idea foreshadowed by Darwin's view

energetic also need to reserve time for rest. No matter how active and vig_

that "the fre e expression by outward signs of an emotion intensifIes it.":i2

orous and successful we are during wakeful hours, if we don't obtain an

In other words, show the physical manifestations of happiness (or fear

adequate amount of sleep, we'll suffer in terms of our moods, energy,

or disgust), and you will come to feel it-at least in mild form. Smooth

alertness, longevity, and health. One prominent sleep researcher argues that

(or furrow) your brow, fashion smile (or fro'vvn) lines, open your hands

if people got just one more hour of sleep each night, our Western "sleep-

(or clench them), and you migh t just experience more joy or more irrita-

50

It's like those ads pro-

tion. According to this notion, your face , (and body and voice), send sig-

fessing that you can "Lose weight while you sleep!" You can say you've

nals (feedback) to your brain, informing it that you are experiencing a

read it here that you can become happier while you sleep.

particular emotion and leading you-surprise!-to feel it. If you ever

sick" society would be much happier and healthier.

took a course in introductory psychology, you probably learned about
a study in which participants were asked to hold fdt-tip markers in
LAST WORD

their mouths, either gripped dire ctly between their teeth (simulating a

No one in our society needs to be told that exercise is good for us.

smile) or between their puckered lips (simulating a frO\vn).o3 (For those

Whether you are overweight or have a chronic illness or are a slim couch

concerned about the hygienic aspects of this procedure, the pen

W~1S

first

potato, you've probably heard or read this dictum countless times

disinfected with an alcohol-dipped swab.) The participants were not

throughout your life. But has anyone told you-indeed, guaranteed you-

aware that the marker holding would have any particular impact on them,

that regular physical activity will make you happier? I swear by it.

nor were they truthfully told why exactly they had to do this. Instead,
they were instructed to examine a set of Far Side cartoons and to judge
how funny they found them. Those whose facial muscles were (unknow-

Happiness Activity No. 12: Taking Care of
Your Body (Acting Like a Happy Person)

ingly to them) manipulated to resemble a smile found the cartoons more
humorous than those whose facial expressions mimicked a fj·own.
This study, and many others like it, suggest that simply taking on the
[leial expressions and postures of happiness can go a long way to make

It is somehow fitting to complete our discussion of specific strategies for

you experience joy. Admittedly, the effects are modest. When trained

how to become happier with the prescription simply to act like a happy

aCtors were obliged to manipulate their facial muscles (most of us average

person. Remarkably, pretending that you're happy-smiling, engaged,

folk aren't able to do this) into the configuration required for a genuine

mimicking energy and enthusiasm-not only can earn you some of the

srnile-to be exact, this involves the contraction of the orbicularis oculi,
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the muscle that encircles the eye, and contraction of the zygomaticus

nothing had worked. They all were women, thirty-six to sixty-three years

major muscles, pulling the corners of the lips upward-the actors reported

of age, and they had been depressed for periods ranging from two to sev-

if

I

t:oteen years. All the patients were administered muscle-paralyzing botu-

In spite of this, some people sWear

linum toxin A-aka Botox-to their frown lines (on the bridge of the

by a strategy of regular smiling. Recently a reader named Marsh wrote to

nose, bet\;yeen the eyebrows, and slightly above them) . Two months later,

me that he makes use of a special wristwatch designed to vibrate several

nine out of the ten participants were no longer depressed, and the tenth

times a day to prompt people to take their medication. He has it set to

had much improved. Although it comes from an admittedly preliminary

10:00 A.M., 12:00 P.M., 2:00 l'.M., 4:00 P.M., and 6:00 l'. M. to remind him-

study, this is a stunning finding. Undoubtedly, removal of the frown lines

self to smile. "Am I happier?" he wrote. "I think so."

makes other people perceive you as happier (and more attractive), and as

feeling positive and happy, though their feelings were closer to "as
were happy" than to the real thing.

54

this investigation shows, people actually do feel happier.
PERMANENT SMILES OR FROWNS

Another intriguing sort of evidence for facial feedback comes from

SOCIAL INTERACTIONS AND COPING

research seeking to understand the effects of permanent facial expressions

Of course, in the real world, outside the laboratory, if you smile, the

on emotion. Mobius syndrome is a birth defect that causes those afflicted

world smiles with you. People respond to you more positively; they may

with it to lack the ability to move their facial muscles; in a real sense, they

initiate a conversation, engage with you, help you out or comfort you,

have frozen neutral expressions on their faces. Such patients claim that

become your new best friend or the future parent of your child. The

they cannot experience emotions, only think them. "I ... think happy or I

smiles of infants have been shown to procure love and attachment, ensur-

think sad, not . .. actually feeling happy or feeling sad," reported one man

ing that the caregiver will continue to care for the child and secure his

with the condition. 55 So the inability physically to express emotions pow-

well-being. Mothers who express positive emotions have infants who

erfully influences the ability to feel them.

begin to express positive emotions as well, an observation that led Erich

Have you noticed that as people age, they tend to develop facial lines
that match their personality? A very old and very happy person appears to
have a happy expression flxed on her face, and a person who has been sad

Fromm to go so far as to contend that "A mother must not only be a
'good mother,' but also a happy person."57
Even-or perhaps especially-in the face of stressful events, smiling

(or angry) all his life is trapped with a sad (or angry) look. This is a scien-

and laughter can help "undo" negative emotions, distract, and bring

tifically supported fact. For example, repeated contractions of the orbicu-

. about feelings of peace, amusement, or even joy. In one study, people

laris oculi muscle, which constricts both sides of the eyes, raising the

who had lost their spouses six months earlier were interviewed and asked

cheeks and gathering the skin in toward the bridge of the nose, causes eye

to reminisce about their marriages. 5K Those who laughed spontaneously

wrinkles, the familiar crinkly eye lines that characterize a smile. So, what

during the interviews reported coping much better with their bereave-

if you took away the "sad" or "angry" wrinkles, would you actually

ment and experiencing more enjoyment in their lives, less anger, and

become happier? If the facial feedback hypothesis is right, the answer is

more positive relationships 'vvith others. It was as though the laughter

yes. A study to test thjs directly was done not long ago ..'>6 The partici-

helped them "dissociate" from their distress. Other work has shown that

pants were ten clinically depressed patients whose depressions had not

laughter can lower stress hormones, and even the expectation of laughter

responded to treatment by either drugs or psychotherapy. In other words.

can elevate beneficial hormones. Men who anticipated watching one of
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their favorite humorous videos had 27 percent more beta-endorphins in
their blood and 87 percent more human growth hormone than a Control
group59 And these physiological changes happened before the videos
even rolled.
In sum, smiling and laughter-even the insincere "I don't want to pos~
for this photo" smile or "This joke's not that funny" chuckle-gives rise
to a mild feeling of positive well-being. Even more, that little boost julUp_
starts a powerful upward spiral of consequences for coping and social
relationships, thereby reducing anxiety and distress and bringing you
ever-greater happiness and joy.
So go for it. Smile, laugh, stand tall, act lively, and give hugs. Act as if
you were confident, optimistic, and outgoing. You'll manage adversity,

Part Three

rise to the occasion, create instant connections, make friends and influence people, and become a happier person.

Reading Guide

If you benefit from these activities, you may also want to try:
1. Committing to your goals (Happiness Activity No. 10, p. 205)
2. Savoring life's joys (Happiness Activity No.9, p. 190)
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Secrets to
Abiding Happiness

10.

The Five Hows Behind
Sustainable Happiness

t's relatively easy to become happier for the short duration, just as it's a
piece of cake to quit smoking for a day or

to

temporarily keep a tidy

desk. The challenge lies in 5ustainillJ? the new level of happiness. You
know this intimately if you've tried to turn your life around before (perhaps numerous times) but have found that "nothing works." I would
wager that your previous attempts have worked, just not for long. Why
not? This chapter explains that long-term increases in your level of happiness can be attained, but only if you abide by the five hows (or keys)
behind sustainable well-being. The six chapters of Part II described in
detail a set of twelve activities from which you can adopt one, or two or
four, to launch the process of making yourself a happier person. On the
other hand, some of you may choose to read about all twelve activities
and beneflt from each and everyone.
With the intentional activities, you have the power to harness the
prOmise of the 40 percent of our feelings of well-being that are within
Our control, to improve that large part of your happiness that can be
Improved . You may have begun carrying out these happiness activities

T/.7(' Fi,.,,,
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already or you may have not. In either case, you may be wondering ab

OUt

th e esse ntial secrets of their success. If you understood better how and wh

floll':

Pu,litiv e Emotion

that they can be frequently initiated, reinitiated, and adjusted to yield a

ing them? Would you be more likely to persist in engaging in them?

continual flow of positive experiences and positive feelings. For example,
erson who has resolved to undertake the twin str::ltegies of cOlllmitting
~ P
to goals and increasing flow may decide to return to school in middle age.

Absolutely. In this chapter, I describe the critical mechanisms of action (or

Accordingly, he may vary his reading choices and course selections in

reasons) for the success of the book's core program. The five hows ,
grounded in the scientific literature, are assembled and interpreted
together here for the first time.

order to develop expertise in multiple areas. In the process he \.vill feel

the happiness strategies worked, would you be more effective in

practic~

strong intrinsic motivation and flow and experience the joy of discoveri ng fascinating new areas of knowledge, the pride of mastering new
skills, and the enjoyment of meeting new people. These ongoing positive
experiences, brought about by conscious effort on his part, may help him

The First How: Positive Emotion

remain particularly happy over a long period of tim e.
Consider another individual who embarks on practicing th e three strate-

Happiness consists more in small conveniences or pleasures that occur

gies of gratitude, kindness, and religion. If she places sincere effort into

every day, than in great pieces of good fortune that happen but seldom.

these activities, she will fe el the gratification and peace that come from

-Benjamin Franklin

appreciating life's blessings, the satisfaction that comes from helping others
and from forging new relationships, and the serenity and awe that come

Say that you are reasonably comfortable materially. You may not have

from being in the presence of God. Notably, however, these surges of posi-

everything you desire, but you have a roof over your head, plenty of food

tive fe eling won't be singular but recurrent. No happiness-enhancing strat-

to eat, clothes that fit and keep you warm, and some security in your

egy would be capable of successfully sustaining happiness if it made a

income. What if seventy-five thousand dollars suddenly fell out of the sky

person feel happy only once and only briefly.

and onto your fortunate head. How should you spend the money to maximize the happiness that you will obtain from it?

If you contemplate each of the twelve happiness-boosting activities, you
will observe that everyone of them has the potential to produce a stream of

This is by no means a frivolous question; the answer gets to the heart of

positive experiences, to increase the number of transient bursts of happiness

one of the primary ways that particular happiness activities, or behaviors.

in your life. Because positive emotions are typically short-lived, many

make people happier, and that is by creating many happy moments. Indeed,

people believe they are trivial. This is a mistake. As Barbara Fredrickson has

frequent positive emotions-feelings of joy, delight, contentment, serenity.

eloquently argued, moments of pleasure don't just make you feel good.

curiosity, interest, vitality, enthusiasm, vigor, thrill, and pride-are the very

They broaden your horizons and build your social, physical, aDd intellectual

l

hallmark of happiness. Although all human beings endure negative emo-

skills. 2 In this way, positive emotions beget upward spirals. For example, you

tions, happy people experience positive states more frequently than do their

feel invigorated after aerobic exercise, which boosts your creativity, whi ch

less happy p eers. It can even be said that positive emotions make happy

gives you a new idea about how to enchant your partner, which strengthens

people who they are.

yOur marriage, which shores up your satisfaction and cornmitment, which

Fortunately, each of the twelve intentional happiness activities described

leads you to be more grateful and torgiving, which fuels optimism, which

in Chapters 4 through 9 has the ability to generate a cascade of positive

creates a self-fulfllling prophecy, which buffers the sting of a setback at

experiences. To be sure, one of the desirable features of such activities is

wo rk, and so on. Some of the changes produced by small boosts of positive
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emotion are small, and some are big, but they add up. Positive emotl'

Ons
truly make you into a happier person. "We live in an ascending scale when

we live happily," said the author of Ii'rasure [,land, Robert LOllis Stevenson
"one thing Ieading to another in an endless series."
'

Tbe

Fl'/",I/

flow: Po,/l'til'e: Emotion

on m e the effect which love: has of filling me with a precious essence; or
rather thi s essellce was not in me, it was me. I had ceased now to feel
mediocre, co ntingent, mortal."

So, if you suddenly experienced a financial windfall, you would ulti-

Yes, Proust definitely feels a positive emotion upon eating the mad-

mately be much happier if you spent the money on numerous pleasant.

eleine, perhaps more intense and transcendent than that experienced by

mood-boosting things occurring on a day-to-day or weekly basis-a daily
lunch of expensive sushi, a weekly massage, a regular delivery of fresh

most of us ordinary folk, but we all have had our share of positive emo-

flowers, or Sunday-moming calls to your best friend in Europe-rather

changes him, providing new insight and new understanding. It prompts

than spend it all on a single big-ticket item that you believe you would

him to look at the world in an entirely different way. This is an elegant

tions. The fact that the experience feels .<?ood, however, doesn't end there. It

really love, like a new top-of-the-line Jaguar or the remodeling of a bath-

analogy for what happens when you resolve to craft daily kindnesses or

room with hand-painted tile. By nO\v you should appreciate the fact, as

smjle more or consider the brightest possible future for yourself. By enact-

Ben Franklin did, that you would swiftly adapt to the new automobile or

ing these strategies, you will create happy moments in your life that will

bathtub but not to the bursts of intermittent happiness.

not only make you feel happier but alter your whole way of thinking and

But why do we continue to believe so strongly that it's the large and
dramatic events of our
wedding, and the

live s~the

divorc~that

earthquake, the overseas adventure, the

being. They will create a sense of possibility and promise, and who knows
where that will take you?

are the ones that matter? Because those

are the events we anticipate, remember, chew over, and discuss with
others. We tend to notice and recall only special and important episodes

POS } 1 VE EMOTIONS AND DEPRESSION

from our lives, the one day that something went very 'wrong (or extremely

If you've ever had long-lasting or intense periods of feeling down or blue,

right) instead of the remaining 364 ordinary days. However, don't under-

you may be surprised at the role that positive emotions can play in depres-

estimate the positive emotions experienced during those ordinary days,

sion. To be sure, depression has been described as a syndrome distinguished

because properly understood, they can change your entire perspective and

by a dr:ficit of positive emotions: a lack of joy, curiosity, contentment,

open your mind to new possibilities that you hadn't known were there

enthusiasm-that is, an empty cup.4 Indeed, inability to take pleasure in

just moments before. Consider the famous madeleine cookie consump-

joyful events is a hallmark of depression. This positivity defIcit is also evi-

tion experience of French novelist Marcel Proust:

dent in how depressed people think about the hlture and the past. Their
problem, it turns out, is not so much that they anticipate bad things will

I raised to my lips a spoonful of the tea in which I had soaked a morsel of

Come to pass as that they cannot believe that good thiugs will. 5 They also

the cake. No sooner had the ,,vann Liquid mixed with the crumbs touched

have great diffIculty recalling anything pleasant that has ever happened to

my palate than a shudder ran through me and I stopped, inrent upon the

them 6 The experience of positive events is also important; surprisingly,

extraordinary thing that was happening to me. An exquisite pleasure had

recovery from depression appears to be jump-started by positive events even

invaded my senses, something isolated, detached, with no suggestion of its

more than it's thwarted by negative events. For example, researchers in the

origin. And at on ce the vicissitudes of life had become indifferent to me,

UK carefully analyzed forty-nine instances when women improved or

its disasters innocuous, its brevity illusory-this new sensation having had

recovered from depressive episodes. 7 These changes of fortune were found
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to be galv:1l1ized by a positive experience, especially something that gav
these women the feeEng of a "fresh start."
All these observations and findings point to multiple ways that
happiness-enhancing activities can alleviate the symptoms of depressio

ll.

three months after our study had ended. Critically, our analyses revealed
that those very positive emotions, in turn, led the same individuals to
shoW reduced depressive symptoms as long as six months after the study.
Researchers argue that positive emotions possess the ability to undo

The activities that will be most effective in lifting depressive symptollls

the lingering cardiovascular effects of negative emotions. Indeed, feelings

should be those that increase positive emotions (e.g., joy and relief at

of joy, satisfaction, or pride can help people see the "big picture" of their

overcoming an obstacle), their surrounding positive thoughts (e.g., "I'm

lives and provide J. sort of "psychological time-out" in the midst of stress

tougher than I thought"), and positive experiences or events (making an

or trJ.uma, thus lessening the sting of any particular unpleasant event. In

important deadline at work). It's worth noting that in our day-to-day

these ways, positive feelings marshaled in the fJ.ce of adversity can build

lives, emotions, thoughts, and experiences are connected and typically

resilience, by helping people bounce back from stressful experiences . I I

occur together. Researchers, however, usually disaggregate them, so that

A second benefi t of happiness activities is that they boost positive

they can show the value of each separately. In any case, it's no coincidence

thinking. As I discuss in the "Postscript," the most widely held theories of

that the twelve happiness strategies described in Part II of the book-

depression posit that negative, dysfunctional thoughts are at the root of

activities like practicing daily gratitude, focusing on the best person you

this disorder. 12 This is because pessimistic, downbeat attitudes and memo-

can possibly be, being generous, and spending quality time with loved

ries fuel negative emotions--sadness, anger, jealousy, fear-which spawn

ones-all are designed to accomplish exactly what is needed to ward off

more negative thoughts, and so on, in a vicious downward spiral. In con-

depression: Increase positive emotions, foster positive thoughts, and fuel

trast, happiness activities can counteract the negative bias by helping us

positive experiences.

unlearn our patterns of negative thinking. For example, hopeful predic-

First, we have already seen that happiness activities boost positive emo-

tions that result fI'o m the optimism strategy replace thoughts of hopeless-

tions, but researchers have also shown that positive feelings can foil the
effects of negative feelings. s In one study, participants were given only

ness and powerlessness. Joyful memories brought to mind by the savoring
strategy replace bitter and angry recollections about old hurts. Pleasant,

one minute to prepare a speech on the topic "Why you are a good

distracting thoughts prompted by the avoiding overthinking strategy

friend." (Unbeknownst to them, the speech never actually took place.)

replace fretful ruminations about current troubles. Indeed, a study from

Immediately, these participants reported being extremely arLxious, felt

my laboratory confirmed this reasoning. People who actively and regu-

their hearts racing and their blood pressures rise. Then they were divided

larly practiced either gratitude or optimism over an eight-week period

into four groups, and each group was simply shown a movie that made

came to regard their routine experiences in more positive ways and to find

them feel joyful , content, neutral, or sad. After the films, all the groupS

everyday events (meeting a friend, commuting to work, cooking dinner)

eventually returned to their original emotional and physiological states

more sa tisfying. 13 These more positive thoughts and interpretations, in

(i.e., no anxiety, normal heart rate, etc.), but the two groups that had

turn, triggered improvements in well-being.

experienced positive emotions-namely, joy and contentment--showed

Third, happiness activities encourage positive experiences. Practicing

the fastest recovery in their cardiovascular symptomsY Recent data from

the nurturing relationships activity yields periods of relaxation and con-

my lab extended this finding to depression. 10 People who were instructed

tentment in the co mpany of family and friends. Practicing acts of kind-

to practice various happiness activities reported experiencing more fre-

ness produces moments in which we suddenly feel efficacious and

quent positive emotions, such as contentment and pleasure, for as long as

appreciated. Having more flow at home, school , and work can lead
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be more successful and productive, producing greater engJgement and

sense of life meaning, whether they involve helpin g a friend in need,

enjoyment of our daily life.

worshiping a higher power, or developing a superior expertise, are happy

The mJjority of conventional depression therapies aim for " re l11i\_
sion"-or the virtual absence of depressive symptoms-as their end
point. 14 Most people recognize, however, that relief of symptoms is not the

moments, even if the positive emotions surrounding th em may not always
be evident immediately or if they difter (as they undoubtedly do) frolll

depressed person's ultimate objective. If you are depressed, your goal is not

the positive emotions induced by a sugar high.
So don't pooh-pooh pleasure. You can fmd pleasure in a silly TV show

just not to be depressed; your goal is to be happy. However, even after ther_

or in being wholly absorbed in a lecture on astrophysics. Both types of plea-

apy has successfully assuaged sadness, guilt, fatigue, and apathy, you still may

sure contribute to a happy life, and both types of pleasure can give rise to

not be happy, and you almost certainly wouldn't be flourishing or thriving.

the multiple benefits of positive emotions, like feeling more sociable, more

The latest estimate is that 11 percent of us are "languisrung"-that is, not

energetic, and more resourceful. An avalanche of studies has shown that

clinically depressed yet living stagnant, empty lives or, to quote Thoreau,

happy moods, no matter the source, lead people to be more productive,

leading "lives of quiet desperation."1 5 Thus recovery from depression will

more likable, more active, more healthy, more friendly, more helpful, more

likely return

resilient, and more creative. 1(, This means that positive emotions actually

YOll

to a hedonic "neutral" point, to "languishing" at best. The

goal of practicing happiness activities is to bolster positive emotions,

help us achieve our goals (reinforcing the feeling that we are working

thoughts, and experiences, such that they eventually lift you and sustain you

toward sometrung important) as well as help us strive for meaning and pur-

above that neutral point.

pose in life. Indeed, a series of intriguing studies at the University of Mis-

If you are currently receiving treatment for depression, the combination

souri found that happy moods lead people to perceive their lives as more

of the treatment and the use of happiness-increasing strategies will, I hope,

meaningful; for example, the more positive emotion people experience

have the double whammy effect of relieving depressed mood and elevating

during a particular day, the more meaningful they judge that day.1 7 That

happiness. The reasons should be plain by now. The happiness strategies are

seriousness and greatness must be accompanied by grumpiness is a myth.

expected to trigger pleasant emotions and uplifting thoughts, which serve as
an antidote

to

depressive symptoms. They are also expected to bring about a

stream of positive experiences, which are inconsistent with depression.

W H ENCE THE SOURCE

I confess now that I did gloss over sometrung. The source of the happy
moments does in fact matter, for it influences the ability of the experience
POSITIVE EMOTIONS VERSUS LIFE MEANING

to be self-sustaining. Although the bliss of a sinful pleasure can trigger the

Are transient posi rive emotions really as important to strive for as honor.

same kinds of intellectual, social, and physical benefits as the bliss of hard-

integrity, or meaning in life? The answer is that the very question is mis-

earned effort, the sinful pleasure is over quickly and, what's more, can leave

leading. It sets up a false dichotomy between so-called hedonistic plea-

guilt or other negative feelings in its wake. But the pleasure borne of any

sures and the well-deserved gratifications of the mind, heart, and soul. In

of the dozen happiness-inducing strategies described here, whether they

truth, positive emotion is positive emotion, joy is joy, contentment is con-

irlVolve practicing optimism, nurturing relationships, developing coping

tentment. Who is to compare the thrill of a heli copter ride with the

strategies, or living in the present, is lasting, recurring, or self-reinforcing.

ecstasy of spiritual awakening, the joy of a lemonade in the high desert

to

One of th e chief reasons for the durability of happiness activities is that

the delight of hearing yom baby's first laugh ? Experiences that forge a

unlike the guilty pleasures, they are hard won. You have devoted time and
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effort to meditating or avoiding overthinking or cOlTumtting acts of kind_
ness. You have made these practices happen, and you have the ability to

Tht' Sailll()

If"",:

OptiJ/lal Til71ifl.9 and Variety

ma ke them happen again. T his sense of capability and responsibility is a
powerful boost in and of itself. When the source of positive emotion i

dtects of your effort. This is why, as we see in Chapter 2, the strategy of
changi ng one's circul11stances-earning more mon ey or switching jobs-is
ultimately fi:uitless. Uut can't you also adapt to the actillities you do in order
to be happy-for example, to counting blessings, to dispensing kindnesses,

yourself (as opposed to a televised World Cup game or chocolate or a glass

or to pursuing life goals? Yes, you can, unless you respect the second how of

of wine), it can continue to yield pleasure and make you happy. When the
source of positive emotion is yourself, it is renewable.

sustainable well-being. As the French author La Rochefoucauld intuited,
activities, by definition, are episodic; they happen at irregular intervals.
Intentionally cultivating optimism, for instance, might be something that

The Second How: Optimal
Timing and Variety

you do on mornings that you "vake up gloomy, or on your way to social
get-tOgethers , or each time yo u receive an e-mail fi-om your boss . Alternatively, you might choose to practice optimism every Sunday night by
writing in a journal about your best possible future self The bottom line is

To be interested in the changing seasons is a happier state

that for happiness activities, as for humor, timing is important. Accordingly,

of mind than to be hopelessly in love with spring.

it's essential to consider your strategies' frequency and duration and to strive

-George Santayalla

to

time them in ways that deliver you greatest satisfaction, sereni1ty, or joy-

in other words, to time thell1 in ways that thwart adaptatioll. For example,
Discovering which exact strategies you can undertake to become happier
won't necessarily blow your mind. Many people intuitively grasp that
being grateful for what they have, savoring the moment, strengthening
relationships, and coping well with hardship all are activities that ultimately bolster happiness. Knowing what to do is an important step, but
you also need to know precisely how to do it. Fortunately, research has
something to say about specifically how a happiness- increasing program
must be carried out to ac hieve maximum success. In this section, I
describe two elements that are critical, timing and variety.

you Imght choose to count yom blessings only after braving a difficult
period, or only when you're especially needful of a boost, or only at week's
end. A fr iend of lmne actually keeps a handwritten list of the strategies that
work especially well for her during particular times (e.g., meditate and practice gratitude before in-laws visit, focus on goal pursuit and avoid overthinking when dealing with supervisor, etc.) and consults that list during
those times. This way you strive to discover the optimal timing for each
activity- that is, a frequency of engagement that allows each activity to
remain fresh, meaningful, and positive.
How do you accomplish this? Through self-experimentation. Earlier
I described a couple of experiments from my laboratory in which we
induced people to practice different happiness-boosting strategies. IX

TIMING Is IMPORTANT

These exper iments offer some ideas for how one might achieve optimal
Love is brief, but frequently recurring.

timing. One study showed that people were more successful at increasing
their happiness when they counted their blessings every Sunday night
than when they did it three times a week. A second study showed that

The pie chart theory of happiness predicts that no attempt at making yourself happier can work if you eventually adapt to the happiness-boosting

people were more successful at increasing their happiness when they com-
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T/Je Second 11011': OplimaL Timing an{) Variety

throughout the week. Both these observations may be true for you

"oals or any other strategy you nLight undertake. This is why we don't

as
well. However, these findings represent averages- that is, on average,

adapt very quickly or easily to an activity (and its shifting nature), and this

people who count their blessings only on Sundays and those who do fi

is why another important way that you can bolster the effectiveness of a

lYe

to

acts of kindness in one single day are happiest-and they may not apply to

happiness activity is to vary it. By varying it, we ensure that we don't adapt

every reader of this book. Furthermore, these general rules may not apply

to

to other ways of expressing gratitude or kindness (such as writing gratitu d~

work, by changing the route, time of day, and speed of your running reg-

letters or volunteering weekly for a charitable organization) or to other

imen, or by exploring a variety of software programs and Web sites, your

happiness activities (such as learning coping strategies or practicing opti-

activities could remain intrinsicaUy enjoyable and conducive to many

mism, forgiveness, or flow). You need to try different ways of timing your

rewarding flow experiences. Or if in expressing gratitude, you choose to

it. For example, by alternating attention among several projects at

happiness activity, manipulating when and how often you perform it,

vary the domains of life in which you count your blessings (i.e., in rela-

until something clicks and it begins to work for yo u .

tionships, in your profession, in your health, or in whatever area of life

Interestingly, religious practices and prohibitions make clever use of

you've recently been fortunate), then the strategy may remain fresh and

optimal timing. Orthodox Jewish married couples, for example, are for-

meaningful and work indefinitely. Conversely, if you count the very same

bidden to touch each other-let alone be intimate-during the seven

blessings every day, in a nonvarying routine, you may become bored with

days surrounding the woman's menstrual period. To ensure that inadver-

the routine and cease to extract any meaning from it. Supporting this

tent physical contact doesn't occur, even such mundane acts as passing the

notion, psychological research suggests that people tend to seek variety in

salt must be conducted with forethought and care; the wife must place the

their behavior, perhaps because change, in both thoughts and actions, is

salt shaker on the table in front of her husband, leaving j ust enough time

innately pleasurable and stimulating. 2o No doubt aware of this, the Ger-

to pull back her hand before his comes close to hers. This might seem

man philosopher Immanuel Kant was said to shift his routine on his daily

absurd to some of us, but the unintended (or perchance intended?) fringe

walks, in order to forestall boredom.

benefit is the maintenance of the flames of love and passion. How won-

The importance of variety is demonstrated by both empirical and

derful it must be to be able to resume physical contact after the period of

anecdotal evidence. In a kindness intervention from my laboratory, partic-

prohibition each month! Notwithstanding the origins for such practices.

ipants given the opportunity to vary their acts of kindness over a ten-week

we can borrow their spirit, if not their substance, to enhance the love and

period (do an extra household cho re, help a stranger change a tire, help a

happiness in our own lives.

niece with homework, etc.) became happier and stayed happier. For the
participants who performed similar acts each week, however, the kindness
strategy completely backfired. 21 An analogous observation was made by

VARIETY, THE SPICE OF LIFE

"obesity czar" RobertJeftery.22 Having developed an obesity intervention

Activities, by definition, are also dynamic-that is, they don't tend to stay

that is incredibly effective, he soon learned that it works great for about

the same. 19 Being generous and charitable to others on a regular basis

six months, at which point his clients get burned out or bored with the

requires a multitude of diverse behaviors every week: One day you might

regimen and can't stick to it. Consequently, he has begun to retool the

leave an extra-large tip for a weary vvaiter; another day you might visit a

Intervention every six months or so in order to give a booster shot for its

grieving friend; the following week you might do the dishes even when
it's not your turn. The same applies to expressing gratitude or striving for

effectiveness, encouraging his clients to try new and different weight loss
routines.
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7'/.11' T/'/I'rilloll' : Social Support

T hese observations underscore the notion that a crucial method of In a.'{-

success of a happiness activity is social support. This jargon is used by psy-

imizing the impact of an activity is to attend to its variety. So sprinkle a little

cl1010gists to represent all kinds of help and comfort provided by others,

of this and a little of that, revivifY your happiness strategies on a regular

especially those with whom we have strong, meaningful relationships. SJY

basis, surprise yourself sometimes. Regard finding happiness as an adven_

yOU are embarking on a happiness-enhancing program, which involves

ture, full of enterprise, developments, and detours. Work on several happi_

the thre e strategies of reglliarly expressing gratitude, avoiding overthink-

ness activities Jt once, so if one is not going so weil, you can relish anoth er.
I was reading a novel not long ago and came upon the assertion that

ing, and engaging in regular aerobic exercise. Having a buddy with whol1l

" to be happy you have to find variety in repetition."23 It may seem like

is an enormous benefit. Social support partners can offer informational

puzzling phrasing, even an oxymoron, but it actually comes close to what

support (e.g., suggesting a new way to sho"v gratitude or cautioning that

I mean here by the suggestion to vary the way you implement your happi_

yo ur current approach might lead you to get stuck), tangible support (e.g.,

ness activities. On the one hand, there's routine and habit-the habit of

giving you rides to the gym), and emotional support (e.g., providing re-

initiating the behavior in the first place-aJ1d on the other hand, there's

ass uranc e, solace, and inspiration) .

how you do it, which cannot always be the same or you'll adapt to it and
end up feeling the same as when you started.

to carry out the program, or simply the validation of people close to you,

We learned in Chapter 6 that social support is invaluable ill helping
people cope with life's challenges and misfortunes. Women who have at

My friend Stephanie told me of a guy in her acting class who had "tried

least one friend are better able to cope with problems than those without

everything" in his attempts to become a happier person. Every day he lis-

friends. 24 Whether you're suffering a breakup, a chronic illness, or the

tened

motivational tapes, he prayed, he wrote in a journal, and he went

threat of layoffs, talking to a caring friend or family member can signifi-

on a bike ride to the beach. He was incredibly assiduous about this routine

cantly ease the pain and provide a push to address problems. Confiding

and never wavered from it. But it wasn't working. He was sinking lower and

your worries and troubles to others can reduce stress if you learn that they

lower, and my friend was just bewildered. Then a lightbulb went off. The

have endured similar experiences and h:lVe survived or thrived . It ca n

guy had created such a rigid routine that he was going through the motions

reduce anxiety when other people com.f ort and reassure.

to

in exactly the same way every day. He listened to the same tapes every

Emotional or tangible support, whether this involves a sole confidant, a

morning, and using identical words, he prayed for the same individuals. His

circle of friends, your family, or a psychotherapeutic group, may also be

route to the beach never strayed. When you take up a happiness activity, be

crucial in helping people persist at and realize their goals in generaI.25 Social

sure to jazz up your routes to the beach, both literally and figuratively. Effort

support helps motivate and guide you along your path, thus ultimately pro-

matters, without question, but so does how you put it into practice.

moting the realization of a wide variety of goals, including those concerning work, relationships, and personal growth. Indeed, many organizations,
such as Alcoholics Anonymous (AA) and some large religious congrega-

The Third How: Social Support

tions, emphasize the importance of having " teammates" or "small-group
members" who work together toward goals, be they abstaining from alco-

Most of us are involved in a wide web of relationships and social connec-

hol or worshiping. Whether they are teammates, buddies, mentors, or big

tions. We are dependent on other people, and we could not accompli ·h

sibs, supportive and validating others can make the difference between

many of our goals if we didn't receive help and cooperation from others.

short-term success and long-term success in your goal of becoming

I t's not surprising, perhaps, that the third critical factor underlying the

happier. Indeed , group Support, such as the kind found in AA, can be
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Tl.'e Fourth flow: 11f(lli.'alioll, E(/ort al1d Commitment
J

extraordinarily powerful in galvanizing conviction, commitment, and per-

have social

severance: "An alcoholic could lose his job and his family, he could be

to which social support can help people with the goal of losing weight.

support.~<)

One of my favorite studies investigated the extent
JO

hospitalized, he could be warned by half a dozen doctors-and go on

participants undertook a four-month-Iong weight loss program (involv-

drinking. But put him in a room of his peers once a week-make him share

ing diet, exercise, and behavioral changes) either alone or with three

the burdens of others and have his burdens shared by others-and he Could
do something that once seemed illlpossible."~()

acquaintances, friends, or family members. Of those who e1l1barked on

What does this have to do with trying to become happier? Any change

their weight losses in full for an entire six months. In contrast, of those

in behavior that requires effort and dedication \-vill be made easier if your

who engaged in the weight loss program with social support, 95 percent

spouse, children, friends, parents, siblings, and coworkers are supportive.

completed it, and 66 percent maintained their weight losses in full. Fur-

They can motivate you and remind you to continue to practice your hap-

thermore, those with social support lost more weight and kept more of it

piness activities, an indispensable boost when you start to lose momentum

off. These numbers are compelling, to say the least.

or simply forget. They can offer positive feedback, encouragement, and

the program alone, 76 percent completed it, and 24 percent maintained

Like these participants, I expect that those of us who attempt happiness-

warmth: "Hey, you seem so much happier lately," "You look great," or "I

enhancing programs without much social support are unlikely to commit

know what it's like to feel like quitting." Sometimes it's necessary to estab-

for very long, to carry it through. Think of social support as essenti3lly a

lish ties with a new group of people-perhaps from happiness-relevant

force that works with the behavioral change. Your spouse, friend, life coach,

chat groups or Web sites-who might share similar goals and concerns as

or other buddy can encourage you to work hard toward your goals and

you. Or you might want to seek out new friends in your own work,

serve as a sounding board when you lose motivation or get stuck in a rut.

school, and neighborhood communities, as a way to find partners who
support each other's efforts. Remember, you don't need a posse; often just
one caring friend wil! do.

The Fourth How: Motivation, Effort,
and Commitment

THE RESEARCH EVIDENCE

The importance of social support is demonstrated in copious empirical

You have to participate relentlessly in the manifestations oFyour own

investigations. In the domain of health, for example, sick patients who

blessings. And once you have achieved a state of happiness, you must never

have strong social support are relatively more likely to cooperate with

become lax about maintaining it, you must make a mighty effort to keep

their medical treatmentY Studies have found that patients with hyperten-

swimming upward into that happiness forever, to stay atloat on top of it.

sion (who must take medication every day and eat low-salt diets) are

- Elizllbetl' Gilbert

much more likely to adhere to their strict regimens if they have family
support, especially fi'om spouses. 2H Those with social support are more

Another vital key to a successful happiness-increasing program, as you

motivated to cooperate with their doctors' orders, more knowledgeable

already well know, is committed and dedicated effort. When it comes to

about their treatments, and more likely to nuintain their blood pressures.

achieving greater happiness, the steps you need to take are not altogether

In the self-help domain, people who make New Year's resolutions arc

different from those required for learning French or changing careers or

much more likely to persevere for two years, and even for six years, if they
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1. YOll must resolve to un dertake a program to become happier.
2. You must learn what you need to do.

3. You must put weekly or even daily wort into it.
4. You must commit to the goal for a long period of time, possibly

T/~e Pourtb HOII': 111oli,'atlllll, E/fort, and Commitment

whether the more motivated a person is to become happier, the more successful he or she will be. For example, in one study we directly recruited
participants who wanted to improve their happiness levels (e.g., "Do you
want to be happy? This is the study for you!") and compared them with
participants who signed up for a generic psychology experiment. 3 ! The

for the rest of your life.

effects were striking. Regardless of whether they were asked to write gratThe first and second steps you have already initiated by picking up thi

itude letters on a regular basis or to keep a journal abollt their best possible

book or others like it. They are critical steps because the sense of mastery

futures, the motivated participants became a great deal happier, whereas

and possibility that accompanies the launch of a new chapter for yourself

the nonmotivated participants improved only slightly or stayed the same.

is immensely powerful and transporting. Just think of it, you are on the

Another happiness intervention that we did, in which we also induced
people to practice either gratitude or optimism, corroborated this result. 32

threshold of altering your life! "Every time you make a choice," wrote

C. S. Lewis, "you are turning the central part of you, the part of you that
chooses, into something a little different from what it was before."
The third and fourth essential steps in this process-concerted effort
and commitment-may be the hardest. Without them, your journey will
be altogether brief. You may become happier for a day, a week, perhaps a
month, but it won't last. Most people have had such experiences with
New Year's resolutions; come January 1, they know exactly what they
need to do, they're determined and motivated to do it, they try for a time,
and then they give it up. Following through on new intentions isn't easy,
but neither is the work required for all the best and most meaningful
things in life.

Those participants who found the happiness-enhancing activity most
motivating and rewarding were those most likely to practice it and therefore the ones most likely to benefIt from it.
There you have it, the secret ingredient of motivation: The more motivated you are to do something, the more likely you'll invest effort in it! And
it doesn't take a rocket scientist (or a social psychologist) to persuade you
that without effort, there is no result. Plenty of studies confirm this intuitively obvious observation. Even, after the experimenter has hung up her
coat and packed up the lab, those participants who continue to perform the
happiness-enhancing activity and integrate it into their lives are more likely
to show long-term benefits than those who quit. 33 Without effort, without
trying, without striving, without tenacity, without constancy of purpose,
there is only failure, hesitation, "a faint heart and a lame endeavor."34

THE WONDERS OF MOTIVATED

When my students and 1 fIrSt started conducting happiness interven-

AND COMMITTED EFFORT

tions , it didn't take long for us to notice that the benefits lasted only as

Motivation , or the drive and inspiration to accomplish something, plays an

long as the participants practiced their assigned strategies. We initially

indispensable role in all four steps of resolving, learning, effort making, and

received tough criticism for this: "Gee, your interventions must not be

committing. You know that you have high motivation for a new endeavor

very strong." But my colleague down the hall (and the acclaimed method-

when you fmd yourself brimming with enthusiasm and ideas about it. You

ologist) Robert Rosenthal came to our rescue. He pointed out that the

know that you have high motivation when you do something because yOU

pattern of our results characterizes every single kind of pharmaceutical,

truly believe that the experience (or its consequences) will ultimately be

including lifesaving meds and therapeutic drugs taken by millions. The

interesting and challenging and enjoyable. The desire comes from deep

drug may be lifesaving while you take it, but interestingly, the moment

within you. My collaborators and I have tested directly the question of

You stop, it " fails"
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insulin, aspirin, Lipitor, Claritin, Vicodin, and Viagra must be weak because

lethargic, or indecisive is completely understandable and acceptable. A con-

they don't have long-term benefIts. Again , the lesson here is the importance

cinu al and perfect state of bliss is not only impossible to achieve but also
maladaptive3.'i Plenty of situations (deaths, failures, abuses of power) call for

of practicing the life-changing program you have undertaken, Whether
that program involves your becoming a happier person, quitting smoking,
or treating an illness. Effort and commitment are king.

negative emotions, which have the valuable fun ction of promptly triggeril1g action and reaction, whether it's grieving, persistence, or work toward

reform 36 In any case, the point for

YOll

to remember is that when you lose

motivation to continue engaging in your happiness activity, and when you
WHAT IF YOU'RE

Too

stop engaging in it, YOll need not feel that all is lost and that your individual

Busy?

''I'm too stressed out to think about anything else but how to get through

situation must be hopeless. There is no crisis here. Your complicated life

the day," a not-so-happy acquaintance told me when I suggested that she

likely interfered, or maybe the strategy you were using lacked variety, or

try some happiness activities. She was indeed busy, with two teenagers

maybe you needed more encouragement from friends . Simply renew your

in the house, volunteer work, and a real estate practice taking off. I

motivation-reconsider the reasons that you want to become happier-and

empathized. But when it comes to the important things in life, are we

get back on track. Sometimes at this point substituting a new happiness-

ever really too busy? When you decided to have a baby, did you reserve

enhancing strategy might be of value, and sometimes it's altering how you

just one hour a month to contemplate it? When you fell in love, did you

practice tbe strategy you originally chose. Research suggests that the right

set your relationship aside to make more time for your job? When you

combination of optimal timing and optimal variety, strong social support,

obtained an incredible career opportunity, did you say no because it

and determined eflort can be effective for the vast majority of people.

would spoil your schedule? I hope not. Besides, many of the happiness
activities do not actually require you to make time. They are simply ways
of living your life: observing your job, partner, and children with a new,

RECOMMIT TODAY . . . AND TOMORROW

more charitable and optimistic perspective, saying a kind word to your

I'm not usually in the habit of quoting Oprah Winfrey, but here I go.

spouse, distracting yourself when you fmd yourself dwelling on some-

When she was reportedly once asked how she is able to run fIve miles per

thing, uttering a short prayer before a meal, smiling at strangers during

day, even when traveling, she replied that she has to recon1IIlit to the goal

your commute, empathizing with someone who has hurt you, and so on.

every day of her life. The same applies to strategies to make yourself a

Most of these strategies aren't a time drain but, by deliberate choice and

happier person . Renew your commitment every day. Not only the strat-

with some effort, can be woven seamlessly right into your day.

egy but the very act of recommitment will become easier and more automatic with time.

WHAT IF

You

BACKSLIDE?

There surely will be times when your commitment wavers, when you for-

The Fifth How: Habit

get, and when you fail to practice the happiness-enhancing strategy yOU
have determined to undertake. This is normal and inevitable and humaO;

I hope you are now convinced that it takes a great deal of eflort and

none of us is perfect. Furthermore, know that circumstances will ad e

determination to become happier. This may be disappointing news for

when being ungrateful, unforgiving, self-focused, pessimistic, traumatized,

S0111e, especially if lately you've been feeling disheartened, insecure, or
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overwrought and simply aren 't sure if

Tbe Fi/l!.' Hall' : Habit

have the energy that this eHort

;lnd the cut's around you (tamily dinner or daily hassles). So the next time

calls for. Here I get to deliver the good ne'vvs, which is that the effort is

(or more likely the tenth time) you get together with your family, you

YOll

greatest at the beginning, but it diminishes with time, as your new behav_

might be prol1)pted into savoring simply by the situation of being around

iors and practices become habitual through repetition .

your loved ones , and the next time you get stu ck in traffic, you might be
prompted into an appn:ci~1tive mode by the surrounding cues. Of course,
such connections take time and a great deal of practice to build. As you

nu g- ht expect, habits take time to tonn and endure.

How Do HABITS FORM?

We all have habits--some good, some bad. Most people associate the
word habit with annoying behaviors Eke chewing fingernails, sucking
thumbs, twisting hair, or interrupting conversations. Smoking is a fam.iliar

B T AREN 'T H ABITS HARD TO ESTABLISH?

habit, and so is changing lanes without using blinkers or buying a latte

When it comes

every morning on the way to work. Healthy or " good" habits are behav-

research articles are full of fail me stories. Indeed, well-controlled treat-

iors like always cutting the fat off a piece of chicken, flossing after every

ment studies show incredibly high recidivism rates for people who try to

meal, carrying a water bottle wherever you go, or recycling.

change their behavior. We 're told that 86 percent of those who try to quit

to

losing weight or quitting smoking, media reports and

What do these behaviors have in cOllU1lOn? They are labeled "habitual"

smoking eventually take it up again, and 80 to 98 percent of those who

because you don't have to make the decision to do them. They are not

try to lose weight gain it back (and often gain more than they lost). 30

intentional acts. When I wake up in the morning, I immediately get out of

However, don't we all know people who've successfully turned their lives

bed and put my running clothes on. I don't usually-well, not often-ever

around, people who have successfully lost weight, quit drinking, given up

think, "Should I get up and go running, or should I stay here under the bed

drugs, renounced lives of crime, gone back to school, or become less

sheets?" There's really no decision to make. Similarly, if you have the habit

grouchy? How can we reconcile these two facts, the high recidivism rates

of singing show tunes in the car or getting takeout every Friday night, you

from studies of weight control and smoking cessation programs and the

don't debate the act-"Should I sing this time or 1l0t?"-you just do it.

relatively high Sllccess rates a1110ng our acquaintances and friends?

Habits form with repetition and practice. Researchers theorize that

In a classic study, social psychologist Stanley Schachter tried to resolve

every time you repeat a behavior (such as going jogging in the morning),

this paradox 40 Talking to staff at his Columbia University office and

associations develop in your memory between the behavior and the con-

to acquaintances and strangers on the beach at Amagansett, where he spent

text in which it occursY For my morning jogging, th:lt context would be

his summers, he observed that a large percentage used to be overweight or

the alarm clock going off, my bedroom, my running gear by the door.

smokers. So the anecdotal evidence-the "real-world" evidence-suggests

etc. With repetition, the contextual cues (the alarm clock ringing) aUto-

that lots of people successfully kick bad habits and form new ones .

matically trigger the habitual behavior (donning running shoes), such that

Indeed, this is what Schachter found in his wide-ranging beach and office

the behavior eventually switches from the direction of controlled process-

Interviews-namely, a 63 percent success rate for self-cure of smoking and

ing to automatic processing. 3H To apply this to happiness strategies, the
. ..
. . actlvlty-JOr
..
C
meals
more 0 fiten you II1ltlate
a pOSItive
examp loring
e, sav
with family or appreciating your life during bad moments-the stronger

Obesity. He concluded that the published recidivism data are biased by the
people who come in for treatment. The rest, who are able to cure them-

the connection becomes bet\veen that activity (savoring or appreciating)

selves, don't seek trea tment. In addition-and this is a seemingly obvious
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(le t that they represent the outcomes of the "hard-core clses"-that is,
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but very important observation-in trying to :lccomplish something (Hk.e

savoring the moment, practicing forgivene ss, and striving for important
life goals make a difference in you r happiness, it is certainly a good idea to

quitting smoking) , people may try (and fail) many times before they ulti_

make a habit of doing them. It may be exasperating to know that naturally

mately succeed. The 63 percent of success stories that Schachter found had
tried several times before fmaJly accomplishing their goal.

very happy people, those fortunate to have high set points, seem to have

Schachter's informal investigation was repli cated in a more recellt

inherited such habits. They don't need to fry to be optimistic or grateful

much larger, and more representative study of 784 people \-vith extensiv~

or forgiving; it's second nature to them. However, if your set point for

41

These individuab ,vere able to keep off a

happiness is not as high as theirs and you were blessed v,rith fewer of those

minimum of thirty pounds for at least five years. Most tried many weight

good habits, know that with some time and determination , you can

loss methods and yo-yoed in their weights until they were fmally Succe _

develop the same exact habits for yourself.

histories of being overweight.

lose the weight and to

In the past you may have felt trapped in th e tunnel of your unhappy

maintain it; however, once they found what worked for them, the task

inheritance, your pessimistic thoughts, or your maladaptive habits . I hope

became much easier. Indeed, the researchers were surprised to learn that

the journey that this book has introduced you to will liberate you trom

42 percent of the sample reported that maintaining the weight was much

the heavy weight of those negative perceptions. You'll find that there's a

fu!. It took 1110St of them until their forties

to

easier than losing it. By the time they reached their weight goal, their

tremendous freedom in understanding the unifying theory of happiness

weight loss strategies likely had already turned into true habjts.

put forth here, not only in knowing what are the most powerful determinants of happiness but in recognizing how to access that portion of happiness that's in your power to achieve a real and lasting change.

Two

KINDS OF HABIT

Clearly, everyone's goal should be to turn positive thinking and behavior
strategies into habits. But be wary of the wrong kind of habit! Your aim
should be to create the habit of ins t(~ating a happiness activity: Go ahead
and forgive , savor, thrive, look on the bright side', and count your blessings. Aim to do it unconsciously and automatically. This kind of habit
helps you get over the hump of implementing a happiness activity on a
regular basis. Conversely, the other kind of habit-doing the activity the
same way each time (contemplating forgiveness for the same person in the
same way at the same time ea ch day)-eventually be comes monotonOUs,
prone to adaptation, and deficient in any happiness-boosting potential.

Conclus io n
This book's message can be understood as the exhort3.tion to establi. h
new, healthy habits. Because such activities as looking on the bright side.
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OJl1mendations to boost happiness, such that they were really nothing new,
but because I honestly had never been the best subject for receiving these
recommendations. I am not the type of person to pick up a self-help book
or to try to count her blessings. Yet this is precisely what working on this
book made me want to do. If I, the ultimate reluctant subject, can be transformed in her recognition of the power and eftlcacy of this book's sugges-

An Afterword

tions, then some of you reluctant readers can be transformed too.
In hindsight, I now understand why certain chapters affected me
more than others. Writing about the strategies that I was already good

It is never too late to be wnatyou might have been.

at-optimism, goal pursuit, coping, physical activity, and flow-didn't

-George Eliot

influence me as much as those for which I needed improvement. For
example, the section on living in the present was especially compelling
and valuable in teaching me to focus on what really matters in the
moment as opposed to fretting about daily irritations. But why would it
have such an impact, given that I am already well aware (as you might also
be) of the copious anecdotal evidence that living in the present makes
people happy, not to mention the empirical work supporting it? In some

riting this book knocked me for a loop. I'd been investigating

seemingly magic way, seeing all the evidence converge together in one

happiness for eighteen years. I'd been engrossed in the broader

chapter, in one place, magnified its impact. Today a frustrating, disap-

subject of psychology for longer. Much of the research I describe in these

pointing, or painful moment does not go by when I don't ask myself Will

pages I know like the back of my hand, and I am fairly well familiar with

this matter in a year? And it passes.

W

the rest. Yet immersing myself in the data about the various activities that

I hope that you will have a similar experience. You may already be

people can use to become happier had an unexpected impact on me, an
impact that quickly became almost laughingly predictable. When I was

vaguely aware (or even certain) that such activities as meditating, expressing

working on the gratitude section, I wound up penning a gratitude letter

would make you a happier person. But how can you be sure that these

to a colleague (not something that comes naturally to me), and when I
was working on the kindness section, I was unusually considerate of and

strategies would work for you, and how precisely should you carry them

thoughtful toward my acquaintances and friends. My husband was pleas-

or practicing them effectively, up until now? Perhaps The HoUJ

antly surprised when he found me practicing on him the techniques I wrote

will be the catalyst that you've been waiting for to remake your life. The

about in the section on nurturing relationships, and during the writing of

foundation of science should bolster your confidence that you can be hap-

the spirituality section, I (the least spiritual person I know) started thinking

pier, if you practice happiness activities in an optimal way and with dedicated effort. You may not have known how to do that before, and I hope

about the larger questions on meaning and purpose and reading messages
into some of the major events of my life. These experiences genuinely
surprised me not only because of my intimate familiarity with all these

C
re -

gratitude, pursuing significant life goals, and doing random acts of kindness

out? Furthermore, why haven't you committed to practicing such activities,

if Happiness

You have a better idea now. You may not have been as fulfilled and happy as
You Wanted to be for your entire life and now are assured, from the potential
283
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of the 40 percent of happiness that can be controlled, that changing Your
happiness level is entirely in your hands, that your "unhappy genes" do not
doom you to unhappiness or, worse, to depression.
The recommendations in this book for how to become a happier person turned out to possess a surprising power, even for a seasoned happi_
ness researcher like me. Without a doubt, writing the book has changed

P ostscript
If You Are DepreJded

my life in some anticipated and many unanticipated ways. I hope that
reading it will change yours and help you get the life you want.

f you scored in the "depressed range"-that is, 16 or above on the
depression scale (the CES-D) printed in Chapter 2-you may be wondering what you need to know immediately and what special steps you
can take in addition to those described here. I should stress, however, that
although a program to 'become happier can positively be attempted by
those who are depressed, relief from depression is not what this book
promises . We'll now take a closer look at depression, what causes it, and
what can be done about it.

What Is Depression?
Depression is an illness, not a failing. It's what psychologists call a syndrome-that is, a group of signs and symptoms that form a pattern. Many
of you are undoubtedly already familiar with these symptoms. Some of
You may only have a few of them, while others may have many. There

1 8 -1

PO~bcript:

If Y OLI Are D epressed

are nine classic symptoms, with the first two being most diagnostic of
depr~ssion: 1

1. Sad mood for most of the day: feeling down, JnXIOUS, or
"empty," though some of you may feel tense or irritJble instead
2. Being less interested and finding less pleasure in almost all hobbies or activities that you used to enjoy (including sex)

major depr~ssion, but they keep you from feeling good or functioning ve ry well. If you're particularly unlucky, you may have
both major depression and dysthymia, a condition research~rs call
double depression .
ubsyndromal depression, in which you hJve some symptoms of
depression, but they are not so intense or so long-lasting to
earn you J formal diagnosis of either l11;uor depression or dys-

3. Feeling excessively guilty, worthless, or helpless

thymia. However, this type of depression deserves attention too,

4. Having little e nergy and feeling fatigued much of the time

inasmuch as you may still feel miserable and impaired in your

5. Having a hard time concentrating, remembering, or making

daily life.

decisions
6. Having trouble sleeping: experiencing insomnia, early-morning
awakening, or oversleeping

Even within these classes of diagnoses, you may suffer fi-om particular
types of symptoms. For example, when women are depressed, they are

7. Having trouble eating: overeating and gaining weight or losing
your appetite and losing weight

more likely than mell to experience weight gain, a boost in appetite, and
increased need for sleep, called reverse vegetative symptoms. Men are

8. Feeling either agitated or slowed down

more likely to experience the opposite and to feel angry and discouraged

9. Having thoughts of death or suicide, making suicide attempts

instead of hopeless and helpless. FLlrthermore, approximately one in ten
adults (men and women) has depressed moods that cycle with the seasons,

It's important to distinguish clinical, diagnosable depression from a

inflaming during the winter l1lonths_ Abollt one in t\venty women has

passing sad mood. Full-fledged depression involves your whole body and

depressive symptoms that tend to appear during the week before her

person-your feelings (e.g., "I fed wretched"), your thoughts (e.g., ''I'm

menstrual periods. Depression in \;\romen is also COIl1nlon after giving

ugly"), and your physical state (e.g., "I can't sleep"). To make things more

birth . D epression in older people is often triggered by a taxing illness or

complicated, there are also different types of depression . The most com-

the loss of a loved one.

mon are the following:

But no matter what kind of depression or what unique constellation of
symptoms you have in particular, you must know that you call get better.

Major depression, which involves one or more episodes (or

Amazingly, the typical depressed person doesn't seek treatment for an

periods of time) during which the depression is intense Jild

average of Hine years after experiencing her first symptoll1s. 1 So, even if

yOLI suffer a large number of symptoms. These symptoms inter-

you're pretty sure you are depressed or if yon have been in the past, you

fere with your work and your relationships, in addition to dis-

may have never received help from a mental health professional. I urge

turbing your sleeping, eating, and enjoyment of once pleasurable

you to do so without delay, for several reasons.
First is a problem called comorbidity. This means that if you are

activities.
Dysthymia, a less severe but more chronic Oonger-lasting) type of

depressed, you are very likely to be experiencing one or two or eve n more

depression. Your symptoms aren't as numerous or as disabling as in

or/zcr physical or emotional problems . Do you have persistent worries and
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tension or irrational fears that you just C1n't shake? H ave you ever had ..
panic attack, when you've felt that you might die? D o you have fi:ighte ll_

The Causes of Depression

ing nightmares or memories of a terrifying event? Do you have an eating
disorder or a problem with smoking, drinking, or drugs? These are jllSt

S US CEPTIBILITY AND STRESS

some of the conditions that tend to accompany depression and must be

(OR NATURE AND ENVIRONMENT)

managed and treated as soon as possible. Fortunately, several kinds of anti_

Many physical diseases develop when two things are present at the same

depressant medications have proved helpful not only in eft(xtively reliev_

time: First, we have an inborn susceptibility or predisposition toward the

ing depressive symptoms but also in treating some of these accompanying

disease, and second, we experience some kind of event or stress in our

conditions.

lives that triggers it. 6 Likewise, depression appears to be a result of both

3

The second reason to seek help for your depression is that it can wreak

"nature" and "environment." Like heart disease or diabetes or arthritis, it

lasting damage on your life. Research shows that the toll depression takes

is rooted in our biology. This is the nature part, involving our genes and

is as great as that of a chronic physical disorder like diabetes, arthritis, or

brain function. The heritability of depression-that is, the extent to

high blood pressure. 4 Because the average age at which people develop

which it is genetically determined-ranges trom 20 to 45 percenr7 for

depression is in their mid-twenties, the illness can have a profound effect

milder forms and is likely much higher for severe forms. Indeed, a parent,

on important life trallsitions, like fmishing school, starting out in a career,
becoming a parent, and getting and staying married. Furthermore, in the

child, or sibling of someone with depression has a two to four times
higher probability of becoming depressed than the average person. x It's

United States alone, the loss of productivity engendered by depression

clear that some of us are born \vith a susceptibility to depression . This sus-

costs thirty-three billion dollars per year in salary.-'

ceptibility, which could be inherited or simply ill fated, is likely expressed

Some people argue that depression is "normal," that feeling sad or

in what happens in our brains. Many studies have found that people suf-

inadequate or hopeless about everything is not a sign of irrationality or ill-

fering from depression show unique symptoms in their bodies.9 These

ness. Some even argue that good things can come out of it. There is a ker-

symptoms include too low amounts of various brain chemicals (norepi-

nel of truth in this. Some of the 10\'" moods we feel may be what Freud

nephrine, serotonin, and dopamine), a too high amount of a stress hor-

termed ordinary human unhappiness, and sometimes pessimism has value.

mone (cortisol) , and disturbance of deep dream-related (REM) sleep.

That is, people with negative outlooks may be more vigiLmt about threats

Furthermore, new technologies allowing researchers to image the brain

and dangers and thus heed warnings that optimists will not. But if you are

have revealed that severely depressed patients have abnormalities in the

depressed , you know all too well that what you are experiencing is not

prefrontal cortex (the region of the brain responsible for thinking and

just a pessimistic view of yourself and the world. What you are experienc-

managing emotions) as well as in the limbic regions (i.e., areas involved in

ing is utter suffering and pain. Much of this suHering is unrelenting and

sleep, eating, sex, motivation, memory, and responses to stress), including

awful and undeserved , and this is the biggest reason that depression needs

the mysterious-sounding Area 25.]0 In sum, there is now a great deal of

to be resolved and relieved.

eVidence that depression is partly rooted in those parts of our physical
bOdies Over w h IC
' h we h ave mlI1lmal
. ,
control.
However, a genetic or biological predisposition is generally not
enough to preCIpitate
" d epresslOn.
'
It ,s not the whole story. A stress or some
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The

kind of trigger is necessa ry as well. If your predisposition is very stron

then a relatively minor stress could lead you to fall into a fuU-fledge~
depression. If your predisposition is small, then only a major stress Or
trauma will bring about depression.

Cill/,ICJ

of DeprcddiolZ

about (1) ourselves (e.g., ''I'm not lovable"), (2) our present experiences
(e.g., "My boss always prefers my coworkers"), and (3) our futures (e.g.,

"I'll never outgrow my shyness"). Beck calls these types of thought a nega-

What do I mea n by stress? The trigger that makes you depressed cou ld

tive cognitive triad.
A related explanation for depression, called hopelessness theory, came

be stress in your life, although it's likely to be severe stress-for example,

out of the work of Martin Seligman and his students. According to this

the stress of poverty or a traumati c lite event (like experiencing violence,

theory, having expectations that bad things will happen to us and that

a natural disaster, or the loss of one's home), separation or divorce, serious

really good things will not happen, and that we cannot do anything to

or chronic illness, caring for a sick child or aging parent, and many

improve the situation, can cause depression. Thus hopelessness is thought

others.

1

!

Alternatively, some researchers focus on bad experiences in

to

lie at the root of a depression. How does a person become hopeless?

childhood as the stressors that trigger depression in adulthood. Indeed ,

When confronted with stressful or othel\ovise negative experiences, some

many different kinds of poor parenting, including whether your mother

people draw harmful inferences or conclusions. For example, when a man

was depressed or anxious while pregnant, as well as whether your parents

fails to get an expected promotion, he may conclude that being passed

were neglectful, intrusive, harsh, inconsistent, or abusive, have been blamed

over (1) "means I don't have talent," (2) "will prevent me from ever

for later depression. Unfortunately, researchers don't know whether it's

advancing in my career," and (3) "proves that I'm unworthy." These are

the inadequate parenting that leads to later depression in their kids or

symptoms of hopelessness, and they are likely to trigger depression in

so mething else entirely, like depression-prone genes shared by the whole

such a person. In contrast, another person in the exact same situation may

family.

be protected from hopelessness, and thereby from depression, if she alternatively concludes that (1) "I haven't been putting much effort into my
job lately," (2) "I should work harder, so I could get the promotion next
year," and (3) "this has no bearing on my self-worth."

PSYCHOLOGICAL VULNERABILITY

What else can cause or activate a depression? Many tomes have been wrir-

Both hopelessness theory and Beck's cognitive theory assume that

ten on this subject, and I shall only mention the two theories backed, in

people who become depressed have a cognitive vulnerability-that is, a

my judgment, by the most scientiflC evidence. The first is Aaron Beck's

dysfunctional way of thinking about negative life events that makes it

cognitive theory of depression, which form.s the basis for the most

COI11-

mOre likely that they'll become depressed. Simply put, how we interpret

manly used psychotherapy for this illness, cognitive-behavioral therapy.

OUr life experiences (e.g., current problems in a relationship) influences

Beck is a psychiatrist who argues that some people have dysfunctional atti-

Our feelings about those experiences (e.g., feeling hopeless and inadequate

tudes that make them vulnerable to becoming depressed in the face of a

versus confident and optimistic), which ultimately lead to distress and
even full-fledged depression.

negative event. These maladaptive attitudes often involve the notion that
our happiness and self-worth depend on our being peIfect or hinge

011

An exciting recent proj ec t, the Cognitive Vulnerability to Depression

other people's approval. For example, we might think, "My teacher's criti-

Project, has followed participants over time, measuring both their mal-

cal comment means that I'm a total failure" or "If my girlfi'iend doesn't

adaptive thoughts and their lite stresses. It has found that indeed, those

love me, then I am nothing." If we share these beliefS, then when some-

participants with hopeless and dysfunctional attitudes at one time are

thing truly bad happens, we tend to have automatic negative thoughts

mOre likely to suffer a major depressive episode at a subsequent timeY
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The

Fortunately, cognitive therapy, as you will shortly learn, has been very
effective at attenuating these maladaptive attitudes .

1110,1/
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The Most E ffective Treatments
for Depression

RISK FACTORS FOR DEPRESSION

A risk factor is something that makes depression more likely, without nec-

This sec tion could take up the space of an entire book-or a shelf-ful-

essarily causing it. There is now a great deal of scientific support for three

because there are many, many treatments for depression. Hence I shall only

risk factors for depression:

discuss the small handful of treatments that, in my opinion, have the
strongest empirical support~namely, the four most effective therapies. One
is pharmacological therapy, otherwise known as antidepressants or med~.

1. Poor social skills

The other three are types of psychotherapy (or talk therapy): cognitive-

2. Shyness or withdrawal
3. Excessive dependency on others

behavioral therapy, interpersonal therapy, and marriage and family therapy.
The current wisdom is that people with mild depression do very well with
psychotherapy, but those with moderate or severe depression may signifi-

If you recognize any of these qualities in yourself (and it's possible to

cantly benefit from antidepressants. 13 Most, however, do best with a combi-

possess more than one), obtaining professional help may be extremely

nation of medication and psychotherapy, the medication to provide swift

valuable. First, if your social skills need improvement, you can learn how

relief from symptoms and the psychotherapy to teach ski Us so that the

to express yourself and communicate better, to control your emotions and

depressed person can independently solve her problems and manage her

be sensitive to others' feelings, and to initiate and hold your own during

depressed feelings and thoughts. We'll begin with the best psychotherapies.

conversations. Researchers have also found that people who have poor
social skills have a tendency to seek criticism from friends and family;
indeed, they gravitate toward people who reject them. This is also some-

CO GN ITIVE-BEHAVIORAL THERAPY

thing that a psychotherapist can help you resolve.

As mentioned earlier, Beck's cognitive theory of depression gave rise to

Second, if you are the type of person who avoids social situations or is
excessively shy, you may be predisposed to experience depression. This is

tills, the most widely used depressio n therapy. The focus here is on your
thoughts.

ognitive-behavioral therapists assume that those who are

probably because in the face of stress or negative events, shy or inhibited

prone to depression are overly negative in their perceptions of themselves,

people avoid the very things that can protect them from falling into a neg-

their worlds, and their futures (that negative cognitive triad again) and that

ative spiral-namely, companionship and social support.

Such people show distorted thinking. For example, a depressed person

Finally, if you constantly seek reassurance from other people about your

might Come to the therapist's office and declare that she's a failure because

worth and lovability or if you are extremely needy of others' acceptance
.
. t rperand support, then you may be characterized by so-called excessIve
111 e . .

It rained at her son's swim party the day before. The job of the therapist is

sonal dependency. As v,rith the other risk £Ktors, having this characteris oc
makes you vulnerable to becoming depressed. Again, excessive dependency
should be worked out in a therapeutic context.
292

to teach the depressed patient to recognize and dispute her negative
beliefs and to replace th em with more adaptive thoughts. The therapist
.
d la
' l ogue wlth
. the patient
.
h 1t engage 111 a
about the circ umstan ces
of th e child's party until the patient realizes that her thinking has been
~~
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irrational and unduly pessimistic. "Homework" may be assigned between
sessions to reinforce the therapist's instruction and guidance.

yOLl. dealing with a failing marriage or a stressful life transition, or suffer-

So that's the cognitive part. The behavioral part consists of teaching

psy choanalysis, interpersonal therapy uses an eclectic approach, borrown a the best techniques £i'om a handful of other therapies. For example,

depressed patients skills that they might lack, such as problem solving (i.e.,
teaching you how to defme life problems and helping you generate possi

It."

ing

ti"Oll"l

a lack of assertiveness. Nthough it's loosely based on Freudian

'" n the assumptions of medical doctors are applied, the depressed perwhe

"

those problems and choose among them), self-control (i.e.,

son is defmed in this therapy as having a medical illness, which is treatable

teaching you to set weekly goals and then to monitor your behavior and

and not the result of a personal defect or weakness. Furthermore, like

reward yourself for meeting those goals), and so-called behavioral activation

marital therapists, interpersonal therapists help you work on and solve

(i.e., encouraging you to take action rather thJn avoid diHicult situations).

your relationship problems, instilling optimism in you that doing so will

The main goal of behavioral therapy, however, is to engage depressed indi-

both improve your personal situation and relieve your depressive symp-

solutions

to

Finally, like cognitive therapy, interpersonal therapy is focused on

viduals in activities that they enjoy and that afiord them a sense of mastery.

toL11S.

Not only will this strategy increase positive emotions , but it will also distract

the here and now, not on excavating the unconscious basis of depression

the depressed person from overthinking-or ruminating- about her fedings and problems, making the depression even worse. 14

in childhood.
This therapy takes three to four months. The focus during the sessions

Cognitive-behavioral therapy is relatively short term, usually lasting

is on addressing your recent and ongoing interpersonal events-whether

from four to fourteen sessions. However, treatment is likely to be longer

they involve marital strife, a child's disability, or the loss of friendship-

for those with extensive histories of rigid dysfunctional thinking. Patients

and the therapist's strategy depends somewhat on the type of event that's

with long-standing and entrenched maladaptive beliefs are taught to rec-

problematic. For example, if your greatest concern is conAict with your

ognize that much of their distress stems from these beliefs, and not just

mother-in-law, the interpersonal therapist will talk with you about the

from the negative life events that they've experienced. in other words, it

disturbed relationship, the exact nature of the conAict, and what you want

may not be the breakup six months ago that's making you depressed but

to do about it. He will help you re-create your situation so that he can

your continued maladaptive ruminations about it.
Is cognitive-behavioral therapy effective? The short answer is yes. This

fully understand it. The therapist will then go over with you all the
options that you have at your disposal to resolve the problem, OptiOIlS that

type of therapy has been one of the most extensively tested of all depre -

the depression may have kept you fi'om seeing or exploring fully. Together

sion treatments and has been shown to be equally or more etlective than

you may engage in role playing at this point to rehearse possible strategies,

other psychotherapies and roughly comparable to medication . IS Furthermore, those treated with cognitive-behavioral therapy until their depres-

such as what you would say when confi'onting your mother-in-law about
a grievance.

sions have lifted (i.e., until "remission") are less likely to relapse or to suffer

Studies have shown that interpersonal therapy is very effective at alleviating depression. Its dticacy is close or equal to that of antidepressant med-

from a future depressive episode.

ication and even superior to medication at improving social fUlIction.ing.1f>

If you think this type of psychotherapy is a good fit for you, then it could
be a vital treatment.

INTERPERSONAL THERAPY

.
.
ers onal
If you're depressed, you ;ue likely
to have. at Ieast one ll1terp
. . t h e 1oss 0 f someone close
problem-for example, you may be gnevmg
. to
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feeling brighter and both partners are express ing positive feelings toward
each other. This boost serves as the foundation for the second phase,

M AHRIAGE AN D FA MILY TH ERAPY

Like illterpersonal therapists, marital and bmily t1Krapists recoo-nize th
b

at

whose aim it is to restructure the relationship-for exa mple, to improve

depressed individuals often have problems with family relationships.

th e way that the couple communicates, handles problems, and interacts

Indeed , if you are marri ed a/ld depressed , YOll are very likely to be experi_

on a daily basis. Sometimes this is done by having the couple write a

encing distress in your ll1arriage.

17

If YOll are depressed alld have children at

behavioral "contract," agreeing

to

change aspects of their behavior. When

home, yOll are probably experiencing difficulty in the Jrea of parenting. 1M

su ccessful, this phase will leave the couple feeling more supportive and

Serious depression can cause pain and suffering not only in the ill pers

11

sensitive to each other's needs, more intimate, and better able to cope

but in his or her family. But is it th e £lmily problems that calise depression

with future difficulties. Finally, in the third phase, the therapist helps the

or vice versa? According to stress-generation theory, J~ \-vhose logic guides

tWO partners prepare for stressful situations that might come to pass and

most marital and fam.ily therapists, the causal arrow runs both ways. There

encOLlrages them to attribute their improvement in therapy to their love

are many ways that depressed individuals CJn create stress in their interper-

and caring for each other. Interestingly, behavioral marital therapy has

sonJI relationships, and this interpersonal stress CJ n IllJke them even more

been found to be at least as effective as individual therapy at lifting depres-

depressed. For example, depressed women are more negative and pes-

sion. However, it has the additional benefit of bolstering marital satisfac-

simistic toward their partners, are more lax and inconsistent mothers, have

tion. Indeed , a number of studies have shown that the boost in marital

more strained relationships with their teenage children, and are more likely

happiness (or favorable changes in the marriage related to tnat boost) is in

to withdraw during conflicts. All these factors make it likely that the

fact the reason that the marital therapy works. 23

depression exacerbates these women's family troubles. On the other hand,

Unfortunately, marital therapy suffers from a considerable obstacle: Its

marital problems (a n infidelity or the threat of divorce) and parenting

sLlccess hinges on the depressed person's partner's not undermining the

problems (constant strife with kids) increase the risk of depression or

whole pro cess or refusing to participate altogether. This does happen

aggravate the depression that's already present.

2

This vicious cycle, in

occasionally (though less often than it did twenty-five years ago), because

which depression leads to problems, which lead to more depression and

some people consider sllch therapy a stigma . An alternative is to consider

more problems, is where the marital and family therap ist can intercede.

parent training as a fIrSt step because depressed individuals are likely to

!i

The two most conmlO11 and successful interventions for the kinds of

have difficulties in both the arenas of parenting and marriage. Relative to

family troubles commonly experienced by depressed individuals 3re

marital therapy, parent training is much more widely accepted, is consid-

behavioral marital therapy for marital discord 2J and parent training for

ered less embarrassing, and doesn't reguire the participation of both par-

child mana gement problems. 22

ents. Different types of parent management training exist, but most teach

Behavioral marital therapy is a relatively brief treatment in which the
therapist meets regularly with the depressed person and his or her partner.

parenting skills (e.g., the use of reinforcement and time-out with children) ' ProVI'd"
e mSlg h'
t mto h ow parents may be inadvertently reinforcing

In the first phase of treatment, the therapist tackles the biggest strains

Oil

their chi.ldren's problem behavior (e.g., by giving attention to negative

the relationship and helps the couple havell10re positive interactions. T he

behavior), model warmth and effective communication, and instill confi-

couple may be given a homework assigllment to figure out what activity
. . ,
.
h ad and
they have enjoyed dOIng together m the past and th en gOl!1g a e
doing it. When this phJse is successful, the depressed person is already

dence in new and not-so-new parents alike. This type of intervention has
been shown to alleviate child management problems and reli eve depressive
sYrnptoms .24
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depressed individuals for

taking, and require different doses and schedules. 3D For example, Prozac is
taken once daily, and the dosage needs to be adjusted only slightly during
the course of treatment. This green pill is believed to work by increasing
the amount of serotonin in the patient's brain. Its side effects are minor

almost fifty years. Prozac is undoubtedly the best known, but there are

but include nausea, insomnia, and nervousness at the beginning of treat-

many others, and they can be divided into several categories. The first

ment; sexual side effects may be problematic throughout treatment.

includes the most commonly used antidepressants, called SSI-Us. These are

Another downside is that Prozac can block the effectiveness or reduce the

the "superstars" you've heard of, like Prozac, Zoloft, and Paxil. The second

safety of other medications (e.g., drugs taken for heart disease, migraine,

category are newer drugs that include Wellbutrin and Effexor. The third

or epilepsy) more so than other antidepressants in its class (such as Zoloft) .

and fourth categories are older antidepressants, which are still considered

By contrast, the antidepressant Wellbutrin affects the depressed patient's

effective but have more side effects. These comprise the tricyclics (like

levels of norepinephrine and dopamine (but not serotonin), so it's likely

Anafranil and Tofranil) and the MAO inhibitors (like Nardil and Parnate).

to

ANTIDEPRESSANT MEDICATION

It would be difficult to find a person who's never heard of antidepressant
medications. These drugs have been available

to

be effective for a different sort of patient from those taking Prozac.

Our society has witnessed a massive growth in antidepressant prescrip-

Wellbutrin's most common side effects-insomnia, anxiety, tremor, and

tiOllS. In 2005, antidepressants were the third most commonly prescribed
medications of any kind. 25 Needless to say, their widespread use has pro-

headache--are also different fr0111 those of Prozac, and on the positive side,
it has few sexual side effects. However, its drawbacks are that it needs to be

voked many strong and polarized opinions. Some argue that everyone,

taken up to three times daily, and it has a higher chance than other antide-

even relatively happy people, should be taking Prozac, while others

pressants of causing seizures. Fortunately, a newer cousin of Wellbutrin,

prophesy that its widespread use will deliver terrible ills. As always, how-

called Zyball, has addressed some of these potential problems; Zyban

ever, there is a middle ground. The fact is that 60 to 70 percent of

doesn't carry an elevated risk for seizures and needs to be taken only twice

depressed patients improve after using a single antidepressant,26 although it

a day.

usually takes three to six weeks for a full response.27 If one drug doesn't

Effexor XR is yet another antidepressant, which works biologically in

appear to work, many depressed individuals ultimately find another one

a different way from all the other drugs in its class. Interestingly, it raises

that does. On the other hand, a sizable percentage of patients do not

the patient's levels of serotonin when taken in low to moderate doses and

respond well to such medications or can't tolerate the side effects. You

elevates norepinephrine at higher doses. Some studies show that when it

must be careful to choose the treatment that's right for you. Someday,

comes to more severely depressed patients, Effexor XR is more effective

with the help of a new field called psychopharmacogenetics, we may be

than any other drug of its kind .

able to do this by matching the best-fitting drug to our unique genetic
makeups.28

the older classes of antidepressants are usually not used as first-line agents.

The choices of antidepressants are indeed overwhelming, but a psychi-

However, they may be tremendously valuable for certain types of

Because of their higher rates of side effects and other complications,

atrist can help navigate the boundless information and select the type and

depressed persons, especially when other drugs don't initially succeed at

dosage of drug that are appropriate for each case. 2') Indeed, each class of

lifting their depressions . In sum, there are many choices for pharmaco-

antidepressants is unique; particular drugs attack different brain chemicals

logical treatment of depression, and the selection process is complex,

(serotonin or norepinephrine or both), differ in their side effects, shoW
different interactions with other medications that the patient might be

especially for the roughly one-third of depressed people for whom the
first drug tried (the first- line agent) is unsuccessful. The fact that many
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options exist, however, is good news, as psychiatrists ca n tr)T varl'

ous
approaches. The most obvious one is to switch to another antidepressant
but other options include increasing the dosage or the length of treatment:

W HICH TREATMENTS ARE DEBATABLE?

Patients are often curious about how long they need to stay on medica_

I want to mention two well-known treatments for depression that have
been found to be mu ch less effective than the ones I've already described.
One is herbal therapy, the most common of which involves taking St.
John'S wort, a fragrant plant draped in yellow f1O\,vers in summer. In Ger-

tion and whether the depression will return once they stop. The usual rec-

many this plant is used more for depression than are conventional antide-

ommendation is that antidepressants be taken from four to nine 1110nth.~

pressants, and most of the research testing its etfectiveness has been done

(fortunately, they are not habit-forming), at which point the medication

there. This work shows that it can be etfective, especially for short-term

will be tapered off over one to two months. If one's depression is severe
and recurrent, runs in the family, and started before age twenty, many doc-

periods for mild depression. 34 However, fl aws in the studies that have

tors reconunend maintenance treatment-that is, to continue taking the

duct a much larger and well-controlled three-year study, which found that

adding a second nonantidepressant drug, and giving two antidepressan~'
simultaneouslyJ1

been done so far prompted the U.S. National Institutes of Health to con-

medication even after the depression has fully lifted in order to prevent

St. John 's wort was no more effective than a placebo at alleviating depres-

recurrence. Research confirms that this is indeed good advice. In tw'O stud-

sion or at boosting overall functioning. 35 Because this herbal medicine

ies the vast majority of patients who continued taking the tricyclic Tofranil

can have dangerous interactions with other medications, and because its

for five years after experiencing depression did not have a recurrence. 32

potency and preparation are not tightly regulated in the United States,

Even better news comes from studies showing that antidepressants lower

dep ressed people should be vigilant when using it as a treatment.

the risk of future depressions even after they're

discontinued. 33

Despite the fact that antidepressants now help millions of people, mis-

The other treatment that has had mixed results for depression is psychodynamic therapy, which includes traditional Freudian psychoanalysis.

conceptions about them are still widespread. Some claim, for example, that

Psychodynamic therapists believe that a depressed person's current prob-

these drugs provide only "artificial" relief. This is the notion that depressed

lems can be resolved successfully only with an intense self-exploration,

people need to work out their problems and deal with their depressions by

the goal of which is to give the person a complete understanding of her

themselves, without help from synthetic agents. A related assumption is that

conflicted feelings and the unconscious basis of her problems in early

antidepressants prevent people from facing the true sources of their suffer-

family relationships. This type of therapy is very intensive (involving f1try-

ing and troubles. In response, I'd like to underscore that depression is an illness that needs treatment. Without treatment, the symptoms of depression

minute sessions several times a week), lengthy (usually lasting several

can last for weeks, months, or even years. People with depression cannot
just "snap out of it" or "pull themselves together." Hardly anyone would
ever argue that people shouldn't take "artifIcial drugs" tor cardiovascular

years), and expensive. Furthermore, it has been found to be useful only for
people with mild depressive symptoms or who have already improved
with other treatments. 3 (,

disease or cancer or rheumatoid arthritis. It's true that depression is different-it seems to be a disorder of emotion rather than an organ of the body,

WHAT TO Do IF You ARE DEPRESSED

like the heart or kidney-but in truth, depression is a disorder of the brain.

Al11azingly, despite the existence of several highly eftective treatments for
depression, very few depressed people actually partake of them . For
example, of those meeting criteria for major depression- that is, those

When a drug begins to relieve the suffering of the depressed individual,
only then can she begin to confront her pain.
300
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with the most severe symptoms and disability-only 22 percent of whites

CUI'I'

fol' (!1l/JappiIlN,1 [.I Happill e.JJ

and 11 percent of Mexican-Americans receive treatmcl1t Y The percent_

positive psychotherapy, meeting for two hours per week with eight to
eleven depressed indivi duals at a time. Each week the participants were

ages are undoubtedIy even 10\,ver for people whose symptoms are less

prompted to do a different positive exercise, such as expressing gratitude,

severe. If you suffer fi'om depression, { strongly encourage you to try

Olle

SJvoring, or using their signature strengths. Compared with particip;mts

of the immensely effective treatments that exist. The fIrSt step toward get-

who hadn't received any treatment, the positive psychotherapy groups

ting treatment is to make an appointment with your primary care physi-

showed significam relief from their depressi.ve sympto1l1s over the course

cian. A full physical examination is necessary because many medications

of th e six-week therapy. Amazingly, their levels of happiness 1l0t only

and illnesses (such as infections) can have symptoms that are very similar

increased reliably throughout treatment but continued rising long after

to depression, and these need to be ruled out. If th ey are ruled out, then

the intervention was over, reaching an all-time high after one year. In a

the physician (or a psyc hi:ltrist or psychologist) will complete a psycho-

subsequent study, patients diagnosed with major depression participated

logical evaluation, asking you questions about th e history of your symp-

in a ten- to twelve-week individual positive psyc hotherapy. Patients

toms, your family history, and possible substance use problems and

encouraged to focus on their strengths rather than on their pathologies

suicidal thinking. Your speech, reasoning, and memory are likely to be

experienced signifIcantly greater relief from depress ion compared with

tested as well; sometimes these types of abilities are affected by depressive

tbose receiving "treatment as usual" and even compared witb those taking

illness. If a diagnosis of depression is made, then you and your doctor will

antidepress:mt medication.
T he positive psycho therapy recently developed and applied by Selig-

decide on the first-line treatment.

man and his collaborators uses some happiness-enhancing strategies tbat

The Cure for Unhappiness Is Happiness

are similar to tbose described in this book. In this way, their research bolsters our confidence in the value of doing bappiness activities that bolster
positive emotions, positive thoughts, and positive experiences in order to

The cure for unhappiness is happiness, I don't care what anyone says.

begin to relieve mild, moderate, and even severe depression. Although the

-Eli::abelb lI'/cC/'Ilc/.:en

activities illustrated in Part II are not designed to "cure" depression, if you
are deprE'ssed, trying one or more of the se activities affords a strong

If you are deeply depressed, you may wonder and perhaps question how a

chance of lightening the burden and darkness of depression and produc-

book about how to become happier can help

ing positive feelings.

YOll.

On one hand, you are

right to be skeptical. Most people need to get a repriE've from the most

Furthermore, you m.ight consider trying one of several existing psy-

troubling symptoms of their depression before they are able to muster the

chotherapies for depression that aim to increase well-being rather tban only

energy and motivation to embark on a happiness-increasing program. 0 0

to relieve symptoms. These psychotherapies are relatively widely tested and

the other hand, as Seligman has demonstrated, even the most sE'verdy
s
depressed individuals can improve by doing J simple daily happines -

established. For example, the goal of one such treatment, the short-term
well-being therapy, is to improve patients' positive functioning-their SE'nse

increasing exercise. (His study essentially involved an optimism strategy:

of lite purpose, positive relationships, self-acceptance, etc.-and to increase

taking time to recall three thirl"s that went WE'll eacb day.) Indeed, other
1:">
•
I 38 In
studies fro!11 Seligman's labora tory are demonstratmg parallel resu ts.

to be hi.ghly effective at reducing so-called residual symptoms of people

one of them , researchers conductE'd a six-week course of so-called grOUP

Who've recovered from depression 39 Other promising positive-focused

;02
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their experiences of mastery and pleasure. This therapy has been shown
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therapies for depressive and other psychological disorders include Quality f
Life Therapy,40 hope therapy,4 i positive psychotherapy, and personal growth
therapy. 42

Appendix
S urm ounting Se tback s

Ad{)itionaL Happinc.jJ
ActivitieJ That May Fit

A fmal point needs to be made. Most people experience at least one
tragedy or major setback in their lives. Researchers have shown that
people are remarkably resilient and, after an initial bout of misery, eventually return to their previous level of wcll-being.'3 However, vvhile in the
throes of their misfortune, some become depressed , insecure, and unable
to perceive a brighter future. This type of unhappiness is temporary or
reactive, and the happiness exercises described in this book may be particularly helpful at alleviating it. Committed engagement to happiness activities can lift a person out of the rut, fIrSt to a neutral point and then onto
higher ground.
During the 2004 U.S. presidential campaign, vice-presidential cmdi-

he grid below summarizes which happiness-increasing strategies go

date John Edwards revealed having endured the tragedy of losing his

together. Ideally, fIrSt try your four best-fitting happiness activities

sixteen-year-old son, with whom. he had been extremely close. After a

established for you by the Person-Activity Fit Diagnostic (see Chapter 3).

period of depression and grief, he appeared to have come out of the

After exhausting this list of four, use the grid below to help you find additional helpful happiness activities.

experience a difrerent person, with new priorities and goals. "I have
learned two great lessons," Edwards wrote in his memoir, "that there will
always be heartache and struggle, and that people of strong will can make
a difference. One is a sad lesson; the other is inspiring. I choose to be
illspired."44 Out of depression, if we beat it, we can emerge stronger, happier, more engaged in life.

Expressing gratitude
(Happiness Activity No.1)

Practicing acts of kindness
(Happiness Activity N o. 4)

Lcarnjng to forgive

(Happiness Activity
No.7)
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Cultivating optimism
(Happiness Activity No.2)

Savoring life's joys (Happiness
Activity No.9)

Lc;)rning to forgive

(Happiness Activity
No.7)

Committing to your goals

Savoring lif,,'s joys

(Happiness Activity No. 10)

(Happines> Activity No.9)

Developing strategies
for coping (Happiness
Activity N o.6)

Avoiding overthinking and

Developing strategies for

COlllmitting to your

Practicing religion and

Taking care of your

social comparison

coping (Happiness Activity

go,]ls (Happiness

spirituality (Happiness Activity

body (Happiness Activity

for co ping (Happiness

(Happiness Activity No.3)

No.6)

Activity No. 10)

N o.l1)

No. 12)

Activity No.6)

Practicing acts of kindness

Savoring life's joys (Happiness

experiences

Taking care of your body

Conunitting to your goals

(Happiness Activity No.4)

Activity No.9)

(Happiness Activity

(Happiness Activity No. 12)

(H appiness Activity No.1 0)

Increasing Rov;

Pra cticing acts of kindness

(Happiness Activity No.5)

(Happiness Activity No.4)

Developing str,n egies for
coping (Happiness Activity
No.6)

Learning to forgive
(Happiness Activity No. 7)

Increasing flow
experiences (Happiness
Activity No . 8)

Comn1itting to your goals
(Happiness Activity No. 10)

Taking care of your
body (Happiness
Activity No. 12)

Learning to forgive
(Happiness Activity
No.7)

Developing strategi es for

Cultivating optimism

coping (Happiness Activity

(Happiness Activity

No.6)

No.2)

Committing to your
Savo ring life's joys
(Happin.:s> Activity No. 9)

goals (Happiness
Activity No. 10)

Committing to your
Savo ring li[e'sjoys

Increasing flow experiences

(Happin ess Activity No. 9)

(Happiness Activity No.8)

goals (Happiness
Activity No. 10)

=------------
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Savoring life:' joys
(Happiness Activity
N o. 9)

No.8)

Nurturing relationships

D eveloping strategies
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